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INTRODUCTORY

SINCE the publicatioii of my "ABC About

Collecting," changes in the collecting world

have taken place which require mention in a book

like this.

Most of the " lines " of collecting which were popular

in the past continue to be followed assiduously, but

the accumulation of objects in great museums and

rich private collections has affected prices, and not

only prices, but also the quantities available for

"jacking up."

Prices have risen. It is no longer practicable for

brokers to obtain small curios for next to nothing,

and to sell them for two or three shillings each. Dealers

have multiplied in number, but as the supply of the

genuine objects they deal in is limited they cannot

compete with each other by "cutting" prices, as

grocers, drapers, and other tradesmen do.

Time was when the Caledonian Market of a Friday

offered many genuine chances to the acute snapper-

up of unconsidered trifles: that has almost ceased

to be the case. Forgeries, counterfeits, and frauds
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have therefore come into existence there and elsewhere,

in ahnost unlimited number, and these are sold at

dearer prices than the real things used to fetch.

It is now more than ever necessary for a collector

to be well versed in the signs and symptoms which

distinguish the true from the false in the stocks which

small dealers and furniture-brokers offer. The hints

conveyed in this book, and in "ABC About

Collecting" are now more than ever useful and im-

portant. Time was when marks upon old earthen-

ware and porcelain were safe guides; fraud has

rendered them only of secondary use, as confirming

the other indices in the real things or contradicting

them in the imitations.

Porcelain of the true old sorts has become so rare

and costly that many collectors have turned their

attention more to the old glass made in England and

Ireland. Chapters on that are given in this book.

But counterfeits are also numerous in glass.

A few years ago old silver with the hall-mark of

George III was little collected. Now, because silver-

ware made in earlier reigns than that has become so

dear, George III silver is being acquired by collectors,

at considerable prices per ounce. This has not ex-

tended to George IV, William IV, or early Victorian

silver as yet, but soon may do. It is the smaller,

lighter, and entirely hand-made pieces which are most

in demand. A good brief rule to remember is to buy

only silver hall-marked " before the King's head."

" Old Wedgwood " is now exceedingly rare, and
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fetches big prices. Her Majesty the Queen is a col-

lecto*- of " Old Wedgwood," and during a visit to

vhe museum at th - Etruria works, Her Majesty's

connoisseurship wa^, evinced. Baxter prints steadily

go up in cost. Fine old English mahoga-y furniture

is in great demand in America, Canada, Australia,

France, and Germany; old English oak furniture is

therefore going up. It is reproduced in large quanti-

ties, the marks of wear and tear aud style being

cleverly imitated, not fraudulently but openly, as

may be seen in any considerable furnishing shop.

Old brass-ware is fraudulently imitated and sov^

in great quantities. Chestnut-roasters, toasting-forks,

candlesticks, door-knockers, cjid the like await the

unwary by the myriad pieces, and are so doctored,

colomred, burned, indented, and artificially worn in

places, that hardly anybody can escape being de-

ceived.

Perhaps old SheflSeld plate is even more i. nerously

imitated. But it is cheaply and badly imitated, as a

rule. Pawnbrokers' shops and silversmiths' windows

contain fine new ware which is labelled " Sheffield

plate." This consists of replicas from the old Sheffield

plate moulds, in copper or nickel which has been

electroplated. Sometimes the label " silver on

copper" is used, Uterally mis^eadingly.

However, small collections of genuine old things

are continually coming into the market, and collecting

is as much a hunt and delight as ever. It has to be

pursued with more skill and knowledge now, and at a

a)

im

t

1 ,'

i
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little higbei cost than used to be necessaiy. that is alL

It is the beginners, the people who never stu<ty books

and museums, who buy the counterfeits: books ot

this kind are now more needful than befoxe.

New " lines " in collecting devetop, and should be

taken advantage of : the man who collects one land

AOAIB Oa TOKIDIIB-aBBU. WAIW CAT.

of thing only is not unlike that uneducated student
" the man of one book." Many volumes on separate

"lines" of collecting are published, most of them

repeating the information contained in their prede-

cessors, but it is seldom that a writer on Collecting

offers his readers the help of his own discoveries in

the hobby and art. That, however, is what in this

book I try to do. Not much here is " copy-book
"
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work, and much here is new and discovered, either

in material or arrangement and explanation. I have

not thought it needful, in this book, to give copies

of the porcelain-makers' marks. This book does not,

of course, pretend to cover the whole of any one field

in collecting. But it does claim to throw new light

on many_old fields.

i!

i

i
»

BRAU. BOX.
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MORE ABOUT COLLECTING

PART I

GENERAL HINTS AND WARNINGS

THESALE.ROOM

\X WHETHER he buys or no, a wise collector spends
» » an hour in a sale-room now and again, never

mind whether it be a ding> place where the auctioneer
makes sixpence for himself on each article sold, or a
sky-lit hall where the rap of the hammer on the desk
may mean a commission of a hundred pounds. Perhaps
the small suburban auctions, in private houses vacated
by death, afford the thrifty collector thi best chances,

for there the assembled dealers are often few. But
people who own collections, which will some day go
to a sale-room proper, ought to know by the experience

of others what to expect, and to observe for what
prices the kinds of things they collect are knocked
down or knocked out.

"The Knock-out"-The " knock-out " is the ghost
which silently haunts many auctions. If the group of

dealers present have agreed that only one of their

number shall bid for certain " lots," those lots are

likely to be knocked down very cheaply , I have known
2 17
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a collection of Oriental china auctioned off for one-

fifth of its worth. If then the group of dealers proceed

to some private place together, and put the same

"lots" up to auction among themselves, the real

buying value will Le obtained, but not by the owner

who sent the things to the sale-room. A notaW-

book was lately auctioned off for £60 or so, half its

trade value. The difference-nf6o or so—would be

divided among the members of the "knock-out," as

reward for not having competed during the pubUc sale.

Men of Straw.—To counteract this a little, experi-

enced collectors usually em-

ploy a dealer to make their

bids. But that is a trans-

parent device if the col-

lector stands next the bid-

der, especially so if he

prompts him audibly in

the intervals between bid and bid. Often a hanger-

on kind of dealer is employed in this way, whom the

dealers with capital know to be a man of straw. The

proper thing to do is to go to the " view " the day

before the sale, and mark your catalogue with your

maximum prices ; then watch the proceedings at a

distance from your man of straw. Your commission

to him must be such as to make it less worth his

while to stand in with the " knock-out " than to bid

for you.

Price*.—The effect of the " knock-out " system is

to keep apparent prices low, except in those cases

AOATB C TORTOISB-IHBIX WAH«
BOWL.
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where a " lot " is particularly coveted. The " knock-

out " cannot always operate, because often a dealer

has a customer whom he knows to be ready to buy

at a fair price a certain kind of " lot." The

small dealers often lament the " huge prices," as

they call them, which " articles of bigotry and vir-

tue " often realise in a sale-room ; but that is be-

cause there are dealers with capital present, who

have a certainty of selling the " lot " again to

a particular client, at any price almost, if the

article be really choice. There are collectors who
never visit a " view " or attend an auction ; they

leave all that to their trusted dealers. There is a case

in which a dealer buys pictures at between £2,000 and

£3,000 for a wealth^ Parvenu, who knows n'>^hing

about art, but like say to his guests: "There
isn't a picture in this itouse that cost me less than two

thousand pounds.' Several private owners of really

valuable pictures have asked me to aJ.-ise them how
to get their pictures sold for proper value, privately,

direct to the buyers, and not through a dealer. It is

an almost impossible thing.

Auctioneer* and Adroitness.—^Auctioneers are

students of human nature—no better place for the

study tt -n a sale-room—and they handle their audi-

erxes with much skill, as a rule. Attend a picture-

sale, when, say, a " head of a man, attributed to

Holbein," is placed on the easel. A deale'- near you
whispers that it is quite genuine ; another growls

that it is " a dub," a daub, a fake from Munich or the
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environs of Sheffield. But the bidding has begun

:

the experienced auctioneer allows it to begin humbly

with " Five pounds! " though he says, in a tone half

sarcasm, half wail, "Five pounds for a Holbein}

Gentlemen, gentlemen, please !

"

A private collector present

thinks he sees a chance. Five

pounds it begins with, instead

of five hundred I For a Hol-

bein ! He nods. " Five ten,"

says the auctioneer, and nods

seem to shower awhile, till

"Ten pounds" is reached.

Then the hanuner pauses in

air, and the private collector

thinks the picture is his. But

the hammer pauses long enough

for a nod to come from else-

where. "Eleven pounds!"

says the auctioneer, for a nod

means a pound or a guinea

after the ten pounds minimum

has been reached. The private

sn-vBR iNUFFEHs. collcctor gcts angry that at the

last moment he should be interfered with, and bids

wildly. The picture is run up to forty pounds

against him, and at forty guineas he is allowed

to secure it, the dealers guessing pretty well at

what point Le is likely to stop. The collector

may for years rejoice in his possession of " a Hoi-

J.
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bein," but the thing moU never sell for forty guineas

again.

And thus the merry, skilful game goes on.

CXHiJECrOR'S PIECES

" Quite a collector's piece, you see, sir," a dealer

will often say to you, and what he means by a " col-

lector's piece" is usually the ordinary handsome,

costly specimen, sought after by moneyed buyers.

A silver-rose-bowl, hall-marked 1708 ; a Petitot snuff-

box ; a Chelsea group of figures, ve*^' well cleaned up
with ammonia; a Derby vase, snake-handled, and a

lot of blue and gold about it ; or a Japanese tsuba, or

sword-guard, lavishly inlaid—such are the " collector's

pieces" which dealers mean by that term. Few
dealers go deeper than that, and few collectors, either

;

they prefer to sell or buy the ordinary handsome

specimen, the banal beautiful thing which is " every-

body's money," the pieces which resemble the pieces

seen in great public and private collections, and are

pictured in every ordinary book on collecting such

wares.

A Different Kind of Piece.—^To me, however,

a certain beaker, made of earthenware at Lambeth,

between the days of Dwight and the days of Doulton,

is a " collector's piece." It is rimmed with some of

the earliest Sheffield-plate ever made ; it is decorated

with raised figures, which, by their costume, date the

piece and typify its era ; and I possess the same figures
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in brass, used for mantelpiece ornaments in their day.

This bit of earthenware, which cost me one-and-six-

pence, is so full of hints, information, and chronicle

that it is essentially an enlightened " collector's piece."

The studious collector, who goes deeply into his

hobby, may enjoy it at small expense if he purchases

pieces which, though cheap because neglected, are

elucidative and rare.

Take tsubas, for in-

stance ; a small one,

made for a sword no

bigger than a bayonet,

plain iron chased, not

inlaid with gold or

silver, costing two

shillings only, but

bearing the artist's

signature, is truly a

collector's piece, be-

cause smaU tsubas
were so seldom

JACKFIELO WARE. Signcd.

Chippendale.—Chippendale-style chairs are a rage,

both here and on the Continent ; I say Chippendale-

style because, of course, not one in a thousand of them
was made by Chippendale himself. A collector's piece

in Chippendak -style chairs is usually supposed to mean
an elaborate, ribbon-back, thirty-guinea or three-

hundred-guinea affair. Yet the simpler designs are

the older and the more typical, and chairs Qi tliat periodt
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and style may still be picked up at from sixty to a hun-
dred shillings apiece. In the Soane Museum, Lincohi's

Inn Fields, stands an armchair so fine and beautiful

and authenticated that, could it ever be sold at auction,

it would sell for £i,ooo, I dare say ; but it is not a
" collector's piece," because pieces like it are no longer

collectable either for love or money. Yet many a
"Chippendale" collector sighs, and enjoys his col-

lection the less. In Stationers' Hall a long set of

Chippendale chairs is visible, of such simple beauty and
workmanship as to be typical of the early Chippendale
style

; the fellows of these (unlike the Soane Museum
example) are collectable yet.

Misled by Muaeunu.—I have often urged readers

to study the public collections, but the study of them
may mislead. " This is a museum piece, sir," a dealer

sometimes will say, as a variant upon " This is a col-

lector's piece," but meanmg the same kind of thing.

Yet a quite small and apparently insignificant item
in a public collection may be better worth a collector's

study than an item handsome and costlyand impossible

now to collect. In a collection of " Old Wedgwood,"
for instance, the admiring eye goes usually to the

splendid vases and the classic plaques, though the
Wedgwood chessmen are much more uncommon.
Wedgwood chessmen are exceedingly rare, but I possess

more than a dozen, picked up one at a time in odd
comers, for prices ranging from sixpence to not more
than two shillings each. M'^'iinificent and unmatch-
able " museum pieces " often daunt a would-be or
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beguming collector, too. The true way for people

not wealthy to learn collecting and enjoy it is to look

out for small typical pieces of ware which may still

be found and purchased for a small price.

So I urge a reader to form his opinion as to what

is a collector's piece, from his own information. «aid not

from what a superficially-informed dealer may say.

For this is certain, as the costly " museum pieces " and

INUFI40Z OF PAPIBR MACai AMD MBTAI.

" collectors' pieces " become more and more absorbed

into museums, or dearer and dt.arer at auctions, so in

pecuniary value will rise the smaller typical pieces,

which are stUI cheaply collectable to-day.

"ANTICHITA"

Not long ago a certain collector—Jones, let us call

him—^returned from Rome with quite a cargo of anii-

chita. He holus the belief that collecting cannot be

carried on in England any longer.
'

' Everything's been

snapped up here," he says. " Italy for me ! Italy's

still full of loose antichita."

So it is, indeed. Verona, Venice, Siena, Rome almost
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swarm with shops which bear the word " Antichita
"

for ensign. Some of them are portions of old mona»>

teries or palaces, and the ancient buildings around

them seem to make the antichita appear more antique.

Pleasant hours, and a lot of money, may be spent in

such old places, and no doubt the art of collecting aads

another joy to the art of European travel. But

nowhere more than in Italian shops ought you to be

on your guard.

The Statuette.—^I have translated aloud to Jones

some portions of a book by M. Paul Reboux, to serve

as a calmative. Here is an episode

:

" Lorenzo drew out of his bundle a statuette. It was

terra-cotta, it was a Silenus, that seemed to stagger

upon his ped^tal—one of those smooth, high pedestals

which characterise the class of pottery from Asia

Minor to which this was said to belong. Silenus held

back his bald head, crowned by a wreath that seemed

about to drop off ; he laughed, hb eyes were made
little by his puffed cheeks, his nose was flat, his tongue

was visible inside his mouth. The dealer examined

the figure minutely. Yes, the terra-cotta displayed

the swarthy tint of old Mycene figures ; you could see

traces of white on the body "

I break off here to remind you that you may see the

same careful traces of white upon the false Tanagra

figures and the false small Egyptian deities which wait

for buyers in certain London shops to-day.

" Yes, you could also see signs of old gilding upon

the cup in Silenus's hand, and on the hem of his tunic.
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Nothing wu misting—not even the potting-ldln hole,

or the Mnd>nuurks that seemed to witness to a thousand

years of desert buriaL The imitation was perfect.

' Good—very gzod,' the dealer said to Lorenzo, and

paid him twenty-four shillings for the fraud. A few

days later the dealer sold it for sixteen pounds."

The DmWs Littk Ways.—Himself he knew how
to crackle new ivories by boiling them like eggs ; how
to cook new pictures in the oven ; how to smoke new
prints; how to green new bronzes with nitrate of

potassium. It was so amusing to see the things age in

a minute I He would bring a new earthenware dish

out of the oven, burning hot, and plunge it into iced

oil ; result, contraction, chill—chilblains, so to speak

—and the glaze all cracked into the wrinkles of pre-

'ture age. And then he would rub the surface upon

rty paving-stone, till signs of wear and tear ap-

peared that might outwit anybody.

As for pictures, it was easy to find an old canvas or

old panel for a faker ; it was when the painter's work
was over that the real science and art began. First of

all, a wash of varnish that had been coloured with

sepia; next, on the more raised portions, rubbings

with liquorice-juice, to attract the flies. He could

even imitate fly-marks with Indian ink. A few drops

of salty water left on the canvas would produce mouldi-

ness and mildew. A needle deftly used would cover

the picture with a network of cracks.

He knew how to transfer the marks of plain old

silver to new goblets more imposing to view. And in

i^k ^^ aiiai
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quite a lew minutee, by the use of nitric acid, powdered

sandstone, a file, blows with a hammer, and whacks

with a sti^ he would transform a new wooden chair

into an old one, upon which a great-grandfather of

the purchaser might have sat, you would think.

Th« Lac«.—He had many genuine atUichUa in his

shop, of course—among them some bits of old kce.

Venetian, with salient ornaments that seemed to have

been sculptured, not needle-worked, out of the thick

material of which it was composed ; Milan lace, that

lost itself in arabesques and capricious efflorescence,

madrepore-like, upon fine net. And, indeed, one can

discover many choice and delightful antichita in Italian

curio shops ; but you need a special knowledge which

English experience can hardly give.

I think, pace Jones, that the safer plan for a collector

is to make indigenous things his " line," as a rule.

Because there are more of them available. Because,

also, there are more of them in the museums to study.

And because the art of forgery is not yet carried here

up to the Italian pitch. But, how 1 sympathise with

a collector who longs for Delia Robbias, Milanese

marriage-chests, wooden saints belonging to the

fifteenth century, and bronzes that Cellini may have

made

!

TREASURE TROVE

The crash of a pick through a wall at Fulham dis-

covered the earliest English-made Bellarmines. A
trench cut in a waste-heap proved that " Nottingham-

^1
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like ware " was made in 1680 at Crich. The making

of a drain in a malt-house revealed what kind of porce-

lain was really made at Lowestoft. And other ex-

plorations of the sort await the enthusiast's hand.

Behind the Panel.—One ofmy correspondents writes

to tell me of a discovery. " Every collector Las

CABBAOE-LBAF ORNAMBNTED JUO.

dreamed of finding a hidden store of treasures," she

writes. " I have done it, too." The old house which

her husband had bought was low-ceilinged, and wains-

coted to the ceilings. Some former occupant with

bad taste had caused the drawing-room panelling to be

painted white and gold. The mantelpiece filled an

angle, and the panelling above it apparently enclosed a

chimney only ; but one day my correspondent noticed

I irfriilllilli iiliMii
-^'^'^'
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a small depression in the panel just above the mantel,

and thought it looked rather like a keyhole which had

been puttied-up. The panel turned out to be the

door of a comer cupboard, within which, all dark and

dusty, lay eleven pieces of rare old porcelain. One

was a rose-coloured small vase—Dubarry Sivres ;
two

others were Bow candlesticks—figures in bocages,

with the characteristic square hole at the rear of the

base. (Though I have seen that square hole in a

•' Longton Hall " figure, by the by.) One was a fine

Worcester cabbage-leaf jug.

Garrets.—Valuable, beautiful old things, only slightly

damaged, have been found under the slopes of garret

roofs, behind the low, upright wall of lath and plaster,

with a small door in it, which usually masks a dark

triangular recess. The garret was formerly used as

a lumber-room ; it became too crowded ;
some of the

smaller things were put through the masking door

into the darkness under the slates and rafters. Then

death or removal of the family occurred, and the

hidden things were forgotten. There they lay, be-

coming more and more valuable as they became more

and more old, until accidental discovery took place.

The Hayloft.—A well-known antiquary visited a

famous old country seat, and asked to see the muni-

ments. He was told that they had all been lost ; they

had been mislaid more than a century before, after a

famous fire, which had destroyed part of the great

mansion ; it was feared that the family documents

had then been burnt. He asked to be allowed to
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search, and in an old chest he found a big old key, with
a bit of parchment attached to it which bore the words
" Key of the hayloft." He visited aU the haylofts

above the long range of eighteenth-century stables,

and found that the door of one of them was locked.

The big old key fitted it. He went in. There in a
heap, dirty, dusty, mouse-nibbled, lay the acciunula-

tions of centuries, the documents which had so long

been lost. Carried to the hay-

loft hastily, at the time of the

fire, a hundred and twenty

years before, they had been

left there a while, and then a

while longer, until procrastina-

tion had passed into forgetful-

ness, and a generation came
into occupancy who were quite

oblivious to it all.

The Vaulted Chamber.— If

any reader doubts that people can be so forgetful or
dilatory as that, let him consider the historic case
of the Scottish Regalia. In the year 1707 the Treaty
of Union specified that " the Scottish Crown. Sceptre,
and Sword of State shall continue to be kept in
that part of the United Kingdom now called Scot-
land." That was done, but the Edinburgh populace
so riotously hated the Act of Union that it was
thought wise to conceal the Regalia untU quieter
times. That also was done, in 1707, and for no
years thereafter nobody seems to have bothered their

n«SroB OP WBIELDON BOWI..
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heads as to what had become of the Crown of Robert

the Bruce.

In the year 1817 it occurred to Sir Walter Scott to

wonder what had become of the Scottish Regalia.

They must have been sent to London in the trouble-

some times of the " Forty-five," he was told. " They

will be in the Tower." But the Tower of London was

searched in vain. George, Prince Regent, issued a

Commission to Sir Walter Scott and others, empower-

ing them to search for the Regalia, and, at length,

on February 4th, 181 8, these gentlemen entered a
"

windowless, vaulted chamber, in which the

dL iges lay deep. A cannon-ball, remnant of some

bygone siege, lay beside the ashes of the last fire on

the hearth, while all was lifeless and silent as the

tomb."

There in the darkness lay a great oak-chest, iron-

banded, with three padlocks, to which there were no

key2. Neish, a blacksmith, was sent for, and with

great labour forced open this ancient jewel chest of the

Stuarts. There within, dusty, though wrapped in

linen coverings, lay the fourteenth-century Crown of

Robert the Bruce, the Sword of State, presented to

James IV by Pope Julius II, with the Sceptre of

James V; and all these jewelled insignia of a dynasty

and a realm had been forgotten all this while.

Pictures, ivories, medals, jewels, bronzes, porcelains,

all sorts of collectable rarities, lie ferdu yet, and col-

lectors should be on the look-out, in even the most

unlikely places. A rusty iron box, offered for sale to a
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dealer in scrap iron at Kelso, was recently found to
contain old jewels worth many hundreds of pounds.

ANTIQUES ABLAZE

I was in France when news arrived that the Brussels
Exhibition, and particularly the British Section, was^^^ flaming, and I searched the French

newspapers for details in vain.
English newspapers were hardly
more expUcit as to the destruction
done upon the exhibits of old
treasures, and one could only
imagine what conflagration of
antiques and uniques had oc-
curred. When details of the dis-
aster became available, it was
clear that nothi^jg so hard upon
British collections and coUectors
had occurred since 1873. when the
Alexandra Palace flamed to the
sky.

''Shuttinff the Stable Door."—
To say that precious originals
should never be exhibited in tem-

PBABANT^HAD. wooMM ^^^"^ stHictures is to be wise
NUTCBACKBn.. aftcr the event ; to say that fire

services on the Continent are often unready and

^r ;•'' '' "7^^' '^'^ experienced traveller
knows. Fireproof buildings, without a shred of woodm them, ought to be insisted on before any exhibitor

^r iWh idiifiifMlllMi
3
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consents to send his treasures to a temporary exhibition

.

The Alexandra Palace was supposed to be a permanent

structure, safe enough—"safe as houses "—but a

light falling upon shavings was all that was needed to

set the "permanent structure" ablaze. In a few

moments the flaming roof had crashed down upon the

first and finest collection of old English china and

earthenware ever got together, before or since. Lovely

and unreplace&ble specimens were smashed, fused,

coagulated, triturated, Icng before aid could arrive.

Done for at BnuteU.—The Brussels disaster was

more grievous than even the one at thr Alexandra

Palace. Listen: a splendid Chippendale cht la-cabinet,

enshrining rare "Chelsea" and " Worcester "—four

thousand pounds' worth gone at a pufE I Listen again :

another collection, containing close on a himdred

choice examples of old furniture and porcelain—burnt

to the last item.

An array of fifty-six rare old Toby-jugs, some of

them unique, the pride and joy of their owner, and the

triumph of many collecting years—soon bis-cuit, twice

baked, and cracked into potsherds. A superb great

panel of Mortlake tapestry, one of the few which Eng-

land can set against the boast of the Gobelins and

Flemish looms—^mere dust. A group of fine seven-

teenth and eighteenth century English chairs, screens,

and cabinets—embers. An Elizabethan room, of

carved oak ; an Elizabethan house, made up, but every

component of it geuuinely antique; two panelled

rooms complete with contemporary furniture, one of

3
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them adorned with Grinling Gibbons' carving—ashes.

Part of the Old Wedgwood Museum from Etruria—

finil A "Chinese Chippendale" collection, delicate

woodwork almost inconceivably fine—smoke! Rare

"Adam" mantelpieces in Carrara marble—mere

carbon again. Jacobean candelabra—^melted. Tudor

bedsteads, CromweUian chairs, gate-leg tables, brocade

settees But the catalogue is too grievous to

complete.

Compensation*.-The insurance money was paid,

but could not equal the values destroyed ; the finest

antiques go up in worth by leaps and bounds year by

year. And it is always difficult to assess values afUt

a tire. The chief compens'- tion seemed to be the fine

effect upon Belgian and other Continental opinion

produced by the spectacle of British fortitude, pluck,

and enterprise in reconstituting the British Section

which had come to so tragic an end, and by the grace

and generosity shown ir not claiming damages from

the Belgian Government. " Ah, ces Anglais !
" people

abroad have said, with envy and admiration this

time, in place of the satirical emphasis so often put

upon those words. But what can compensate the

private collectors, whose pride and joy in their treasures

is gone ?

THE PLAGUE OF FRAUDS

The other day a dealer, who did not know me,

offered me my " A B C About Collecting " as a book

(he said) which taught people how not to be taken in

liMi
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by " fakes." Bitterly he looked across the street to a

shop-window full of frauds, as he said, " It ruins the

business, sir. all this faking that's going on."

And a day or two later a dealer whose shop flanks

a main London thoroughfare

complained to me, with almost

as much bitterness, that " it is

only people who really know

who dare to buy curios nowa-

days, because there are so many

frauds about. Take pewter,"

he said. " I did a good line in

old pewter till these German

forgeries began to come over."

And I remembered, as he spoke,

thac it was German chromo-

lithographic imitations of Bax-

ter prints which brought about

the cessation of oil-printing by

most of Baxter's licensees some

forty years ago.

A Pe«t and a Plague—The imitator of antiques is

a pest and a plague. He injures the business of honest

dealers by enabling dishonest dealers to offer what

appear to be antiques at a little above the prices of

new stuff. A dealer told me a few weeks ago that he

had received a card of invitation to a certain address

not far from Holbom Circus ;
printed invitations of

the kind had been issued broadcast, for dealers to view

a large consignment of counterfeit " Chelsea " which

BRASS TAPER-STAND.
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had come across the Channel " Did you go ? " said

I. " Not I. sir," said he. " But I know dealers who

uld go, and they tell me the stufi was imitated a treat."

Such counterfeits used to be clumsy ; now they are

clever. There are hundreds of Chelsea-Derby cupids

about copied well. There is much imitated scale-blue

Worcester, wonderfully well painted as to the birds

or ^ 'wers, but distinguishable, tr the experienced

iingv.4S, by the touch. Such counterfeits used to

be sent here is small quantities ; now they come

by the dozen crates at a time. And not imitations

of china and earthenware alone ; imitations of old

ivories, glass pictures, needlework pictures, old brasses,

old glass, and what not. Every dealer who knowingly

harbours an imitation in his shop is a traitor to his

trade. He is damaging the trade as a whole. He is

also damaging his own business. What happens is

that a connoisseur and collector " who knoMrs," upon

detecting a forgery in a dealer's shop, Joes not buy,

patronises the shop no more, and gives it a bad name

among friends and acquaintances of his who are col-

lectors. The trade of that shop in veritable antiques

goes down ; the dealer trusts to make up for that by

selling more and more of the cheap frauds ; before

very long his shop is a collection of counterfeits and

nothing else.

The Arm of the Law.—^The arm of the law can be

invoked under two sets of circumstances. If a dealer

sells a " fake " and gives a written guarantee, or a

verbal guarantee in the presence of witnesses, that
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the article is genuine, he can be proceeded against at

law. with good hopes of success in punishing him and

recovering the fra idulently obtained money. Or if

the faked curio beiirs a faked

trade-mark, and the mark be

Wedgwood's, or Minton's, or

" Coalport." or " Worcester,"

or any firm's which b still

in existence and has in-

herited the old mark, the

firm can proceed against the

manufacturer of the frauds,

«/ they can find him. But,

as you see, the opportunities

for legal protection in this

matter are few.

aiuai CAMDUMTICK.

THE GLASS SHELF

Lately I saw in a Bond Street shop-window a sight

to oLlress any collector's heart. A huge marble and

ormolu Empire clock had stood on a plate-glass shelf ;

below it, ir the bottom of the shop-window, half a

dozen fine pieces of Chelsea china had been exhibited.

All of a sudden the excessive weight of the clock had

its natural physical effect, the glass shelf snapping

asunder; dowi went the clock, and to smithereens

went the beautiful old porcelain below.

Pirecautionary.—^I should have expected a Bond

Street dealer to know better than risk his precious

" Chelsea " unde that heavy timepiece on that crystal

!1
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shelf. The simplest shelf of wood is safer for its

purpose than even the most massive strip of glass.

For glass is subject to effects of heat and cold, and

glass has no self sustaining because connecting fibre.

Moreover, you cannot support a shelf of glass in the

way you can a shelf of wood ; often the little metal

appliances which shopfitters and cabinet-makers supply

for the purpose are quite inadequate to their task.

There are calculations as to weight and breaking strain

available for iron girders and othrr building material,

but I do not know of any by which a collector can test

the validity of his shelves of glass. The best safeguard

Is not to use glass shelves at all ; I, at any rate, will

get no more of them, and I have tested and verified

those which I have, placing the heavier pieces of china

upon shelves which are of wood.

The Attractiveness of • Glass Shelf—And yet I

know that collectors are strongly tempted to use glass

shelves. In most old cabinets for china the old shelves

are too few ; they leave a disproportionate space

between the top of the china and the bottom of the

shelf above it ; and they are often fixed so that you

cannot well rearrange them or introduce other wood

shelves like them, without knocking the interior of

the cabinet about. To introduce a glass shelf between

each pair of them almost doubles the capacity of your

cabinet, and as light can penetrate them a cabinet

containing glass shelves is particularly suited for the

display of old china.

Other Drawlwckt of Glatt Shelvet.—But there

'm'^. mam
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are other drawbacks, besides the risk of the shell

itself breaking. Because the glass shelf simply rests

upon metal supports at its corners, it does not always

lie true; ^here is the risk of its cocking up if you

tou-V one >-it of it, and of some of the china upon it

sUduig f' and out, and down to the floor. I once

owned a mie Wedgwood basalt statuette of the " Vicar

of Wakefield "
; exquisite was the modelling of the

dear old gentleman as he stood peering at one of the

gross of pairs of green spectacles which Moses Primrose,

his greenhorn son, had brought home from the fair

;

the other 143 pairs, or what resembled them, rested,

neatly ranked, in the open box at the vicar's feet.

He stood on a glass shelf ; a visitor put his fingers

on one part and edge of the shelf ; in a moment

my " Vicar of Wakefield " lay in seven fragments

below.

The China-Cabinet.—But a china-cabinet is subject

to other risks which it is worth while to mention. In a

dealer's shop at Fulham I saw a tall cabinet full of

porcelain and earthenware lean slowly forward from

the wall, fall, impale itself upon the top comer of a

chest of drawers, and let most of its contents slip out

into smashed fragments. Precaution suggests that a

tall, narrow, flat china-cabinet should be secured to

the wall itself, and that need not mean cutting and

plugging the wall, or nailing or screwing the cabinet

to the plugs. A hook in the wall, and a strong wire

attachment both to the hook and the back of the

cabinet, will give the needed security, if also the feet

I vrw '»«*«.**• »Tfr,-B«. «<.*«%^
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of the cabinet be slightly wedged, so that th?y stand

a little more than firm and level on the carpet.

Lining the ShelTM.—One of the worst features of a

glass shelf in a china-cabinet is that you cannot safely

stand your fine Swansea or Coalport plates on edge

at the back of such a shelf The edge of the porcelain

will slip upon the glass, knock forward any china

standing in front of the plate, and cause " smashage."

There is risk of the same kind of injury even if the shci'

be plain wood. Now, it is desirable that fine plates

should stand upright at the back of the shelf and the

cabinet ; it economises space, they hide a plain or

ugly cabinet-back, and they afiord a background against

which your china figures, vases, etc., may show up.

The safest shelf is one made of wood, slotted or pegged
into the frame of the cabinet, and covered with velvet

or plush.

A good deal in the way of effect depends on the

colour o* the lining. Pale tints, grey or blue or white,

are less effective than darker ones. Black is the best

of all for effects, but black is rather funereal. A rich

dark brown, almost a chocolate, but not a red, is

more desirable. What are called "old gold" and
"crushed strawberry" are not so suitable for the

lining of china-cabinets ; they rather usurp the pro-

vince of the porcelain, which is to be rich in colours

and to shine out against some dark relief.

PhiloaophicaL—With the best care and precaution

in the world, porcelain will come to ruin. " Hast thou

a vessel of earthenware ? " Epictetus counselled.

li-.'
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nearly 2,000 years ago. " Consider that it is of earthen-

ware, and therefore facile and obnoxious to be broken,

and be not so void of reason as to anger thyself when

breaking comes to pass." I have learned that wise

lesson ; when I picked up the " Vicar of Wakefield
"

in pieces I said never a word.

FOR CURIO COLLECTORS WHEN IN LONDON

Many copies of " The A B C About Collecting " have

made their way into the United States and Canada,

and that is why letters from the other side of the

Atlantic reach me nearly every week. One of the

chapters in that book is entitled " The Collector when

in Paris "—the book was written for people in England

mainly—and I have had requests for a chapter on " The

Collector when in London " too. This chapter is an

effort to fall in with such requests.

After all, London is the place for collectors. Quantity

and quality also—^variety and width of range too

—

are best consulted here.

The millionaire collectOi- can find what he wants

almost anywhere, but I venture to pity him ; he buys

through agents and without consideration of cost,

and he does not know the keen pleasures of the hunt,

the find, and the " kill." the searching out of what

you collect, the detection of it in queer comers, and

the buying of it for a few shillings or a few half-crowns.

It is in that the pleasure of the collector lies—the joy

of the hobby-rider is in the chase.

The wealthy collector when in London will visit

1
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Christie's and the other auction-rooms in or near

King Street, St. James', the great shops in Bond Street,

Pall Mall, Piccadilly, Oxford Street, Hanover Square,

Wigmore Street, Baker Street. Alfred Place West,

South Kensington, and so on.

But I am not writing this ar-

ticle for him. Of those rich

marts I will only say that,

r« whether imder the hammer or

]| I
within the saloon, you may

I sometimes find a fine old thing

I going cheaply, or relatively so ;

j|l and it is in such places, as in

the museums, that one learns

to know the best articles of the

kind you collect. You see

them, they are out of your

reach, maybe, but you learn

from them how to detect old

articles like them, and to know

the real value of a treasiu'e in

disguise when you run across it,

by great good luck and with

cheapness, elsewhere.

Next in importance to these resorts of the moneyed

collector come the smaller shops which are wholly

devoted to the purchase and sale of antiques. You

will find these places almost anywhere in the area

bounded by the Law Courts on the east, Shepherd's

Bush on the west, the Strand and Chelsea on the

BRASS SNUFFERS.
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south, and Hampstead on the north. You will find

these smaller but suitable shops in the main streets of

their locality : you will also find some of them in the

by-streets near the great emporia I mentioned in the

last paragraph. In all these shops you may depend

on finding things of the kind you are after on sale at

reasonable prices and, as a rule, genuine. When buy-

ing in these shops, as in the larger ones, at a good price,

you have the right to require the dealer to give you a

written guarantee that the article he vends to yon is

truly what it purpots to be : this is a hint to buyers

who are not very sure of being able to detect the false

and fraudulent imitation when they see it, by them-

selves.

I often wonder why such beginners at collecting do

not seek advice when in London from some reputable

person who can guide them and prevent their mistakes.

For in all but the shops I have akeady mentioned, and,

indeed, in some of them, there are coimterfeits waiting

to delude the inexperienced. Not two or three times

only have I seen Americans and Canadians being fobbed

off with things which I knew at a giance to be spurious,

and I have longed to be able to intervene. However,

we all have to buy our experience ; though some

collectors are buying it all their lives and never get

real value in the end.

To people who are skilled in collecting I reconmiend

the smaller shops still, which you will find almost any-

where in West and West-Central London; around

every suburb, too, and in each near town,—at

vt 'I
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Richmond, Putney, and so on. The shops I now have

in mind are the petty brokers', or the secondhand

furniture shops tiiat do not deal in antiques but buy

them amongst modon things now and then at a small

house auction &'le. I have picked up hundreds of

pictures, prints, bits of old porcelain,

old glass, old furniture, old brass,

old books, and so forth, at this

class of shop in London or near it,

and in the English provincial towns.

And these I have obtained for

shillings and half-crowns, when

pounds and five-pound notes would

have had to be paid for them in the

dealers' shops proper, to which I

allude above.

It lb interesting, if not always

successful, to visit the Caledonian

Market on a Friday morning. You
should take the Tube railway to

Caledonian Road Station, and ask

the path to the Market, five minutes' walk away.

Arriving there at eleven in the forenoon—^not much
later—you will find the vast expanse of what is a
cattle market other dajrs than Friday strewn with

the miscellaneous contents of hundreds of little

brokers' shops. Most of the stuff they offer—in-

credible in its variety—is ineffable rubbish, but the

sharp-eyed collector who knows will often pick up a
fine old thing for a shilling or two.

BRASS
mutchackers.
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Let me warn the visitor to London who coUects

against the numberless frauds which are placed in his

path. Old brass-ware is the most numerously counter-

feited, and the most difficult to detect. Old Sheffield

BRAU UOBT-aOLDBS.

plate ware comes next, I think, in this short list of

spurious " antiques." Glass-ware that is like the old

but is totally new will be offered you everywhere,

"Baxter prints" of Nelson that are three-colour

process prints, mounted on Baxter stamped moimts

that have been forged, lie ready to the eye. " Old
"

oak furniture, too, is a constant bait. In my " A B C "

book and in this I supply many hints as to detection.

Of all the provincial towns in England which are

rife with counterfeits of the kind, Chester is, I think.

mXAX. CAMDLB-BOX,

the worst. There <^re many splendid old things

to be bought in the reputable shops at Chester, but

there are nuiny forgeries there, in other windows und

rooms.

u^
^
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I know some hundreds of likely places in Blooms-

bury, Chelsea, Fulham, the Edgware Road, near

Paddington Station, near St. Martin's Lane, and so on.

Wander anywhere in London, almost, within the area

I have indicated above, and you will come upon little

curio-shops. Take tram. Tube, or train out to Clapton,

Highgate, Hampstead, Wandsworth, Battersea, and

outlying places like those, and you will find the main

streets studded, at intervals of a few hundred yards,

with the little marts you seek for. May luck attend

you : I am sure that pleasure will.

THE NEXT C»LLECTING STYLE

In the year 1893 Monsieur Teodor de Wyzewa wrote

for the Revue Bleue what, being translated, amounts

to the following

:

" There are stiU in Paris two or three of those old-

fashioned curio-dealers who love the antique things

which they buy and sell. They dwell within their

sombre old shops happily^iappy when they have sold

something, because they can then buy something else,

perhaps more delightful still ; and happy when they

have sold nothing, because they have not been separated

from the old things which they love so well. And

when I asked the wisest of these old gentlemen, the

other day, how he explained the sudden rage for

Empire furniture among collectors, he answered me

thus:

Empire Furniture.—'"Sir, the public collect Empire

furniture because Empire furniture can still be col-

WW-^."?35St'-
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lected. For fine old Louis XV and Louis XVI furni-

ture has disappeared from the market ; the few bits

left on sale have become terribly dear, and the forgers

have imitated it to an enormous extent. So the

collectors are turning their attention to something

LATE EMPIRE ARK-CHAIR, ENOLUBMADB.

else, more feasible. In ten years or so, when " Empire"

furniture has all been collected, and has become shut

up in public and private collections, people will have

to turn to something else. At present they pick Tip

" Empire," not because it is more beautiful and at-

tractive than the earlier styles, but because the earUer

styles are out of their reach.'
"

,1 I
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The " wisest of these old gentlemen " was not quite

correct in his " ten years or so " forecast. Plenty of

Empire furniture still awaits the collector even now,

fifteen years after his prediction. When in Paris the

CHIPPSMDALB-BMPnB TABLE.

other day I saw great stores of it in the dealers' windows.

But in substance he was a Mrise prophet, and his words
contain a lesson for us over here.

In this Gtuntry.—For a parallel movement has

( i
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EAHI.Y JACOBEAN CHEST AND STAND.

CHIPPENDAI.E-STYI.T-; TABLE, OBNAMENTED IN FRET AND BAMBOO STYLE.
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gone on in England. When fine " Chippendale " had

become as rare as snow in harvest, " Sheraton " must

be taken up. Then, "Sheraton" becoming scarce,

" Hepplewhite " was seized on. and then " Adam "

(which was really an early " Empire " style ; the

brothers Adam may almost be regarded as the origin-

ators of " Empire "). After that came a harking-back

to " Queen Anne " wakiut furniture. Then the finest

IBSRATOII TIA-CADDT, rAIMTBn «ATniWOOI>.

work done by Ince and Mayhew, Copeland and Shearer

and Mainwaring began to be hunted for. There is

now a tendency to collect " Gillow." Old English

oak furniture, too, is being exhausted. Even round-

legged, brass-inlaid "Empire Sheraton" is hunted for

now.

As forging of furniture increases, the collection of

" Chippendale " and " Sheraton " becomes the more

difi&cult, and the many frank modem replicas of

"Chippendale" and "Sheraton" are causing a re-

4
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action, ii>r ewry drav Irg room can boMt what to aU

but tb^ initiPted sjems "Chippendale or "Shera-

ton " rigiu en JUfeli. And the question lor a collector

of old furaiturc uovr is, " What is likely to be the next

LATB CHIPF«NDA.LE TABLB.

collecting style?" Because the wise colle-tor is

always ii. idvance of his hour.

Early Victorian.—I fancy that "WiUiam V" "nd

" Early Victorian " furniture will have a run for col-

lectors' money. It is customary to ridicule the mi-

ture made in England during the twenty years

immediately prior to the Exhibition oi 1851, ar d I

«i
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by no means say that it was artistic and beautiful.

But I say with much probabiUty that it a furniture

which peopk wiU shortly begin to collect. The

"Amboyna" walnut and "rosewood" used in it

were beautiftil in grain and polish, and some of

the sideboards, chests of drawers, etc.. were simple

and plear Jit in shape. Wood of that quality in

jsrrain and colour seems not to be procurable to-day.

Some of the bookcases and other furniture usee in

offices in the neighbourhood of Bedford Row and

other quarters where lawyers congregate were uae

enough to adorn even the most artiiucally decorated

library or study . And pieces of furniture of this date

and style may still be had " for a song. Moreover,

there is no forger at work upon sucl piec .
whatever

you see 01 them for sale is genuin ,
and tuat is a com-

fort to know.

SHAM 'RlEi^iTAL

1 use the word Oriental widely here, not referring to

Oriental porcelain alone. Strictly speaking, there is

no such thing as sham Oriental porcelain ;
the old

English and French and Ge nan imitations of Oriental

were copes, but not co jit- rleiu. There is, however,

sham C ental porcelam u this sense, that common

Chine e or Japan -se stuff t enty years old or less is

brought to Europe, and worked on by counterfeiters,

who wish to produce something that greenhorns will

buy as being old Oriental, heraldic or otherwise.

Abe ut that I have wr' ten elsewhere.

M ^mt *^«
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OtherOrienUl Shami.-!t is of other Oriental curios

which are forged that I now wish to write. In prin-

cipal London thoroughfares I have seen shop-windows

full of these counterfeits, and they sell, for I have

seen drawing-rooms also that were aUnost full of them.

I do not doubt that many a reader will have a

" Benares " tray at home that was made at Birming-

ham, or a pair of " Japanese bronze " candlesticks that

are not bronze, and never saw Japan.

Before me lies the Official Catalogue of Indian Art

at the Delhi Exhibition. 1903. It is a sumptuously

illustrated volume, written by Sir George Watt. CLE.

Here are pictured and described the real art-products

of India ; which are counterfeited in Birmingham and

elsewhere, to be sold to unwary people with a taste for

Indian curios and a wish to gratify it cheaply. Let

us consider one or two items, as a warning.

" Benares Bra«»."—There is the big. round, shallow

brassy tray which is bought, with a sham " gate-leg
"

stand, made up of wooden balls wired together, to adorn

suburban drawing-rooms and be the pride of a hostess

about five o'clock on her " day." Now as a rule such

a tray is not brass at aU. It ought to be of soUd brass

—it is common white metal, lacquered yellow
;

it

ought to be punched repoussS, or cut into the most

wonderfully intricate and unsymmetrical designs, but

it is rudely chiselled—" done by a prisoner with a nail,"

is the legend which sells it—into crude, sparse, and

balanced designs that would be impossible from an

Indian craftsman's hand and eye. It speedUy dis-

I' i
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colours, and wiU not brighten again or polish
;
nothing

but re-lacquering will make it again look seemly and

clean. Much the same things are true of the " Japanese

bronze
" candlesticks, cast of white metal in moulds

taken from the real thmgs. and then coloured to

imitate and sell for old bronze.

**Japanete Ivories."-! see pawnbrokers' shop-

wu ''.ows full of modem imitations of old carved ivory

figures and old netsukes. Now. first of all. in these

modem figures the " ivory " is often mere cut bone

;

secondly, it is often not even bone, nor carved, but

celluloid or hom. moulded whan hot. Thirdly, when

it is ivory and carved, the carving is (for the Onent)

very poor art and workmanship ;
and. fourthly, these

modem figures at their best are not beautiful, not fine.

not ancient, and not " art." Moreover, they are too

plentiful ever to make an appreciating " line " for a

collector, and they will become more plentiful still.

for they are being exported to Europe from Oriental

manufactories by shiploads every year.

Sham Neuuke«,-A netsuke is a kind of button

:

not really a button, however, but. to be accurate, a

knob or boss—something used as a weight or stopper for

a sUp-knot, to balance the fan. or tobacco-pouch, or

what not fastened by a thin cord and depending from

the wearer's sash. To be valuable, a netsuke must be

old; it may have been finely carved, but the main

thing is that age and use should have wom away the

sharp edges of the carvmg ; what Japanese connois-

seurs consider a desirable old netsuke is one which

'. 1
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has been worn and used, and thereby rubbed, rounded,

and smoothed. If you look at the sham netsukes m

the pawnbrokers' shop-windows you wiU see how they

differ from aU this ; no age-long friction by silken wear

has been at work on them.

The rarest and perhaps the oldest real netsukes are

those which originally consisted of a knot. core, or root

of hard wood; the artist took the naturally shaped

material, cut and carved it a Uttie. and brought out

the particular shape which his eye saw it resemble.

But the sham netsuke is seldom of wood ;
it is often

moulded out of celluloid or horn, and when it is a

moulded one. you will see. if you look closely, the places

at which the half-moulds joined—there is a seam, and

the seam is often darker m colour. When the modem

thing is actually carved ivory it is so roughly hewn and

inartistic as to be of no art-value. I say. and it has no

collecting value at all.

ON SELLING aiRIOS

Buying curios is one thing, but for a collector to

sell them when he changes his " line." or for other

reasons desires to part with his collection or some

portion of it. is quite another matter. I have formerly

pointed out that if one collects at all it is wise to

coUect pretty extensively, because then, at the end.

the things can be sold together at a good auctioneer's

with a clientiU of collectors and dealers. But what

of a collector who desires to sell a few things just

now ?
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Deiden' Offers.—

I cominend the wis-

dom of the experts

who estimate values

at buying prices and

not the top figures

which the articles

might fetch if they

were part of a known

collection and sold

altogether at Christie's

or Sotheby's. The

fact is that a collector „

may take a fine piece

or two to quite a string of dealers, one after another^

and find himseH offered very Uttle. even by the most

enterprising. It is not that the ctmo may not be

valuable. What a dealer has to consider is how long

it may be on his hands ; how much sunk capita

without interest accrumg it

may represent, and what his

standing charges for rent, rates,

insurance, service, advertise-

ment, and depreciation are.

Consequently the dealer must

buy very cheaply whenever he

can. His best chance of buy-

ing very cheaply is not at an

auction sale, but when a col-

lector comes into his shop and

1!
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offers to sell him a curio or two. The dealer knows

that a purchase may be on his hands a long time.

A collector who goes past a curio-shop time after

time will see the same curio in the window time

after time.

Dealers' offers to collectors who want to sell are

therefore low. One cannot blame the dealers for that.

But when the point is, how may a collector realise

reasonably on a few pieces which he wishes to sell?

it is not by offering them to dealers, I am sure.

Puninf into Audioiifc—A collector may sometimes

get an auctioneer to put a few pieces into a sale of the

contents of somebody else's house or of somebody else's

collection. But auctioneers are quite properly chary of

that. And. unless a reserve price be set on the objects

they may sell for next to nothing ; while, if a reserve

price is fixed by the owner, the object may not sell

at all.

The Newqiaper AdvertMcment Method.—-Adver-

tisement in periodicals with " curio " sections may be

used to much purpose. But even advertisement does

not always provide a quick and certain mode of dispos-

ing of curios at something like their value, estimated

reasonably.

11
i
-I l!

OF FORCEIAIN MARKS

"
If you need some mark to distinguish the truth

before you accept it, why not also require a second

mark to verify that the first mark is genuine ? And

so on, tc infinity." So Rcnan wrote, though of other

I 1
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things than keramics, by the by. And he denounced

what he called " the horrible mania for certitude."

Temperament, habit, and instinct formed by observa-

tion and experience are surer guides for a collector

than any trade-mark can be. Marks on keramic articles

and signatures on pictures are the chief agents of fraud

in such things. Now and again one hears of a bit of

porcelain, a painting, or a piece of furniture being

ejected from a museum or gallery because it has been

WHBLDON CASaAOB-STTtB.

found out as false. If that were to go on at all regularly

there are museums and galleries which would soon

present great gaps. Indeed, in the vestibule of every

gallery and museum there ought to be a sphinx—an

emblem of the perpetual question, " Is it true ? " Not

every keeper of a museum is a Franks, or of a piclure-

gallery a Holroyd. A collector must so study as to

know for himself, without marks or museumrlabels,

whether a piece is genuine or not ; himself he must

answer the question, " Is it true ?
"

The Um of a Mark.—The easiest part of a counter-
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feit is to imitate a mark ; therefore a mark is the last

of the things a coUector should go by. Reg"^*"^^

as the confirmation of other proofs, not as itsdf the

only necessary evidence. Look, touch, quahty o

paste. quaUty of glaze, form, colour, decoration, general

^ physical indications of age-these are the true

criteria
• the trade-mark should come in that cata-

logue Ust of all. A specimen should be judged by

the presence or absence of the merits, and of the faults

also, of the pieces which are generally accepted as

having come from the pottery of which it bears the

trade-mark. I say "trade-mark" in Preference ^o

•• mark " the usual word, because a piece of old chma

or earthenware bears countless marks by which it can

be ludged ; the trade-mark is only one of them. And

a true piece without a trade-mark on
it will be " marked

all over
" to knowing eyes and sensitive finger-tips.

Some Deceptive Marki.-Scores of pounds per

piece have been paid, by outwitted collectors, for

pieces of porcelain bearing the double L mark of Sevres

with the letter C in between. The S6vres system of

marking was to date the issue of a piece by the date-

letter placed within the interlacing L's. The date-

letter C in genuine old S6vres stands for the year I755.

the third year of the fabrique ; but upon the spunous

pieces the letter C stands for the surname initial of a

certain Monsieur Caille. who painted porcelain made m

Paris about forty years ago. The mark of LL with a

C is therefore, in itseM. a worthless index
;
the fing^-

tip. the cheek, the finger-naU. the ground colour, the
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finish of the painting, are guides a thousand times more

reliable than the letter C between the double L. For

Stvtes porcelain made in the year 1755 was soft porce-

lain ; the Caille counterfeit is hard.

I am rather tired of having people, into whose houses

I go as a friend or acquaintance, bring to me what they

call " a pretty bit of old Dresden," and triumphantly

show me the word " DRESDEN " in blue on the base,

with a cross-tipped crown above the word. That is the

misleading mark adopted by a firm of makers when,

about thirty years ago, the Government of Saxony

took action and caused them to disuse a still more

misleading mark. In the case of the ware marked

with " DRESDEN " and a crown, the test of " hard"

or " soft " cannot be applied, for the ware is hard, and

real old Meissen (commonly called Dresden) also was

hard. But so poor is the "Dresden and crown"

marked porcelain in design, shape, colour, and painting

(though the decoration on it is ambitious) that surely

nobody who had ever seen a bit of old Meissen could

mistake the one for the other.

Among my own earliest purchases were five figures

of the Muses, part of a series which Meissen initiated,

and Berlin and Rudolstadt and other German fabriques

copied at the time. On the base of my five figures

appeared a blue mark rather like a hay-fork, and this,

as a beginner, I took to stand for Rudolstadt. I know

now that the version of the hay-fork mark on the figures

which I acquired is what is known as " a colourable

imitation." I ought to have guessed that at the time.
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however, lor the modelling and colours of the figures,

compared with the real old things, are very poor. lam

glad to remember that this experience cost me no

more than five half-crowns. We all have to buy our

experience, but let us purchase it as cheaply as we

may.

I

4.

,1

I i



PART II

FURNITURE

MAHOGANY AND CHIPPENDALE

" 'T^HEY don't grow mahogany like that these

1 days," a cabinet-maker said regretfully.

" Not for love nor money you can't get it, sir."

We stood admiring the size, grain, and sheen of the

panels in a book-cupboard, used for generations by a

firm of family lawyers in their Georgian offices, Bedford

Row. "I wonder why they can't grow wood like

that nowadays ? " the cabinet-maker said. The

answer is simple ; the centuries-old trees were cut down

long ago, and there has not been time for others like

them to grow.

It was Raleigh who brought mahogany over here

first, but the real extensive importation did not begin

until the year 1725 or so. Spanish waUiut was ceasing

to be the fashionable timber for furniture then, and

the rage for the " red wood " had set in. By the

hundred, British mercantile ships went off to the

Spanish Main, to buccaneer for mahogany ; the crews

landed on the coasts of Spanish America, cut down

the huge trees, sawed them into great logs, and carried

6t

\
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the spoil away without leave or licence, not even

paying for them, except in local battles and blood.

By the end of the eighteenth century the great, old

trees had all been cut down, and the commoner, more

meagre Honduras stuff^had to come into use.

CHIPPENDALB WIO-STAMD.

» k

A Rouch Rule.—Fine furniture under William and

Mary and Anne was walnut ; under the Georges and

Victoria it was mahogany By a broad generalisation

we may dub fine old mahogany furniture that is decor-

ated by carving, " Chippendale "
; and fine old ma-
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hogany furniture that is decorated by inlaying, " Shera-

ton." But these names must only be used descrip-

tively ; a collector or dealer who calls a bookcase

"Chippendale" cannot imply thereby that it was

made '

y Thomas Chippendale, or by one of his work-

men, )n St. Martin's Lane. " Chippendale " indicates

a period and its style, because Thomas Chippendale's

examples and designs affected his competitors and the

subsequent cabinet-makers in their work, profoundly.

That, too, was the case with the designs of Thomas

Sheraton. You will be lucky, indeed, if you come

upon a piece of Chippendale's own work ;
if you do,

you will know it by the reticent decoration and fine

balance of its design. But you will easUy come upon

pieces of "Chippendale period," and Chippendale

worked and designed in rose-wood, and in soft woods

lacquered, as well as in mahogany.

Chippendale's Styles and Ewunples.—A recent

classification assigns to Thomas Chippendale three

differing styles, but there were more than three, and

we can adopt a more precise classification.

He modified Queen Anne style furniture into what

we may conveniently call Queen Anne Chippendale—

the cabriole legs (something like a goafs, with carving

above the knee in place of the shaggy hair), the claw-

and-ball foot, the clubbed foot, and the curving, solid

splat.

Then came the open-work splat and the ribbon-like

decoration—^adapted from the French.

Then there was the Chippendale Chinese style, hang-
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^M«iits and mirrore crowned wltn

fag bootaheh«, '^L^J^, „d d«gon.

eopied from potcdun. »u c"™*

'^ ,« d» the CW^^io^ R««.-te«*»-

/im.ho«iiv adapUttau atm stone pedestal*

„d forte) standing
vpon them.

g^^
Fifthly. «e mnst «"f~;^^*^lol. and

J «« /4mibt to the influence of Horace waipv

t^:^^Hml<hair.bacte badly imitating in ma-

Happuy. ^»"i'*~;
ftmiiturr can seldom have

Gothic
""^rttas" ^Som see any oi then,

^y ol^Ithe tin«, andnobody seems to have found

it worth while to «o^ «»-^
.. ^jfa^

.. faau„ce,

^"."l^rXK^lt^in some o. the pleasant-

^t^tT'tworlc ri edging it. and with o,«n .«^-

ZU legs ; the fret is a Chinese Ire^ft- M th

olace where the front legs of a chair )on. the frsmie o

^t te angles are broken by open-work and .t B

^^en^^hLese ope-ork. The
-"^^.f^ *

along the top of a bookcase or s«f««.«
,

i- >*

"t.T^'l^r^e-Gothic. the raised lines, something
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like inlay inverted, which adorn an oblong cupboard

door, were meant to resemble the tracery ol a severe

Gothic window ; whUe the " muUions" or "tracery"

which contain the panes of a Chippendale bookcase

were meant to resemble both Gothic windows and

Chinese lattices. When the panes were plain in form,

the icide-like drip of mahogany from above them,

sometimes seen, was Chinese in origin.

It is, of course, the ribbon-back chairs which are the

most sought after kind of " Chippendale."

THE WORM-EATEN FRAME

I bought it in the little back room of a dealer's shop

at Cambridge recently. One should always penetrate

to tbn little back room of a dealer's shop, by the by,

if one can. Delightful old things lie perdu there, which

the dealer thinks not important and showy enough to

put in the window or keep in the front shop.

The Portrait.—The worm-eaten frame enclosed an

early Wedgwood oval in white relief on green—the

portrait of a Georgian princess. It must have dwelt

in France some time, for at the back of the jasper are

words in faded ink which I make out to be " Don du

Prince de Belgiojoso" ; but that is no matter. The

topic here is the frame.

The Frame.—"Men have died, and worms have eaten

them," Rosalind says in the painted Forest of Arden,

but in this instance the Georgian prjicess's profile and

bust are intact, and the worms have eaten the frame.

5
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. 1 *.i.- mood deal o! pith and moment
Tterel^hangsatJe, agoodc^ P^

A Uttk di,-

for coUectors lies in these *™" "
. ^

sertation on worm-holes may be helpful *« P^J"^"
"go in for old furniture." as they say. and-«>me

•^"Tlit^^^^out the Charm of an old oval

fc^ i hunied and twenty years ago a ^ood-

S^^_to Soho probably, near Wedgwood's, m G«A

^^t his Uthe in motion and turned out »
btreex—SCI »*"

»ii:««» deeo and nch in

:£^T^n:Se,riuft£.^-ts
,.g..„due«n^U.u™«^^--^

Shis2^ ofiZrbly . e- at the bade of the

t^ ^ somebody equaUy trusty went to work,

STby long and careful hand poUsUng gave an^-
.wn surface and lacquer to the wood. Now, after

^ Zi^century o'f wear, it puts the modem-made

varnished frames to shame.

^7w.n».-B»t the wood had tenants. Larv« of

uTtalT^ood-beetle, or " fumiture-worm. m-

Zi<^t. lying more p^iu than even n^^
.^ures do in a dealers back-room shop, m^
worm possesses a boring apparatus whichjs relattv^y

rrZ^rful than the machines which burrowed the

rdr:^waytubes.andUafoeofwhi^.l-everal

-asons collectors of old furniture need to beware.

T^y evo. have been the death-watch beetle, genus

Z>iJ.. which deposited its eggs withm the p»ce M

«,ft wood out of which the frame was turned. The

;r
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ticking noi« which the death-watch makes is con-

nected with the instinct of sex, and has nothing to do

with mortaUty, so that people who sat near the waU

where this frame hung, a century ago, may have

shivered and gone pale with forebodings, quite need-

lessly. Quite a colony of wood-worms were burrowmg

in the frame, and now, on this small area of wooden

surface-6ix and a half inches by five and a half over

all—I count a hundred and forty perforations, some

deep, some shallow, and^some dose together in couples.

TBA-cAODT, ctrca 1800.

showing where the Uttle beasts went in, tunnelled an

eighth of an inch, and emerged.

Worm-holes at a Guarantee.—I knew the medallion

to be " old Wedgwood " directly I saw it ;
the paper

glued at the back is also old. for the worms have neatly

burrowed through that. Worm-holes in furniture do not

develop in a day, nor even in a year ; wormy furniture

is old furniture, as a rule. " L ook at the worm-holes I

'

'

people say, as they exhibit a chair or a bureau they

have bought. " It must be old 1
" But worm-holes

are faked sometimes. Everybody has heard that
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. ijt.™;h,«. let 08 blunderbusses loaded
witu

doubt-I saw on. of ttemdo

U

^ ^^
0, a -•*'«y »8a But ««» -

^^^^^
nowadays. f^"P„j ™^dy old wood ; old

usuaUy constructed f*

f^"^^ ,^,e a special

Dlanks and blocks o« the ngbt wooo n. '~
pianu 4u»

{utnituie who chooses a

.narket value A ^^^J*^^ one that is old

puce 0. wood 'o'^^ttustxucted collector

but not wormy ; he knows tnai ^^ ^
win buy a really wormy p.^ of «».*« t^^
worms may ruin entttely m the eni W^
does is to driU three or four holes^-^^^^'^
there enough to seem a guarantee, but not so m y

rt':'a;iJ to indicate ^t^;^-^^-"-,

.^e?rr;^i"^^-rdr.

:or:^'«nderalensyouwm^bythe»^

this drill-dust be new or "^^'^^ c->.>^ to

holes wiU be more numerous than tte laK« c

imitate, and they will be dose togea>e ,
almost honey

combing the wood where they are at aU^
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piece o! furniture may be tried. Sometin«s oae

^
ioth win succeed. But the surest pUn js to have

the wormy parts cut away with a ch«l. That «

obviously a deUcate piece of carpentry or mipractic-

able when worm is in a chair kg, a spindle, or a scroU

of ornament. ,

If the object be smaU. it can be enclosed in a box and

fumed.
•• Formalin " vapour is used, in a tin dish

over a spirit-lamp. Essential oils such as eucalyptus

TEA-CADDT, ClTta 1830.

and pennyroyal may be added to the Paraffin with

good results. Paraffin is better not apphed to o d oak.

it stains it. For worms in old oak use naphthahn^

solved in petrol-^ oz. to the pint. Do not use this

near a light.

TALLBOYS AND THE UKE

One could not collect anything more " practical

"

than chests of drawers ; satirical wives, who. I am

told are thorns in the side of some collectors, would

r W

..^•.~..-».M«¥fc**»»>i*'*>**>»*"»-* ** *•* '•' „J.X.i.,.* V * A.* **J> >A>>o *• ^ ^ *
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probably admire and applaud. They could ftU e^y

Te oJ them ; and presently necKEmpoe starts and

Zsltm ;he Rue de la Paix .ould repose wh»e

^a^bean cloaks. Cromwellian
^-f-'f-;' f^^

gian laced waistcoats
used to Ue. For chests ol d«w«"

STbe o. considerable age -^-«7™"^f^
Mr. Haldane MacfaU has shown how

^^f-^^
bridal chest of oak, being rai^d and modtfed a htUe

Lame a chest «itH a drawer, a single ^^T^t^-
that was in Charles I and CromwcU days. Then how

bT tTe toe Charles II came to the throne, the chest

7«* a tower had become the chest <,/ drawe .. r.^

J^m the damp, mice, and insects of the floorsby a stand

"^::^:Z sCdom fastened to the sUnd ;
often^

indeed, the stand was a mere board, hdd up by bal^

feet very big. round, and disproportionate. The

^ic^;lest oi Chiles II's "^^
-'-.^L^^^^

upmost drawer, a deeper below that, and then, lower

rtill a nest of drawers shut in by doors.

A *^ of this type and da.e will have knobs, not

hatmt^xcept sometimes the Ringed ,^;^^an<U^

very small, which were more used a httle lat«^^

J^
Knobs will be of wood, ivory, or bone But often

nothing, not even a wooden knob.

T^fuUon of the T.Uboy.-Next the stand on which

the Jacobean chest of drawers was posed began to

Svetop The stand itseU 'oecame a ' chest mth a

Z^:- The stand now consisted of baU feet or

bracket feet, supporting a simple phnth, above whKh
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,o« as U in raurrection, a tepUca oJ the Ctom^eUian

^tpier«d by one drawer. The slab at .ho top o£

tte chest, ornamented at its edges by a
«"?»=

J'
•;'»'^-

ing, was the plinth for *« already devdoped^»toi

drawers which was placd upon it. The devetoped

ohest ot drawers now conbdned three long and two

'^o'LlaaUy the " stand " gie-v higher and higher, with

mo« than »e drawer in it, untU itself U be^e a

chest oi drawers. Thus the taUboy-one che.t of

drawers superimposed upon another sUgh ly hrger-

eame into being, the lower being the upper s phnti^

By now the taUboy had become so very taU thata

stool or steps must be used to deal with the upper

tower of ft. Such apparently in^onvoniont recep-

^^are capital for a husband's clothes, thewife of a

r^tor tern me ;
you keep the --« ^arm^ts «

the upper drawers during winter, and the wmter gar

menUrepU=e*emth«edurmg^.umme. ^^
Other DevelopmenU.—I thmK .- ii^rj

.-bureau-bookcase" developed out .f the taUboy

JZt certainly the "Queen Anne" two-stor-ed

te^u did In the second half of the seventeenth

^^t^boys and chests were elaborately decorated

r^elling Ld by inlaying i>. -^-o'-P-:'
.^

ivo^ About the beginning of the eighteenth century

r^hineso influence came in, and the drawers became

ta^epTrly aitanged sometimes. Right on through

Se^p^dale ^d, and the S>je«ton, the^UHboy

continued to bo made ; the Hepplewh.to taUboy *a.
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a simple, plain, sensible conslruction. suiUble for the

.maU bedr«)ms of the period, when floor ^Pace wa. a

consideration ; it consisted of three drawers in the

lower part and five in the upper ;
it rested upon an

aknost invisible stand supported by plain bracket feet.

This is the kind of taUboy which you find to-day m

auction-rooms.

Take away the bwer part, bring the upper part to

the floor, and behold ! two chests of drawers proper.

Dutch influence came in. to. splay out the lower t««

French influence came in. to bow-window (so to speak

the whole of the front of the chest, and the fronts of

the drawers accordingly. Inlaying began agam m the

Sheraton period. In the Jacobean period the mlaymg

had been done with mother-of-peari and ivory, upon

panels of foreign wood set into an oaken frame or

"carcase "
; the Sheraton marquetry was tuhp and

satin wood upon mahogany.

At Dordrecht. Delft, or Middelburg you may buy a

Kood old Dutch chest of drawers for forty shillings, and

a tallboy for eighty ; in England English-made similars

will cost you at least thrice as much ;
but the Enghsh

workmanship, style and finish, and ft were far superior

to the Dutch.

In some Georgian bureau-bookcases yot^ find a shelf

which pulls out above the top drawers ;
that is a reUc

of the tallboy days ; clothes used to be folded and

brushed upon it.

:j. ^^.J ,; J^.t '
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THE SPORT OF OAK

There is all the delight of the chase about it—you

never know what you may not find and " kill." For

old oak furniture is not yet so marked down and defined,

in numberless books of illustrated erudition, as is old

JACOBEAN OAK STAND WITH LEAVES.

wahiut and mahogany. Now that Queen Anne,

Chippendale. Hepplewhite, and Sheraton things are so

difficult to acquire cheaply, " Jacobean " is looking up.

And Jacobean furniture is ahnost all of it oaken, while

Tudor furniture is " even more so," as a dealer informed

me once.

V ^.-^..k^if,'
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But the sport of oak-hunting has its risks. I say

nothing of the labours of that " professional worm-

holer
•• who is said to have recorded his avocation in z

recent census: you wiU avoid worm-eaten furniture o

course. The real risks arise with modem cofUrefa<}on,

made out of sound old wood. I need not warn agamst

the black-oak dining-room and hall smtes made for Tot-

tenham Co.rt Road smaUish shops, in a travesty of

Jacobean, about thirty years ago. in such quantities

L merest chip with a knife will reveal the soft wh^^^

wood underneath the stain. The time-honoured hue

of
•• or oak" is deep honey-brown, not mky-sabie

.

and. besides, you will look for the
<^^^'^'''^'l^';^^

misiakable grain of oak wood, no matter what colour

rhfsSaleLyshow. No. the reaUy deceitful pieces

are those " made up."
. . v j •• «»«

Concocted.-A
" Cromwellian sideboard was

ofiered me the other day. There were bufiets, but no

sideboards worth mentioning, in the time o£ the Cava-

liers and Roundheads, but
that does not matter. About

haU this glorified bufiet was genuinely antique-mdeed

„,„ch older than Cromwellian for that haU cons^ed

in six fine carved paneU, Gothic and fifteenth century

There were also two twisted pillars of Renaissance

style and date. Now aU this fine, antique gen«»"'"«

Jd been fitted into a car«ise lately made up out of an

old pew. and the Gothic panels s»of«. as the French say,

"'Z S'price was cheap at fx8 ; the Gothic doors of

the hutch or cupboard, with their contemporary metal

. .^ V » * •
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hinges, lock-holders, and escutcheons, and the fine

carven pillars were worth the money themselves.

To fit into an oak room wainscoting—the panels—and

the pillar:: to support a mantelshelf, I mean. Such use

of them is a praiseworthy case of making-up. But as a

" Cromwellian sideboard " the effect was meretricious,

to say the least ; it flagrantly bore the mark of the

concocter.

Known by the Tools.—Now, the m^rk of the unskil-

ful maker-up is the mark of the plane. I do not say

that the saw and the plane had nothing to do with

fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth century oak

furniture, but the older it is or is professed to be, the

more you will expect to see the mark of the chisel that

laboriously and imperfectly smoothed the plain surfaces,

and even the uiark of the axe that hewed into the

plank or log. This chiselling, instead of planing, is a

test of age in the panels on which pictures were painted,

by the by ; oldDutch and Flemish pictures were painted

on panels of fairly thin oak. But also, in regard to

furniture, expect tn see rabbeting, dove-tailing, pinning,

and pegging rather than nailing ; and be extremely

suspicious of glueing unless the bit of furniture has

obviously been repaired.

And when you examine the carving, look for the mark

of the gouge, particularly in the under-sunk decoration

of old dower-chests and chair-backs. By whatever

tool the carving was done, however, if its surface be

smooth the suavity felt by the finger will not be due

to sand-paper ; it will have come from endless dustings,
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polishings, and elbow-greasings, continued through

hundreds of years. Even H in these respects the front

of a panel seems satisfactory to you. you wUl not faU

to look at its back, for fear you may there discover the

mark of the plane. And ex-

pect to find on every raised

or angular part of surface

the veritable, and not feigned

signs of wear and tear.

Eighteenth-Cent yOak.

—So far. I have dealt with

Jacobean and Tudoi oak.

but you will come across

Georgian oak that is worth

picking up. You will find

chests of drawers, boxes,

clock-cases, and other plane-

surfaced articles, usually

adorned by a band of ma-

hogany inlay. And you

should not despise a set

—

six ordinary and two " car-

vers," as they are called-of early Chippendale-

design oak chairs.

OLD BRACKET CLOCKS

The gUt or marble horrors which people buy to place

upon their mantelpieces as clocks !
Though honest

copies of eighteenth-century English bracket clocks

PEASANT-MADE WOODEN
WUTCRACKBRS.

It
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can be had for the same money, and some of the

originals can be bought for £io.

The works of old bracket clocks have been so often

renewed that most of them are capital timekeepers

still, and to own one is utUitarian as well as an item of

collecting. I should hardly advise a collector to set

himself the task of obtaining clocks in which the works

are all original and intact. Only a clockmaker of great

expertness can be sure about original insides.

Cases can tell us a good deal about clocks which

bear no date or name of maker. I treasure a certain

anonymous bracket clock because the shape of the

mahogany case at the top shows the " Chippendale-

Chinese " influence, by somewhat resembling the roof

of a low pagoda. But the earliest, and, therefore, the

most desirable, old bracket clocks belong to a date

considerably pricr to Chippendale's, which was circa

1760 ; and I do not say that you can pick up a bracket

dock made in 1690 for £10.

Data Indicating Dates.—In my "ABC About

Collecting" I have mentioned data which indicate the

age of a grandfather clock ; let me try to do some-

thing of the kind for the clocks now under notice.

If you examine the earliest wood-cased bracket

clocks, you find a plain, square case of wahiut, ebony,

or mahogany, flat at the top, with a plain metal

handle set upon it—in that respect resembling what

are called carriage-clocks to-day. The presence of the

handle shows that these clocks u£»,d to be carried from

room to room, ponderous for that purpose as they may
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seem to us now. These plain, square cases belong to

the middle part of the latter halt of the seventeenth

century.

During the last quarter of the seventeenth century—

about 1680, say—the top ceased to be plain and flat

:

a kind of
" dome " in " basket-work " metal rose from

it, and the handle, itself becoming ornamented, rose

from that. Sometimes this " dome " was doubled, one

edifice of open-work metal arising from another, with

the handle at top of all.

About the year 1700 the " bell-top " for these clocks

was adopted in place of the " dome "
; a super-edifice

of wood, not very aptly described as a bell. It is reaUy

an incurving plinth of wood rising from the flat, real

top of the case like an oblong pedestal for the support

of a statuette ; but what it reaUy supported was, at

first, the metal handle, and, later on. when such handles

had been done away with, a small wooden or metal

ornament shaped like a vase or urn. A " bell-top
"

does not necessarUy indicate the period of 1700-1720,

however, for bell-tops were popular till nearly the end

of the eighteenth century.

If the metal or inlay " ornament " on a case be rather

overdone, it suggests lateness of period. The early

clocks have square dials ; the arch-dial came later.

The " back-plates," to which the works were screwed in

the earlyclocks, areelaborately engraved, with
flourishes

or other decorations, and generaUy show the maker's

name. Clocks with engraved back-plates were fitted

with glass back-doors to display the ornament ;
when

I If \
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ornamenting the back-plate fell into disuse, the back-

doors began to be wholly of wood.

The ornamentation of the dials tells something about

date. The dial is usually of brass, with the hours

numbered in Roman figures on a silvered circle. The

spandrels, or corners of the dial outside the hor.r-circle,

were filled in with designs in cast brass ; the earliest

and simplest were cast after Grinling Gibbons' design

of two cherubs; the later spandrels are the more

elaborate. If chasing tools have obviously worked,

upon the brass casting, that usually i'-dlc'ites earliness.

Late Eighteenth-Century Cwt it the year

1760 the " bell-top" used to be ir ^ie use, and

on some clocks was replaced by o ,. t sev -al other

shapes of top. There was the " broken arch," a bad

name for a simple segment of a circle planted on the

real flat top, not quite so wide as the dial. The

"balloon" shape is more readily recognised, when

you see it in a clock with a waist and bulging shoulders,

like an armless dummy at a dressmaker's. The

" lancet " top is shaped like the top of a Gothic kmcet

window, two simple curves meeting in a point. Brass

inlay indicates the " Adam "or " Empire Sheraton"

influence and date. Very big bracket-clocks, in ebon-

ised wood with brass edgings, are likely to belong to

the early nineteenth century. Very large bracket

clocks in mahogany, heavily carved and moulded, but

without inlay, and rather resembling sarcophagi, are

very late Georgian.

I
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THE CHAIR AND TOE DRESSER

" Fifteen shiUin', sir."

n« fifteen shill' .gs' worth was the mms ofa ctoK.

A few straps hung from a few floclts of wool"*" *•»*

t^Uf ofSeseat. The woodworlchad beenbbd^^

an over, a hundred years ago or more m «^^^^
wquer and on the dfagy blackness of the broad top-

Khe back I could just distinguish three rosette

rf yellow paint, as streaked and toed acr,« vnU.

brown as the sptotches of yeUowed white o a Rem-

St picture This lacquer-paint had been worn

^y on those parts of the arms which had been much

^Ld, and the wood was a dirty putty-colour ,^
T„ A more forlorn and apparenUy valueless^ ^gs' worth can seldom have been seen

"•^e 0«.Un..-But the shape of the chairwas^-

fection. The arms sloped down and out. m to toe

of beauty " widening in bulk and curve from the

t^7^ cha»-back to the width of tb. seat*^.

The arms showed a double bent, down and outv^,

^that each must have been patientty cb»elled out of

a soUd block of wood ; and where they J<>»"i
*^J'f

of the front legs there was simple but graceful k^-

carving. The front legs went downwards *>».«««^

and had the Sheraton ankle and foot. The top-^l

«f the chair-back was more than three ""=hes h.^.

and. Uke the arms, was outtoed with a smiple, digm-

fied moulding ; its rectangular shape suggested the
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Adam influence. But it was

curved, and the bottom rail

oirved also. The splat, or up-

right portion of the back be-

tween the top and bottom rails,

resembled two letters X set

between three letters I, and

suggested the Chippendale in-

fluence. So I knew that the

chair had been made by some

eclectic craftsman, and pro-

bably about the year 1790.

The restoration.—I said to

a skilful and intelligent master-

workman, "Clean all the

lacquer-paint of! it, polish the

wood which you discover un-

derneath, and upholster in

plain, dark velvet." When the

restored chair was brought

back to me, the master-work-

man nearly went down on his

knees in adoration of it ; his

hands caressed the curves al-

most amorously. Ihe wood

had turned out to be a fine

yellow birch, almost as beauti-

ful in colour as satinwoiHi, and

chosen originally because of a

lovely satinwood-like grain in the top-rail. Fifteen

6
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guineas could not purchase such a chair as this fifteen

'irtlr.tt rveryday experience b, a hunter.

olZ2 • you may search in a hundred likely comers

:^th^t^« discovering such a find, or youmay come

Zm^ I discovered the ruins ot a fine Empire arm-

rr«Uch had been disfigured by black pamt and

,AZZt " Sold Sir," said the broker disappomt-

?l'^Thenh^m;chdidyousenitforr-I

S. •• SU^'-sUpence," said he. Ves, there are

'"r;:^.-Being in Shrewsbury, I eyed the best

of a do«n Welsh dressers, all in the same • antique

dealer's shop. They aU were dark. Po^'-^- ^^
,.„,.«., ftesh from the re^orer s hands and y^^
warranted to be

" genuine old. Now, a gooa

^, is worth acquiring :
you can range pUt«o^

pewter or old earthenware along the shelvesm the l«^

^ very decoratively and conven«ntly mdeed

Welml dressers iU have top backs to ttem^y

the by: dressersof the kind and datemademEngland

„ie ten made without top backs to them at all.

B^ t^e restorer kindly adds the top backs m every

rlhTase using panelling from Victorian church pews
such case,

"f
"B l- „ pounds,"

" How much this one ! 1 asKeo. '",,/ _,,

was the reply. Ten pounds' worth of labour and

Lterial m,;t have been put into it q™te recentty^-d

all to no purpose, from a collector's pomt of view, for

the dresser had been spoiled.

Fmeen shillings, perhaps, had bought the origmal
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article out of some cottage in the Welsh hills ;
it was

then a plain, honest piece of useful furniture, made of

oak which time and use had browned, and it had been

ado:ned at the most with the simplest possible lines

of mahogany inlay and plain brass " droppers" hang-

ing from the drawers. But the restorer had zealously

gone to work upon it. First he had scraped all the time-

stain and the " elbow grease " off the wood. Then he

had inlaid "Sheraton" shell-ornaments in to all the

panels. Then he had fret-sawed all the plain rectangular

mouldings into ugly curves. Then he had put " Queen

Anne " legs to the lower front. And then he had

rubbed " dark oak stain " into the wood, and oUed and

oiled the-whole untU it assumed a burnt-umber brown.

Then he had screwed in new " brass furniture." of

drawer-handles in place of droppers. Then he had

brought the thing to the " antique " shop, elaborately

spotted. Yet the dealer's profit, you will see, could not

be exorbitant after all.

The fact is that bargains cannot be cheaply ac-

quired in antique furniture, except very rarely, if you

buy things akeady furbished up. It is better to buy

from second-hand brokers, or from dealers in the

"rough" only. That is where the furbishing-up

dealers procure the dilapidated old stuff. Then you

can instruft some craftsman, who will do what you

wish, and no more, for a reasonable charge.
fll
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PART 111

PICTURES AND MINIATURES

PICTURES INCX)GNrro

« . * i^m "a cem of purest ray serene."

r in^g^r^e VZ^^Jol buck pearls^t

l:!Se^cUof it .ere «.e figu.es.hich

^'^^y^f^^
pence. And yet it was a paintmg m ods by Dante

^^^L!^:Tl%--sUedpo.t.it.studyoJ~

SiadaU, Who afterw-is became^^: ,^
,^*e

likeness, as weU as the art, is recognisao e

in a window-seat, looking into the ^'^"^'^^^^
face-she was poet and painter herseU-her high brow

r^derful coppery hair, her iull. long, <^oopmg

e^lulher rich U^her graceful shoul^rs and smip^

2^, ker shapely arms, and one hand, »«
^ ^';

Yes ttiis was indeed the woman
in whose coifin Rossetti

l^Ws manuscript poems, an obUtion of woe.

84
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Her other hand, the cushion upon which it rests, the

window which frames her. the curtain at one side, and a

tassel, are sketchy and unfinished, whUe the rest of the

canvas is hardly tinted at all. But stretching away to

a hilly horizon behind the figure is a moorland land-

scape, just glimpsed, and tinted with the last level rays

;

while over it all is one of Rossetti's blue-green twilight

skies. I think my eighteenpenny Rossetti must have

been painted at Matlock, when Eleanor Siddall was

there in 1857.

Uniigned.—The canvas is unsigned, as many studies

and sketches are. that none the less are signed all over

to the recognising eye. And it is not studies and

sketches alone that thus may go incognito. Some of

the most famous great pictures, complete, and for

centuries enshrined in galleries and coUections. bear

no painter's name. Among the list of great artists

who signed their work very seldom, or never signed it

at aU, are Correggio, Domenichino. Giordano, Gorgione,

Guido, Pa'.na Vecchia. Raphael, Rubens, Tintoretto,

Titian, da Vinci, and Van Dyck. Only the Dutch,

Flemish, and German painters systematically signed

their work ;
great English artists have been chary of

signatures. It is true that signatures have been put

on jor them, upon canvases which they may or may

not have seen.

Signed—Signatures and monograms of artists have

only a secondary value in authenticating pictures ;
they

may even be disproof. A signature in itself alone is

hardly more worthy of notice than a doubtful mark

}
I
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„p«, porcelain; tegers have been rather more busy

^ pictures than with old china, m fact.

AU the same, a painter's signature .s not to be

s„e.«d at; Rembrandt's
'V, T^ei T^

characteristic, and so are the dates he added. A r«l

judge of Rembrandts weU knows the three Rembrandt

perfods of style, the contemporary s«nature. and the

^™^riate date in each case. H any contemporary

t&e appears on a picture which ans:*«s to tte

Za^ inTliown respects, the signing adds to the

Xiing value, tike the gold anchor mark upon a

sm^ptuom bit of " Chelsea." a real signature » wo^

n. in authenticity and money. And the quesb«.

whether a picture signature is contemporaneous or pos-
wnetneiap

t„ted- for-« siputitre o tlu samt
thumous can be testea

.
loi—» '

. . ., ..i^,-,.

MeasO^ paintiH witt h, incorporoU .» the sManc

of the f«ntiH. but a lUtU spirits otmn> or turt^

Tei that is a dangerous process in unskilled hands

;

used by inexperience upon a genuine signature or

monog^m. the methylated spirit rnay soon brmg av^y

not only the name-marks but that part of the picture

too. ^me artists signed with paint so flmd and

unsUble that too harsh a rubbing in of the spurts, m

bringing off the vamUh. wiU bring away the signature

also. . • _

Indeed, the fraudulent sort of dealer, and occasion-

ally the unscrupulous collector, will sometimes have a

second-rate artist's signature removed from an old pxc
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turc. so that it may be assigned to the chief master of

the artist's particular school. That is the way in which

Van Oost becomes a " Rubens." and a Hoogstraaten

a " de Hoogc."
, , ,

Incognilo.-Not signatures, therefore, alone and m

themselves, but the study of known pictures and fainous

artists' styles, are what may enable a vigilant collector

to rescue from neglect a picture that has gonemcognito

and Uttle thought of for years. Eyesight. Imowledge.

and judgment may still acquire a good old picture

for next to nothing now and again, and surely one

may be prouder of finds like those than of canvases

bought by force of guineas at Christie's.

THE SHIPLOAD OF PICTURES

Some day some collector with a turn for writing may

give us a history of collecting, and meantmie it is

aknost a duty to jot down memoranda on the sub)ect

for historians buUd with bricks and mnrtar procured

by others, as a rule.

I have printed some material of the kind concemmg

English porcelain and earthenware, in " The Wander

Years
" and " The A B C About Collecting "

;
but who

wm search out the history of pictur. collecting in such

a way as has been thoroughly done concemmg the

coUecting of old books ? It should be a delightful p.cce

of work for a collector with leisure ;
for, to speak

frankly, the mere getting a collection together irre-

spective of research and tue accumulation of lore,

cannot commend itself to the mtelligence. A magpie

' '

;

\
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is a kindof a collector, of thingsthat glisten, and a dog
isawnaoi

jf we do not note. read, and

he seeks for came to England, ana wny '

S ^pTember ist, 1846, contained the news that a

^l^fhas arrived in London from ^^^^^
careo ot paintings by ancient masters. In the ye«

X%e C«sto4 return showed that the nvm*er^

^ mcrthrt.'^rons

Lttir^nh^X-ednring the nineteenth

century alone ; where are they aU to-day 1

Cit be^ long before then. WeJavel an^

admire the galleries on the Contm«.t,"V^
either are or were the proper^ of kmgs =md Pop^

.

«,, National Gallery did not begm hke that. When^

Z\, in the sUteenth century, pictures ceased to be

X^L ornaments mainly, and became art.clĵf «m.

tree, how many coUectors and gaUenes for t^mwere

there abroad? Except those »»longmg to lon^s-

^, and sovereign princes such as the Medrc. and

the Gonzagas, practicaUy none.

Th. Star,. «d th. F»hion.-In PO-nt^^^
earliest non-royal g«at coUector was t>n Engl^^

Lord Armdel (1586-1646), of whom the Arundel

.1 i
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Society prints commemorate the name. The current

Duke of Buckingham emulated him, and Lely got

together " many Titians and twenty-six Van Dycks,"

together with " drawings, of divers finishings, which

had been the heart of great designs." Fine private

collections of such drawings—the materia of pictures

—

began to be made, also. What had been taste with

Arundel, show with Buckingham, and art-study with

Lely, began to be fashion with Englishmen of rank

and wealth. Sending pictures home to England

became the part of every travelling milord.

The collecting was not always done with taste and

discrimination, of course, and that ^ why rather bad

old pictures swarm in this country to-day ; I say rather

bad, because those that remain loose abroad are worse.

English taste deserved some of the gibes at it. There

is a story of an English nobleman who employed a local

dauber to put periwigs on the heads of his ancestors

portrayed by Van Dyck ! But English taste was then

the best taste in Europe, and I am not sure that it is

not so still.

Towards the end of the eighteenth century really

fine old pictures began to crowd in here. The French

Revolution, Napoleon's conquests in Italy, the wars of

the Empire, and then the Peninsular campaigns, caused

the dispersion of foreign royal and princely galleries.

The pictures which had belonged to the Regent of

France came here to be sold. Napoleon's Army Com-

missioners sold loot of the kind to hnglish bankers and

British Consuls in Italy and Germany, who bought

i
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amaring the»f'T"l^M oi the «at.

England even d«n-g*^^ «1«° P'"* "~'^ "•^veCab.ut impoverished counto^

buying P"=*»«'^/H^^posted through Italy. ««»

U. to to«n—»»8»« ^^Lj-ms fuU oi pictures

»««"°' "* ^S«S biS^^ It «as thus the

and Wo*-*"" 1""^^ But the Hertiords were

Wallace Coll«ctl» 1»8^ purchasers were

c^moisseurs indeed .^^ ^^ ,„ E„gu«d

incompetent judges. RuM ^^ „« so many

by the sUpload and
^*"Jto this country

to-day.

l^_^ oldlor«g^PKt™^»^^,,^,E„gUsh-

The Copy^^-T^'T/Ji^on of ordering copies ot

men with money lormed a f^™ ^^^„„t

tbegreatganerypictu^swh^hft^^ ^^
buy. Then there were alsom ^^^^4
copies, done by P"P>^;;*^trk oi tot artist him-

oiten now supi »ed to be t^w ^ ^^t it is

3di. This made
conius.on«o««.n^^^„l^

one reason Why
youmaystm^^P^^

I coniess I

picture now and then iot
_, ^^ ^^^ j^^ jose,

Uke those ccntemponry cop.«j^ ^ ^^ ^y,

V 1 1 have Uved near it, sucn v
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WHAT PICIURES TO BUY?

I suppose there are few professed collectors of other

things who do not go in for a picture now and then,

preferably an old one, in water-colour, in pastels, or

in oil. You may swear by porcelain, books, Wedg-

wood, furniture, lustre-ware, lace, miniatures, brasses,

enamels, paste, embroideries, rococo jewels, silhouettes,

book-plates, cameos, ivories, spoons, snuff-boxes, nut-

meg-graters, costumes, glass, stay-busks, pinchbeck,

chap-books, watch-cocks, tankards, hamessramulets,

coins, armour, medals, bronzes, or what not, but you

still have the upper part f f the wall-paper in your

rooms to adorn.

People who collect mezzotints, colour-prints, etch-

ings, aquatints, Baxters, stipple-prints, copper-plates,

glass-pictures, and so forth, may hang the walls with

their larger treasures, and not need to buy an oil-

painting, a water-colour drawing, or a crayon-sketch at

all. But for the rest of us the question " What pictures

to buy ? "
is imperative ; and by the word " pictures

"

I here man not oU-pal tings only, but water-colours

and pastels, too.

The PotsibUities Still—I think it is good to be

cathoUc in picture-buying. I am sure it is good to

purchase pictures when you come across them casually,

rather than to go hunting for them specially, and buying

them all at once. The chances of casually coming

upon a treasure of a picture are still numerous, if you

possess the seeing eye and the knowing lore. There is

1'
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u -lo.f—who within the last two

years, motonng through
»J^8 p.! „,„, a

*»"* *" ,"",'^1.Sir»d a Uly. with two Ut.

Siww vases, on saw \ot «

^ alone ".r^Jt^-S. other "find," may

By the side «« that ^k»JT ^j, .^chaser in this

«n look m.agre-«.d
note tot *hj^ ^ ,^^ ^ not a '»««?°'-^^^'^„,„forcari.«hen

thought, »»d'^"'y;*^*^'T. te." But when I

he „w it. e«n » »r^7^ .unost surprised to

. look around a room I know. 1 ^^^g
.ee what, in the course of

-^y^'^J'^^ , f^ taow-

eoUector ^^^^^^^^^^^t^^' styles, can do

«ithaslend«p^- 1
Norland, a Stark, two

an Etty.
"'.^f'^^ adeHooge.aPothoven.a

Varleys. a ^"8". a^«"^
^ jj^„^ Brown, a

""''""':^' t^pof^^b^tmaybebyOstade,
pyneseapiece, apoupo ^^^ ^^ .

and a sketch of c^tte to T^ V^^
^^^

and only one of them «<»' "»
^.^^^ «,me

Most of torn cost les^ ton m,. N
^ ^^^^^

'^"'^Lm^t^ or smaU. But what do«

rn^r r these
^of..,bun^--

-

"fiLf^ter was often at his best in a sketch.
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Bttyim SlwlchM.—Out of every artist's studio go

numberless unfinished essays, sketches, and "bits,"

that often are bits of pure delight. They are going

out of studios to-day, "unconsidered trifles" by

painters who will be famous a generation hence. If

you have the fiair and the patience you may collect

such " bits." They will afford an exercise for taste

in mounting and framing so as to make the best of

them ; but, how do you suppose most of the countless

water-colours kept at the Print Room, British Museum,

and in the Victoria and Albert Museum were first got

together ? By contemporary collectors who picked

up bits by contemporary brushes in the way I

describe.

To do the same thing to-day one must know whose

"bits" to acquire. If you cannot affo..' to buy

off an exhibition wall a Brangwyn, an Orpen, an

East, a Clausen, and so on (not to say a Sargent),

you can study them in the exhibitions, and thus

learn to recognise a chip from those workshops, so

to speak.

You can study the illustrated books and periodicals

which tell about the best pictures being painted in

England and Scotland to-day. New or old, there are

sketches and bits on mill-board, paper, or canvas to be

found by tireless seekers yet ; and these, I think, for

people with more taste than spare five-pound notes,

are the kind of pictures to buy.

^5
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T^yrS OF ACE W MWIA-nW

wu,*.*««* are daightlul things to colkrt. Of

and wme arc old.
j^

.. ^st in the ob«niiity of

The origin of
"^r!!^FrenA authority once .aid;

theninth century."
agwatFnmcnau^ ^^^

hut in
•• Gossip about Pcma.^ by Wa^^^^

p.blishedforty.sixy<^^
ag^^^^^

^^^ ,,,^
and Eve wore each ot^«'

» ^J^r Tifien quotedTom

day of their falling in love. andMr-imenn

Moore in proof

:

Look in «y ey-. «y »»«fSL
Thoult le. thy«U reflect«l there .

Two Uttlo miniatures of «••

, Take note that hundreds Of frauds await

Beware!—Take note in*
Seldom adventure

the unwary collector of ^^^^^J^ with an aval

upon a roi^ni wooden snuff orj^tch^x^^

nSniatureletinto thetopof theUd ^^^ ^,,,

boxes with miniatures on or

^fJ^^^, -^ ^ old

ehary of buying a P-'^^ ^^\™lTure in anew

frame than of buying a w^^pamted^^
^^ ^^

frame. And keep m mmd the cias

following paragraph:
. ^,_-_i. The earUcst

v:«.<l« of Old Miniatures, i. *"
Seven Kinos or vriw •

.iu.^ • these are
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Holbein. Hilliard, Cooper, and their contemporaries

worked on this surface. The cardboard was usually

the back of a playing-card, because the best cardboard

then made was used by playing-card makers.

3. About the same date fapsr was sometimes used.

4. MinUtures in 'tnamd on mdal, though early in

France, came into use much latei- here.

5. Miniatures painted on tilvtr or gold were ahnost

contemporaneous with those on cardboard and paper.

6. Many early minUtures were painted in oU-colours

on copftr. but hardly anything is yet known about the

painters of these.

7. Ivory, as a material, did not come into use until the

beginning of the eighteenth century.

The Materials as Tests.—Thus, if you are offered a

miniature of Queen Elizabeth painted on ivory, you

may be sure that it was not painted in the Elizabethan

Age, and it will be, in that respect at least, a fraud.

And so will ahnost certainly be a miniacure of Lady

Hamilton painted on old cardboard or paper. The

material should correspond with the date of the sup-

posed sitting for the portrait.

The pigments guide you also. Except on copper, oU-

paint was seldom used. Water-colour mixed with

white lead or " Chinese white " was the vehicle of the

old miniature-painters—body-colour, or guache, as it is

called. Transparent water-colour—fw< touched with

Chinese white—was hardly ever used at all, and

certainly not before the beginning of the nineteenth

century.

I
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TheHanlDryneMofthePiginenU.—Ifwithaneedle

you can cut the thick parts of the painting in oU or

guache. depend upon it the work is not more than

twenty-five years old. It seems vandalish to suggest

the use of a needle in that way, and it should only take

place as a last test and resort ; it can, however, be

done ahnost invisibly. In an old miniature the

pigments have become hardened by age. They have •

also become friable, however, and you must distinguish

between a " cut " of the paint and a scratch which

reveals the cardboard or ivory.

The U«e of a Lent—Forgers take a photographic

process-print copy of an old miniature, and fake it up

with colour. But a strong glass will show you the

wire-blind-like lines produced on the print by the

screen through which the original was photographed.

The Back of the Miniature.—Old miniatures were

often wrapped in gold-beater's skin, pasted down at

the edges of the picture, to keep out damp and air

;

look for that ; always have the miniature out of the

frame before buying. If between the back of the

miniature and the frame you find hair, a scrap of

writing, or a bit of old newspaper, these will be guides.

The Frames.—Seventeenth-century miniatures were

usually framed in gold, with a twbted ornamental top,

or in sUver, " parcel-gUt " (like the goblet by which

Falstaff swore). Eighteenth-century liniatures had

gold or gilt frames, often set with brilliants or paste,

or in the latter part of that century, as in the begin-

ning of the next, set in oblongs of black papier-m&cM
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or ebonised wood, with oval inner rims of ormolu or

pinchbeck.

The Art of the Painter.—But frames can be changed,

and other addenda forged, so that the supreme test is

the care, finish, and yet freedom of the painting. The

lips are more difficult tests than the eyes; the hands

are a good test, also. The use of the Chinese white

which imitated lace is, especially, a test of this sort

;

if it be slovenly dashed in, the miniature is little likely

to be old and good. In this, as in all antiques, the

final and supreme criterion is the workmanship. It

would not pay a forger of anything to work as slowly

and conscientiously as the makers of the original trea-

sures gladly did, and the forgers cannot work so well.

The Look.—Instinctively, after a period of ex-

perience, you will come to know, by the mere look, if

a miniature is old.

THE JUDGING OF OLD PICTURES

" How do they know ? " the possessor of an old

picture grumbles, after sending it with a fee to an

expert, and getting it back with the verdict that it is

not a HoDbema, not a Diaz, or not a Romney, as the

case may be. " How do they know ? " he demands

indignantly. "Look how they differ about that

National Gallery Venus \ I don't believe they do

know 1
" But they do.

The case of the Rokeby Venus is notorious, and this

is not the only great picture which is still a bone

of contention. As a rule, the great pictures of the

7
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world are already judged and cj-i^^^^BuU^e old

pictures, of less import^- ^J^^^^Xll^t
indcment. by the hundred. I was asKeu tu

r^ZcJ^ter" the other day; it --»«^ ^

Barlow. UsuaUy a good old pfcture can be ,«dg
j,

™Sed dated, and its painter's name assigned oor-

^; ;ven when it has no " pedigree "or contu«ons

^ri of possession after origin. For the v«.ficatm

T^cml by eKp«ts has become an exact science."
lU Methcds-This exact connoisseurship and

thfmethods which experts now employ are oi ratter

~«rlwth. They began with Morelli. an Itaha^

rXabout a gLeration ago. Morelli's method

^t study so closely aU the^f^Z
authenticated pictures by a given artu. of the p^as

"taoweverysmaUtriclcofhispaintingmanner^Th™

from these mannerisms to recognise as his. or not his.

» nicture of his date and school.

'
Cd^oop of the eyehds. the shape of the hands, the

outUne of the ears. h. a portrait or figure-picture-nay.

ftf^er^ cut of the finger-nails, may thus become sig-

^fficalT Look, for instance, at the handsm a prmt of

Btttlli's
• P^vera." The other day a p^udo-

loS was offered to the nation ; it was ,udged as

" p^udo" only because, inter alia, it didnot answer to

thrMo^lU tesl that BotticelU always painted hands

as bonv with the nails cut square.

I^Xin. *. MethoA-For example upon ^
ease' in a good light, a " Madonna and ChUd "-one of
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Madonna.bro™ vrith reddish gleamsm it
. *»^^«^

a Utile swoUen ; the squ ., J chm. dwp <^P""

'

breeding in the long hands ; the smUe, -^n^g ^
"

to the cheeks than on the Ups
;
the P«»f »*

"/^t
1, • the mirage-Uke background, unreatetu:, a land

S^pe ta..ense and yet nuniature, includmg rod^,
scape ini -rei J

convince the
glaciers, streams, and castles-aU tnese cony

judge tiat he has before him a picture of the Lombard

'tftny such pictures have always rematoed a^M^.

TheLombardtypeof wo-""*^'""^,*" V^^^^
The same mysterious smile as that used to be seen on

^ cheeks li the " Monna Lisa " in the Louvre, ^d

also the same straight no«, powerfully
^^^^itZ

and forehead. But to which weU-known art^»« *^

Lombard School can the picture under ,udgment be

assigned? That is the next question. I'^^*^*;

the stvle of Luini, as seen in the Brera Gallery at

^^
to some extent it even suggests the work of

L^a;do da Vinci; but it may be a Bra—

o

picture. Probably Luini was Leonardo -dro-pupd,

assuredly Bramantino was.

T:«Lo SMn».-There is certainly «^e PaU ambe.

Bke glow of a Leonardo picture, though that may be

to tl^ varnish mainly. But Leonardo was a profound

latomist and a perfectly sHUul draughtsman, and m
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this picture there is something wrong about the shape

of the Madonna's neck. Then the stuff of her robe

looks rigid ; Leonardo, on the contrary, always gave

his painted textures suppleness and " flow." In faint

letters the words Di Lionardo Pitore are legible, but

still the expert doubts. With a strong lens he applies

a final test. He knows that Leonardo was left-handed ;

in Leonardo's drawings the strokes of the crayon or pen

go from /.'// to right. In places where the impasto. or

body of pigment, on the doubtful picture is thin, the

lens detects that the brush-strokes went from right to

left. Somebody normally-handed painted it. " No,"

says the judge. " it is not by Leonardo da Vinci."

Luini and Bramanlino Sign«.-Then he studies it as

a possible Luini. but what he finds are Bramantmo

signs. He has opened those pages of MoreUi's book

which contain a series of copies of hands and ears taken

from authenticated Bramantino pictures and drawmgs.

The hands are invariably long, with meagre. aUnost

fluted fingers, two of them joined, the other two

separated. The ears are always long. too. the lobes

very developed. aUnost pointed. The picture on the

easel shows all these mannerisms, and " It is a Braman-

tino," decides the judge.

No Child'* Play—This seems simple enough, but

it is not so easy as it seems. It means examining a

picture inch by inch, and ahnost dissecting it by the

eye It means ready recourse to portfoUos of large

and perfect photographs of all the authenticated good

pictures known. It means expertise concerning textures

!l

1
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of canvases, material of pigments, woods used for

panels, sizes placed on the blank canvas or panel to

^pare it for the paint. It means research m libraries

Lidltrchives for letters or other documents of the

period in which a given picture may be mentioned^

^d it means steady judgment more than enthusu^m

(the tempter).
" Enthusiasm is not a method of

iudgment." Morelli said.

And this is how the experts employed by great

dealers, and often the great dealers themselves, are able

to judge, date, verify, and put a name to an anonymous

good old picture, with aUnost a mathematic skiU.

IMPRESSIONIST FRENCH PICTURES

It was a rosewood panel, broadly painted with a

picture of a forest glade-a sous-bois ;
two figures, a

man and a woman, with something of the French

peasant about their costume, were seen in the middle

distance ; and at the right-hand comer, only )ust per-

ceptible, a signature, partly obliterated-" N.D . .
z,

to wit The picture stood out of doors, leaning agamst

the iron legs of a sewing-machine stand, and I will

not say how small was the price the broker asked the

coUector for it ; at any rate, he was paid a good deal

more than he asked.

The Barbizon School.-For the picture, as the

collector saw at once, was an early Diaz
;
an early

one. and rather a sketch than a finished picture, per-

haps, but stm a Diaz ; and Narcisse Diaz (who was born

in 1807 and died in 1876) was one of the glories of the
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Barbiron school of painters ; at the sale of the Gabbitas

Collection such a panel by Diaz sold for ^^504. Corot,

Millet, Rousseau, Daubigny, Diaz, and others were the

founders of the School, settling down at the village of

Barbizon in the forest of Fontainebleau, to paint de-

lightfully. Millet and Corot became the most famous

members of the " Barbizon School," and counterfeit

" Corots " are now painted and sold by the thousand.

But Diaz pictures have not been so much counterfeited

yet. I mention the Barbizon School, not because the

members of it painted " Impressionist " pictures, but

because they pointed the way towards the Impres-

sionism which in French art was soon to supervene.

The artistic glory of Barbizon has departed; it is

a place for excursionists now. To enjoy it as a place

of art memories, you must go there earlier than Easter,

as I did this year.

The Sources of Intpiration.—In " The A B C About

Collecting " I tell how Claude Monet, being at Zaandam

in the sixties of last century, saw a Japanese colour-

print for the first time, and how the pictorial art of

Japan came thereby to affect the art of modem France.

But that was not the only source of inspiration, by

any means; the Barbizon School and the Impres-

sioni«?ts learned much from English landscape pictures.

Constable was really the art-father of the Barbizon

painters, but the water-coloiurs by Varley, Robson,

Copley Fielding, and, above all, Bonington, which

were shown at the Paris Salons of 1822 and 1824 had

also a great influence on the men who were to create
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the Barbizon School. So plain was the connection

that in the Paris Salon of 1827 the first picture ever

there shown by Corot was hung between one by Con-

stable and one by Bonington. And as for Impres-

sionism. a recent writer in the Gauhis tes put the

connection in a nutshell. " Benefiting by the re-

searches of a Turner, a Constable, a Bonington. it

completed the earnest and noble work of the landscape

painters of 1830 (the Barbizon men) by fixing on canvas

the subtle and radiant splendours of the atmosphere

Atmosphere ; air surrounding everything ;
that is the

Impressionist note.
, » 1

Tumer»t Influence-Consider Turner's wonderful

picture.
" Rain. Steam, and Speed." Ahnost all of

it is atmosphere and motion; the lights and the

shadows are imprecise, quivering, often blurred. The

rain blurs the foreground, the steam diffuses, the tram

rushing along the viaduct seem moving, the hare m

front of it is a brown and white blur. No hard and

definite lines, no finished details ; it is the arrested view

of a moment, it depicts the transient in^pressjon

the eye. Two young French painters. Claude Monet

and CamiUe Pissaro. fled from a distracted France

in 1870. in London studied the work of Turner.

Constable. Crome. and David Cox. Soon after that

Pissaro's pictures began to be renowned for their

atmosphere and their quivering light. Monet formed

the pUin air school-that is. he insisted on pamtmg

out of doors, on the spot, and he tried to give, as Turner

had tried to ^ive, the effect of the light and shade and

f

I
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colour as he saw them about his subject out of doors, not

as he remembered them after returning to his studio.

"That is why," writes M. Duret, "he was able to

fix on the canvas those fleeting appearances which

had escaped the older landscape painters who worked

indoors. So closely did Monet follow the varying

effects and changes which occur in a scene that he

could communicate to the picture-gazer's eye the

sensation which the scene had evoked at the time.

His sunshine seems to warm yon, his snow to make

you shiver."

Impresuonism Bom.—Thus was Impressionism in

painting bom. In 1867 Monet had said that he

" only thought of rendering his impression." The

word caught on, and " Impressionist " is now " the

badge of all their tribe." To get the vague, brief,

fleeting effect (as we have seen in Turner's picture),

lines, outlines, and details must not be insisted on.

Monet went further than that ; the technique of his

painting consisted in spots of paint, not strokes and

lines and curving brushwork. The spots of paint were

laid on side by side in what might seem, when close at

hand, an arbitrary and erratic manner ; it was dabbing

instead of daubing. But, seen from the right dis-

tance, these dabs of paint conjoin, blend, fit into each

other, give light, show shadow, seem to vibrate, sparkle,

glow. In this, again, an English painter had been a

pioneer. Redgrave says that " Gainsborough got far

from his canvas while painting, and used brushes with

very long handles ; by means of the long-handled tooJs

"N»-H
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he was able to give the general truth of tint and form

without descending into minute details."

Th« ImprMsionitt Artists.—Here are the names of

the principal landscape artists who formed the Im-

pressionist School—Monet, Pissaro, Sisley, and Cezanne.

Following their lead into other domains of art than

landscape came Renoir, Degas, and Raffaelli. At

the Luxembourg Gallery, Paris, in the Caillebotte

Room, famous pictures by these artists can be seen by

a visitor.

The hungry collector, always on the prowl for gems

going cheaply, should study Impressionist and Barbizon

pictures. For Barbizon and Impressionist pictures

—

the Barbizon pictures especially—are worth enormous

sums to-day. I wonder how maiiy thousand pairs of

eyes had rested a moment on that panel leaning against

the iron leg of the sewing-machine I

THAT MORLAND OF YOURS

A picture of pigs, isn't it ? George Morland was

par excellence the painter of pigs. I hope it is genuine,

that "Morland" of yours; but—have you closely

compared it with the authentic Morlands in the public

galleries at Trafalgar Square, Nottingham, Birmingham,

Cambridge, Bath, Glasgow, Leicester, Manchester, or

South Kensington ? Does it stand the neighbourhood

of the authentic ? Has it the true Morland touch ?

George Morland died in 1804, his forty-second year,

of apoplexy, in a sponging-house, a prisoner for lebt.

Yet to-day the smallest canvas irom his easel sells for

i

-*-* *-**-•
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much money. That seems to be. pushed to a tragical

extreme, the eternal history of great art. To-day the

contemporary colour-prints of " Morlands are hunted

for as if they had been printed upon bank-note^. So

to-day myriads of forgeries of Morland paintings and

colour-prints He in wait for you in Great Britam.

Holland, and France.
, . . *.

At Tonnerrc-I remember dropping off the tram at

Tonnerre. en rouU from Dijon to Paris ;
Tonnerre is a

small old town, lost in the wide ruraUty of the Burgundy

plain I studied some fifteenth-century stamed glass

in two churches there-glass of that period is rarer than

twelfth-century windows, by the by-and then as I

made for the raUway station. I passed a dirty old shop

with books and pictures in the front of it. Or. rather

I did not pass it. I went in ; and immediately the old

fellow who kept that omnium gatherum saw me he tried

to seU me a couple of Morlands. This is artists fame

""•Hie Facility and the Failing.-Morland painted

swiftly, in all sorts of unsuitable places There was

a pubUc-house at Freshwater Gate. Isle of Wight.

caUed The Cabin ; there was the Mother Blackcap,

in Pleasing Passage. Camden Town ;
there was the

WhUe Lion, at Paddington ; there was the Black Bull,

near Deal-undiscovered Morlands still lurk in those

neighbourhoods, perhaps-and there were scores of

other taverns where " George - was famQiarly known.

He had become the prey of picture-dealers ;
they came

to him with a bottle in one hand and a purse m the
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other He was then in the plenitude of his swift, sure,

wonderful brushwork. and would paint a canvas ahnost

^efyiayX Once he completed a large landscape, with

twenty-four figures in it. beginning and finishing it,

all within twenty-four hours I

Pictures were his currency ; every dun who came to

him was paid off by a still-wet canvas. For his brother

alone, who had set up as a dealer, he painted 192

canvases between the years 1800 and 1804. He

probably painted twice as many again for other dealers

during the same period. Dealers used to take it in

turn to
•• farm " him. paying him for what he pamted

by giving him four guineas a day and his liquor. His

brother's day-books showed that for him alone, not to

mention others.
" George " did 792 canvases and more

than a thousand drawings during his last eight years of

life By day he painted in oU. and by candle-light did

drawuigs ; he was far more industrious than many a

sober man. ,, , ,

The Contemporary Counterfeits.-Morlands are

numerous, therefore ; but many more " Morlands

are for sale than even he could have painted. His style

was the rage in his day. and copyists imitated or

counterfeited him while he was aUve. A contem-

porary of his put on record that " I once saw twelve

copies from a small picture of Morland's all at one

time, in a dealer's shop-window, with the origmal m

the middle." Nowadays these contemporary copies,

browned and cracked by effect of time, sell as true

•• Morlands." and not one purchaser in ten—not even
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you, perhaps-discovers that he as weU as the picture

has been sold. Cleverish counterfeiters are forgmg

smaU " Morlands
" to-day-always beware of a very

smaU " Morland." about nine inches by five-upon old

panels, and pieces of old canvas re-stretched

The True Touch.-But there are tests. Whatever

Morland painted, no matter how swiftly he did it. he

painted supremely well. He worked rapidly but .x)t

scampingly ; the genius in him more than supphec tne

place of careful execution and painful pams. L- -U

his pictures you find the marks of a swift, instinctively

accurate brush; if your "Morland" is laboured or

finicking anywhere it is certainly a copy. Or ^i the

colour is dirty-I do not mean dtrtied-not ivts}x and

rich not contrasted and striking, thoughin a low key. it

is little likely to be Morland's work ;
he was a colounst

in browns. The " Inside of a Stable." at the National

Gallery, shows what he. at his zenith, could do
;
and.

like all great artists, he never put second-best mto his

work. His copyists, contemporary or modern were

fourth-rate men. and could not even put second-best

into their work. „ i j

If
" that Morland of yours" be really a Morland.

treasure it; its value will increase. Every year

Morland's fame is more wide in Europe. He is recog-

nised as the greatest EngUsh genre painter m scenes

from country life, gipsy subjects, sporting acts, stables,

inn-yards, groups of natural-looking men and women,

and still more natural-looking horses, asses, poultry,

dogs, and pigs-above aU. pigs. Morland has been

M
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compared to Jan Steen, but he was greater than Jan

Steen or any of the Dutch reaUsts whose paintings

incited him so when a lad. His name wiU always be

famous : it might have ranked with the best. But the

curse of the thirsty was on him ; he did not chasten and

separate himself, as the great must do to be great. He

swilled ; and I sometimes think that he may have felt a

cousinly feeling while painting those wonderful hides of

pigs at the trough in the stye.

BUYING OLD PAINTINGS

That one can now and then acquu-e a fint oil-

painting cheaply I know quite well. Suchreai ;
ces

occur, but occur much more seldom than most people

with a passion for picking up old oU-paintings suppose ;

most of the seeming chances which occur are. beheve

me, not worth the accepting.

The Three SchooU.-Broadly speaking, the old oU-

pictures which wait for purchasers in the shops of

brokers or small dealers or the less exclusive auction-

rooms fall into three classes ; they are : i, pictures of

the EngUsh School; 2. Dutch and Flemish pictures;

and 3. Italian pictures. It does not take a zealous

amateur long, if he has real taste and eye-inteUigence.

and has studied the examples in public picture-galleries,

to learn to distinguish at sight an old oU-painting as

English or Italian or Netherlandish. I will not be so

bold as to say which of the three schools is the most

desirable to study and to collect, but perhaps I can

give some hints which will warn the amateur agamst

}]
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^hness and errors in buying old oU-paintings of any

*^1, « Nev«r--Never buy an old picture on the

str^^ of^^ame or signature «bicb is painted or

a^^ signature in the corner, or the "ame on

TZt label which is tacked to the loy-er front hmb

S^^e mrearescoresof smaUoldoa-pato^^

awS •
J.
Crome " lettered on the label that old

c"tr L. and that ..e»ent is e,^y true

n« Dictures labelled
" Sidney Coopei. Dealers ana

"ill^rhave a habit o. ascribing any likely daubs

to a riven artist, without proof.

Ne^ly an ott-patottog as old, on the st«n5<h ot

JSl which surrounds it. A gr«t tra.fe^P«ay

done » old picture-frames a--^ ^'- ^^^
nurtures which never met each other till recaiuy ai

STJving been married together filty. a hundred

^hundred and filty. or two hundred years ago. Not

Lrstoce a dealer bought an Italian picture, smtabk

f„:'raltar, for £x5 ;
bought next anI Ĵ^^

wood frame for £30 ;
put the two

^"^^^'J^^
them to a lady who wished to present an altar-piece

picture to her church, for f150-
„«, „« its

Never buy an old picture on the mere sfrength of .te

hetaT^on ^el ••; there are panels and panels =md

J^ a sto« of expert knowle<^e can be accumuMed

about the different cut of old paneU, the drflerent

^LZ.. and the different woods, as Iw^ presenUy

ZT^d never buy an old picture on the streng*

TZ dirtiness, coarseness, or apparent gr^t age of
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the back of the canvas ; dirt can be rubbed on and

into the canvas, canvas of the ancient degree of coarse-

ness has always continued to be made, and—on the

other hand—most old pictures have been re-Uned,

i.e. backed with canvas which at the date of re-Uning

was new.

Re-lining.—If a real old picture has been re-lined

you will find the traces of that at the edges of the

front of the canvas in a slight ridge or line along each

of the four edges of the oblong or square. From that

ridge or Une to quite the edge of the front of the canvas

and over the edge to the side of the strainer the canvas

is new— or was at the date of re-lining; I mean

that part of the canvas which is nailed to the edge of

the strainer, because when the picture was re-lined

the real old contemporary canvas had become too

rotten or too dilapidated to be nailed down securely

again. This new part of the front was then coloured

to suit the hue of the old painting, and the whole was

usually covered with varnish. Re-lining like this is a

perfectly legitimate thing. Most re-lined pictures

have a " stretcher bar." viz. a wooden bar across the

middle of the back, which is usually absent from very

old pictures which have never been re-lined.

PaneU.—Panels were longer used for painting on

in Italy than in the Netherlands. In the seventeenth

century canvas became the rule for large pictures by

Dutch and Flemish artists, though panels continued

in use for pictures of smaller size. Italian panels

were made of poplar, fig-wood, chestnut, wahiut, fir.

H
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or deal ; in the Netherlands the panels were aUnost

invariably of oak. Italian panels, being soft wood,

are massive and thick ; Netherlandish panels, being

oaken, are often thin and light. I notice that fraudu-

lent imitations of " old masters " in a small size are

being painted on cardboard, which is backed with thin

panels, to deceive ; always take a " panel " picture out

of the frame before buying it.

!1

THE WHITE SPIRE

In a whole class of oil-paintings you see it, the white

spire so slim and graceful and tall ; standing up out

of a mass of buildings ; standing up out of a mass of

trees ; or deep in the distance, standing up into the

sky. Sometimes it is very tall and very slim indeed

;

sometimes it is drawn more accurately, and shows less

thin and more broad at the tower-base, even when the

tower-base is hidden. But it is always the white spire

of Norwich Cathedral, and when you see it in an old

oil-painting or water-colour drawing, you rightly say,

" The Norwich School."

The Norwich School.—" What is meant by the

Norwich School ? " a^ks Mr. Laurence Binyon. " The

word ' school,' " he goes on to answer, " has been

used in several senses. It meant, first of all, the

body of painters produced by a certain country, a

certain province, or a certain town. In the earliest

times of painting there were few migrations, and a

painter's work generally savoured of the soil where he

3_fjr^'*^i
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was born and bred. It is in that sense that we talk

of the Norwich School. Impute it to what cause we

will, there is no doubt that the Eastern counties have

been far more prolific of painters than the rest of Eng-

land. The average excellence and number of their

artists remind one of Holland, which in actual physical

features they of course so much resemble. The Norwich

School had no common bond of theory ; it is their

Norwich birth and training which constitute them a

distinct body. And if we are to group painters into

schools at all, this is the most reasonable principle to

build on."

The Men of the School—So much for what is

meant by the " Norwich School." The chief members

of it were John Crome (" Old Crome "), James Stark,

John Sell Cotman, George Vincent, and Henry Bright.

In order of fame and present importance the names

run, Crome, Cotman, Stark, Vincent, Bright. They

were not all quite contemporaneous ; here are their

dates : Crome, 1769-1821 ; Cotman, 1782-1830 ; Stark,

1794-1859 ; Vincent, 1796-1830 ; Bright, 1814-1873.

Notice how curiously the precedence accords with

their dates of birth. Tlie last of them, Bright, is

only forty years dead, and his fame has not had

time to ripen. But I think his work will one day be

hailed as marvellous, though a fine small landscape by

him was on sale in King Street, St. James's Square,

for only £25 recently. There were minor members

of the school, but I have njt space enough to deal

with them.

8
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Th« Mark, of th« School—The white spire is one

of the sign-manuals of the school. Norfolk artists,

they bved Norwich and its fine. tall, wb'te-shining

snire. seen from every distance in the wide, flat shire.

But that is not the only mark of the school. Crome

founded the school and the others studied m it so

what was Crome's own style ? It is worth while

kno^^'ing. for Norwich School pictures are ve-v valu-

able already, and any that a coUecto- can .ec -
will

grow in interest and value year by year.

What was Crome's style ? " Beautiful rural pieces,

with trees that might well tempt the Uttle birds to

perch upon them." George Borrow, who knew him

wrote in 1851. Crome was our supremest pamter of

trees, it is true, but that is not all. Go to the National

Gallery and study his " Mousehold Heath. Mr.

Martin Hardie has weU described it :
"A bare open

slope, rising against a range of sunUt clouds, reheved

in the foreground only by a single figure and some

weeds yet the whole is full of quiet majesty, the glory

of the setting sun. and the solemn hush of eventide.

Crome painted it
' for air and space.' he said, and

brilliantly was his purpose achieved. Through all

his work there is this same harmonious symphony

of gold and brown, of rich warm colouring, that makes

his pictures an epitome of EngUsh autumn." That

is it exactly ; Norwich School pictures are usually

landscapes or seascapes, and when they are land-

scapes they are autumnal in colouring. Golden brown

is the prevailing tone. And there is " an accent of
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strength with simpUcity. of richness with restraint
'•

:;::rsecuresthatNor^Sc^^
arain and again representing tne wnuc sp

r wen-U^own .e.tu« c. the N-'^-^J^^^;
»«

never monotonous to behold or commonpia

est in seascape, perhaps, and mainly a- -""^^^
Surk was a forest painter, fond ot wonderlul greens

W„e-greens-in his shadows and d>star.es. Vu^ent

was I marine^nbject painter, in the «»»•
Jf*^^

..nascapes have »'-"V a

hTX^ BJttl^l
those of his forerunners in the school. r>

of them. Crome-s pictures in particular, the sky v^s

a chief feature. Wonderful rolling

'^f^
!^" °"^

them here shadow on them there-the white spire

fJdi^ruP i" the shadow and golden (sometimes)

Thl^ofthelowerlight. The dou^ were^^^ a

in pigment laid on thickly, as if the P^^t« ™
moreThan the brush had been used, tome and

Lman etched, as well as painted ;
Cotn- _and

St did wonderful landscape sketches m pastel.

^tn-tin, the Non»ich Sdiool^^'^^
View of Norwich (the white spire agam) a P«:t»« "^

r L «i inches by i8 inches. 300 guineas were paid

'rth '^e^oTth Huth coUection. At the same sale

tCe^r^me " fetched 3,000 guineas, a record pice.

w^ The Valley of the Yare." by Stark (I7i x 30«.
For Ihe vauey ui

For " Fruit Boats on
MO guineas were paid, m igoS- Fof ""^^

the Ugoons, Venice " (9 x 14). by Cotman, 95 S-^^
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wer. I»id. in 1905. There are .till smaU pictum oi

I^N^d. School to be found and picked up cheaply.

fbougM a Aetch by a minor artist. William., for a

Uning the other day ; it .bowed the wlut. sp«. and

aTthe back of it, on the same board, was a fine

on-sketch of Norfolk landscape, unfinished Two

"minor artist, of the school, the Pauls, some

forty years ago expended their talent m copying and

hen Stating picture, of the school ;
these counter-

eUs Cve all the characteristics of the school rude y

»dered : they were Painted^-"^' '^^-^ * ^
were painted by the «:ore. They used to be taken

from ^ovincial town to provincial town, and be sold

bHuction. Do not be taken in by one of these,

though some of them are worth acquiring.

OLD WATEMOLOUR WORK

When the Uttle dealer had packed together the

fine David Cox .ketch. 12 inches by 9. the two large

Tudor exterior, by Nash. 16 by 12. and the unfinished

bit by Copley Fielding, he handed them to his customer,

Tok theV 8s. 6d. which he had asked for the four

and said, "Thank you kindly, sir ;
here's not much

demand for water-colours nowadays; its mostly

prints." And the customer «id. " WeU. here', another

ITereign for you. anyhow. Vou don't know what

you've been .elling me. my man I

Nowaday, and Then.-I do not wonder if there 1.

Uttle demand for modem water-colours, for I have

seldom seen one that I would care to buy to hang
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gainst my study waU. But the M Engl»»"™t.t.

Si I think they ar. the most deUghtJul thmgs

rvHol. in pictorial art, A 'ew impalpable ««shes

0, tinge- v«iter. a few deft. s«.ft sUoto, and th,

Bght 01 the sky and the colour and shadow of *

^h are caught and renewed for ever to ^-
eye.

transfixed in beauty and verity upon an oblong

paper behind a sUp of glass. I go mto the Wat r-

Stour Rooms at South Kensington agam and agam

„d again and again I teU myself that the Umbr a„

Schoof and the Florentine, the Venet^ and h

Flemish, the Castilian. the French, and aU but the

unapproachable greatness of Shakespeare Rembrandt

him^Tu. must vail the crest before some of the work of

the Water-colour School that rose and flounshed and

faded within the nineteenth century, here m its uland

^Zme Pri«« .mon. People who Know.-Jtad

knowledge about old water-colour work is knowledge

worth the having. Let me mention a few recon

prices given for old English water-colour drawmgs at

Christie's and elsewhere : David Cox, 38 gumeas.

90 guineas. 260 guineas, 510 guineas ;
Copley F.eldmg,

« guineas, 80 guineas, 270 guineas ;
Nash, 11 gumeas,

43\^ineas, 70 guineas; Sam Bough, 30 gumeas^

83 guineas, 280 guineas ; GUbert, 16 guineas, 60

guineas; Holland, 46 g"in''^. 48 E«in"s; Prout, 40

Lneas, 200 guineas ; de Wint, 42 guineas, 53 gumeas,

iT guineas ; and so on. So much for filtty lucre-

but the artistic pleasure of them 1 The pnde at bemg
ill
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aW« to Pick them out 1 The joy of owning a score

Tso of fd English water-colour d-wings by -
A >,«nds that you have come across (at last)

Z^^Xt '^™t, Ld have recognised and verified

t^ZslTt^ rooms and view soor.. ol wa^-

'IZ drawings which he lumself h^P^^^
recognised and verified, and now <if«»'t«^y "TT
C^d Varley. and Nash and Clarkson, SUnfield

»d Rietti, Ld Bonington and Catt«m^. and

Owen and Hart, and Roberts and .te Wmt, ^d

SZbers and Prout, and Collins

^fj'y^'^^mI™v but the Bst grows too long for my space.

Kch ^f ^ose old'Vat^-colonrs of bis has been

•"^"I'^lSDal-atian landscape by E. Le«,

tJXt« of limericks, mitialled, the author's hand^M on the back in the directions to the trO^

™^, and an enclosed in a fine c»»t^P°~y

^^<;.l frame, for 7s. M. is a thing worU. domg

ZZ reader, collector or not, who wfeh« to deco»^

Swi with good old pictures. A»*f*^^''
in a principal thoroughfare, too, only the other day.



PART IV

EARTHENWARE AND PORCELAIN

THE BEST OLD 'BLUE-AND-WHriE"

X/OU may read book after book about Oriental

1 porcebin without gleaning much general con-

ception of what the authors are driving at
;
on de^,

Sy are e.ceUent, but not on genera^ conceptK.ns

*ty and consequently you, cannot "see wood for

^efs" And yet a "general conception" .s he be-

*^, of aU wisdom in collecting-in collecf^ng

ST^g The coUector must know what to look

^
^^how to know it when he sees it. I suppose not one

!^„ in a thousand looks at a great picture wrth rally

^cted sight, and that is truer stiU o"~'^«^^^

best porcelain. Not until one posses a general

Si oTwhat to look for can one see what ought to be

to^ed for, and what is eminently worth bemg seen,

^rts who write learned books on "Oriental s«m

eithrunwilUng or unable to explain the» lo« l-^^ly^

live a shelf which simply groans wth books on

porcelain, that yet teU the 6«g<««r next to nothmg of

Xt he wants to know and ought to know, and do

"9

t
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little to help him to possess a seeing eye. The fact is,

that men of letters— men who know how to write,

men who can make words into pictures, and by de-

scription conjure up andsion of the thing described—

seldom write about the subjects now in question. But

when they do

Let me translate what Edmond de Goncourt, for

instance, wrote about Chinese porcelain, in " La Maisor.

d'un Artiste." " Chmese porcelain 1 " he exclaims,

" What is Chinese porcelain, do you ask ? Why, it is

the finest porcelain in the world, it is the porcelain

which, for centuries all over the world, has enlisted

more passionate collectors than all the other branches

of collecting can do. It is earthy matter, but fashioned

into an object full of light and soft colour, which shines

like a precious stone." And now let the beginner gaze

seeingly into shop-windows and collection-cases until

he perceives a piece of " old Oriental " which answers

to that ; then he will know the old ware and its beauty,

from the trashy, commercial new.

ChineM Blue-and-White.—Of all Chinese porcelam,

blue-and-white is the most collected, and the most

collectable, for it is widely dispersed, and exists in

quantities everywhere. But you must distinguish

between old blue-and-white and new. Blue-and-white

is the chief as well as the best defined ckiss of Chinese

porcelain. Even among old Chinese blue-^uid-white

there are variations of quality, but into these it would

be confusing now to go. Let us try to get a " general

conception " of the very best of the old ware, so as to

ll ^^—r-
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be able to pick it out when we see it. It must be fuU

of light and soft colour, and shimmer Itke a gem.

To be of the best quaUty for coUecting. old blue-and-

white Chinese china should show the following features.

some or all

:

. ^ i j

,

I The white of it must be a pure white, not cloudy,

smeary, or tinged. It is rather creamy than mdky

white but it is so individual and unlike other whites

that the French call it blanc de Chine. A Chinese

historian says that there are three porcelam whites-

of flour, of snow, and of the moon.

2 The blue must be a pure blue, the product of

cobalt, but with often a sapphire tint. Cobalfblue °r

lapis-lazuU blue, or sapphire blue, darker or hghter. it is

always pure, not muddy, tl .'k, or opaque. It is a

blue which is bright, pi . u.£ to the eye. and even

briUiant. It is not a vioe - periwinkle blue, or a

purplish blue, or a grey blue or indigo blue. It is not

Uke the blue on Dutch delft, or on old Worcester

(though that came near it), or on Bow or Lowestoft.

Tfact, it is a blue Uke nothing but itself, that one

sees with a pleased surprise and admiration. It is not

a cold blue, it is a blue that cheers the eye The ^^^^^^

of that blue has long been lost, no modem kihi can

'TThe' design and drawing of the ornamentation,

painted in blue upon the lovely white or in white on

the beautiful blue, must be clean and clear and ^e

in outline, and it must leave a fair balance of parts

between the blue and the white. What designers call
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" proportion
" has been duly observed—there is as

much blank or white as ornament or blue.

4 The shape of the jar or vase, or whatever the piece

of china may be. must be graceful; it must also be

simple. And it must be suited to its purpose.

5 The glaze must be brilliant, shinmg hke a

predous stone." It must be satiny. It must be

translucent. It must he thinly on the surface. It

must not h. ve come off in places. The Chinese word

for
•• glaze

" means " oil." That suggests the Chmese

idea that the glaze should lie like oU or lacquer. The

beauty of a porcelain surface comes from the fact thrt

the glaze has been united with the paste under the heat

of the kihi. The glaze of a piece of fine old blue-and-

white seems like a poUsh upon the material, ratiler

than a separate layer. It suggests the poUsh of marble

The Supreme E««nple.-All these quaUties and

characteristics of the best old Chmese blue-and-white

were conjoined in the prunus-blossom vase called a

ginger-jar. which belonged to Mr. Huth. and was sold

at Christie's, when the Huth collection came under

the hammer, for no less than £6.195. This oviform

(or egg-shaped) vase only measures 10 mches m height.

It is decorated with branches of white prunus-blossom,

upon a ground of blue which looks as if marbled. It

b an instance of the white upon blue, not the blue ujwn

white. The first coUector of it bought it for 12s. 6d.

So that it b at once the supreme example of beauty m

old blue-and-white. and of the profits which coUecting

may bring.
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SALT-GLAZE AND SALT-GLAZE

There is a "glorious uncertainty" about cricket

and so there is about collecting ;
the P^^^^^^^

^nces afforded by the study of old Enghsh pottery.

t^Lce, are numberless, and salt-glaze war. .s

responsible for more than a few.
, . ,, ^

Tou know, o£ course, that common salt, bemg throvm

into a kfl-i containing raw pottery, under a high to-.^

mature gave off a vapour which, uniting «th theS ii. the raw clay, formed siUcate of soda and

^e ^rpottery a glass-Uke coating, distingmsl^ble

Z aU ofter ghzes by tiny pittings in the surface,

Uke those in fine leather or in the skin

f^°^^^
This vapour also hardened the surfaces of the pottery,

so that h could be made very thin and Ught-we^ht,

y°t strong. You also understand that lead-gfaxe,

which immediately followed and superseded salt^la«.

«.s a lead solution laii «», not chemioJly
mcorporated

with the clay. ..

Most pottery collectors would resent the suggestion

that they do not know " salt-glaze " when they see

and touch it ; though the chances of touchmg it are

few. because salt-glaze ware is rare and dear. The

" gkjrious
" uncertainty in this case arises from the

fact that there are pieces of pottery in existence which

are salt-glaze without entirely seeming to be salt-glaze

Examples on the border-line, so to speak, between the

salt-glazing period and the lead-glazing era. which

would puzde the most expert, can be found.

,li

,

><
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The Tei^at—An old teapot was shown me in a

shop the other day ; the dealer was ahnost offended

when I said

:

" What do you call it ? Leeds ?
"

He grunted. That was a salt-glaie teapot, that

was. if ever there was one, he said, with the emphasis

SALT-OLAZB TEAPOT.

which people lay upon statements about which they

themselves feel some doubt.

The teapot was certainly of salt-glaze shape, it was

exceedingly Ught-weight too, and the colouring re-

sembled salt-glaze colouring, But "Leeds "is exceed-

ingly light-weight, too, and Leeds ware was often

touched with the same green and pale purple colouring.

And this teapot had a quite smooth surface, like
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..l^as." such « one would think only lead-gla«

t„„« Closely e»n^ed«.et^^2::Ua
characterisac suriace ? Salt-gla« ««

_,

Uttle Uke leather, or o'»«*-'^j;^^;
He knew

AU that the dealer could «isw« v^ ^t

^t-glaze when he -«
""^^^ti:;*^ pknty o.

^^but evidently I dxdnoU Hel'^^^J.^,

^^:^t2^tL^-itrr-k at the Shape

°'^: rt'had that upward curla^spUymcea

taa out iron, its lower junction
"I*

*^%^y o' ^

Ct. ««ch u <*«—
;^^^^' :^tLZ

a salt-glaze teapot; in every respecx o

Lear it to be a salt-glaze figure, made by Littler

"^ZZ l^ection have I ever seen the feUow
^

it^

»w I dare say was why it was sold me so cheap. A

^«toS^er, cladI a white stole and gown over

r^ilWa long under-tunic, ^\^^:^^_
o£ altar upon which a book hes open. Traces sail

;5itloSLg remain on the cross^aped ornament
at

P
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the ends of the altar, and the undjtumc b the nght

Littler blue-the blue oi " ^ton ^^
^o^

^
soUd figure, it is light-weight. ^'JV^-lZl
all of it is a lead-glaze, washed on. Saltg^
No \" most coUectors would say at once And yet

No I most
^^^ ^^ lead-gloMe, I can

detect the salt-glaze pittings.

the leather surface, the

orange-sldn grain.

A Theory.—How explain

the discrepancies in the tea-

pot and in the statuette ?

Well, there is salt-glaze and

salt-glaze. Even in pieces

ofunquestionablesalt-glaze ware there are v^tions

of letting. Sir Arthur Church found th.. the

" Jin " varies within wide limits even m the drf-

iefent parts of a single piece. " Moreover, it was the

custom of some potters to add a Uttle rer^-lead to

"it thrown into the kihi. and this n..de the

Ize smoother and thicker." Perhaps the key to

the characteristics of what I caU "borderland

salt-Klaze ware lies in that.

I throw out the suggestion that just abou^Ae

ttae when Wedgwood's smooth l^d"*'"''' 0?^!
v«.re was sweeping the market, some Staffordshire

;:turs thought' to compete with it hy addmg more

^d more lead to the salt thrown mto the tahi.

That would suffice to explain the teapot * ^^ce

for instance. As to the figure, it may be that Uttler
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kad.gla«d the surface o< some oi W.^^^

"J^;

fv^rr^lain • or did so to maKc tnc wmv-^

wards lead-glazed ware only. That wouia p

J tote^ctual value to coUecting. don't you tlunk ?

BLUE-DASH CHARGERS

Mysterv hangs about the "ue-dash d»rgers^ »^«^

have ( -r possessed one, 1 aare say «»«=

tol^„ran« ol what blue^ chargers actj^Uy «e

We^ they are large circular dishes. -^^^^^
Hi inches in diameter, though some are i8 mches m

^meter, and some only two-thirds *»»* ^«'^^;
Around the rim of most of them are flat dabs

dashes of blue ; hence part of their^-
Ch«f6»..-Note that they are caUed ''""i^^'f

pla^^platters. or dishes. Remember that John

tte ^ptist's head was brought in on a charger and

t.X Mr. Dick did) of the head of King Charles I^

L decollated head of the
"^'>yf'^^.^^

indissolubly though invisibly com.ected «ft these

blue-dash chargers, for they aU have reference to the

tragical after-history of the Stuarts^

L. but not Imp«.ibU.-Mr. Do,»nman a peat

connoisseur in blue-dash chargers, made a bst

ill
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seventy-eight in aU—ten at the Briti8^• Viusenn o.r\C

South Kensington, twelve in the Teukf collectioa u

Safiron Walden, six in the Boynton coUt otiou. t -//en

in the Downman collection, two in the Dsi ^inay o Sec-

tion, six in the Clarke collection, nine at the York

Museum, four in the Liverpool Museum, and eleven in

small collections and dealers' shops. But I am sure

that they are more numerous and less locked up than

that. Mr. Downman priced them at from £i 5s. to £S ;

but ten years ago I bought one at Oxford for 12s. 6d.,

and during the last three years I have acquired four

for 5«., 7». W., los., and 17$. respectively. There are

others about—I have seen them ; but not at prices

anything like so small as those.

DeMribed.—You will see them most easily, to know

them again, in the museums. They are decorated in

broad rough style, and invariably with blue, green,

tawny-yellow, and rich purplish-brown. On the front

they shine with a thick whitish glaze, often iridescent

;

at the back the glaze is greenish or yellowy, and does

not always cover the whole of the surface. Often

there is a hole, for hanging by, in the inner ring-rim

on which the charger stands. Sometimes the outline

of a cavalier is sketched in blue at the back. There

are no makers' marks on them. The ibjects of

the designs on them are these : Adam and Eve (a

satire on William and Mary of Orange, for the fruit

which Eve is handing to Adam is an orange, not an

apple); Charles II, William III, James II, Queen

Anne, the old Pretender, Prince Eugene, the Duke of
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AU these aie connerted '"*^ ^tort^^^ »t Uble.

chargers do not ever seem
*°f

™
eo^j^ure is that

o, for -y
'•"-""•f^S'^^^ce. that hung

they were tokens »' P^^^^^a^ Stnart cause,

in houses occupied by
«"f

''^ " ^ the lUies

The tulips refer to Holland. of»^^»«

to France ; to the particular significance oiw

stags I vriU not specially advert.

Where M«le7-Nobody can be sure wne

bluewiash chargers *- made^
f^^^.'^f^^^

Stafiordshire. I» *>!' «f^.."^^1 ^rtainly

catalogued as "Bris^dem^T^^y,^^^^ ^^^

LTg^ aTlhetLtf^L which is charac

in the gla« ai i
j^^^^ „05t

teristic ot BrBtol delft On Ui^
^^^^^^^^

nf them were picked up oy tneir c*x

on^^^ther side of England, betwe- l^ndon^d

York But again, a whole series is thought to Imve

York. iJut. ^6^. Q of them
been made at Loughor m Wales, yj

...erence is

r4^r:^:v^-^'."-"Hi.d,
r rSnune. ^-o estabUshed a pott^V »

iambeth during the Jacobite^";^' ^'^'^^s
inscribed, however, and mo^

"^f^^^'^ry. and
only, as, for instance, M.W.K., lor wuu«*

.

•^Jl^^Whatever their origin, they n.^ a

difficult, and therefore all^^"^^^^^,"Z.
ior a coUector to pursue. Not aU of tnem

9
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dashed ; the smaller sizes are often whoUy green or

yellow on the rims. The blue dashes seem to have

been an easy way of imitating the scollops in the

edges of some of the series. There is a good deal of

meaning to be discovered in some of the pictures on

them. I have one of Charles II making his escape in

disguise as a servant ; he carries baskets on his arm,

on his left is the mansion he quitted, on his right the

oak in which he took refuge, but the " acorns " on that

tree are oranges instead. On another I see Marl-

borough, the trimmer, Mr. Facing-both-\7ays, half

painted blue (for the Loyalists), and half yellow (for

the Orange party). A French connoisseur who saw

my chargers said "Montelupe, trfts vieux," and no

doubt two of them somewhat resemble the coarse

majolica kind of dish that used to be made at Monte-

lupe, near Florence. But they are English, quite

English, connected with our national history; and

redolent of plots and mystery still.

TOE KEY TO DELFT

" I am afraid this is modem," the connoisseur said.

Asked the owner, " How do you know it is modem ?
"

" It is a copy of a bit of old Dutch delft," the con-

noisseur said, fingering the blue-and-white platter.

" How do you know ? " the possessor said testily.

So testy are possessors sometimes that you had better

keep silence than tell them the tmth.

Now what is the chief characteristic of this kind of

iMm
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old pottery ? Delft is the Dutch name, and delf the

English name for it ; earthenware was still called delf

by old people in the Midlands, even less than fifty years

ago. Delft and delf were earthenware, but all earthen-

ware is not delft or delf. How does one know this old

class of pottery from all others, when one sees it ?

Blany a visitor to Holland brings back pieces which he

supposes to be " old Dutch delft." How shall you

know the real old stuff from the pleasant blue-and-

white earthenware made at th? quaint old city of Delft

yesterday ? And how know, for certain, a bit of old

English delf, too ?

The key to the wards of these questions is simple

—

old delft and old delf were surfaced with tin-enamel.

Enamel ueraus Glaze.—The body or substance of

the ware was varnished, so to speak, not glazed ; even

" varnished " is not the accurate word, for varnish is

tianslucent ; a better word would be " japanned " or

" lacquered." Tin-enamel gave a white opaque sur-

face to the ware ; it is a tinny metallic surface, quite

different from the clear gkze seen upon porcekdn and

modern pottery. It is opaque, and that definitely dis-

tinguishes it from ware that is glazed ; a glaze would

show the old brown clay through, because a glaze is

transparent, and you can see through a glaze to the

baked clay underneath.

Now the delft being made at Delft to-day is glazed

;

the old Dutch delft and English delf were not glazed,

but tin-enamelled. Its surface, therefore, somewhat

resembles the surface of Bilston enamel or other coarse

]•
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enamels upon metal. But delft and delf consisted of

enamel upon clay ; and you cannot " see through
"

its enamel surface down to the substance beneath, as

you can with modem delft.

Now this white paint-Uke metallic surface, not trans-

parent or translucent, is the chief characteristic, and

the key of delf and delft.

Exceptions.—It is true that a thin coat of glaze was

added, over the enamel, to some of the later Dutch

okl delft, and that English-made deH was slightly

glazed, by a wash above the enamel. But in these

cases you " see through " the glaze to the enamel.

The " key "—the enamel—^is always there.

The Enamel Surface.—In old Dutch delft the enamel

lies close to the clay, and is seldom crazed ; the enamel

entirely covers the ware, l5dng on the imdersides as

well as the upper ; this had to be so, because the clay

was so soft and friable. Flashing a bit of delft in the

Ught, the eye perceives the tinny, metallic-looking

sheen of the surface. You can also feel the enamel

;

it may feel smooth, but not with the glassy feel of a

glaze. In English delft it is often uneven, creamily

uneven. Sometimes the enamel is pitted, sometimes it

is bUstered, often it has been worn away, usually it has

been chipped away at the edges, and then you can set

the brown body or substance of the ware.

Under the Enamel—The body or substance of the

very oldest Dutch delft consisted of a red earth ;
the

substance of seventeenth and eighteenth century Dutch

delft consisted of a yellowish or pale brown ^arth. In
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both cases the substance is so soft that a knife can

cut or triturate it. There is carbonate of lime in it,

and under a drop of strong acid it will effervesce.

Now the body of English delf was denser and more

glassy than that ; it was less porous, and therefore

the enamel did not unite with it so well in the kiln.

Consequently the enamel does not lie upon it so closely

or evenly, and you oftener see the clay showing through

or nearly through. The body of Lambeth delf was

buff-colour, and when it shows nearly through it

gives the enamel a rosy tinge, which is one of the

characteristics of Lambeth and Bristol delf. English

delf enamel often crazed in the kihi, and that. I think,

is why a subsequent thin glaze was washed over it.

On, and then in, the Enamel.—The decoration

painted upon old Dutch delft was crude ; the well-

known hearth-tiles painted blue upon white are typical

of the earliest style, for at first blue was the only colour

used. Tiles painted in purple came later, when purple,

green, yellow, brown, and red were added to the delft-

painter's palette.

The decoration of old Dutch delft was done neither

under the enamel nor over it. The tin-enamel was laid

on the body, and while the enamel was still wet the

decoration was added. For the moment, the decora-

tion was upon the enamel, but the heat of the kiln then

liquefied both, and then fixed both, so that the decora-

tion then lay in among the enamel. This is why old

Dutch delft decoration is often seen to have " run."

In English delf, however, though you see " running,"

.^ «^--»••-.»--»•*••-••-•-*'—
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the colours have run upon the enamel, not with it

;

because the decoration was done after the enamel had

been fired, and before the final glaze was added.

Thus spoke the connoisseur ; but the owner was

unconvinced.

It ',

.1

r.
I

'

I

UNDERCUT WEDGWOOD

Undercut is a word of several applications, and that

is why, for a long time, I did not understand what

"undercutting" in "Old Wedgwood" might exactly

mean.

There are, for instance, the imdercut in boxing, and

the undercut in beef ; but these are totally beside the

present mark. You get nearer the mark when you

consider the wonderful imdercutting done in Oriental

objects made out of ivory and wood. I have just been

examining two tiny Chinese junks made out of small

bits of sandal-wood. The knife hollowed away the

interior so deftly, and with such infinite pains, that you

can see inside the junks, and note the little seamen

sitting within, behind shutters that open under your

finger-tip. That is undercutting, and so is something

of the kind which you may see in mediaeval European

ivories ; but it is not the undercutting to which this

chapter on " Old Wedgwood " refers.

If you enter the Chapter House of Southwell Min-

ster, you will be siurounded by beautiful pillars with

undercut capitals that are unique and unparalleled in

any English cathedral, or in any of the fifty French

I ;
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cathedrals which I know. The hard stone was so cut

into and under by the sculptor that the twigs, leaves,

and fruit on these lovely capitals stand out, away,

and up from the block of stone, just as if they were not

integral parts of it. Even so in Grinling Gibbons'

wood-carvings, the undercut details seem as if separ-

" OLD WBDOWOOD ** JAWBH MBDALUOM.

ately carved and then glued on. Now, it was these

uses of the word " undercut " which long misled me as

to what undercutting in " Old Wedgwood " might

exactly mean.

Sir Arthur Churcn wrote :
" The relief had been

previously moulded ; after its application to the pre-

pared groimd it would be, and often was, worked on

*tTr-K~Hncj
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by sculptor or modeUer. so as to repair defects, and

to do such undercutting as was necessary." And Mr.

Rathbone had written of the medallions, etc., " all

being carefully undercut." It is as essential for a

collector of " Wedgwood " to know what that means

exactly as it is for a collector of English old china to

know " soft " porcelain by the feel.

A Simile.—A homely illustration may help us to

understand. Liquid jelly is poured into a tin " shape
'•

or mould ; when the jelly hardens it is " turned out
"

upon a dish. The mould or shape, if ornamental. wiU

" cast
" an ornamental-shaped jelly, but the Unes of it

cannot be anythmg else than simple, because the lines of

the mould must be perpendicular to the dish. Other-

wise, the mould will not " draw off " from the jelly

without breaking it. The undercut junks, capitals,

and wood-carvings could not be imitated by a mould.

Now, the white raised ornament on a piece of " Old

Wedgwr V was deposited upon it from a mould.

Flaxinan <t Hackwood modelled a decoration m wax,

a mould was cast from that, jellied white jasper was

put into the mould, and then the result was "turned

out " upon the coloured jasper it was to ornament, just

as a jelly is from a tin mould. It was not actually

turned out ; strictly speaking, the mould was drawn

off it, leaving the moist ornament upon the jasper

" ground."

Lapidary Work.—Ju-.t as a lapidary chisels a cameo

in chalcedony, or a sculptor a statue in marble, so an

artist with a knife might go to work upon a jeUy ;
and

HP ^^mm
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did go to work upon an Old Wedgwood bas-relief freshly

produced by a mould. He undercut it—that is, he

accentuated the lines, removed superfluities, deepened

hollows ; for example, consider a medallion of Nelson,

the one most frequently seen. The knife cut under the

lapel of the coat ; the knife cut away between the neck

and the collar ; the knife accentuated the hollow under

the eyebrow ; and thus produced the sharp effects of

light and shade which the mould alone, because of the

necessity to " draw it off," could not produce. A fine

piece of Old Wedgwood thusemployed first a potter and

then a sculptor. After 1800 or so, the labour of the

sculptor was dispensed with, the ornament was left just

as it came out of the mould, and inferiority began.

The Old and the New.—" Old Wedgwood " has

in every way a finish superior to that which began to

come from the same works in the year 1800 or so. The

earthenware was finer in grain, and therefore produced

a finer surface, more smooth, flat, and glossy ; the

colours were richer ; and careful vmdercutting was

done. This undercutting did not consist in cutting

away the base and leaving details almost detached and

independent of the whole, as undercutting did in

Grinling Gibbons' work, so do not look for that. But

if, a piece of Wedgwood ornament being before you,

you perceive details which are not " perpendicular to

the dish," and could not have been produced by a

drawn-off mould alone, then you may conclude that

you have before you a bit of early Wedgwood, undercut.
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BLACK BUTa)MELY

" No, thank you, I don't Uke bkck Wedgwood—

too funereal !
" coUectors say, and dealers put back

the ebon vase, bust, tea-cup and saucer, or nedaUion

on the shelves. There it rests a long time, tiU one of

the few who know comes along.

The other day I heard of " a pair of big black Wedg-

wood vases, shiny, with red lines on them," as being

" in a furniture shop.' * I went to the shop as soon as I

could, but the vases had been sold, " to a Wedgwood

dealer," the shopkeeper said.

" Do you mind telling me for how much ? " I asked.

" Three pounds five, sir." They were worth ten times

that. I dare say. Yet they had " been in the window

for months," the shopkeeper said.

This neglected ware needs a certain setting if its full

beauty is to be brought out. Dull gilt wood frames for

the medaUions, old-gold silk as background in the

cabinets, or some other yellow surrounding ; I know a

great authority on English keramics who has had his

black medallions let into satin-wood furniture, with

exquisite effect. Black basalt ware has been despised

by the many, but I fancy the number of hunters for it

will multiply now.

"Unetman** as Collector.—For at last there is

a book about it, and a big. fine, authoritative, and

deUghtfully written book it is. " The Makers of Black

Basaltes," has been sent me by Messrs. Blackwood.

The author. Captain M. H. Grant, is an ardent collector

4i
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who knows how to explain, and also how to write, for

his pen-name is Linesman, and his book displays to the

eye the best that was done in black basalt ware and

its different kinds and forms. For the first time, too,

we are given a complete list of the makers. Most of

us would say that Wedgwood and " Leeds " made

this "old black stuff," but Linesman supplies the

marks of thirty-seven other makers, too.

This is a book of aesthetics and literature, as well

as of expertise ; the author has made himself the

Rusldn of keramics. He has done justice to what

he describes as "a certain grave earthenware, com-

posed of clay fired to the hardness and density of stone,

and not only black upon the sur&ce, but permeated

by the colour throughout its mass, the stain not merely

superficial but homogeneous with the body, so that "

—

here is a test
—

" the edges of a broken fragment are

as black as the surface. It was tmpainted, because

ev^n at its birth there were eyes to see the beauty of

the play of light upon its uninterrupted surface. It was

unglazed ; the extreme closeness of texture rendered

it impervious to water, and friction alone brought out

a bloom and polish of greater refinement than could

be imparted " by any glaze.

And this is ware " of the utmost refinement. The

play of light upon its surface is delightful to the sen-

sitive eye. Above all things the ancient potters

valued form, and of all colours black reigns supreme as

the exhibitor of form. No hue so well accents and

harmonises both outline and bulk. It is sometimes

fc.
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surprising to see how a woman immediately gains in

grace by the assumption of a weU-fttting diess of black.

What horse so nobly caresses the eye as the coal-

black charger of the Lifeguardsman ? " Linesman was

at Spion Kop and the Tugela River, he saw Tommy

Atkins and the natives bathing together, and so

" Where are the muscular pliancy, the animal beauty of

the human body so striking as in the swart form of

the naked Zulu ? The naked white appeared vapid

beside his glistening ally, as vapid as a picture which

is aU • high Ughts ' placed besid*^ a sombre masterpiece

by Rembrandt or Ribera."

Warningt.—But one should not rush off straightway

to buy a black piece that you remember refusing, or

that you may come across at first upon your prowl.

The beauty Ues much in the " gUstening "
;
remember

that modem Wedgwood basalt does not glisten-it can-

not, it is not old enough, and most of the glistening old

pieces have been washed, maddeningly washed \
Mr.

Falcke, who gave his collection to the British Museum,

would never let soap and water near his treasures

;

1 think he was wrong in that, with regard to white and

coloured jasper wares. But he was right about the

basalt ; light and air bring a " patina " upon old black

basalt which should be jealously conserved ;
dust it.

polish it with silk. or. better, with glazed tissue-p3i:.er.

but for goodness' sake don't " give it a good wash I

"

If you have done that a spot of oil and then a good deal

of elbow grease will restore some of the old gUstening ;

a polished surface upon which the Ught can play is

i\
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the desiderated thing. But unless the texture be fine,

the clay so powdered and sieved that it lies as close

as possible, there can be no sufficient glistening. And

therefore the older the better in this ware too, as a

rule.

li'.

THE FALCKE "OLD WEDGWOOD"

I have been studying the recent additions to the

collection of Old Wedgwood jasper at the British

Museum. These came as a rich legacy from Mr.

Falcke, a successful and learned dealer. They occupy

three large glass cases

andjjftwo screens in

the Ceramic Gallery,

and they more than

double the Museum's

wealth of the kind ;

in round figures the

value is, I should

say, five-and-twenty

thousand pounds.

Nobody who wishes

to understand the

supreme achievement in art pottery can do so without

spending a half-hour c- two upon this collection. And
not until one has pored for a good many h?lf-hours over

Old Wedgwood jasper will the secrets of expertise in

this particular branch of collecting be revealed. The

dealers and even t^e amateurs who understand " Old

Wedgwood " are few. No book exists which tells the

TRICOLOUK ** OLD WBOQWOOD
coms-cur.
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secrets ; no dealer who knows them will consent to

reveal them ; and the fact that Wedgwood jasper has

continued to be made, and is made to-day, both adds

to the difl&culty and increases the necessity of finding

out the secrets and penetrating the mystery. " Old

Wedgwood " is " undercut/" the books say ;
but no

other book than this tells you what is precisely meant

by " undercut " in

relation to Wedg-

wood jasper. This

chapter is not long

enough to explain the

other mysteries, but

it will contain one

" tip " which is in-

valuable and has

never been published

before. No pottery

is so delightfully difii- tricolour " old wbdowood •• »Aua«.

cult to "know" as

Wedgwood jasper; there is no royal road to con-

noisseurship in it. Perhaps that is why a " Wedg-

wood " collector is the most enthusiastic of all.

"Patina."—Let us understand that there can be no

such thing as " patina " on Wedgwood jasper. Mr.

Falcke would never have his Wedgwood washed—he

Uked to preserve the " patina." he said. I thu\k he

was mistaken in that. So do the Museum authorities,

for the Falcke Wedgwood is now resplendently clean.

" Patina "—except upon the corroded glaze of some
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varieties of antique earthenware-is an oxydisation

which only occurs on metal. What gathers upon un-

washed Wedgwood (except the basalt) is merely dirt.

lUriTal «f Inlere»t.-01d Wedgwood jasper is on

the up-grade again. I am told ; large prices will be

paid for small pieces of it some day. if that be tiie case;

for old Wedgwood jasper is now excessively rare. So

much of it is locked up in permanent pubUc collections,

and in private collections which only change owners

enblodbat purchasable pieces of it are few. So that

to a beginning coUector " Old Wedgwood " is a most

elusive quarry, and. tiierefore. most delightful to hunt.

But there was never an excessive amount of the best

old Wedgwood jasper collectable at any time tiie last

eighty years. In his catalogue of the Wedgwood

Museum at Etruria. Staffordshire. Mr. Frederick Ratii-

bone writes tiiat
" plaques of the old period, of good

quaUty. are, and have always been, scarce-tiiey were

not produced by the gross Uke machine-made tiles.

Some of the finest have been removed from mantel-

pieces and furniture, and framed for due preserva-

tion." Now tiie Falcke collection at Bloomsbury

contains tiie finest plaques I have ever seen.

Rarity Iiideed.-Mr. Rathbone adds :
" How few of

tiiese pieces are intact in our day may be judged from

tiie estimate tiiat all the known examples of the subject-

plaques in jasper of the best period-i.... made between

1773 and 1793-might be easUy contained on tiie walls

of an ordinary art gallery, if hung not more than tiiree

deep, allowing space between each."

-y
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You cannot pick up "Old Wedgwood" abroad

nowadays. I went into shop after shop in the Calver-

straat at Amsterdam two years ago, asking " Any old

Wedgwood portrait medaUions ? " in vain. The prin-

cipal dealer of all said, " Go back to London, sir. AU

the best of every kind is sent to London. London's the

place." Then he told me that thirty years ago he

could have procured me a basketful of the things I was

hunting for—" Old Wedgwood " was all over Holland.

" But now it is all in museums and great private

collections," he went on. " I haven't seen a real old

portrait medallion on sale for years." The principal

EngUsh collector of these portrait medaUions states

that "no single collection contains as many as a

hundred of them "
; and all this is even more true

of the splendid urns and vases. Rarity, that great

element in pecuniary value, appUes to " Old Wedg-

wood " of any kind ;
" Old Wedgwood " means works

of art in jasper, remember—not table things in cream-

ware. Josiah Wedgwood said that his jasper was

" not ware."

Tetto of the Old.—A connoisseur knows the poorer

Wedgwood jasper made since 1795 or so from that

made prior to then by touch, colour, shape, undercutting,

and finish. Take colour, for instance ;
nobody since

Josiah Wedgwood ceased to supervise the works at

Etruria got quite the right dark blue in jasper, and

none of his imitators got it while he was aUve. Only

by study can you know this true blue ;
no amount

of precise descriptive writing can give an idea of it

;

10
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and similarly with the green. About undercutting I

have written akeady.

But let me give one absolutely invaluable " tip
"

about shape, never before pubUshed in any book or

article, so far as I know, and I think I know all that

has been printed on the subject. Collectors and

dealers who ahready know it wiU not thank me for

making the reader a present of this test ; but no matter.

The " tip " is as follows :—

In the medaUions, portraits, cameos (and, of course,

the plaques) made during I773-I795. ^ " *'«**«

"

(or bases upon which the white bas-relief was set),

were always fiat; since then many of them have been

convex. Even in those excessively rare cameos which

curve Uke a shirt-cuff when worn, the actual surface

is flat, not convex.

But, as this flatness was continued in some pieces

made between I795 and 1825. it is not in itself alone an

absolute test of " old " Wedgwood : which tecimically

means Wedgwood dating prior to 1796. Notice this

flatness in the Falcke Wedgwood.

THE BROWN BOTT^L

Contemporary with the brown earthenware ale-

jug—(" Little brown jug, how I love thee !
")—was

the brown earthenware bottle, and at least a score

of different varieties of brown bottles meant for brown

ale are to be found. There are two c'asses into which

we may separate these brown bottles—the " Rocking-

ham " brown and the Lambeth brown.
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The ** Rockingham " Brown.—Everybody knows

the Rockingham Toby, the rich chocolate brown of

him under the fine and pellucid but streaky lead-glaze.

You must not suppose, however, when you come across

a beer-bottle of that particular colour, that you have

certainly come across one of Rockingham make. Half

the old articles sold as Rockingham Tobies were really

made in Staffordshire, There are distinctions between

the Rockingham brown and the Staffordshire brown,

which the expert can detect, but, generally speaking,

the chief distinction lies in this, that the true Rocking-

ham shapes were so good, and the ware was so finely

modelled, while the Staffordshire ware, which imitated

it, missed excellence in shape, and was coarsely and

even clumsUy moulded. For the purpose of the pre-

sent classification, however, we will not trouble to

inquire whether Rockingham or Staffordshire produced

the bottles now in question. I will describe a few of

them, so that you may know them when you find them.

I think all these bottles were made to be carried in

baskets or pockets. They run from six to ten inches

high.

** Rockingham ** Bottles.—One of the rarest is the

Mermaid. She is dkolletie to an outrageous degree

;

the rest of her is a scaly tail, which so curves round

and upward that you cannot stand her upright ; she

was intended to lie in a fisherman's limcheon-basket,

no doubt. I bought her for 5s. Ons of the bottles

most often seen (though none of them are common)

is the Toper. He is a clean-shaven bibulous-looking

r&'.i
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old feUow. who sits on a barrel, his bandy legs em-

bracing the barrel-end,on which appears a large figure 2

.

Feet he has none to speak of ; each hand—he sits with

his elbows squared—holds a small mug ;
his knee-

breeches, coat-lappels, and collar date him at about

the year 1790 ; his top-hat forms the receptacle for the

cork. A dealer may ask you as much as a guinea for

one ; I bought one for a florin.

The Toby bottle is a version of the Toby jug
;

a

pot-bellied old gentleman in a wig sits in an armchair,

holding tightly on to a bottle and a glass.

The Boot is not an ale-bottle. You will find several

sizes of the Boot. It was a hot-water bottle. FiUed

and corked, it was put into boots, to dry or warm them,

a method much less destructive of the leather than

exposure to the heat of a fire. I bought a good Boot

for 4s.

The Circular battle has two forms: one like an

ItaUan wine-flask, but with a short neck ;
the other

a hollow ring, with a neck at the top of it.

There are at least half a dozen varieties of the ordi-

narily shaped bottU in brown, the differences consisting

partly in size and partly in the moulded decoration.

Bottles of this type are being forged, but you can

detect the forgeries easUy. In the true old ware the

lead-glaze has become discoloured ; it is iridescent in

places ; in other places it is veined with a network of

dark surface-cracks. The old glaze was put on lavishly,

it ran down and made the whole surface look streaky,

it lay in the niches and depressions of the moulding,
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filling them up and blurring the edges of the design.

The forgeries have been more sparingly glazed, the

colotir is not the right chocolate brown, and there is

(as yet) no iridescence. Iridescence is the result of the

chemical action of light and air on the lead in the glaze,

and only comes with the lapse of time.

Lambeth Brown.—The colour of the stone-ware

bottles made at Lambeth, Fulham, and Denby, differs

essentially from the "Rockingham" hue. It is a

drain-pipe brown ; the ware is salt-glazed, not lead-

glaze a, and the design comes out in sharper relief.

The brown varies from something much lighte-^ than

chocolate to something ahnost yellow ; indeed, yellow

ochre is about the tint of the main part, of the Lambeth

brown.

The quaintest bottle of this class is the Caudle

bottle. Douglas Jerrold's "Mrs. Caudle's Curtain

Lectures " made a great furore in Punch in the year

1844. That dates the Caudle bottle. Upon one

flank of it you see Mr. Caudle in his night-cap trying

to get to sleep ; on the pillow next to him reposes the

curl-papered head of Mrs. Caudle, in a mob-cap.

Their names are written along the turnover of the

bedclothes, and on an oval a little lower down appear

the words, " ' No, Mr. Caudle, I shall not go to sleep

like a good soul
!

' See Punch." This popular bottle

is marked " Doulton and Watts, Lambeth Pottery,

London " (indented in the base). On the other side

of it appears " Miss Prettyman," with her shawl, her

Victorian bonnet, and her parasoL This cost me 3*.

m
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The Young Queen is another bottle of this class ; it

dates from 1837. I own two, of different makes.

Queen Victoria (sadly caricatured) stands before you,

wearing her crown and an ordinary evening dress.

She holds a scroll, which says " My Hope fe in my

people." On the base are indented the words,

" Lambeth pottery, Doulton and Watts, Hij;a Street,

Lambeth." This cost me 4s.

The Fish is another bottle of this class. Many

ordinary-shaped bottles in this ware were made for

the bottle department of public-houses. Often they

bear the publican's name. The Toper is another

example of Lambeth brown.

••RED THEA-POTS"

I suppose you know the romantic tale of how two

Staffordshire artisans m the butter-pot and tile-

making industry discovered the trade secrets of John

Philip and David Elers, mysterious brothers from

abroad, who had settled at Bradwell and Dimsdale

Hall, near Burslem, and were making wonderful

" red theapots " there ? It is part of that never-

ending, rntraiicing serial story, " The Romance of

Trade," which somebody will write some day, I sup-

pose, when people i a of novels all about love-making.

The brot J trs would employ no " hands " but those who

seemed to be small-witted ; Astbury and Twyford

pretended to be semi-imbeciles, and so gained entrance

into the guarded works.
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" Thea " had begun to be drunk in England in the

year 1657. In the year 1693 John Dwight, the first

great English potter, cited the Elers brothers before

the Court of Chancery, alleging that they had infringed

his patents for " the mistery of opacous red and dark

coloured porcelaine or china." In response, David

Elers allowed that about the year 1690 he and his

brothers had begun to make " broune muggs and red

thea-pots." The first red-ware tea utensils made at

Meissen, near Dresden, date back only to the year

1706. So that Elers-ware is earlier than Meissen-ware.

But red Dwight-ware must be earlier than both. The

earliest red ware of all was, of course, Oriental in origin,

and brought to England by the Honourable East India

Company for sale in connection with tea. Coffee begMi

to be drunk in London about the year 1652. What is

called " Elers-ware " was all intended for use with

coffee or tea.

Elen-Ware Described.—What is generally known

as Elers-ware is rare, and will become mcreasingly

valuable. It is beautiful in colour, shape, and orna-

ment. One finds it difficult to believe that the coffee-

pot standing before me, as I write, was made in England

so long as 210 years ago. This coffee-pot—I got it for

half-a-guinea—is ten inches high to the top of the knob

on the Ud. All but the spout is perfectly simple in

shape, but the decoration is richly tasteful. A classic

tnascaron, or moulded face and hair, lies under the

spout, and suggests a modification of the head under

the neck of the Bellarmines. Raised upon the surface

fei
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oi the pot and lid are wreaths of delicate ornament,

small conventional flowers, curves, and scroll-work,

which suggest a Renaissance influence, and, but for

colour and material, might well be repoussi silver.

And I remember that, in Dwight's citation of the

brothers Elers, he called them " silversmiths " by

trade. A " Greek key " ornament nms round the

base. The surface is perfectly smooth, and has an

ivory-like gloss, which is not the result of a glaze,

however. None of Wedgwood's rosso antico ware,

even, can compare in thin solidity, rich colour, and

fine surface with this. It also surpasses the "red

thea-pots " from China and Japan, in every technical

quality. I consider it a very lucky half-guinea's

worth indeed.

Which is Elers, and which Dwight, or Astbury ?—

The puzzle is to distinguish between what the Elers

brothers made in this ware, and what was made by

Dwight, and by Astbury ? I fancy the style of orna-

ment must be the best guide. In the British Museum

there are two pieces which have—^lately only—^been

assigned to Dwight ; the red of them is yellower than

in others, the gloss on them is more shiny, and the

ornament is Oriental, sprigs of the prunus-blossom

being the style. As Dwight was earliest in the field

he would probably copy the Oriental ornament, and

confine himself to that.

On some pieces you see figures of men, birds, dogs,

and so forth, in a style which seems to me particularly

English ; in fact, I own certain small brass chimney-

^k]
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piece ornaments of old-English origin which resemble

these figures very closely indeed. These pieces, if one

goes by the style of the ornament, must be, I think,

&Lsigned to Astbury, who set up for himself in this

style of ware, after he had robbed the brothers Elers of

the secrets which they practised unlawfully, infringing

a patent as they did themselves.

But when you come to pieces which were ornamented

in silversmith style, by the use of finely cut dies which

stamped a decoration resembling German, Flemish, or

French Renaissance ornaments in silver, it will not be

a wild guess to ascribe them to the Elers brothers them-

selves. It is stated—I do not know upon what au-

thority—that true Elers pieces are all very small in

size. Mr. Solon said so, and he also thought that the

colour of the body is of a lighter tint than that of the

red ware made by other makers ; but, again, I do not

know other authority for that ; the " Dwight " pieces

in the British Museum are lighter in colour.

Here, then, is a pleasant mystery for somebody to

unravel. Marks tell us nothing about it, comparison

ai d philosophical deduction are the only modes of

research in this. At any rate, "Elers-ware" is a

delectable and appreciative kind of thing to collect.

\^A

L (1

THE BLUE RAPIERS OF DRESDEN

Law Courts in England and France have heard a

good deal about Dresden porcelain lately, but I think

the most rascally and piquant stories have yet to be

told. Here is one of them

:

Hi
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The MatchleM Pair.—A coUector of old Dresden

groups coUected a fine old figure, which lie knew to be

one of a pair ; let us call it figure A. He hungered

to possess the other, which we will caU figure B. " I'll

pay any price you Uke for the other." he said to a

dealer ; " match the figure, and I don't mind what I

pay." It would be a long and difficult job. the dealer

said—he didn't at all feel sure of doing it. But he'd

do his best. He was off by train and boat the next day

to a place where such figures can still be made.

That place is Meissen, twelve miles from Dresden.

At Meissen the historic Dresden china-making is still

carried on, openly and honestly, in the ordinary way of

trade. At Meissen the dealer turned over old pattern-

books tiU he came to the pictures of figures A and B.

" That's the pair !
" he said. " Make me a pair like

that, best quaUty"—the quahties are Gui, Mittel,

and Ausschuss (good, medium, and wasters)—" and

I'll give you a cheque now." The price he paid was

about £70 of our money, some fourteen hundred marks.

Then he returned to his shop.

The Old Mould*.—At Meissen many of the hundred-

and-sever-y-year-old moulds are still in existence, so

that old figures and groups can be exactly reproduced

in proportions and shape. In paste they cannot, for

the clay-beds which used to be quarried have long been

exhausted, and even a slight difference in material

makes a palpable variation in porcelain pastes. The

colouring differs, also ; new pigments, fresh from the

oven, cannot resemble exactiy the took produced in the
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old colouring by more than a century and a half of

exposure to handling and the chemical effects of light-

rays. No china-painter to-day, moreover, possesses

exactly the same idiosyncrasy as his forerunner at

Meissen did all those years ago, and. consequently, there

is difference in the very way the colours are laid on.

It is at points like these that the knowing eye and

tactile fingers of the connoisseur exercise the expertise

which seems so incomprehensible to beginners.

An Audaciou. RatcaL-Well. in due course the pair

of brand-new figures travelled from Meissen to the

dealer who had ordered and paid for them. He mi-

mediately wrote to his gull the coUector to say, m

effect : " I believe I have come across figure B I But

I am not quite sure, and I must examine the tv/o

side by side. The people who own figure 3 won't

let it out of their house till it is paid for, so will you let

me have your figure A to take to their house and com-

pare?" "Certainly," the collector answered; and

so the real old figure A passed into the dealer's hands.

Clever, but rascally work was then performed upon the

brand-new figure A, to imitate the abrasions which

appeared in the real old figure A.

Figure B was similarly scraped, filed, chipped,

cracked, and stained, to look the match to the other

figure. Then the real old figure A was •-eked in the

safe in the shop, and the dealer wrote to the collector

:

" Yes, it really is the thing you want, the other figure of

the pair I I am bringing it down to you, with the one

which is your ow.i akeady, to-morrow."

ij.
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But what he carried to the collector was the brand-

new figure A, as well as the brand-new figiire B. I

understand that the collector paid him something like

£2,000. and was delighted to do it. Soon afterwards

the dealer took the real old figure A out of his safe,

-old it for some £3,000, and pocketed that money also.

And the collector was never the wiser. Which shows

the need for collectors to study, acquire what the

French call fiair, and be able to rely on their own

connoisseurship and judgment.

''Dresden'* Romance.—I fancy one could write a

book, " as interesting as a novel," about the romantic

picturesque Dresden china. It is the best known of

all Europe-made porcelains. For nearly 200 years

it has been in demand. Everybody has heard of the

" crossed swords " of its mark. Most people suppose

that any piece of china bearing the blue rapiers must be

valuable, though tons of new Meissen china bearing the

blue rapiers are shipped abroad every year. The very

mark itself seems romantic, particularly when, as was

for a time the case, the cross swords were sabres, not

rapiers. But really collectable and profitable " Dres-

den " was th? product of the palmy period at Meissen,

when a royal purse gave such subsidies that fine work

could be done without consideration of cost. That

palmy period came to an end with the Seven Years*

War; it extended from about 1720 to 1760. The

" Marcolini " Dresden, indicated by a star between

the hilts, dates from 1774 only, and is not very

valuable.
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Th« Cherwhed Kind*.—The pieces most sought

after, and bought for thousands of pounds, are the

harlequin figures, the tailor and his wife on goats, tbe

sets of musicians, the carnival folk, and the farthingale

or crinoline groups (a lady in hooped dress, with a

pug-dog, a lover, and a negro page), or ladies in cos-

tumes edged with " real lace," and playing cards or

musical instruments. Very pWsant and dainty orna-

ments they are. You can buy the modem versions of

them cheaply, the blue rapiers and all. The early

Dresden tea-things, too, and the cabarets or coffee-sets

and picnic sets, are hunted for. But the hunter must

own a long purse. T^ is nseless to warn anybody who

is already bitten . passion for old Dresden ;

but other readers "ii-ps permit me to recom-

mend some less co. . .ad Ic swindled pursuit. Let

us leave " Dresden " alone ; akeady the prices are

irrationally and exorbitantly inflated. And one can-

not " pick up " old Dresden for a song in odd comers

;

at any rate, I have never been able to do it.

THE DOUBLE-LOUIS MARK

It will come as a surprise to readers who have

casually visited the great keramic collection near

St. Gloud to leam that there is next to no old

S6vres porcelain in the Musie de Sivres. In one

respect that museum is another Hdtel des Invalides,

for even the few pieces of old S6vres which it does

contain have all of them " been in the wars," and

not one of them but has been mended. You can

4\
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better study " old Sevres " at the Wallace Collection,

or the Jones Collection in the Victoria and Albert

Museum, than you can in France.

The Musie de Sivres did not begin to exist at all

until the year 1805, and the making of soft Sevres

porcelain at all ceased in the year 1804. Practically

the making of soft-paste Sevres porcelain ceased in

1795, indeed ; and the old S6vres mark—the double-

Louis, as I have called it, the two script letters L,

interlacing and facing each other (the L standing for

" Louis ")—died out of use soon after the sixteenth

Louis died on the scaffold of the guillotine in the Place

de la Concorde, near the spot where the sister obelisk

to Cleopatra's Needle now stands.

The Fatal **ImproYement'*—There comes a moment

in the history of every applied art when somebody,

thinking to amend, does in effect spoil and even destroy

for the future the beautiful product which he thought

to improve. That moment came in the history of

English porcelain, when Spode, taking his cue from the

efforts at Plymouth, Bristol, and New Hall, mixed

felspar into his china-paste and thereby destroyed the

production of the beautiful, frail, " soft " porcelain

manufactured in England until then.

A similarly fatal moment came at the Gobelins

Tapestry Works, when M. Chevreul, the director,

exulted in having discovered how to increase the

number of tints which could be dyed into the yam.

The three main colours which till then had served to

make Gobelins tapestry beautiful—the green, the blue.
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and the amber-brown-gave place to aU the tints o!

the rainbow, and the simpUcity, the severe beauty,

and the noble austerity of " old Gobelins " became

lor ever lost.

And so in the year 1804. when Brongniart, the

director at S6vres. finally adopted hard paste for

S6vres porcelain wholly, he was so certain that he had

made a grand improvement, that he burned the formula

by which the soft paste used to be mixed, and buried

in the park of Versailles all the material for soft-paste

porcelain that was left in stock. He rejoiced
;
but

what he had done was to kill for ever the production of

Sfevres porcelain at its be=t.

I a. not know that we iectors and students of the

old arts need lament over these fatal improvements,

perhaps. Those unhappy moments of change may be

considered by us as appointed to make the old pro-

ductions treasures, by preventing their continuance

afterwards. But it shows how blind the most en-

lightened art directors can be.

•* Vieux Sfevres" and the Markt.-" What is vieux

S^es, pate tendre ? " It is the oid S6vres, made of

soft paste. What is the S6vres porcela' 1 which is

priceless ? It is the old soft-paste S6vres. What is

the S6vres porcelain marked by the " double-Louis " ?

It is old soft-paste S6vres. And that was just the kind

of soft porcelam which the Revolution and Brongniart

brought to an end in France.

Under the term vieux Sivres, connoisseurs compre-

hend all soft-paste porcelain made at the French Royal

iflS
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manufactory—the Manufacture RoyaU de Porcelains

de France—icom the day of its foundation up to about

the year 1804. The use of the double-Louis mark

ended somewhat earlier. The " double-Louis " began

in 1745 ; in 1753 it had the date-marking letter added

to it. In the year
. 53 a letter A was placed within

the space enclosed by the double L ; in the year 1754

a letter B, and so on, down the alphabet (omitting W)

till the year 1776, marked by the inner letter Z. Then

the double Louis began to contain double letters;

the year 1777 was marked by AA , the year 1778 by

BB, and so on, down the alphabet again, till RR marked

the year 1794.

But in every collection of vieux Sivres it will be found

that the finest pieces have date-letters ranging within

a few years of the date 1760—a few years earlier, and

a few years later than that, so that the most desirable

old Sevres of all bears the double-Louis mark, enclosing

letters D to N.

After the first fall of Napoleon the double-Louis

mark was renewed, during the reign of Louis XVIII

;

it did not enclose a date-letter, but a fleur-de-lis in-

stead.

From the year 1745 to the year 1753, the Royal

china-works were at Vincennes, and the mark was a

double-Louis without any date-letter, a full-stop being

placed within the space where the date-letters later

appeared.

The double-Louis mark is in blue.

Other L Marks.—Colourable imitations of the Sftvres
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mark were used many years ago. A double LL was

used at Lilie. An early Minton mark closely suggested

the double-Louis. The honest modem " Derby " mark

is rather like the Royal monogram used at S6vres.

Angoulfime porcelain bore a deceptive mark of the kind.

And there have been endless fraudulent productions

of what purports to be vieux S^es.

It is hazardous to venture on S6vres, therefore. I

own one little bit of it only, bought for 4s. 6d. in

Hammersmith Broadway, years ago, but the daintiest

pin-tray that ever a Marquise used.

MUGS AND PORCELAIN

No, I am not using the word "mugs" derisively-

far be it from me to ridicule a collector's mistakes.

We have all been outwitted by a seller some time or

other, or misled by our own imperfect knowledge, or

carried away by a sudden fancy into a foolish purchase

now and again. There is a certain Shefl&eld-plate wine-

cooler—but that is another story. Mugs are now the

theme, and I mean the mugs made in England a

hundred years or more ago, of porcelain.

Has cider any affinity for china not possessed by

beer ? Beer-mugs were usually earthenware ; the

porcelain mugs seem to have been made only for the

orchard drink. The cider-apple flourished near the

potteries at Worcester, Caughley, and Plymouth, of

course ; and in Norfolk, not far away from Lowestoft,

as well,

zi
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But the " Davenport," " Bow." " Longton HaU,"

and Staffordshire china mugs generaUy, were they for

cider-drinkers only, or were they sometimes used with

beer ? There are many varieties of old earthenware

beer-mugs extant, but upon them I must write some

other time.
^

Lettered and Dated.—A most interestmg smaU

collection of old English por-

celain mugs might be made.

A white china mug stands

before me at this moment-

empty, let me add. By the

r^g-rim under it. the feel of

the paste, the look of the

glaze, and the outward curv-

ing Up or brim, I know that

it must have been made at

Worcester, though it bears no mark. All that is

painted on it is a big gilt " L."

I wish it bore the inscription, "Eleanor Smith.

1769." say. or " Walter \\ illiams. 1770." ^or that would

add to its pecuniary value nowadays ;
dated pieces are

always especiaUy worth acquiring, and so are those

painted with an owner's name. We may safely con-

clude that Worcester cider-mugs, bearing an owner's

name and a date, were made to order as presents, or

for use by some Worcestershire squire or Herefordshire

yeoman who must have a dignified utensil at table for

his daUy beverage. Not untU Staffordshire had cheap-

ened chma-making did the smaller mugs, lettered

JACKFIELD WARB.
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" For a good boy " or, for instance, " Thomas Baddeley

his cup," come into vogue ; these date from the

twenties to the seventies of the nineteenth century,

and will never be so valuable as the mugs of which I

now write.

A Mug of Renown.—The most famous of all

"Worcester" mugs has passed into literature; the

GerUleman's Magazine

of the date took notice

of it, and so did, later

on, Carlyle in his

" Life of Frederick

the Great." "There

stands on the mantel-

piece," he wrote, in a

long passage which

can be abridged
severely without in-

juring the purport of

his extraordinary

literary style, " a small chioa mug, declaring itself, in

one obscure corner, to be made at Worcester, R-H,

Worcester 1757." That statement about the mark

needs verification ; no existing case of it is known, I

believe. Exceedingly rare is " R-H, Worcester," with

an anchor—the rebus of Richard Holdship ; it is found

on a plate now at the South Kensington Museum, but

without any date.

" Front side offers a poor, well-meant portrait

labelled ' King of Prussia,' " Carlyle goes on, about the

JACKVIBLD WARE.
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„„E
• • upon whom there descends a smaU genius,

rd;op a^th far too sn^U for ever get mg on

There is also "an enormous image of Fame, and a

2cZ trophy of drums, pikes, muskets, cannon,

fidX^ and the like ... a diligent potter's apothe«.

7%7Mck" It was "made of tolerable chma,

Carty^d^ (though he knew no more of porcelam

tht does a bi m a cUna shop), and " holds a good

XI- But these mugs v,ere made in t^ee sues M*^

designs described were transfer-pnnted m black.

There are still some of them to be bought.

Other Chin. M««..-The
most valuable o|der-mugs

are Worcester scale-blue ; there are two shapes, the

^ulnd the cylmder. and they are painted with flowers.

^dCW^tal' birds. "Caughley" P'od-ed blue-

transfer printed mugs, the ordinary flower and butterfly

Sem. " Bristol " sent out cider-mugs pamted with

VnT^ni fruit, in blue on white. "Ply™"*

cto-mugs were decorated with Oriental b»ds and

r«te or trees and Chinese pattern-ornaments.

" Lowestoft
" produced mugs ornamented with

ribbons,

with the
" Long Eto " designs, and with blue ships.

"Longton HaU" adorned cider-mugs with roses or

the" Lowestoft
" pink, or with puce flowers and ^rote

or with exotic birds on panels amidst a cobaU blue

"
und: some Longton HaU mugs are embos^d^

^Orienial Lowestoft " mugs show Chinese and heraldic

decorations.
" Bow," too, produced mugs decked

with coloured flowers. On a " Davenport mug I

should expect to find a painted landscape and much

J.
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gUdixig. Ordinary later Staffordshire china mugs were

painted with coarse blossoms.

What the old potters caUed coffevcans are mug-

shaped but small, and cannot be reckoned in this

category. Does anybody possess a Derby cider-mug ?

Church Gresley and Musselburgh produced a few. I

know. Did Chelsea? And-I return to my first

query—were they all cider-mugs by intention, or were

some of them expressly made for home-brewed ale ?

"APPLE-TJIEEN"

Apple-green ! It sounds like the name of a village,

a Worcestershire hamlet where elm-shadowed cottages

outline a triangle of ancient turf, or a Home County

village where the green is a part of a common. Ham

Green and Rowney Green in Worcestershire I know,

and Kew Green and Paddington Green in Metropolitan

latitudes—but what of apple-green ?

" Apple-green " is the name of a colour, a colour

used in soft English china. Sfevres had its pomme

vcrte, but that was not the true apple-green. Vainly

you wiU look for apple-green on Oriental porcelam ;

the Ming, celadon and famille verte greens are metallic,

peacocky. and chilly greens. As Miss Deane well

wrote.
"

it is when we come to the more homely

English wares that we get the underlying warm yellow

suggestion, that recalls the greenness of an EngUsh

landscape '"hen the trees unfold."

Much Sought For.—Now it is just that delicate

warm, comfortable eye-res^ng, clear tint of green in

lii \K
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English china that is so sought after by many coUectors

of English porcelain nowadays. Apple-green they mil

have, and up go the prices for apple-green. In step

the counterfeiters—a tea-service in sham "Coalport

"

apple-green nearly took me in the other day. But

the time when you could buy it in sets at the price of

new crockery is past. In her " Recollections of a

Scottish Novelist," Mrs. L. B. Walford tells how.

somewhere about the year 1840. her parents purchased

a mansion in Scotland, and " bought it as it stood,

furnished, and stocked with glass and china." The

china " proved to be Crown Derby of the best period
"

—" Derby," I think, is the best " apple-green
"—

" and

Worcester with a glaze that made collectors stare
"—

"Worcester" is often good " apple-green "—" and

Lowestoft. And these were the ordinary breakfast,

tea. and dinner sets put down in the house-agent's list

as table china !
" Mrs. Walford exclaims. Her mother

never dreamed of such china being " too good for

human nature's daily food," and only when Mrs.

Walford came to be " much in contact with people who

pursued the supremely fascinating study of the mo-

ment " did she discover " the real status of the cups

and platters so lightly esteemed. Now they are in a

glass case." She adds, " I like the old way best."

A F*8cinating Une—The study of the moment ?

The cult of old English china is not for the moment, but

will come to be " for all time." Soft EngUsh china, as

a whole, is steadUy appreciating in the market, because

the number of coUectors of it increases every month. I

rifady
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can weU understand a coUector confining his or her

acquisitions to " apple-green," though I have never

limited myself to one line. And because apple-green is

so much sought for now. and its price has so much

increased, I look with a double complacency upon some

apple-green bordered bread-and-butter plates, which I

bought for five shillings each seven years ago. They

are marked Bloor Derby, gadroon-edged, and " painted

with Billingsley's flowers," as it says in the old pattern-

books of the old Derby China works.

"Worcester" apple-green is sUghtly darker than

"Derby" apple-green; it resembles the hue of a

ripening apple—I mean the green part of it—and it is

a very trar -lucent green. The " Davenport " apple-

green resembles the hue of the " Worcester " apple-

green very nearly, but is not so fine, smooth, and

translucent under the glaze. " Coalport " apple-green

is rather pea-green in tint—I do not mean pea-soup

colour, but peascod colour, not unlike the green of

"Chelsea." "Swansea" produced a darker apple-

green, but the whiteness and transparency of the paste

and glaze at Swansea and Nar, ^arw caused the Swansea

and Nantgarw apple-greens to be very vivid. " Rock-

ingham " green is not quite an apple-green, it is more

like the green of some " Chamberlain Worcester," and

it is oiten spoiled by being flecked with gUt. And only

minor examples of " Longton Hall" porcelain can be

considered apple-green at all.

E«rthenwarr> Apple-Green.—The bases of Walton

figures in Stafiordshire earthenware are often the true

;'
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apple-gieen ; Whieldon ware and Ralph Wood figures

are tinted a paler, cooler hue than that. Wedgwood

and other Staffordshire dessert-services, leaf or fruit-

shaped, are a darker green than the true apple-colour,

which one has to know very well, by visual memory,

when hunting for the real, the exquisite, the inimitable

rare old thing.

OLD ENGLISH TEArWARE

Originality in collecting is not so difficult as it is

desirable : I fancy I could suggest a dozen new and

special " lines
"

; and we all of us know at least one

untried kind of collection we would make, if beginning

again. Old English tea-things, for example, in porce-

lain and earthenware ; nothing could be more decora-

tive, typical, patriotic, and comparatively inexpensive

to collect.

Typical and patriotic, I say. Not vases and

statuettes of china, but tea cups and saucers, tea-pots,

milk-jugs, sugar and slop basins, are the characteristic

pieces of old English porcelain.

Western Chine»e.—Thea bohea, the tea-plant, is the

true family-tree of porcelain ; but for the tea-plant

there would have been no call for pleasant, clean,

washable vessels that could give the beverage no tang.

Because of tea-infusions the Orientals drank out of

china while Europeans still swigged at the leather

bottel.

"
I did send for a cup of tea. a Chinese drink, of which

I had never drunk before/' Pepys wrote, in 1660 ;
the

. . .. —
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Honourable Eatt India Company, which had brought

the new drink to London, had brought Chinese tea-cups

too. We soon acclimatised them ; eleven years later

than that, John Dwight took out a patent " for the

mysterie of transparent earthenware," and made what

he called " red thea-pots."

From the first, tea felt at home in England ; in that

we are the Western Chi-

nese. Our coffee is—well,

nearly always bad or so-

so ; but here we get the

best tea-drinking in the

Western world. Dresden

and Sevres made tea-

things, I know ; I ut what

had France, or even Ger-

many, to do with tea ? Coffee is their beverage

;

what palate had the Gaul for tea ? To this day

you shall see a Frenchman who feels unwell sit

down in a caf6 and degust with nausea the awful brew

he calls " th6 "
; just as our great-grandams with the

megrims used to drink camomile-tea, as they called

it. It was over here, not there, that tea and tea-cups

took out letters of naturalisation, and they are English,

quite English, by now. Even in the year 1750 " You

must understand that there is no good tea to be had

anywhere but in England," a Frenchwoman wrote

home to Rouen.

Splendid CabineU.—What better decoration for a

drawing-room than a cabinet sparsely filled with old

v\

H^UIELDON CAULIFLO^BR STYLE.
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English tea-things? The Chelsea claret hue. which

even Sftvrcs was fain to copy ; the Worcester lap»-

iazuli. sahnon-pink. and powder-blue ;
the Derby

aLpie-green. royal blue, and yellow ; the Longton HaU

cobalt and madder-rose, the Coalport crimson lake and

the Davenport purple. In among them, for cool con-

trast a few of Leeds and Wedgwood cream-ware cups

and saucers. daintUy edged with woodbine pattern, or

transfer printed in red. To

the eye and colour sense a

cabinet of these old wares

gives the delight of a riot of

Tumeresque hues, for Time

has brushed in the half-

tones, the chemistry of light

and air has chastened the

primary colours, and the play

of shine and shadow on the

brilliant glazes gives the

rest.

You still can pick up single

pieces of tea-ware, to make

up a " haidequin set," for prices less than once given

for them when new, a hu Jred and twenty to a

hundred and sixty years ago.

When ladies had to pay several crowns a pound for

tea they were content to pay several pounds for a

Crown Derby tia-set : the fine dear drink and the fine

dear ware went fitiy together. Dr. Johnson goes to

" drink tay " with Mrs, Thrale, you remember, and

WHIBLOON CAUUTLOWER tTTLE.
TItAPOT.
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over his eleventh cup he berates the foolish costliness

of "chaney." He smacks the table: "Ma'am, I

visited the Derby pottery, and I protest I could have

vessels of sUver as cheap as what are made of porcelain

Delighting in her Worcester tea-set—blue, with

glints of red and gold-Mrs. Thrale sits smiling at the

rusty old economist; as in "The Wander Years" I

have told. .

The pride of those old-time hostesses over their

" equipages." as they called their tea-sets 1
Their per-

sonal care of each cup. their washing and drying it with

their own hands ! Though they could not know what

value the things were in the end to acquire. A

Worcester tea and coffee " equipage." scale-blue with

panels of exotic birds, and the square mark at iVe base,

has sold for seven hundred guineas ; a cup and saucer

of the kind, sold singly, may bring twenty pounds.

The rarest in this kind are decorated with figures of

men and women, the next most rare with birds, the

least rare with flowers : but all of them are rare.

If
" Worcester " and " Chelsea " and " Bristol " tea-

things are out of your reach, as they well may be. and

small blame to you. collect Derby. Rockingham. Coal-

port Davenport, early Minton. Spode—technicaUy the

most perfect ever made-NewhaU. and cream-ware

tea-things. And you need not house them in cabinets ;

they suit the corner cupboard and the chimney-breast.

There is something hearth-like and dog-like about theur

homely friendUness and readiness for use. They are

i
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so human and Adamic, framed of such dust as we

ourselves inhabit awhile, and sharing our mortality

though exceeding our span.

LONGTON HALL PORCELAIN

" Pair of sauce-boats, in puce, £6 6s. Leaf dish,

in cobalt blue, £5- Marked plate, £5 15s. 6i. Pair of

ewers, £22. Large mug, enamelled with Chinese

figures, £6 i6s. 6d. Group of birds on a tree attacked

by a dog, £12 12s. Statuette of a shepherd, £52 12s.

Statuette of a girl, £28. " I am quoting from a report of

the prices obtained at a great auction of Longton Hall

porcelain, and I could fill this chapter with such prices

alone.

Before me lies the catalogue of that sale. It is the

" Catalogue of the William Bemrose Collection," sold

at Derby during the first week in March, 1909. At

hand lies the sumptuous volume on " Longton Hall

Porcelain " which Mr. Benurose produced in 1906. Let

us chat about Longton Hall porcelain for a while.

Becoming the Rage.—Longton Hall porcelain tmy

become more costly than " Chelsea " or " Bow." One

reason for that is its apparent rarity, but there is more

of it about than most collectors suppose. A good deal

of it masquerades as " Bow " and some of it as " Chel-

sea." In days when little was known of Longton Hall

porcelain, anythL . that looked Uke "Bow" was

christened
'

' Bow '

' in the auction-room. A good many

collectors of " Chelsea " and " Bow " possess Longton

Hall china without knowing it. But because it has
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been thought so rare it may become the new porcelain

rage. ^,

The Supposed Type.-" Longton Hall ? Oh. you

mean, stumpy, clumsy old vases, with bouquets of

flowers growing out of the top of the vases," is what the

ordinary collector of English old china woiild say.

But that is only one type of " Longton Hall." And

as to the mark : " Oh. two capital letters L reversed

and crossed, with one. two. or three dots under them,

vertically." But Longton Hall china is so seldom

marked. It is this tradition, of the mark and the type

of vase, which prevented Longton Hall from becoming

studied and detected so long.

A Find.—The other day a collector bought a vase

which the owner had labeUed " Bow " and priced at

£8. He took off the name and the price; wrote

" Longton Hall " and " £28 " upon it, and left it to be

sold anew. Such is the profit upon knowledge. But

in other ways also it is worth the readers' whUe to see

if they do not possess, without knowing it. a piece or

two of Longton Hall.

Examples of "Longton Hall."-! look at the illus-

trations in the Bemrose Sale Catalogue, and I find

pictured the group of two children with a goat, which

sold for £24 3$. Anybody who saw it in a dealer's

window might have sworn that it was " Bow." And

" Bow." most people would say at sight of the statuette

of the shepherd which realised £52 12s. the other day.

When I look at the picture of it. in the sumptuous

book, I see that its colours are blue, green, and rose-red

;
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it has the rococo base (with the curves and floral scrolls).

The shepherd's knee-breeches are dark blue and gold

;

the gold rings on them partly conceal the " Littler
"

blue, that blue which is distinctive of " Lcr.gton Hall,"

and they make the effect gorgeous enough to suggest

" Chelsea." There, too, are the " Chelsea " flowers and

leaves, in a hollow of the base.

I examine another picture ; it is thus described in

the book : " Tureen, cobalt-blue ground-lay, reserves

enamelled with exotic birds and flowers, richly gilt."

Worcester square-mark ware it might pass for if the

blue ground-lay were scaled. " Chelsea " of the best

period it might pass for without question. At Derby

the other day it would have been sold as " Longton

Hall," if it had been sold at all. But I do not find it

catalogued ; it was probably withheld, to be kept as a

heirloom. I look at the picture of a plate, leaf-shaped

border, painted the Littler blue, gUt outer edge, gilt

inner edge, and the centre fiUed with exotic birds ;
it

fetched £42 is. at the sale. A vase, blue ground, gold

marbling, white reserves with flowers in them, five and

a half inches high, marked gold Chelsea anchor, sold for

£12 IS. 6d. You see how far the imitation of " Chelsea
"

was carried at Longton Hall.

The gold anchor has always been a rather mysterious

mark. The usual statement is that only the finest

" Chelsea " was marked in gold.

A mug, " mark incised X," was sold for £4 ;
it was

painted with birds and flowers. The X suggests

" Bristol " of course. I suppose the X threw doubt

la
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on the mug in the minds of the dealers present. But

" Bristol" is hard and " Longton Hall" is soft.

I have written enough to show that it is worth while

to search for this part-cular kind of porcelain, and to

search for it among pieces which have hitherto borne

another label. In a subsequent chapter I will try to

expound the peculiarities and the tests of "Longton

Hall."

A "LONGTON HALL" CATALOGUE

In the last chapter I showed how Longton Hall

china has grown in value, and also expressed the view

that much Longton Hall china exists m collections

under the name of " Chelsea, Worcester, or Bow."

Because it is rare, and supposed to be rarer than it

really is, a comparatively unimportant bit of it is more

valuable under its own name than under the name of

" Bow " or " Chelsea "
; for to be very valuable a

piece of real " Chelsea." or " Bow," or " Worcester"

must be a fine piece indeed. That is not so with

" Longton Hall " so much, and it is worth the while

of every collector to see if he does not possess, ahready

and unknowingly, a piece of " Longton Hall," or if

he cannot acquire one. And to be valuable it need

not be a very important piece.

A Catalogue of " Longton Hall."—I fear I cannot

nearly compress into one chapter only the hints and

indications that can be given about " Longton Hall,"

but for the present let us consider the chronicles of

the factory, as patient investigators have made them

(•iS
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out. If we can obtain a Ust of the kind of pieces made

there we may the more readily recognise some of them

when seen. I am leaving out of the question the

well-known salt-glaze earthenware made at Longton

Hall ; that is aheady so valuable on the market as

to be prohibitive in price.

WiUiam Littler was bom in 1724, a year before the

birth of Duesbury. with whom he was to have more

business relations than most students of English chma-

making suspect. They both came from the same

village. ,

In July 1752 Aris's Birmingham Gazette announced

that
" there is now made by Littler and Company at

Longton Hall, near Newcastle. Staffordshire, a large

quantity and great variety of very good and fine orna-

mental porcelain or china ware, in the most fashionable

and genteel taste." Note the words which I have itaU-

cised and consider how they fit in with the theory that

more "Longton HaU" exists than we suppose, and

that it is mistaken for " Bow " and " Chelsea."

In 1752 Duesbury enamelled for " Littler and Com-

pany " as he entered in his books. " 6 pair of double

branches. 6 pair of dubble birds. 12 pair of sUvard

nosells 6 pair ditto lackered." and he also refers to

these others as " Staffordshire " (which most hkely

meant no other than "Longton Hall"): "12 small

figures. I group of birds. 2 pair of birds. 6 pau of

pheasants, i dozen large flowers, i pair large dogs,

I swm. 3 small birds. 2 pair of shepardises. 4 burds.

I pah- of goldfinches, i pair of stooping birds, 4 pair
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of large goldfinches, 4 pair of smaller, i pair of large

dogs." At this period, so far as we yet know, no

porcelain was being made in Staffordshire except

that made at Longton Hall.

In 1757 a London sale catalogue indicated that

Longton Hall china included tureens, covers, and dishes,

large cups and covers, jars, beakers, " with beautiful

sprigs of flowers," open-work fruit baskets and plates,

a variety of services for dessert, tea, and coffee equip-

ages, sauce-boats, leaf basins and plates, melons,

cauliflowers, "elegant epargnes," and "other orna-

mental and useful porcelain, both white and enamelled."

In the same year Arts's Birmingham Gazette adver-

tised as on sale at Longton Hall " all sorts of china,

both useful and ornamental, as well as plain blue and

white tea-china of all sorts, coffee-cans, chocolate cup

and saucers, punch-bowls and mugs, finely enamelled

and curiously modelled fruit dishes, leaf plates, sauce-

boats, variety of curious useful ornaments for desserts,

with figures and flowers of all sorts, made exactly to

nature " and " allowed by the best judges to be the

finest in England."

In 1758 another advertisement announced the pro-

duction at Longton Hall beautiful essence po^^s,

images, flowers, vases, wit e blue and * liite ribbed,

fluted, and octagon chocolate cups and saucers, tea-

sets, etc."

The late Mr. William Bemrose was the most learned

and indefatigable coUector of " Longton Hall," and one

knows no reason to suppose that enthusiasm deceived

12
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his judgment ot led his skill astray. In his book <m

"Ungion Hall Porcelain" he gives UlusraUonso!

vie Li cover, essence pots, jug. melon, leaf-shaped

Z Ih handle. tuUHeaf teapot and
f
-d^^lf?;

vase vase, candlestick, plate, plate, statuette he

Zted," pair of e.,ers. statuette " David slaymg the

to " b« t«-boat and cover, large white teapot (over-

Zping leaves), group oJ two boys feeding a goat, se

o^^three vases, statuette "an actor." UU cyUndnca^

ITv^ encrusted with enamelled Aowers, pa.r of

!^.dogs, birds on branches, pair of leopards, statuette

"^IrkWwoman," covered tureen, basket of flower,

coffee-pot, teapot, plate, cream-jug with»^^^;
vase vase, statuettes of " singers," group the lovers,

set of three vases, candlestick, milk-jug, plate, vase

^«1 covr^ and stand, butter-dish, set of three taU

* „,=. tea-caddv mug, tea-caddy, sugar-

vases, etui-case. tea-caaay, mug, ..

caster, plate, butter-boat, three mugs ^t of thr«

vases, cream-jug, tea-pot, cream-,ug. =*»»"«'*«
J"'

Lted" statuette
" boy seated," five vases, statuette

"Cwith flowers," statuette " an actor,;; sta^ te

"a Lmer," statuette "girl with grap^/" sUtuette

.. boy seated on a barrel," square vase, bowl, cream-

jug vase, statuette "flower-girl." patt of statuette

!"woman singing
" and " man with guitar," two s^U

sauce-boats, two leaf-basins, bowl, plate jOate la^e

leaf-dish, five tea-set pieces, overlappmg feaf-dish. wo

sauce-boats, tea-cup and saucer, cup and
^^'-J^

pot, six plates, three cups and saucers, s,x ^^^l^^-

" Long EUza
" tea-things and sauce-boats, bowl, bowl.
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and perforated cover, vase, beaker, and tea-caddy.

All these are different specimens of " Longton Hall."

It is a long catalogue, and the thing to do now is to

search. In another chapter I show how to detect.

^f

DETECTING "LONGTON HALL"

Littler began to make porcelain about the year 1745.

Bow and Chelsea were at work then, Derby a little

later, and Worcester in 1751. How shall we know
" Longton Hall " from the others ?

Mr. Bemrose's Hints, in " Longton Hall Porce-

lain," Bemrose & Sons.—" A piece of white and blue

' Longton Hall ' porcelain, when placed in a glass-case

amongst examples from various factories, appears still

more brilliant in its lapis-lazuli effect. There is a

charm in its simple shape and lack of finish in other

respects.

" The cobalt-blue has been laid unevenly on the

biscuit body, with a tendency to run when acted on

by the glaze and the heat of the oven. The streaky

effect of this, and its innumerable degrees of light and
shade, give it colour value.

" In some instances, especially on the large plates

and dishes with overlapping leaves, Littler was too

lavish in the use of the ' Longton blue.' At the same

time, it must be remembered that their former gold

decoration is missing.

" The earlier pieces have been profusely gilded

;

to-day there are only indications of gold on some of

the pieces. The gold decoration was applied by means

iti
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of a varnish not burnt in ; consequently, to-day, the

gold is worn off. But in a short time Littler learnt how

to apply the gold by a method which would last.

" In dark blue a larger sahnon-scale was painted

than was in general use at Worcester.

" There are examples which would do credit to Chel-

sea in paste, glaze, and enamelling." It is a mistake

to think that Littler's productions " never reallyreached

the conditions of a perfected manufacture.

" Littler made quantities of porcelain of the Chelsea

type in a translucent white body.

" The later output from this factory must be looked

for, not amongst the heavy, indifferently potted and

enameUed specimens of the earlier periods, but amongst

examples more akin to Chelsea.

" This factory but sparingly used any marks. The

one which most frequently appears is two capital

letters L reversed and crossed, and sometimes under

the letters one or more dots placed vertically. This

mark occurs in gold, blue, and red. Another mark is a

script L in black.

" The handles are different to the work of all other

factories of the period, and of mtricate rustic design,

a common one being the stalk of the rose ending in

several buds gracefuUy resting on the edge of the

piece."

Another characteristic was the Uability to fire-crack.

" Some examples, when held up to a strong Ught,

show a greenish tinge in the body, similar to some

Worcester; in other cases a dirty yellow tinge.
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" It is often very heavy, partly because of the heavy

rococo bases ; the centre of the base is often clumsily

fitted." This fact will often decide the origin of a

(doubtful) piece. The bottom is seldom glazed.

" In some specimens there are moons " (as in " Chel-

sea " porcelain).

" The glaze is often of a bluish tinge, giving a blue-

grey look to the porcelain when placed among different

china."

In figures " there is a car^^ossness in the finish of

the bases, these bein^ sometimes almost solid. A
round hole at the back is sometimes found.

" On the cheeks, arn^s, etc., a peculiar deep red is

freely used, quite unlike that used in other factories."

Profeuor Church's Hinto.—" A very rich blue,

streaked or flooded or nm, is the prevalent and char-

acteristic colour. A delicate scroll-work in opaque

white enamel occurs on some pieces, in places where

gold would have been expected.

" Characteristics of this fabric, the rich streaky blue,

the flowers, and stalks in the round, the translucent

paste, and the minute signs of a not quite perfect

manufacture."

Chaffers' Hints (the earlier ware).
—"The paste

has some afiinity with that of Bow and Chelsea, but

the pieces are clumsily potted and very inferior in

general appearance. There is a rough and premature

potting, as of a factory in the earlier and progressive

stages. Figures on scroll bases, with a pinkish-red

colour in lines on the edge of the scrolls, and en-
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crusted flowers, rather larger than those of Chelsea.

Sometimes this red colour is used on the scroU

handles."

Mr. Hobaon's Hint*.—" It is often of uneven, ahnost

undulating, surface, with a peculiar lumpiness under

the base, especiaUy noticeable in the figures.
.
GUding

insecurely fixed, and occasionally repUced by ara-

besques in white tin-enamel."

Mr. Blacker** Hint*.—" The flowers are not in

groups or wreaths above the neck or foot, but simply

stuck singly upon the rim. Other vases of a much

higher type, with most elaborate raised flower and

raised band decoration, are ascribed to this factory.

The commonest forms of it recognised arc plates and

dishes decorated on the edges with embossed vine-

leaves, often coloured with streaky blue."

It will be seen that only Mr. Bemrose went deeply

into the matter.

L*envoi.—I have now copied down enough hints to

send the collector off to his cabinets, to detect any

" Longton Hall " which may be there masquerading

as Chelsea or Worcester or Bow.

BRISTOL CHINA CHARACTERISTICS

How know a piece of Bristol-made >>ld porcelain ?

It is
" true " porcelain, it is " hard "

;
and it was made

between the years 1769 and 1782. It was " always

a true, felspathic porcelain, made from the china-clay

and china-stone of Cornwall. It is therefore harder

and whiter than any other English porcelains," There

KaM^Mria
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to
•• a pronounced imitation of the Meissen styles, both

in form and decoration. Like the Plymouth porcelain,

the pieces are frequently marked with spiral ridges or

unevennesses, due to the thrower's imperfect skill;

and the cold, harsh, glittering glaze frequently ex-

hibits inequalities of surface and minute pittings."

So says Mr. William Burton, F.C.S.

Further Hinto.—" The fractured surface may be

described as subconchoidal and somewhat flaky, with

a greasy to vitreous lustre. Especially on the larger

vases may often be seen, when viewed in a favourable

light, certain spiral ridges, the result of the unequal

pressure of the ' thrower's ' hand." So says Mr. E.

Dillon, M.A. " The old-fashioned red Turk's-cap lily

b one of the distinguishing features " (of the painting),

says Mr. F. R. Ellis, M.A., and refers to " another style

of decoration much employed at Bristol, wreaths of

green leaves entwined with festoons in gold. Bristol

porcelain may be known by several characteristic

marks; one is that the glaze is often pinholed or

bubbled, expressions used to signify the tiny holes

as if made by the prick of a pin in the surface." It

is
" often out of the proper shape, and disfigured by

fire-flaws, and other imperfections."

" The Bristol ware »
• exceedingly hard and durable ;

it is milk-white, with a cold, glittering glaze, and is

frequently marked with the wreathing "—the spiral

ridges. " It would seem that transfer-printing was

tried, but the rarity of examples and the poor quality

of such as exist are proof that it was not a success in

I!
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the true porcelain." So says the Guide to the English

pottery and porcelain at the British Museum.

From ProfesMr Church.—Let us listen to the doyen

of writers on porcelain, from whom so niany writers

copy without acknowledging the debt. "Not only

do many specimens follow the forms and decorations of

Dresden porcelain, but they frequently bear the char-

acteristic Dresden mark, the crossed swords, in under-

glaze. . . . The colour of the glaze is very faint on the

finest specimens, but on the commoner pieces it has

a pale bluish tint. It is thin, slightly vesicular or

• bubbled,' and while smooth it is not very shiny,

having, indeed, a rich ' creamy ' surface. ... It must

not be assumed that all Bristol porcelain was identical

in composition."

Again, and furtK
" Bristol china is p<^ rly scarce, especially the

marked specimens of the finest quality," says Mr.

J. F. Blacker, " On comparing a specimen of ' Dresden'

or • Oriental ' with ' Bristol,' it will be observed that

whilst in the two former the body and the glaze are

distinct creations, the Bristol glaze has so close an

affinity for the porcelain body that it entered into

combination with it, and did not cover it with an

independent glassy surface. This was due, no doubt,

to raw glazing ; that is, the raw ware was dipped into

the glaze, and then fixed at one operation. . . . First

note the decoration. The favourite form was green

festoons of leaves, sometimes surrounding classical

heads, or medaUions in which a vase is often minutely

^mm
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painted. Another form was the group of flowers.
Next note the gold on the rims ; this was nearly always
scalloped. The paste has a series of spiral ridges
wreathings or whorls which can be detected when wheel-
turned pieces are held up sideways to the light In-
stead of the paste lying quite flat, these twisting whorls
stand out so clearly as to be easily seen. The very
high temperature necessary to fire this hard paste made
sundry defects-twists, bends, fire-flaws-in the early
pieces especiaUy. and also produced occasional acci-
dental additions to the glaze, owing to bits of the
seggar

'
'-the surrounding shield-" breaking off during

the burnmg process. The glaze of Bristol china is full
of mmute holes visible under a magnifying glass ; the
glaze combined with the paste, and numberless bubbles
formed and burst, leaving tinv marks."
Examining Two Piece..-I take down from my

wall a frame which encloses a Bristol biscuit flower-
plaque. I look at the back of it. there are two large
fir^cracks. Now from a cabinet I take a Bristol basin
and two tea-cups. They are edged with chocolate
colour, m the Dresden style, but the mark is Bi. not
the Dresden cross-swords, nor the X. The green
festoons hang by loops, apparently, from the chocolate-
hued run. The festoons are entirely green, even the
rose m them. It is not a Billingsley rose-it is a
biUbous rose, of the Lowestoft type. There are other
(green) flowers, the passion-flower, the bindweed, and
the fruit of the deadly nightshade. The shape of the
porcelam is much out of the true. The inside of the
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basin is brown-spotted, with specks and fragments of

fire-clay faUen on the glaze. Holding it between my

eye and the light, I perceive the wreathings ; they are

lines or ridges which begin at the bottom of the basin

and go diagonally round and round it to its brim, at

an angle of about thirty-five degrees. I can feel them.

The shape of the ring-rim at the base resembles

" Worcester." The handles of the tea-cups are not

at all simple in shape, but Dres Un-like. The glaze is

a cold, bluish white ; there are • -iv^, specks and lumps

(all very small, of course) almost all over it. By all

these traces may Bristol porcelain be known.

THAT BIT OF OLD PORCELAIN: A STUDY

It was a bit of heavy, bluish-white, black-specked

china which stood in a comer of the window of the

little cmiosity shop. I took it up, and the first thing

that struck me about it was its weightiness, consider-

ing its size ; the next thing I noticed was that it was

hardly translucent. The heaviness and the lack of

translucency were evidently due to the thickness

of the material ; the paste was thick, almost clumsily

thick, and the glaze had been thickly applied. The

result was, so far as translucency is concerned, that

even when I held the article up close to the bulb of

an electric lamp I could see only a dim, brownish-

yellow light faintly penetrating that part of the base

which neighbor-red the rim of it, so that the porcelain

was practically not translucent at all ; a novice might

m^ ts^M
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weU have thought it a bit of earthenware, for earthen-

ware is, of course, opaque.

The Feel of the GUze.-But it feU like porcelain.

The " feel " of porcelain is unmistakable, particularly

when it is eighteenth-century English and "soft."

Blindfold I should have known it as being china

;

being " soft " paste with a " soft " glaze over it, the

glazed surface of it had an exquisite, velvety feel, yet

without the slight roughness of velvet, of course
;

I

cannot call it a silky feeling, neither might one call

it satiny; velvety is the b ord to use. The glazed

surface had almost the s, and resiUent feel of

velvet when you press it with the ball of your thumb ;

the ball of the thumb, by the by, is the best part of

the hand to use when judging china by the feel.

Understand that up to now I am speaking of the

glazed parts of the surface only ; the next thing was

to test any unglazed part of the surface by the feel.

I turned the article over. It was a butter-dish, I

ought to have mentioned : a Udless butter-dish, that

never had a lid ; oval in shape, with sides the contain-

mg vertical lines of which make right angles with the

base at any point of the oval. I turned it over, I say,

and looked at the base.

The Feel of the Pa«te.—When I looked at the base

I noticed the absence of any trade-mark ; except for

two or three little specks of blue pigment under the

glaze of the base, marks of any kind or size were en-

tirely missing ; marks were not going to help me to

determine to which of the old English makes of china
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the butter-dish bebnged. Most of the " base " was

sunk, being surrounded by a ring-rim, or real base,

upon which the butter-dish stood. This rim ivas a

quarter of an inch wide, and the twelfth of an inch

higher (lower when standing) than the sunken portion of

the whole base. This rim had been ground fairly flat,

to enable the butter-dish to rest on a table level ; and

as the grinding had removed the glaze from the rim, by

feeling the . -n I could get at the feel of the paste, for

the baked paste wa. exposed there. I noticed, how-

ever, that at the edge of this ground rim the edge of

the glaze felt lumpy, as though while stiU liquid it had

dripped down in gummy tears, so to speak. And that

suggested to me that I was holding a bit of " Bow."

The feel A the paste of the rim, to the ball of the

thumb, was rather soapy, something like the feel

of the surface of a bit of toilet soap, the toilet soap

being not wet, nor yet cracking with dr3aiess. So

that to the ball of the thumb the rim-paste had all the

feel of true " soft " English china, and might be

"Worcester," or "Derby," or "Lowestoft," so far

as that is concerned. Indeed, the problem was to

discover to which of the three makes. Bow, Worcester,

or Lowestoft, the butter-dish belonged; for it was

blue-and-white, very early, hand-painted, and em-

bossed. Now Worcester paste was soaplike but very

soft ; so was Lowestoft paste. I knew that Bow paste

was usually harder than either. So I scratched the

edge of my thimib-nail along the rim, the nail being

vertical to the rim as I did so. " Bow !
" I said to

M^
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myself, for this scratching told me that the paste vas

rather hard—not hard in the sense and degree that

Dresden or Bristol or New Hall or modem chinas

are hard ; but harder than the soft paste of " Lowes-

toft " or " Worcester."

The Look of the Glaze.—By the look of the glaze I

could tell that it was " soft," because (i) I could see

the under-glaze decoration through it, as one sees a

miniature through its glass, and because (2) when I

" flashed "
it, or let light shine across it, the decorated

parts were as shiny as the rest. In one or two places

the glaze had become discoloured to a pale bi-wn, but

did not show the fine streaky veining in brown which

is characteristic of some old " Derby" :
besides, the

piece, as a whole, was too heavy and clumsy and ill-

pamted to be " Derby," for the Derby china works

began operations when porcelain-making in England

had quite become an advanced art. I noticed that

the blue of the decoration had " run " a little under

the glaze, and that tiny black specks, due (as Mr.

Blacker writes) " to smoke or the incomplete com-

bustion of the wood which was used for firing," were

everywhere visible ^mder a lens, and I knew that this

" running " and spottiness were signs of " Bow." A

certain pitting in the glaze of the sunk base suggested

" Worcester," but the glaze there came quite up to

the ring-rim, which the glaze on " Worcester" seldom

does.

The Decoration.—The piece was painted by hand,

not printed in blue ; ergo, it is an early piece ;
the blue

I
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was deep and rich, but not blackish like the Worcester

blue. The painting of the little vignettes in the Chinese

style was too poor to be " Worcester," and so poor

that it might well have been done at Lowestoft. The

embossing also, in a floral pattern, might either be

" Lowestoft " or " Worcester." The blue flower on

a leafy sprig, inside the butter-dish, might either be

" Worcester " or " Bow." But one of the vignettes

had been strengthened in colour by strokes of blue

being applied over the glaze, after the second firing,

and the pigment of these strokes had not sunk in, as

in " Worcester " or " Lowestoft " it would do ; in

fact, it stood out in slight relief, as decoration on

" hard " porcelain does, and that, together with the

feel of the paste, told me that the stuff was harder

than " Lowestoft " or " Worcester."

The Decision.—^All this examination had taken up

a tithe of the time it has taken you to read this analysis.

I turned to the dealer, to whom I had not spoken so far.

" What do you caU this ? " I asked.

" It's ' Old Worcester.' sir," said he. " Doctor WaU
period Worcester, unmarked."

"No," said L "I don't think so. I'm pretty

sure it is ' Bow.'
"

"GILTY WARE"

Too little is written about metallic lustre-ware, a

kind of pottery typically English, and hardly attempted

abroad ; the only foreign make of the kind I know con-
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sists of putty-coloured paste, ornamented with plati-

num-lustred designs in reUef and is French. I under-

stand, though you seldom see it even in France. '

'
GUty

ware "
is the Irish name for lustred pottery, but I do

not know that any was ever made in Ireland. I fancy

that the affiUation usually assumed between lustre-

ware and Gubbio majolica is historically incorrect,

though perhaps at Brislington they copied some of the

designs on Hispano-Moresque lustrous pottery
;

the

probabUity is that " silver lustre " came into being

here spontaneously, as a showy, cheap substitute for

Georgian silver and Sheffield plate.

There could hardly be a more interesting keramic

subject for research, and yet no book has ever been

written on it. Sir Arthur Church, Mr. Sachs, Mr.

Lawlor, the brothers Rhead, and Mr. Blacker have

written instructive chapters or articles on the topic,

but what is needed is a book by a lustre-collector who

has specialised.

Nomenclature.—Even the names for the different

varieties of lustre-colour are not standardised yet. I

own six dinner-plates—the only examples of the size

and colour I have ever seen—which would receive

different names from different collectors. They are

mottled over by a lustrous colour, which a milliner

would call " ciTished strawberry," a very good de-

scription ; but whUe one coUector would call it
'

'
purple

lustre." another would call it " gold," and another

" pink." How many of us, I wonder, can distinguish

between " steel " and " silver " lustre. Or between

Jl
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" copper
" and " bronze " ? Some authoritative class*.

fication of terms needs to be made.

The Coniiectioiw.-Or who has studied the con-

nections between the porcelain or earthenware pro-

duced at Swansea, say, and the lustre-ware made at

the same place ? What connection had Bristol porcelam

with Bristol (BrisUngton) lustre-ware? The fine

Parian figures made at Temple Backs, Bristol, about

1830 by an artist-workman called Raby, what effect

did they have upon local lustre-ware? Raby removed

to Staffordshire, and may have influenced lustre-ware

there Lustre ware with white reUefs on it is often

seen A valued correspondent tells me that in Bristol

not long ago " in a filthy shop " he pouncea upon a

particularly fine, thin, small, weU-modeUed jug. early

Bristol-Pountney copper-lustre, and chalkwreath under

the lustre. This chalkwreath reminds one of the

wonderful Bristol biscuit work, and unquestionably

emanated from the same school, by a pupil or other-

wise The modelling, lightness, and smaU size of the

jug also make it interesting. It carries the usual

Bristol rose and rosebud in flat colours on the full lustre

glaze, a " charming bit of good colour."

•• Only connect " is the motto of a brilliant novel

recently pubUshed. To seek out connections is a col-

lector's most refined deUght-the intellectual deUght of

research. If you kno these wonderful Bristol por-

celain flower-plaques-I found one very cheaply a few

years ago-on which the most exquisite stamens,

petals, ^nd leaves stand up. tiny, distinct, and finished.
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and all baked by great heat out of china-clay and china-

stone, you can understand my correspondent's con-

necting these with the " chalkwreath " tider lustre

that came from Pountney's Bristol pottery ; and his

" query, by Raby ? " But if Raby worked in Stafford-

shire, the jug may be Staffordshire, perhaps ? What

collector of lustre-ware will seek these connections

out?

Lustre on Porcelain.—Lustre-ware proper is pottery

—earthenware—but at Swansea and in Stafiordshire

they used crushed-strawberry lustre to decorate porce-

lain. At Belleek, too, that interesting Irish pottery

which is always being said to have come to an end, they

used on their delicate china a most beautiful mother-

of-pearl lustre. Sir Arthur Church wrote that " except

by Mr. William de Morgan at Chelsea in the last

quarter of the nineteenth century we do not know of

any attempt having been made with success in England

to obtain the tnadre-perla lustre by the use of silver,"

but that is in Professor Church's bcok on " English

Earthenware," and " Belleek " is Irish and porcelain.

The magnificent ware made by Mr. de Morgan-

famous now as the author of " Somehow Good " and

" It Never Can Happen Again"—is no longer produced

;

the pottery is closed, the tiles and vriSes, all richly

lustrous, have been sold off, except fov a small supply

on sale in the Brompton Road ; so that this kind of

English lustre-ware " nevei can happen again."

Lustred Chalices.—In chapels, chapels-of-ease, and

new poor churches, it used to be customai; to have the

X3
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Communion vessels made of lustre-ware, faute de mieur,

of silver or gold they had none. Sometimes you see

examples, the double-handled wine-cups, for instance,

on sale in dealers' shops. When gold or silver vessels

were purchased by a richer offertory, the lustre chalices

were displaced.

Chahce is not the word for a beer-mug. but even the

lustred beer-mug with a handle has become rare. Yet

forty years ago it could be seen on the boards outside

nearly every inn in the Midlands. So quickly do

customs change, and perishable vessels die.

NOTES ON CERTAIN LUSTTO-WARE

Collectors know a certain mark, which is roughly

like the letter V, but more resembles the tick or v-shaped

dash which accountants use. Before me are a pair

of figures, of boys seated on tree-stumps. On the

base of one of them the " tick." check-mark, or " V "

(whatever one may call it) occurs in silver-lustre ;
on

the base of the other appears the letter " W." The

" W " was guessed to identify the ware with Wedg-

wood ; though I hardly know why. for marked old

" Wedgwood " is always marked as such. We may

at any rate assume that a pair of figures, one marked

with the "tick" and one with "W." came from

the same pottery ; and if we can come across other

figures, from the same mould and in the same clay

and lustre, that bear the maker's fuh name, we may

claim to have identified the potter.
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The Diicovery.—Of the pair of figiires depicted here,

one is marked with the " V," I say, the other with a

" W." And the " W " stands for " Wood and Cald-

well." We now know that it does, because in the

famous collection of lustre-ware belonging to Mr.

Honey, of Cork, there were a pair of figures identical

with these in all but one respect. The mark in the

case at Cork is " Wood and Caldwell."

Now the " Wood " in " Wood and Caldwell " was

Enoch Wood ; he took Caldwell into partnership in the

year 1790. Figures of this kind and origin are rarely

met with; in the Honey collection, however, ' there

were a pair of Grecian women, seated and reading.

Figures of this class are so solid and weighty as to

resemble bronze in more ways than one when, as is

usually now the case, the coating of silver-lustre has

evaporated from the surface of them. Under that

lustre lay, at first—it is now evident nearly all over

the figure—a fine dark red-brown glaze, more coppery

than bronze-like in appearance; and such of the

silver-lustre as is left on the surface anywhere has

become dark and dull.

The Identification.—But the special point I wish to

make, and to bring to the notice of collectors, is this.

The " W " of lustre-ware does not mean Wedgwood,

but " Wood." and the " V " or tick or check-mark

also means " Wood." The figures that bear the mark

" Wood and CaldweU," and are identical with my pan:

in other respects, were made after Wood took Caldwell

into partnership ; my pair were made, and the moulds

: i i\
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for them, by Enoch Wood ; either during the period

1784 to 1790, when he was in business without a

partner, or after 1818, when he bought his partner

Caldwell out.

The Date Quettion.—Among the writers on silver

lustre-ware there are two of eminent authority, Mr.

E. T. Sachs and Mr.

H. C. Lawlor, and on

the question of the

date at which lustre-

ware began to be

made in England

these two authorities

do not agree. Mr.

Sachs considered that

"there is plenty of

inferential reasoning

to support the theory

that the ware (silver-

lustre) was being

made between 1780

and 1790." Mr.

Lawlor says that " to Mr. Sachs must be given the

credit of being among the first, if not the first, of

modem collectors to publish a descriptive and historical

account of this ware," but adds that " he attributes

the manufacture of the ware to an earlier period than

is consistent with the unimpeachable evidence now

forthcoming." Mr. Lawlor believes that "success

first crowned the efforts of John Handcock, a practical

BARLT VICTORIAN COPPER COFm-POT.
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chemist employed at the works of Josiah Spode. But

it was not untU after this date that the ware was

manufactured to any real extent," and Mr. Lawlor

gives 1800 as the year in which the manufacture of

silver lustre-ware began, at Spode's.

Now if the " V " and " W " on my figures do refer

to " Wood," as I think we may decide they dc it

follows hat those figures were coated with silver-

lustre prior to 1790, when the style of the firm became

not "Wood," but "Wood and CaldweU." It is

possible, of course, that the "V" and "W" refer

to a date subsequent to 1818, when the style of the

firm became " E. Wood and Sons." But I think the

fair inference is that the "V" and f^e "W" refer

to the period prior to 1790 rather tht-i to such a time

as Tf,v ^o 1846, when the firm of E. Wood and Sons

ex; 8-i .1 days when trade-marks had become valuable,

wei- )re elaborate, and were more carefully and

regularly stamped or printed on wares than was

formerly the practice. On the whole, therefore, it

would seem that my pair of figures not only identifies

the " V " mark with Wood, but supports Mr. Sachs'

contention as to 1780-1790 being the earUest sUver-

lustre date.

1^

WORCESTER AGAIN

My old schoolfellow's car had carried me over our

native shire, which everywhere waves with the most

beautiful of English trees, the ehn. And on a vernal

September afternoon I came into the " faithful city
'*
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again. Worcester, the stately pilgrim-place of my

boyish years. In a booth near the timbered house

where Charles II slept the night before the battle. I

picked up a " Toby " of rare mould and uncommon

size for a pound. But that is a mere by the by.

In a collector's mind. Worce-iter equals porcelain ;

but it was Saturday afternoon, and a poUceman in

the Foregaie was quite sure the Royal Porcelain Works

would be closed. Yet I went to the works, to be quite

sure of it myself.

The Showroom—The showroom was not closed—

not yet quite four o'clock-and there I could admire

the most modem results of the long and persistent

effort made, successfuUy, to keep the quality and name

of Worcester porcelain to the front. When one re-

members that no Royal subsidies ever aided " Wor-

cester," as they did " Berlin " and " -Dresden " and

" Sevres," the history of the works becomes one long

triumph of art and business capacity such as only this

country can show.

No earthenware at Worcester; always china. It is a

thundering shame, therefore, that certain blue and

white crockery, closely resembling blue and white

old Worcester, is on the market. But you need not

be deceived ; hold the stuff up to a Ught, and its

opacity will betray it, if nothing else.

No earthenware made at Worcester, I say; no

ugliness, either ; no cheap-and-nastiness in Worcester

ware to this day. A steady, honourable adherence to

art and quality, mere profit coming second. Zest in

fl_U
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the work, and craftsmanship always, and finish, deli-

cate strength, beauty, taste, the art of true artists, and

the skill of hereditary potters " to the manner bom."

The Muteum.—'• Is it quite impossible to see the

museum ? " The immediate attendant regretted that

it was. Satiirday afternoon, you see—the museum

had been closed at two ; the curator would be gone

home.

But these poor screeds of nune form a passport

for me often. So that when my visitmg-card passed

in to superior authority, out came a daughter and

grand-daughter of Worcester craftsmen, who, enthu-

siastic for the works, declared that I should see the

museum, anyhow, Saturday afternoon or no.

So that presently I was studying and admiring the

finest pubUc collection of " Old Worcester " extant.

The museum was begun some fifty years ago, by an

enthusiast and writer on old porcelain, the late Mr.

R. W. Binns. The old pattern pieces and remainders

have been added to, by purchase m the curio-markets.

You will understand that it ir, the "Dr. Wall"

pieces which most attract the eye. " Dr. Wall Wor-

cester " was the best simulacrum of blue and white

" Oriental " ever produced. I can conceive the peri-

wigged old gentleman patriotically determining to

compete with Nankin, and seeing good money in it,

too. What he and his potters made is, I think, the

most delightful of all old artificial porcelains. And

Time has waved his wand of magic over it, so that it

is better than when new. Touch it. eye it, enjoy the

t
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finely pitted glaze of it, never quite covering the paste

;

enjoy the tender paste, the creamy whiteness, the beau-

tiful cobalt, the quaintness of the semi-Oriental designs,

and the fineness of the transfer-printing, that purely

Englbh art. A china-lover's tactile and visual plea-

sure are at their highest with a bit of " Wall Worcester
"

in hand. But the museum contains the later triumphs

of the works, down to this very day.

The Pedigree.—Collectors have told me that the

many sorts and periods of the ware rather puzzled

them ; let me try to make these clear. Dr. Wall's own

period was from 1751 to 1756. His influence lasted till

1783, when Mr. Flight, the London agent, became sole

proprietor. In 1793 the firm of Flight & Barr began.

In 1807 it was Barr, Flight & Barr. From 1813 to

1840 it was Flight, Barr & Barr.

But what about " Chamberlain Worcester " ? Well,

Robert Chamberlain set up for himself in 1786, and

this rival firm lasted till 1840 separately. In that year

they took over the old firm and works as well. In 1850

a Kerr came into the business. In 1852 the style of

the firm became " Kerr & Binns." In 1862 the Royal

Worcester Porcelain Company took over the concern.

But what about " Grainger Worcester " ? Less

important ; but Thomas Grainger left Chamberlain's

employ and set up for himself in 1801. In 1889 the

Grainger concern was acquired by the present company.

"Worcester," for collecting purposes, embraces

porcelain made under Wall, the Flights, the Barrs,

the Cljanibgrlains, the Graingers^ and tjie Kprrsi.
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UNMARKED "OLD WORCESTER" CHINA

To be able to recognise unmarked " Old Worcester
"

china is essential, if one is to pick up " Old Worcester
"

china cheaply nowadays. The "Dr. Wall period"

extended from 1751 to 1783, though Dr. WaU himself

died in 1776; the letter W, the open or filled-in

crescent, and the " square mark " or imitation Chinese

seal-mark, are the principal marks of the " Dr. Wall

period." But how shall one know Worcester porcelain

made at that period when it is markless ?

Prices of Find*.—If a collector does know unmarked

" Old Worcester " when he sees and touches it, he can

buy it wonderfully cheaply now and again . The largest

article in the page illustration is a Worcester cider-

mug or a christening-mug, decorated with gold lines and

a fine cursive letter L in gold ; it was picked up for two

shillings. To the left of it is a dainty blue-and-white

cream-jug that was picked up for sixpence. At the

extreme right is a cup which, with its saucer (both in

perfect condition), was bought for half-a-crown. The

other piece is a blue-printed cream-jug, which cost

five shillings. Had these pieces been marked, the small

dealers and little brokers from whom they were bought

wov id have put high prices on them, for no marks are

so well known among small dealers and little brokers

as the Worcester W and the crescent. The collector,

however, knows, and the principal dealers and con-

noisseurs at the auction of his collection will know, that

wmarked " Wojcpstpr " js " Worcester " all the same.

Hi!
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And the appreciating value of any " Old Worcester " if

now so evident that to purchase it cheaply is a capital

investment indeed.

The SifM of Unmarked -Worcester."—You may

know this fine old ware as it waits for the knowing eye,

anonymous on a dark sheU or amidst a heterogeneous

heap of old crockery, by the look and the feel of it,

the bases of it, the handles of it, the upper rim of it,

the glaze of the base inside the rim, the pitting under the

glaze, and the blue of the enamel painting or printing.

Let us consider these indices one by one.

The Look and Feel of It—It looks handy and work-

manlike ; it looks milk-white, most of it, though some

of it is rather creamily white; it often looks dis-

coloured—brown-spotted, brown-smeared-inside the

ring at the base, or upon the rim of the base, where no

glaze was brushed on, or where the base (and con-

sequently the glaze) was ground away to make the

article stand quite fla^^v. It feels rich and opulent, a

little fulsome and flesay, so to speak ; it feels soft, as

if you could squeeze it ahnost ; it does not feel very

cold; it feels smooth everywhere; it feels pretty

thick, but it does not feel very heavy. And it feels

soapy, it feek like soap-stone, it feels like wax-candle

a little.

The Bases of It—Look at the three bases shown

in the Ulustration. " Old Worce-.lir " never had a

quite flat base—a plane base, so to speak. Always

there is an outer rim, alw^^ys there is a rim-ring, broad

or narrow, in which the article stands ;
always there

. A A<n» « «—«»
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is a sunk inner space, usually circular of course, inside

the ring-rim—a space of the base which is not base,

because it does not touch the table on which the article

stands. The rim-rings are cardinal points to study.

The mug has a broad, flat rim-ring, you notice ;
so

had the sauce-boats, mustard-pots, butter-dishes, and

other pieces of which the containing lines formed

somethuig like a right angle at the base ;
the older

the piece of this particular kind the broader the rim

;

in some pieces the rim is over half-an-inch wide. Under

tea-pots, basins, cups, saucers, and the smaller pieces

generaUy, the rim-ring, if cut in section, would show

the shape of a blunt-edged wedge—a wedge of which

the edge had been ground flat enough for standing

purposes ;
you see two examples of that in the right-

hand bases in the picture.

The Handles of It—You see two handles in the

picture, at the extreme left and at the extreme right.

The handles are slim, rounded inside and flattish out-

side, and the outer surface is double ; a depression runs

right along it, like a vale between two hillocks—

" fluted "
is another ternf for it. The handles are

simple in shape, and little ornamented, as a rule.

Often, however, the handle is quite round and plain,

not showing any depression at all. Occasionally the

sunken or " fluted" part is at each edge of the handle,

not in its outer curve. Bold projection and a certain

sweep of the curve are also characteristic.

The Upper Rim of It.—In most " Old Worcester
"

cups and mugs an outward curving upper rim or edge

A\ '
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U manifest. Run the i aU of the thvn.b upward from

the base outside, anu on wiil detect this feature

;

draw the finger up insidj. anci y<^'i will feel the corre-

sponding curve. This featuie \vas part of that ex-

quisite adaptation to its uses which was the rule in

" Old Worcester "
; the outer and inner curves at the

upper rim fit the under and upper lips of the drinking

mouth.

The GU«e on lh« Bam inside the Rim.—" Old Wor-

cester
" china was not dipped into glaze ; the glaze was

put on with a brush. Either the amount put on the

base was insufficient, or the firing affected it, for hardly

ever does the glaze at the base come quite up to the

inner edge of the basal ring-rim.

The Pitting under the GU«e.—If you " flash " ' Old

Worcester," so that light will shine on its glaze, you

can see a certain minute pitting—almost a diapering—

which the firing caused in the paste ; it somewhat

resembles the pin-holes in Oriental china.

The Blue of It—The blue pigment used for painting

or printing at the old Worcester china works differed

from all others in being slightly a blackish blue, not

black enough to destroy the cobalt tint, but black

enough to tinge it a little, causing it somewhat to

remind one of the water-colour pigment called Prussian

blue.

Mcansof Detection.—Note that these indices also

serve to detect imitation blue and white " Worccter.

Collectors should beware of a certain fin.^ blue and

white ware which has recently been put on the market.

k.
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In form, colour, and blue decoration it closely re-

sembles •• Doctor WaU " blue an4 white, and not all

of it is marked with a big B and G monogram under-

neath. It is very misleading to \ beginner. But,

held up to the Ught, it is seen to be not tri^ nslucent—

it is earthenware, not china. " Old Worce^ter " was

porcelam always. "Old Caughley " was sometimes

earthenware, and there is need to warn the reader on

that score, too.

OLD CUPIDS

Here are two groups of rare old boys, chosen out

of a collection of forty. To talk of old Cupids seems

a contradiction in terms, for Cupid, surely, is always

a boy, eternally young. . et not one in these pict lies

is less than eighty years old, and some of tl em are

more than a hundred and fifty.

Cupids from Chebe* uid Bow.-I rath r t mnk this

kind of boy originated at Chelsea ; vou nardly find

him indigenous at Dresden or S6vres. " Cupids for

desarts " they were called in the cataiogiies of early

Chelsea auction sales, and also " large ^ ">ys " and

"small boys." "Desarts" meant d ssf ft .c vices,

and when the cloth wa^ irawn these dj *iit little lads

were marshalled in fours upon the gleaming ; ahogany,

Joseph and Tummas setting them gently down to

guard the Chelsea fruit baskets in the centre. You

note that most of them hold baskets themselves,

though the ct ntre Cupid, pure Chelsea and finest of

them all, holds a est of birds instead, and the Bow

Ml
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boy at one end holds a dog in his arms. Flowers

blossom between their feet, and spring up behind their

heels in miniature bocages. The Cupid costume con-

sists of a wreath of blossoms and a sash, but the two
"small boys," you notice, do not wear even that.

Yet they all have idyllic garlands on their heads.

You may know a Bow Cupid when you meet him
by his angularity, in addition to the well-known usual

signs of " Bow." The modeUing at Bow was defective

;

the limbs are ungainly, the funny-bones are too much
in evidence, the arms are awkward and too long.

Notice also that the Bow boyn hold their baskets at

the sides ; the Chelsea boys put one hand under the

basket. You can tell the Chelsea boys also by the

translucency and brilliancy of their glaze, the roseate

tint of the flesh colour, and their dove-coloured hair.

The Bow boys are dark-haired, or red-haired, some
of them. Very seldom do you find a Chelsea Cupid
marked, and only one of the Bow boys shows the

red anchor and dagger. But they are all "soft"
china, of course, and the green of the leaves and the

red-pink of the blossoms are characteristic of " Chel-

sea " and " Bow."

Derby and Chekea-Derby.—The second and fifth

boys, counting from the left, in picture number one,

are Chelsea-Derby ; the third and fourth are Derby.
With Derby and Chelsea-Derby Cupids you expect to

find a numeral incised in the base, at the bottom of the

pedestal (on the rim of the pedestal, I mean), just

where the pedestal touches what it stands on ; the
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numeral, a " 5" or a " 27" or so, is in clumsy figures,

hand-scratched. (Cupid the wig-maker (the first in

this picture) and Cupid the barrister (the last) are old

" Berlin," finely modeUed and coloured ; in the latter

the W for " Wegeley " shows in blue just above the

edge of the base. The remaining Cupid, all milk-white,

is
" Bow." ) The central boy has a necklace of gilding,

and his complexion shows the veiny brown discolora-

tion so characteristic of " Derby." The white boy with

the dog at the foot of the tree is " Derby biscuit " ;

to feel the base of that figure is to know the perfection

of " soft " porcelain, exquisitely smooth, saponaceous,

gentle, and yet firm ; this particular example of the

figure is quite perfect, and makes his owner proud

;

because Sir A. W. Franks thought an imperfect one,

with the dog all broken away, quite good enough to

rank in the central showcase of the English china room

at the British Museum. He cost two poimds, how-

ever ; he bears a workman's mark incised, that is

like an X inside a square. Chelsea-Derby Cupids are

usually high-coloured, the hair of Venetian red, and the

greenery and flowers correspondingly brilliant. (The

red of Cupid the barrister's muff is deeply crimson.)

EartheawAre Cupids.—Whatever Chelsea, Bow, or

Derby sent forth in porcelain, Staffordshire, or other

parts of England where there were humbler potteries,

imitated in earthenware. If you look at the other

picture you will see at its extremities two Cupids of

potware that are imitative of Chelsea. I have seen

Cupids Uke them which are marked "Cambrian
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Pottery," but I am not at all sure that some of their

species are not " Leeds," for they show the blue glaze

of the Leeds white-ware. Similarly, the very elaborate

young person on a square pedestal may be " Leeds "
;

the characteristic chocolate-coloured band is seen across

the pedestal, and he evidently belongs to the family

of the two I have just mentioned ; moreover, J bought

him in Belgium, where so much " Leeds " was sent.

How absurdly and delightfully these figures caricature

the china Cupids—^unintentionally caricature them,

while aiming to copy them—^must be seen in the real

and the large to be fully imderstood.

The second from the left Cupid is Japanese, and

earthenware. The Cupid on the dolphin's back is a

flagrant imitation of a Crown Derby one, to be seen

in the Derby Art Gallery. It was probably made by

Ralph Wood, for the shell it holds consists of Wood's

porphyritic paste, and the base in shape and colour

resembles Wood's work. The dressed Cupid with the

shepherd's crook and the dog is one of Walton's, for

"Walton" is embossed at the back, and Walton's

peculiar worm-like, or caterpillar-like, frontal ornament

can be seen on the pedestal, which is of the true Walton

green.

Prices and Counterfsits.—In the average dealer's

shop they will ask you thirty shillings for a smallish

Bow, Chelsea, Chelsea-Derby, or Derby Cupid, and

for the earthenware copies of them thirty shillings

a pair. Tb<^ earthenware pair here pictured cost

seven shillings only, however ; the Walton shepherd
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cost only half-a-crown ; several of the Chelsea and

Derby Cupids cost 3s. 6d., 5s.. 6«- or 7s. each only.

For the Chelsea " large boy " fifteen shillings were

given. The marked Bow Cupid cost a guinea. At

any price you can hardly expect to buy an old Cupid

that is perfect, for the flowers and leaves of the

bocages and baskets are usually chipped away in parts.

The Bow boy with the dog in number one, and two

Chelsea-Derby Cupids cost twenty-seven shillings in

one lot, by auction at Sotheby's. But I saw a friend

of mme pick up two Chelsea-Derby Cupids for five

shillini^s the pair, and there are still a few such bargains

to be had now and then.

Chelsea Cupids are much counterfeited; you will

hardly look in a pawnbroker's shop-window without

perceiving a brace of such forgeries, offered at ten to

fifteen shillings the pair. But they are " hard," the

colour lies on the outside and does not sink in, the

green is dull and brownish, the flowers are not lustrous,

and the modelling is too Frenchy and not sufficiently

simple.

THE DRESDEN CHINA STYLE

" Dresden will probably long retain the designation

of the cradle of Rocdto Art," the guidebook mforms the

visitor to Dresden. " Rococo " means " the style of

decoration into which that of the Louis Quinze period

culminated, distinguished for a superfluity of confused

and discordant detail," says a " Dictionary of Words

used in Art and Archaeology," and then refers the

14
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reader to what it has to say about the Louis Quinxe

27L. • .ejecting all symmetry, and introducmg

T^gL^ of the foliations of the scroU. m«^ up

Irith a species of crimped con»«.tional coqudUge or

SwXin bizarre absurdities." I »»
»f"^^

is not too plain, but the fault ta more m the Iwoks I

^u^^ t^ in myself ; to potot of fact the Rococo

^^Umore e^y seen and felt than descr,b^

Lrt me try to explato. by a modem comi^inson, tte

v™ „f •• rMOCo " to " classical " ;
the straightSTs^P-e^wtodow. or ceiltog-mouldto. are

Si«l: the twisUd and exaggerated Unes of what »

^Pfar, «o».««
•• are rococo. Exaggeration »d

over-loading characterise the ^^^
J'^'^'^ZlZ

cence..and neat adaptation to use totrngmshed the

^Rocodlis-" The leading object of rococo art ap-

pears to ha™ been to tovest even the domestic hfe of

^archs with pomp and splendour. =»*»»»-;

to the eyes of the public the pnvacy of the prmcel/

^udoir and cabinet. Porcelata manufacture ^
particularly weU adapted for givmg expresaon to tl

Lit of tte style, as the material was equally smUbk

for bemg moulded into elegant doU-like figures or mto

fiourishfag and fantastic decorations." By nature theM a« an artistic people : by nature the Gern^

are not.
" Louis QutoJe

" was fairly good ; G«man

•rococo "was utterly unredeemed, artUtically. Every

kind of bad art is flourishmg to Germany to-day. and

compared with true art the German rococo, eighteenth
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century or modem, is what cinematographs are to

pictures and what roarophones are to music. Quite

naturaUy. therefore, when the Electors of Saxony went

in for art at Dresden, the palaces and the porcelain

constructed for them became " rococo," displaying a

characteristic mixture of " pomposity and chUdishness,

and absence of all feeling for purity of line." If you

examine the base—I cannot call it the plinth, for

" plinthos " was a Greek word which suggested simple

and classical straight lines—if you look at the base or

pediment of a Dresden china figure or group of figures,

I say, you wiU find not a straight line anywhere, the

curves and scrolls all ornamented, gilded or coloured,

or splotched with dots and pimples, in the very type

and characteristic symptoms of the rococo style.

Dreklenitis.—The Dresden china style affected aU

the china-making in Europe, though it influenced

English china less than any other, perhaps. Now

the Chinese and Japanese styles were (though con-

ventionaUy. it is true) naturalistic ; to recognise that

well you should examine a Ming vase, and then the de-

corations of a piece of " armorial Lowestoft." made in

the East to European orders and design ;
you will be

able to make this comparison excellently in the Oriental

China Room at the British Museum. Augustus the

Strong of Saxony (a.d. 1694-1733)—the father of 352

children, by the by—had set his heart on gathering

within his new Schloss at Dresden all the fine Oriental

china which came to Europe : he spent £150,000 on

that; in the Johanneum Museum at Dresden you

1/^'
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can still see the five celebrated " Dragon Vases," as

they are called. These are under-glaxe blue and

white, decorated with dragons. " Dragoons for your

dragons," said Augustus the Strong to Frederick of

Prussia, and gave a regiment of dragoons in exchange

for the five tall vases, in the year 1717. When, about

the year 1710, Bottger at Meissen was making porcelain

at the expense of Augustus, it was quite natural that

he should imitate the Oriental style to some extent

;

I wish to make it plain that the distinctive Dresden

china style did not begin to exist in china until Augustus

the Strong was near the close of his reign. Bottger

was a man of science, and in liking Oriental china

Augustus the Strong showed a true feeling for art

;

upon Handler the modeller and Augustus III (a.d.

1733-63) the blame for the Dresden china style must

lie, if blame there be.

KandleritM—In 1731 Johann Joachim Handler

became chief modeller at Dresden, and soon after that

Augustus III. began to collect pictures by Watteau

ana Lancret. The so-called " crinoline pieces " made

at Meissen date from this time. Handler's idea was to

mould, in porcelain, figures taken from the Watteau

and Lancret pictures which were so popular in that

day. Handler had begun by moulding figures of the

Twelve Apostles, an equestrian statue of Augustus the

Strong, boars, elephants, and other animals in a kind

of cream-ware paste, and several feet high ;
you find

plenty of this kind of production in the Johanneum at

Dresden, and what it was like, on a smaller scale, you

i' i
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may see at South Kensington in a set of figures intended

to decorate a fountain. But Kandler soon went in

for very small figures indeed, and the figurines de

Saxe, " those lit»*3 statuettes and groups of figures

which we have sii.ce that time come to associate above

all else with the European porcelain of the eighteenth

century, and especiaUy with that of Germany," came

into existence and vogue. In lineal descent from these

are the Chelsea, Bow, Bristol, and Derby figures, and

also the earthenware cottage-ornament figures which

Staffordshire and Leeds turned out by the hundred

thousand. Nothing is more interesting, or perhaps

more useful for a porcelain collector, than to under-

stand the genealogy of the things he collects.

I do not say that all these figures in themselves

were rococo, though most of their bases were. It was

Kandler who imitated in porcelain the rococo scroll

and shell work of the period, that already existed so

lavishly in wood and silver and iron and stone. Kand-

ler also used these flourishy and extravagantly curving

lines to enclose these miniature-like paintings of exotic

birds, "crinoline pieces," ruins (which Worcester

imitated so weU), and landscapes. He also modelled

candelabra, clocks, mirror-frames, and vases, tortured

into convoluted shapes ; in short, under Kandler, the

rococo style in porcelain achieved its uttermost. And

this is the Dresden china style par excellence, it is

Dresden china of this style and of this period which

sells for large sums of money. It was this style and

this period of
" Dresden " which I most of all studied

r1
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and thought about in the Johanneum Museum of

Porcelain at Dresden.

ERRORS ABOUT OLD PORCELAIN

Though the study of porcelain is quite a science,

it can never become an exact science in the sense that

mathematics and botany and anatomy are exact

sciences; the early records ire too scanty for that.

Books on the subject published even twenty years

ago are full of errors due to incomplete knowledge, and

each china-collector will in his own " line " find some

of these mistakes out for himself. Every now and tten,

however, an important discovery is made, which

corrects a whole class of blunders. Here is one :

Celadon China.—^The oldest and rarest kinds of

Chinese porcelain are those which go by the generic

name of celadon. The first translators from the

Chinese records on porcelain quoted the name celadon

as meaning " blue as the sky after rain." Yet the

most usual celadon colour does not answer that descrip-

tion at all, and the term has puzzled English collectors,

who have been fain to suppose that either they or the

early Chinese were in this matter rather colour-blind.

But now it appears that the first translators of Chinese

records about porcelain made a textual mistake. The

translation should have been " green as the sky after

rain "
; and certainly the most usual celadon tint

much more nearly resembles the faint green of a

clearing sky than a blue.

, 1
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That was why the earliest piece of Chinese porcelain

known in Europe was caUed " grci e purs-selyn^ " This

is a
" bowl of pale sea-green celadon, mounted m

sUver-gUt, preserved at New College. Oxford. It is

" known as the up of Arrhlishop Warham (1504-32)

;

it it said to have been presented to tb': ^ ^Uegc by that

prelate, and the early date is confirmed by the style

of the mounting."

Bat the term " celadon " has been applied in error,

which has gone too far to be set right again, not only

to green ware, but to ware of all coterations which

reside in the glaze.

These coloured " celadon" gUzes. yeUow. pink, claret,

and niny other tints never procured by European

potters, are lovely m themselves. But the lover of

" Oriental " goes into raptures over the modelling, and

the expression, and the mythok)gy also. Old Oriental

figures, Old Buddhist gods and goddesses, mandanns.

priests, and peasants, and above all the fabulous

monsters called " kylins " are real treasures, seldom

to be bought.

TheCniMider'«PUte.-Until lately, all the books

on Oriental porcelain used to ceU us that the earUest

pi^ of porcelain to come to Europe was preserved in

thToreen Vaults at Dresden. It is a Uttle plate

•• inlaid with garnet? cut into facettes." and " was

brought back from the East by a Crusader " (so the

legend went). But " I am afraid that this must go

the way of so many similar stories." writes Mr. Edward

Dillon. He goes on: " I have had an opportunity of

i'
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examining this often-quoted example of early Chinese

porcelain, as well as a cup similarly inlaid in the same

collection, and I quite agree with Dr. Zimmerman,

the curator of the museum, that the setting can hardly

be earlier than the sixteenth century."

" Armorial " and " Lowestoft " China.—Far-spread-

ing error has arisen in connection with what the dealers

call " armorial Lowestoft " and " Lowestoft "
;
and

Mr. Dillon takes " a rapid glance at a large and com-

plicated group, decorated wholly or in part in European

style." He says that " quite early, perhaps before

1700, figures and groups in plain white ware, for the

most part attired in the European costume of the

day, were exported from China " (some of these to-

day, by the by, masquerade as " Plymouth " or " hard

Bow "). " Later on," says Mr. Dillon, " it became the

fashion for the European merchants at Canton to supply

the native enamellers of that city with engravings, to

be copied by them in colours on the white ware. . . .

But the most frequent task given to these Canton

enamellers was the reproduction of elaborate coats-of-

arms upon the centre of a plate or dish, or sometimes

upon a whole dinner-service. . . . This armorial china

has nothing to do with Lowestoft," and " whether any

hard porcelain from other sources was ever painted at

Lowestoft is ^'ery doubtful."

As to the so-called Lowestoft mandarin and Long

Eliza porcelain, "the ' Lowestoft porcelain ' of the

dealers is now known to have been painted by Chinese

artists at Cantor." Let me go on to say that the so-

**
i
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called " Lowestoft " ribbon and flower pattern, when

it occurs on hard china, is almost certainly "New
Hall." The porcelain made at Lowestoft was always

" soft." It was badly made, and rude as a rule.

ON AN EARTHENWARE PLATE

Its diameter is 6iin., its rim is fluted into twenty

rhomboidal divisions, ten of which are (alternately)

adorned with figures of women, bat-printed in blue.

Of the decoration of the centre of the plate ^ ^vill sp^k
presently. The material is earthenware. The glaze

is bluish, like that of Leeds white ware. The glaze is

worn at the edge of the flutings, and shows (as does the

rim of the base) the brown of the clay underneath it.

It is in itself quite an unimportant bread-and-butter

plate, but at the back appears, impressed and glazed,

the inscription wFDrFWOOri " ^^° collectors have

owned this plate before I did ; they were evidently

scholarly and systematic persons, for each put a label

of information concerning the plate on to the back of

it ; one of the collectors marked it los. 6d., which was

either what he gave for it or what he thought it worth.

As for me, I bought it for 4s., and the following screed

m?y stand for my label upon the plate.

The Ink LabeL—One of the labels is written on in

ink ; the information is as follows :
" Newcastle.

Stockton Pottery. Made by W. Smith and Co. See

'Chaffers' Marks/ etc., j). 789. A fine specimen.

i
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Adams. los. W." The reference to " Chaffers " is to

some not very recent edition, probably, but it holds

good for the edition published last but two. What

the word " Adams" means in this connection I cannot

tell. Does any reader know? The collector who wrote

that label was more mterested to own a specimen of a

particular minor pottery

than in the fraud which

the specimen repre-

sents.

The Lead - pencil

Label—The other col-

lector wrote his re-

marks in lead-pencil,

and they are not quite

decipherable. But I

make them out as fol-

lows: "Stockton Pot-

tery. W. Smith & Co.

About 1848 Messrs.

Wedgwood procured an

injunction against

Messrs. W. S. and others of Stockton for using this

mark on pottery made to imitate their productions."

This collector was more interested in the plate as a

counterfeit thai as anything else.

W. S. & Co.—For counterfeiters the firm of W. S.

& Co. undoubtedly were. Though this particular plate

was no imitation of Wedgwood ware, their other

productions often were. At Ghent, upon asking for

MOCriBLD WABB TEAPOT.

1^-!
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"Wedgwood," I was offered a fine old cream-ware

basket, printed with the willow-pattern in black, and

marked "W. S. & Co.'s Wedgewood"; the voluble

dealer r^as terribly indignant with me (in Flemish-

French) when I told hun it was a sham. There are

-ieces of this firm's counterfeiting, marked " Queen's,

Ware " and " Queen's ware," a flat forgery of old

Josiah Wedgwood's copyright in that term. No doubt

the cotmterfeiters thought that by putting an " e
"

into "Wedgwood" they might escape the arm of

the law, but they didn't ; I fancy the action taken

against them in 1848 brought their misdoings to an end.

Early in the nineteenth century a certain John

Whalley, a practical potter from Staffordshire, went

into partnership with William Smith, William Skinner,

and George Skinner, at Stockton. In 1833 the style

of the firm was " Messrs. J. Smith & Co., Stockton

Pottery." A certain Henry Cowap is said to have

belonged to the firm.

The Glaze.—I rather imagine that this firm counter-

feited Leeds white ware also. For I find on this plate

ahnost the identical " Leeds " blue glaze. The dis-

tinction in Leeds glazes is that the cream ware was

covered with a green glaze, and the white ware with

a blue glaze, though the tint of either glaze only shows

when it has run into a rim or interstice very thickly.

This glaze reminds me that early Wedgwood cream

ware shows a Leeds-like green glaze. If W. S. & Co.

did imitate Leeds white ware, their counterfeits can

be tested in another way—by weight. The plate now

Hi
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before me is heavier than any " Leeds " of the same

size and substance wo'ild be.

The Centre of the Plate.—Now I come to the decora-

tion of the centre of this remarkable little plate. It is

printed in stipple and colours, with a couple of touches

of blue and red added by hand. The centre of this

plate might pass for a pot-lid in execution and coloiir-

ing ; it is
" the very moral " of a pot-lid, in fact.

Nobody knows what Staffordshire firms in particular

made those decorated receptacles for potted meat,

potted fish, and pomade which are collected to-day.

There is quite a field of discovery for some collector who

will take it up in pot-lids. Where were they made ?

Was it in Staffordshire ? I do not think it was in

Staffordshire only, because here is my Stockton plate

with " the very moral " of a pot-!id picture on it, to

indicate that probably " W. S. & Co." made pot-lids—

and the pots also, of course.

LMubeer and Na«h.—A boyish memory of mme k

two pomatum-pots with bat-printed copies in colour of

Landseer's pictures of " Peace " and " War." And

here, in the centre of this plate, I recognise a copy of

one of Nash's Tudor exteriors ; here are the towered

mansion, trees, a park, and two Ti'.dor-costumed hunts-

men with dogs, copied from Nash's " Mansions of

England in the Olden Times," I do not doubt, about

the year 1842.

- L,



PART V

OLD ENGLISH AND IRISH GLASS-WARE

BLOWN. CUT. AND COLOURED

THE glass-ware made at Bristol, Belfast, Cork,

Dublin, Londonderry, Lynn, Nailsea, Newcastle,

Norwich, Waterford, and elsewhere is exceedingly

interesting to collect. Roughly classified, it consists

of bottles, mugs, tumblers, wine-glasses, beer-glasses,

cordial-glasses, sweetmeat-holders, jugs, teapots, bowls,

and epergnes. either blown or cut, or both. Ware

made subsequent to the accession of Queen Victoria

does not interest collectors : ware as early as Queen

Anne's reign is exceedingly scarce. The range of

collecting lies between the two.

Cut or Blown.—There are collectors of cut glass

only, and of blown glass only. Cut glass is the less

difficult to counterfeit. It is also more easily con-

founded with moulded glass. Blown glass is counter-

feited, but not with much success.

The Te«t of Colour.—The collector's eye, after a

little education, begins to discriminate between old

and fairly modern glass by mere sight, and by colour

more than by shape. Oxides and other impurities
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tinged the old glass metal, sometimes with a blackish

hue, sometimes (as in Waterford and other Irish glass)

with a blue, sometimes with a

milkiness, and sometimes vnih

a pale cobalt tint. You detect

this coloration best by contrast

with a white tablecloth.

Modem glass is whitish—^not a

paper or cotton-white, but a

white which is the result of

perfect translucency and the

absence of impurities in the

metal. Place an eighteenth-

century wine-glass beside one

made recently, against a white

cloth, and your eye will per-

ceive the difference of colour. Once that is recog-

nised, you will be in Uttle future doubt as to whether

a glass is old or not. In fraudulent cut glass, how-

ever, they have begim to imitate the old dark colour a

little. So that colour is

not the only or an infallible

test.

TheTest ofthe Scratches.

—If the piece of glass-ware

you are examining was in-

tended for use upon a table

—e.g., as a tumbler, or

wine-glass, decanter, or jug

—and if it be old, the base cut-ola«« taixa.

CUT-OLASS BWBR.
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of it will show marks of scratches made by moving

it along the table-top, in days when tablecloths were

not in common use, or when, as the dessert came

m, the table-linen was removed, and the decanter

began to circulate, or the wine-glass to be shifted,

upon the hard mahogany. Under a lens these

scratch-marks are visible in all old glasses but a few,

and those are glasses that were made long ago but

kept in a cupboard or butler's pantry unused, until

the fashion had changed. Counterfeiters imitate the

scratches, but do so carelessly, grinding the glass

in such a way that all the marks run in the same

direction : the genuine scratch-marks go right, left,

and zig-zag. If the glass has a " folded foot," that

is, the metal of the foot seems to be hemmed, so to

speak, with a fold over from the circumference inward

an eighth of an inch or so, the scratch-marks are very

small, because the whole of the foot did not rest on the

table when in use, or touch it when moving.

The Colour of the Scratche* and Engraving.—
Counterfeit glass scratched, and plain old glass recently

decorated by engraving to increase its apparent value,

afford a test in the colour of the marks. Wash the old

scratches or engraving never so carefully (a thing which

ought not to be done, by the by), they remain dust-

coloured ; but the " faked " scratches and the modem

engravuig-up show grey.

The Te«t of the Rawt.—Bubbles, Uttle lumps or

pimples, striations, twists, deviations from the upright,

and other defects in the material or the handling may
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often be found in old glass : not all of these together,

but one or two of them in each piece. The older the

glass the more likely to have these flaws. The trans-

lucency is not perfect, therefore, and the colour is

affected.

The Test of the Feel.—In fine old cut glass the surface

is satin-like. The cutting is shallow : the cuts are a

little vmeven, because done by hand : the edges of the

cuts are palpable (as they are not when the glass is a

moulded one), and the whole surface has a smooth,

slipping, silky feel. It is a cold feel, too, compj id to

that of modem glass. The edges of the ornamentation

in modern moulded glass feel dull and rounded, com-

pared to the old edges that were cut. A good deal of

old Bristol blown glass was moulded in part of the

surface : it has then a rounded, wavy feel.

The Test of the Ponlii-End.—At the base of a piece

of old glass-ware which was blown you will find either

a lump or a depression, in the centre of the bas^. This

is where the glass stem was broken away from the

pontil If the wine-glass was aftei-wards " cut," the

lump may have been removed by the cutter, so that a

piece of cut glass may be old even if it does not show

the pontil-end. In the next chapter a fuller accoimt

of the pontil-end is given.

Bristol and Nftibea Coloured GlaM.—Jugs, bottles,

flasks, rolling-pins, large tobacco-pipes, paper-weights,

walking-sticks, rapiers, toys, and many ornamental

objects were made in parti-coloured glass at Nailsea

and Bristol. They may still be acquired cheaply.
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They have begun to be forged. Beware of the smaller

articles, toy services, dogs, birds, and so on in coloured

glass, and of bottles in black and white (agate-like)

sold as " Nailsea."

THE PONTIL-END

In 1833 Dr. Lardner's account of the manufacture

of glass contained the following description of how

the blow-pipe and pontil were used : to study it will

aid a collector to apply the test of the " pontil-end."

Having described how the blow-pipe (" a hollow iron

rod or tube, about five feet long") is dipped into

melted glass, gathers a quantity of it up, and is then

blown into, and the glass heated again and thus blown

into again, until the proper size and thickness for the

object are given to it, the account proceeds as follows

:

" At this stage another implement, called a putU,

or pontil, is brought into use. This is a solid iron rod

of a cylindrical form smaller and lighter than the tube

used for blowing, and consequently more within the

power and management of the workman. Upon one

end of this rod a small portion of melted glass is col-

lected, and in this state is applied to the end of the

wine-glass. The blow-pipe is then detached by

touching it, near the point of contact, with a small

piece of iron wetted with cold water. This occasions

the glass to crack, so that by giving a smart stroke

to the hollow rod it is immediately and safely separated,

leaving a small hole at the point of rupture." That is

15
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also the way in which the pontU itself is detached.

But before that happens, the pontU is used as

follows

:

, . XX J * •»

" The workman now receives from his attendant —
the bricklayer's labourer, so to speak-" the pontd

and the glass vessel attached, and after reheatmg it at

the furnace mouth, seats himself on a sort of stool

provided with arms sloping forward whereon the

pontU is supported before him in a horizontal position.

Sie glass bemg at the man's right hand. Thus placed,

he governs with his left hand the movements of the

pontU by twirUng it to and fro along the arms of the

stool : and taking in his right hand an iron instrument

called a procello. the blades of which are connected

together by an elastic bow. in the manner of a pair of

sugar-tongs, he enlarges or contracts the vessel m

different places untU it assumes the requisite form.

The book gives a wood-cut of this part of the pro-

ceedings, which shows the workman using the " sugar-

tongs
" to shape out the bowl of the glass

:
and the

pontil attached to the under-side of the foot of the

glass. It also shows a big pair of shears
:
and the

account explains that " any superabundance of material

is cut away by the scissors whUe the glass is red-hot.

So that in the manufacture of a blown wine-glass these

were the stages

:

1. Blowing a hollow oval of glass.

2. Drawing one end of this oval into the stem.

3. Welding on the foot.

4. Attaching the pontU to the stem through the foot.
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5. Cutting the upper end of the oval off to make the

rough shape of the bowl.

6. Finishing the shape of the bowl by use of the

procello or ' shears."

7. Breaking away the pontil.

The " pontil-end " which collectors look for is not

always " a small hole at the point of rupture," as the

account quoted from describes it. More often it is a

nodule, or convex lump. But in either case it shows

the abruptness of the rupture. In the oldest glasses

the " small hole " is seen, and often around its edges

are flakes of something which rather resembles mica.

But the usual pontil-end is a lump, standing out from

the end of the stem in the middle of the foot ; it has

fractured edges. The rougher the pontil-end the

older the glass, as a rule.

4'

I

OLD DRINKINCCLASSES ON STEMS

Glasses made in the reigns of William and Mary

were heavy and rather clumsy, and the stems were
" baluster " shape ; that is, they had lumps or knobs

in them, like the shape of old-fashioned balusters in

terrace-railings of stone, or in stair-case balustrades.

The Lumpy Stem.—In five and six-bottle days this

lumpy stem was a convenience to the trembling hand

of the dnmken or half-drunken guest at table, or

visitor at an inn. The glass did not slip out of his

hand so easily.

The Broad Foot—^For a similar reason, the old

drinking-glasses on feet and stems were always made
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with a foot that was larger in circumference than the

circumference of the mouth of the glass : an unsteady

hand, setting the glass down on the table, was not so

likely to cause it to rock over.

The Stem and Fool Tc«t.—Not till the reign of

Victoria approached, when even three-bottle men were

becoming scarce, did the stems

and feet become reduced. After

about the year 1820 the stems

grew thinner, and without lumps

in them, and the feet smaller. A
small foot and a thin stem are

therefore signs of relative moder-

nity. Counterfeit "old" glasses

usually err in these two particu-

lars, and may thus be detected.

Imitated pontil-ends look too fresh

and white-coloured.

The Plain Round Stem.—Drinking-glasses of this

sort—^they were used for wine, beer, strong ale, or

cordial waters—next after the baluster-stem developed

the plain round stem. They are called " drawn

glasses " because the bowl and the stem were all in

one, drawn out of the same lump of molten metaL

The OuUide Spiral.—The earliest effort to decorate

these plain round stems seems to have resulted in the

outside spiral : the stem is rough with ridges. Glasses

like these are exceedingly rare, but I own a couple that

cost me only half a crown each. The bowls of such

glasses are usually bell-shaped, and the metal is full

CUT-OLASS, circa 1830.
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of flaws: the spiral is badly done, too. Perhaps

these are as early as the baluster stems.

The "Tear'* in the Stem.—The plain round stems,

and the baluster stems also, sometimes contain a blob

or " tear." which is quite visible. When fractured,

this blob or tear is hollow : it came originally from a

flaw, air remaining inside the metal. This accident,

however, was developed into an ornament : the

" tears " became long, varied with the shape and size

of the baluster, and ran down all the interior of the

stem. As a rule, the shape of them is the opposite to

the shape of a tear proper : that is, the " tear " is

bigger at the top than at the bottom of it. It has been

written by authors of books on old glass that this is

invariably so. But I possess one baluster-stenuned

glass in which the tear is smaller above than below.

The Inside Spiral.—The ingenuity of the English and

Irish glass-makers—the best in quality and workman-

ship—developed several tears or blobs of air inside a

baluster or round stem, or at the bottom of the bowl.

The next development was to twist these into threads

and into what are called " au: spirals "—woven most

elaborately and beautifully one within another inside

the stem. In some cases the makers almost seem to

have mixed quicksilver with the glass metal, and then

they produced inside spirals so beautifully bright that

they are called " silver spirals."

The Opaque or Coloured Spiral.—The glass-makers

next developed the opaque or cotton-white spiral inside

the stem. Bristol had learned how to make white and
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c6loured glass by now, and pipes of white glass were

placed inside the stem cylinder of plain glass, in a cer-

tain order. Then the whole being heated, and a twist

given to the whole, the beautiful stems which contain

elaborate spiral upon spiral of white cotton-like threads

and Greek-key tapes could be made. Sometimes red

and white spirals were intertwined : sometimes blue

and white.

The Te»l of theWhite.—Glasses like these were made

in Holland at the same period, and old Dutch glasses

are often sold as English. But they are inferior in

workmanship and colour: the white in the English

glasses is a pure, bright, cotton-white : in the Dutch

glasses it is a greyish, dull hue.

"Faked" Spiral Gla««e«.—Modern imitations of

these spiral stems, whether air twists or white ones,

fail to reproduce the full and elaborate twists of the

old ones. The counterfeits show thin, badly twisted,

fragmentary spirals—poor, feeble, rheap-looking things

which ought not to deceive anybody. If the forged

twist is good, it is contained in a too thick stem.

Unfortunately, neither at South Kensington nor

Bloomsbury do our national museums contain large,

good permanent collections of these glasses to study.

THE DRINKING.<U-ASS FOOT

The Domed Foot.—The oldest glasses stand upon

feet which rise dome-like from the table level, and

contain quite a hollow, inside which a big pontil-end

can protrude without touching the table. Obviously,
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this was a device adopted to overcome the early

difficulty of a big pontil-end. These domed feet are

seldom symmetrical : there is more of the foot on- one

side of the stem than on another.

The Raised Foot.—Then came the foot which has a

high instep, so to speak : it is flat upon the table, but

it rises up, Mke a low round hill, to meet the stem.

Modern fr .is often faU to imitate this feature
:

a

perfect^ flat foot, flat at the top of it as well as at

the bottom, is susjicious.

The Folded Foot.—To turn the glass of vhe foot over,

insjde. like a h- 1 in needlework, was

often done : this avoided risks of frac-

ture by a heavy or trembling hand

putting the glass down upon the table.

oSes with folded feet are seHom

chipped at the edge of the foot: the

other kind of foot often shows a -;hip.

If you examine an old folded foot

glass, you will find that the " hem "

is irregular, bemg "turned over"

more in some parts than in others, irregularities of

this kind are signs of : ge.

The Forged Foot.—Counterfeit glasses err by havmg

a foot too small as well as too flat. The real old

foot was always larger than the circumference of the

mouth of the bowl of the glass.

Firing-glass Feel.—There is, I believe, a Masonic

practice of hammering on the table with the foot of a

glass in rhythm after a " toast," somewhat in the style

GLASS WTTR BIG
FOOT.
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of the form of applause called " Kentish fire." Cordial-

glasses were made with very thick flat feet for this

purpose. Cordial glasses—the former equivalent of

our liqueur-glasses—aio low and small compared to the

wine-glasses.

ENGRAVED DRINKIN&GLASSFS

Blown glasses, when they began to be ornamented by

engraving, sometimes had their pontil-ends cut away,

but not often ; it was when the stems began to be cut

into thistle-shape ornament that this was done most.

^' v.r engraved glasses

y , I see barley-ears

ini beer glasses),

soii^otmies • jples (for cider-

glasses), often grapes (for

wine-glasses), sometimes a

bird with an olive-branch

in its beak (to signify a

Peace), sometimes a butter-

cuT-oLAu TAOA, LATB. fly, and sometimes a rose.

The Jacobite Rose, etc —If the rose is heraldic,

with six petals (one for each King or Queen of Stuart

blood who actually reigned in England), and if you

also find two buds, one large and heraldic, the other

smaller, and a butterfly between them, or a bird, you

possess a Jacobite glass, used for drinking the health

of " The King over the Water "
: and it is worth some

pounds. If the engraving also includes a rising star,

or an oak-leaf (for Boscobel), a thist^ % or the word
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" Fiat," or " Rcdeat." your Jacobite glass is worth

many pounds. If it has the portrait of the Old or

Young Pretender on it. it i -ly be worth £ioo.

The WiUiamite GUwe^ etc.-Only less valuable arc

the " Orange " glasses, celebrating the virtues of Kmg

William III.
" Nelson " tumblers and Election glasses,

engraved with mottoes and so on. are interesting

to collect.
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PART VI

BOOKS. PRINTS. AND AUTOGRAPHS

REPAIRING BOOKS AND PRINTS

HERE comes to me as a gift a thin book of no

apparent importance whatever, yet there are

forty-three pages of secrets in it which ought to be

known to every coUector of books or old prints. Its

title bespeaks it
:" The Book of Trade Secrets, Recipes,

and Instractions for Renovatmg, Repairing, Improvmg.

and Preserving Old Books and Prints." London

:

J. Haslam & Co., Ltd., 15 Broad Street Place. Liverpool

Street, E.G. Prire one shilling net.

That admirable type of collector who loves to potter

and pore over his treasures, mending and restoring

them with his own affectionate hands, will Imd this Uttle

book a treasure. It is unmistakably weU written,

everything stated in concise and lucid style. And

I have obtained permission to quote.

Cleaning Prints.-" Unless a print is very dirty or

laid down on paper or card, it is better let alone.

Prints are discoloured by damp or iron-mould or

grease or ordinary surface dirt or stams.

'• A cleaning process that suits one kind of dirt will

i I
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not do for all. ' '^ therefore necessary to examine

the print carel I'v by holding it up in a strong light

before commencing operations.

••
First, rub lightly with a silk handkerchief to remove

dust. Don't use breadcrumbs or indiarubber on the

surface of the print, as it will roughen the surface.

" Grease-spots.—These must be removed first.

Lay the print face downwards on a ha'-d. smooth

surface, such as a sheet of plate-glass. Make a smooth

pad of cotton-wool or clean white blotting-paper. Dip

this in benzine, and gently pat the grease-spots on the

>ack of the print, commencing n the outside edges of

.he spots. Don't rub. The benzine wUl evaporate,

carrying off the grease with it. Don't use a hot iron

over prints to take out grease-spots.

" Sulphuric ether, turpentine, ammonia, or naphtha

may be used instead of benzine by applying to the back

of the print only.

" Fox-marks or brown spots pre caused by damp,

which is one of the greatest enemies of prints. It rots

the paper and practicaUy destroys it. If the foxing is

but slight, touch the spots wit' .
spirits-of-wine. When

dry, touch them again with weak solution of oxalic

acid.

" Spots on engravings may also be removed by the

application of a few drops of ammonia in a cupful of

'varm rain-water. Dab carefully with a sponge, and

don't rub.

"Surface dirt.—After removing grease, stains, etc.,

the general cleaning must be done, otherwise your print i

mttt*Ki^n *ifi 'n-t* '* * *^ ''-***'*'*'"'*;
'

^ *
'
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will have a patchy appearance, and some portions will

rot away, owing to the action of the various acids used.

" The best and safest method for ordinary dirt is to

lay the print, face upwards, in a leaden trough or other

dish absolutely free of grease, and just cover it with

clean cold water. If stood in the sun for a couple of

days, all dirt, except dyes and fast stains, will dis-

appear. The front may now be turned over, and the

back exposed to the sun rays ; always remembering to

keep the print just under water the whole time. Dry

carefully in the shade, but not before a fire, and don't

forget that clumsy handling will ruin your print."

Bindings Preterved.—" Leather bindings soon perish

and crack at the hinges if kept in a hot, dry room,

especially when gas is used for lighting. A little vase-

line applied with a soft cloth is an excellent remedy.

Olive-oil is also used sparingly along the hinges in some

libraries. Little and often should be the rule, as these

lubricants or feeders would discolour fine bindings if

used in larger quantities than a few drops. An oiled

feather is a good tool."

Restoring Leather Bindings.—" Antique bindings

should never be destroyed unless restoration is im-

possible. Old leather bindings are frequently dilapi-

dated. A few minutes spent on the necessary repairs

will convert an apparently valueless volume into a

respectable addition to your shelves. Grease or wax

spots are removed by holding a hot iron close to the

injury, or wash with benzine or ether.

"
If the corners or edges of the bands are broken or

i i
•'

^i'H
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frayed, a Uttle glue weU brushed in and aUowed to

a/mos<s«< before shaping wiU work wonders. Hammer

the corners or edges into shape, and fasten the ragged

leather securely into its place. Fill up all cracks and

holes with glue, and wipe clean. When quite hard and

dry, brush the book thoroughly all over to remove dust.

" Brown boot-polish is excellent for cleansuig and

restoring the gloss on old or rubbed leather bindings.

Apply with a soft wooUen pad and rub well in ;
then

brush thoroughly, and finish with a dry. soft duster or

a velvet pad. In a few hours no smell can be detected.

Book-worms and other insects do not like boot polish."

THE VISIONS OF m£RYON

Within one week, to acquire Rembrandt's Prodigal

Son and M^ryon's Morgue, for no more than fifteen

shillings each, is no sUght triumph of hunting. The

joy of the find, the skill of verifying, to a man of slender

purse the weaUh of possession, the deUght of mounting

and framing the etchmgs. the beauty of them on the

wall—upon my word, I pity non-collectors, for what

they totally miss.

The fame of Rembrandt etchings stands unequalled

and secure ; in the " A B C About Collecting " I have

written upon the spirit and style of them. Now

M6ryon's etchings are coming into their glory, though

it is Uttle more than half a century since Charles M6ryon

did his great work. Bom at Paris he was, but the son

of an Englishman. He entered the Navy first, but late

in life essayed art ; he failed as a painter, as an etcher

i
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he supremely succeeded ; but he lived in misery, and

died insane. His most famous etching is the Abside ;

he was glad to sell a print from that plate for a franc

and a half. The other day, one of these fifteenpenny

prints was sold for £600—six hundred pounds—the

price of a Rembrandt etching of first rank.

A Hint to Book-Hunlert.—Often I balance between

a collector's secrecy and a writer's duty to tell what

he knows. I do so a moment now. But—well, here

is the hint ; look out for the second volume of the

Fine Arts Quarterly Review, published London, 1864.

I bought three volumes of that review, bound in red

morocco tooled, for three half-crowns, and in the second

volume I found a M6ryon etching. It was the Rue des

Toiles, the best of the series on Bourges, that delightful

old city in the centre of France ; and this etching,

inserted, on proper paper, was to illustrate an article

by Himerton, himself an etcher, and one of the few

Englishmen who knew interior France well. In a foot-

note, Hamerton said :
" Even if there had been much

choice I should have selected this, as being the only

one of an important series which escaped destruction.

Before M^ryon destroyed his plates he had given this

one to a friend of his, from whom I procured it. This

etching is, therefore, interesting, as the one thing saved

from a sacrifice which lovers of art will ever lament."

It is the fact that in a fit of dejection M6ryon de-

stroyed his etched plates. That, of course, prevented

additional prints being taken from them to meet the

demand which has grown and grown. M6ryon etchings
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are therefore rare birds, and costly. The Rufi des

ToiUs will cost you several guineas unless you can

buy it in the book named above.

The Pari* Seric*.—But it is the twelve " Eaux

Fortes sur Paris
'

' which made the artist's fame. They

are views sur Paris, not " of " Paris, you will observe,

and they represent M^ryon's visions of the city and its

interfusion of tragic life. No moderate sum can now

buy a first or even a second " state " of one of this

series. A first
" state " is a print of the first edition ;

a second " state " is a print of the second edition after

some alteration had been made in the plate ;
the later

the " state " the less vivid and rich the print, as a rule,

because the plate has " worn." Before the twelve views

of Paris were printed off in their third state, M6ryon

numbered them, on the plates, at the top right-hand

comer, in the following order : The Stryge, the Petit

Pont, the Arche du Pont, the Galerie, the Tour, the

Tourelle, the St. Etienne, the Pompe, the Pont Neuf,

the Pont au Change, the Morgue, and last, but perhaps

best, the Abside de Notre^Dame.

Then there were also eleven minor views—among

them the tragic Rue des Mauvais Garqons (Baudelaire's

favourite), showing the dark aUey leading to a house of

ill-fame.

The Abside has gone to £600, I have said. A fine

second state Morgue has sold for £86 ; a less fine im-

pression is on sale for £35. A third state Morgue may,

perhaps, be got for £10. but not for long. Every "state
"

and every impression of M6ryon's great etchings

111
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^ rise in the market. Victor Hugo said-bow

^ 7^1 could have illustrated Hugo's "H.^h.

back
" 1-Victor Hugo said of .thesertchmgs :

Th^

are visions I
" That is the point ;

M&yon did not s«

the Paris oJ 18SO-1854 in the light of common day.

The ttaric melancholy of his own life passed mto hB

^if^^TTon w^te :
• He is gifted with the two

erand gifts-eyes keen to see and imagination mighty

?r3.rm."'and, writing in 1864, whileM^ s^

Uved and his test work was but ten years old, Ham«-

tlsaid:
••
I confidenUy pr«lict that his name wOl

Uve and endure as one of the inmiortal ^quafortets.

That prophecy has come true already.

sLL-Small and irresponsible print-deates wJl

offer you
" Mir^ " at thirty or thirty-fiveshtogs.

but these are shams, except
for themmor works. Son*.

body has etched new plates, in attempted facsmiie

,

but they could not fac«mile the touch of genius,

and the real plates were melted up long ago.

BEARD6LEY PRimS

I had ahnost written " Prints of the Perv^se " as

titleforthischapter. ••LePervers" is the epithet used

by a French art crif . M. de Montesqmou. for the

work done in art by an English boy who bom at

Brighton in 1872, was to become the least Engteh of

artfets, and in his six-and-twentieth year to die a

famous man. . ,
,

certainly th. bbck-and-white drawings done by

Aubrey Vincent Beardsley were non-Enghsh. They
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were aU perverse, most of them were morWd, and some

of them were prurient ; but they wiU long be regarded

as rare and unique pages in the great portfoUo of the

world's art.

At Paris in 1909 an exhibition of Beardsley drawings

and prints was held in the Galerie Shirley, and the same

year an exhibition took

place at the Baillie Gal-

lery, Bruton Street, W.

There are many Beards-

ley collectors in France.

"Beardsleys" are col-

lectable for their rarity

and attraction, and

they will everywhere

appreciate in value. So

let me indicate some of

the publications in which Beardsley prints may be

found.

The "Savoy" and the **YeUow Book.**—With

some complacency I turn to my ninepenny copy of

the Savoy, first number, published January 1896, at

half a crown net. The Savoy, an Illustrated Quarterly,

was a short-lived periodical, for iUness cut Beardsley's

art-editorship of it short.

I bought this first number of it for ninepence years

ago. In the original boards, it contains no less than

eleven Beardsley prints, and I have been careful not

to detach and frame them ; first numbers are always

worth collecting and keeping intact.

16
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Beardsley put his whole heart and art into the first

number of the Savoy. It gave him hfe best opportunity

as art-editor, and his interest in it was proprietary too.

So he wrote and illustrated a poem in it, began a

novel in it, and drew three fine page pictures ; and the

full-page design for the cover is one of the few land-

scapes whitli ever came from his pen. Please under-

stand that all, or nearly all, his work was pen-work—

black on white. In the contents page you see a John

Bull garlanded, wings to his top-hat, wings to his

top-boots, and clasped in his arms those unfamiliar

tools, for John, the black-lead pencil and the quill-

pen.

Beardsley had been art-editor of the Yellow Book, a

quarterly pubUcation, which began in 1894. Sets of

the Yellow Book are advertised by several of the

numberless second-hand booksellers who send me their

catalogues; but I fancy that these are reprints.

Beardsley's drawings were reproduced by the process

block, I know, and " process " does not wear and blur

as wood-blocks used to do ; nevertheless, if I bought

Yellow Books it must be the original issues. In the

Idler for 1897 and 1898 there are Beardsley prints.

Other W jrk, and a Warning.—That bit of advice

applies also to copies of " Salome " and other books

by the same author, which Beardsley illustrated. I

hope I am wrong in thinking that the recent reprints of

Wilde's books took place without due regard to in-

dicating the date. But I am almost certain that port-

folios of the Maupin and Harloi series have been

MMMili im
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re-issued undated. The time will come when dates of

issue will be important in " Beardslejrs."

Beardsley's earliest work of all appeared in the Pall

Mall Magazine and the Pall MaU Budget, attracting

attention about the year 1892. In 1893 Messrs. Dent

chose him as Ulustrator of

their edition of "La Morte

d'Arthur," and this was the

book which first brought him

fame. " Salome," and the

" Rape of the Lock," " Made-

moiselle de Maupin," and the

"Pierrot of the Minute,"

widened his reputation ; he

had just begun his work on

" Volpone," when at Mentone,

in 1898, he died ; consumption

had long marked him for her

own.

I possess a copy of " Earl

Lavender," a novel by that ill-

fated poet, John Davidson

;

it was published in 1895, by

Messrs. Ward and Downey,

and contains a frontispiece which is a bit of Beardsley's

best pure outline work. This, too, cost me ninepence.

I bought it as a " remainder." For sevenpence less

than that sum I bought a fine copy of a separately

issued print, the portrait of a well-known actress as

YseuU, black, white, and red.

JAPANNED SNUFF-BOX.

! I
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This is by no means an exhaustive list of Bcardsley

successes, and there is no scale of prices for Beard^y

collectors to go by as yet. One of them will some day

give us a complete catalogue. I hope. Smgle pnnts

can be bought to-day at from is. to 5s. apiece.

Beanbley Dr*wiiigs.-The desire of every coUector

of
" Beardsleys

"
is to find a Beardsley drawing, the

work of the hand itself : but Beardsley drawings

arc all but unfindable now. and they have been

forged. The true drawings are larger and better than

the prints. One of them, a portrait of Mrs. Patrick

Campbell, hangs in a place of honour at the Berhn

Museum. That. I think, is the only permanent ex-

hibition of Beardsley's work which has so far taken

place You will search in vain for equal honour done

io the artist in London. >t he was a prodigy, a

genius, a fated soul. He had studied Botticelli and

Durer. Whistier and Bume-Jones ;
he had turned to

Japanese colour-prints for suggestions, and to Greek

vases for Une. Out of these diverse contemplations he

formed an original style, and his work is a wild and

solemn phantasmagory. charming and yet akrmmg,

a pageant of noble and graceful figures, dwarfs, mon-

sters, and ornament, in formal Dutch gardens-aU

under a Ught that never was on sea or land.

THE LIGHT ACROSS THE CARPET

Yonder hangs-it cost half a crown at Poole ten

vears ago-^n early water-colour drawing by Francis

Nicholson of Yorkshire (i753 to 1844). His drawmgs

't
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have had their day, maybe, but none the less he was the

first to bring the true sunUght effect into his water-

colour work, in a way which, till then, it had been

thought only painting in oils could do.

Perhaps Claude and Cuyp had best painted the look

of sunlight diffused, until Turner took to oils and

seemed to paint with sunlight. De Hooge was the best

at light indoors, and Rembrandt was incomparable at

sunshine striking into brown gloom. Yet there was t(

be a certain artist, circa the fifties of last century, who

priniing in colour, could, for brilliant and faithful re

presentation of sun-shafts in among diffused daylight,

equal them aU. I mean George Baxter (1804 to iB^,

and I am bold to champion what he did against super-

fine or supercilious persons who say " Mid-Victorian !

"

or " Mechanical !
" or ' Merely pretty !

" or jeer, or

sneer, or disdainfully pass on.

The Lit-up Carpet—Consider one of his prints which

is by no means the most renowned, I mean No. 2 in the

" Gems of the Great Exhibition " series. You perceive

a portion of the Belgian Exhibit; three pieces of

sculpture occupy the foreground—the marble is almost

as good as Tadema's—and a large Brussels carpet,

gorgeous in colour, hangs at the back. An average

pamter—certainly an average colour-painter—would

have been content to reproduce these rich bits of red

and green and marble-white without much relief of

1:' [lit and shade. But across the undulation of that

hanging carpet George Baxter made a mimic sun-shaft

strike with the most dazzling and, so to speak, " liffr-
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like
" effect. I make bold to say that nowhere, in no

oil-painting, water-colour, or pastel, shall you find an

effect of brilliant light so vividly imitated as in this.

It is a witness to Baxter's taste, and a proof of the

artist in him, that always he must let light, shafts of

light, sun-bursts, vivid illuminations into the pictures

he produced ; unlcso the subject or season represented

precluded. 1 might go on to say that nobody has so

well represented the pale, almost pale Wedgwood, blue

of an autumnal sky, with its feathery white clouds, as

Baxter has done in a score of prints at least ; but this

is an article on Baxter sun-sliafts. And if in many

respects he shows the artistic limitations of his par-

ticular period, this at least can be said, undisputed by

any who, by knowledge of Baxter prints and com-

parison with others, are qualified to give a verdict, that

George B'^xter was the most successful printer of 'Ight

in pictures that has yet been known.

Other EffecU of Ligh!.—" Queen Victoria arriv-

ing at the House of Lords to open her first Parlia-

ment " is a fine, lit print ; down from the left falls a

shaft of sunshine which is magically vivid in effect.

But a collector is lucky who comes across this Baxter

print at all; it is very rare, it is laige (26 by 2ii

inches, including margin), and in its finest state sells

for £60 ; it was published in 1841 at £5.

But even more wonderfully " life-like " and vivid is

the effect of the rays of light which fall through the

"storied windows" of Westminster Abbey, in the

picture of " The Coronation of Que in Victorii*." This,

I J
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published in 1841 for £5, now letches £60 ; it is large

and very rare. Examine the Baxter print called

" Short Change," a boy returned from an errand with

change which does not satisfy hi>- ndmother, and you

will see a play of interior U .*d of domestic comedy

which equal a De Hooge. 'nyp might have painted

the light, as Watteau or Lancret the figures, which are

seen in the print called " The Reconciliation "
;
and

so, but for lack of space, I might go on.

Are •• Baxters
'

' apprccUting in cost ? The best and

the rarest arc going up weekly ; all clean prints on

embossed mounts are a good investment. Those

which are unsigned or unmounted are not yet in

strong demand. Canadian and U.S. buyers are taking

up " Baxters "
; I hear that £500 worth went to

Canada last year. The " rage " is settling down into

a taste. An annual " Baxter Year Book " (pubUshcd

by Sampson Low) is a good guide to prices.

FLY-LEAVES AND END-PAPERS

Many people collect old bindings; a few people

collect books with painted edges, or with edges that are

both gilt and embossed. " End-papers " is rather anew

line in collecting ; there are old books with ornamental

end-papers, and some fine modem specimens have been

published of late. End-papers are those which, half

pasted on the inside of the cover and half loose, come

immediately at the beginning and close of the book

proper.

Next to the front end-paper comes the fly-leaf, and

•

is'

I
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then what bookseUers caU the " title," or title-page.

A special and increasingly popular branch of this " line
"

consists of books with endorsements on the end-paper,

fly-leaf, or title-page.

The endorsement must be by a famous hand. Signa-

tures of the unknown in these places depreciate the

value of a book. But a famous signature or other

endorsement, by a renowned or notorious person,

enhances value greatly. Let us see how and why.

** Association Books."—A book which contains the

signature or other autograph endorsement of some very

well-known person is called an " association book "
;

it has been associated with some one of great repute,

who was the donor or the owner.
'

' Look, this was Car-

dinal Newman's copy of ' The Christian Year '—here is

Keble's autograph presenting it," a friend of mine likes

to say to people who peep into his Sheraton book-cases.

" It would sell for perhaps twenty pounds, and it cost

me sixteen shillings." There is a great demand for

Association books in New York.

That the owner's should be a famous name as well as

the donor's is not necessary for this purpose. Matthew

Arnold sent me a copy of his " Prose Passages " in the

year 1879, but, unluckily for me, forgot to endorse it.

A first edition copy of his " Strayed Reveller and other

Poems" was recently on sale at ninety-five shillings;

the fly-leaf bears merely the words, " From the author,"

in the author's hand. Without those words the value

would be one-third of ninety-five shillings. But an

" association " may have npthing to do with the

h I
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author of a book. A fifth volume of a common old

edition of MoliSre, rubbed calf binding, with E. ^. K. on

the end-paper, and " Ellis Cornelia Knight " on the

title-page, would not tempt a shilling out of one's

pocket in the Charing Cross Road, if that were all.

You might wonder for a moment what life Ellis Cornelia

Knight Uved in her day—as you often do, don't you ?

I do—^when you come

upon the signatures of the

imdistinguished dead?
There is pathos as well

as ciuiosity in such won-

der. But look inside this

particular relic, and read

this memorandum, written

and signed on the fly-leaf

by Nelson's beautiful vul-

gar lady-love : " Given

to me By Miss Knight,

who I thought good and

sincere, we succoured,

cherished, and protected

her and her mother, Lady Knight, and brought

them off from Naples to Sicily, and when Ly. K.

died, my dear mother took Miss K. to our Home,

Sir Wm. and self being there at the retaking of Naples

with Nelson. We gave shelter to Miss K. for near 2

years, we brought her free of expense to England,

what has she done in Return, ingratitude, God forgive

her, for although she is clever and learned, she is dirty.

" empire'" style coffee-pot. 1
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iU-bred, ungrateful, bad-mannered, false, and de-

ceiving. But my heart takes a nobler vengeance, I

forgive her.—Emma Hamilton."

Which is perhaps the weakest attestation of forgive-

ness ever made. What an action for defamation would

Ue. were " Miss K." aUve, against the seUer of this

book ! Had she made eyes at Nelson, one wonders ?

At any rate, that Ubel on the fly-leaf makes the price of

the book £45-

Examine the Hy-leaves—It daUy becomes more

difficult to pick up great bargains m books
;

of aU

dealers in rariora the second-hand bookseller is the one

who knows his business most ; though it is true I

bought a fine Baxter book in Charing Cross Road two

years ago for half a crown But the number of book-

hunters looking for association books is as yet com-

paratively few. Never pick up an old book without

searching it for associations. You must have a

memory for names, and even for initials ;
you must be

versed in biography ;
you must know, for instance,

that Ellen Nussey was Charlotte Bronte's friend, her

only title to unportance ; a Bronte book with, " Ellen

Nussey " written in it, or even " E. N.," would be a

find. You must also be able to decipher the most

crabbed of " fists." Then you may successfully turn

over even the most unpromising odd lot of volumes

ever seen on a broker's barrow, and soon in that part of

your book-case where you keep treasures have quite

a shelf of " association books."

Comparative Value*.—How slight a connection with

«
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permanent fame can enhance a book's pecimiary value

is seen in a copy of the " Reformatio Legum Ecclesi-

asticarum," published in 1640, which would be worth

a few shillings only if the fly-leaf was blank. But a

copy of it containing the inscription, "Ex dono D.

Jo. Milton, T.Y.D.D.," is priced at twenty guineas, for

this copy was given by John Milton to Dr. Thomas

Young, his tutor in London. Even that cannot make

the book cost more than half the price of the Lady

Hamilton association book, you observe.

On the other hand, Swinburne's " Tale of Balen,"

bearing the autograph of the late Mrs. Craigie—" John

Oliver Hobbes"—has been on sale for three half-

crowns. Of course, the " Tale of Balen " was one of

Swinburne's failures, and the renown of " John Oliver

Hobbes " is fleeting, and akeady almost gone. I have

'ately seen whole shelves of books which belonged to

F. Marion Crawford, the very popular novelist, waiting

for ^rrchasers at a shilling or two.

In any case, however, for keeping, if not for selling

always, books with associations are a deUghtful hobby.

And you may stumble upon a treasure of the kind

almost any day. In Launceston market-place I

bought for threepence a first edition of Charles

Wesley's Hymns.

OLD EMBELLISHED BOOKS

By "embellished books" I do not mean books

grargerised, but books which, at the time of their

publication, were adorned by illustrations or em-

) )i
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bellished by headpieces. taUpieces. fine initiak. and

so forth. For such combinations of literature and

art there must always

be a steady demand.

But during a particular

period the said books

were produced with

great daintiness and

finish, and in this article

I am dealing with em-

bellished books of the

eighteenth centuryonly.

Eighteenth-Century Book«.-Books of this class,

published in France, or in England, durmg the

eighteenth century, form quite a bibliographical and

coUecting study to themselves. Some French books

of this kind lie perdu on the shelves of the smaller old-

book shops, and go unrecognised, uncatalogued. ^nd

unsold over here ;
yet such books are greatly sought

after in Paris. I do not doubt that an instructed and

energetic coUector of books and other curios could

acquire quite a Uttle fortune by a few years' work at

collecting French curios here and seUing them m Pans,

and collecting English cu- - in France and selling

them here. And in this not refer to the great

prizes and rarities only ; I r.xer to the smaLur treasures

and the smaller prices as well.

Take the bc^oks now in question for an example.

Few English people know anything of their auction

value at the H6tel Drouot. that wonderful place-a
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nest of auction-rooms—which lies at the back of the

Boulevard, on the flat, before the streets begin to

mount towards Montmartre The great second-hand

booksellers here know the value of the great rarities,

but the smaller prizes go neglected, fall into the

" bundle lots." become the property of the " small

men," who put the most arbitrary prices on them,

sometimes prices much too high, but often prices much

too low.

The reason for this is that a bibliography of books

of the sort and period now in question has not been well

diffused. Practically all that can be known is known,

bibliographically. about Early English and Elizabethan

books, black-letter books, first editions (of all dates)

of famous books, excessively rare books, and old

books a' vat America ; the various periodical publica-

tions about book-prices inform the sellers and pur-

chasers of books to that extent, and a large and learned

extent it is.

Varying Values Explained.—Again, booksellers'

catalogues and records of prices at book sales, unless

very carefully compiled and as carefully read, may mis-

lead a purchaser quite easily. It is on record that a

copy of the " Suite d'Estampes. gravies par Mme. de

Pompadour " has sold for 315 francs, but that was the

edition of 1782, which contained 70 plates, six added

portraits of Madame de Pompadour, and Derome the

binder's ticket. A copy of the 1775 edition, containing

fro :tispieces and sixty-two plates only, is not worth

anvthing like 315 francs ; it is worth 75 francs at most.

m
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A copy of BaskerviUe's edition of " Orlando Furioso
"

has sold at an auction for £120, but terribly disappointed

would a book-hunter be who, on the strength of that,

gave more than £2 for an ordinary copy. Why?

How shall one learn why? The "why" in this

particular case is this, that the £120 copy had a binding

by the celebrated old French binder Derome ; it was

the binding which fetched the huge price, not the book

proper. The book itself is beautiful, and not common,

but not very valuable in the market, unless it be one of

the copies which were sent to Paris by Baskerville,

to be bound by Derome.

THE SIGN-MANUAL OF THE GREAT

Out of a bookseller's threepenny box I fished a first-

edition copy of Carlyle's " Past and Present." And

going through it to " collate " it, as booksellers say—to

see that no letterpress pages or the title-page or fly-

leaves were missing—I came upon what seemed to be a

signed autograph letter by Thomas Carlyle himself. It

was a brief and characteristic missive to his boot-

maker.

Closer examination showed that this was a facsimile

only ; I suppose the bootmaker had thought it worth

while to advertise in that way that he was cordwainer to

the Sage of Chelsea. I hardly see why, for one may be

sure that old Thomas the cynic wore very ugly boots.

I more than suspect that it was he who advertised in the

Times some fifty years ago :
" Lost in the train, a

carpet bag full of old boots. Ten Pounds Reward."
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I could never get up the enthusiasm for his preachings

which youngsters of my day showed, but not for

nothing was he dubbed " the Sage."

•* Ai-S^" etc.—When you see the initio ^s " A.L.S."

in a catalogue of autographs, you know that they mean

" autograph letters, signed "
; that is, the letters as

well as the signatures are in the notoriety's hand. But

there are autograph letters unsigned
—

" A.L. " ; and

there are " L.S."—letters written by an amanuensis

and only signed by the notoriety or great person in

question. But whether the manuscript be theirs in

whole or part, what the collector of autographs searches

for is pieces of paper or parchment which bear the

hand and sign-manual of th" notorious, the famous,

the great.

This particular chapter is being written at a window

which closely looks out upon Fahnouth Bay, and I see

the multitudinous script of the waves, each writing its

momentary message, obliterating another thereby, and

then being instantly itself over-scrawled. The xh

of pen on paper by a famous or notorious person lasts

longer than that. It may last a few years, it may last

a few hundred. If it lasts a few hundred, it does so,

generally, thanks to collectors. That room at the

British Museum which contains cases of notable auto-

graphs is at once a justification and a monument of

what the ignoramus, narrow in his interests, calls the

" mania " of collecting.

ClaMification of Autographs.—There are dealers

and booksellers who make a sr^eciality of " A.L.S."
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and " L.S." In a printed catalogue now before me,

the " autograph letters, signed documents, and manu-
scripts " are somewhat roughly classified as follows

:

1. Rulers, princes, nobles, and Court favourites.

2. Naval and military.

3. Famous statesmen, authors, divines, etc.

4. Arts and sciences.

5. Actors, musicians, etc.

With great respect for the erudition of the elderly

poor scholars who, as a rule, indite booksellers' cata-

logues for them so learnedly, one can hardly consider

that classification as ideal, do you think ?

TreMuret.—^For treasures these bits of paper are

full of human, biographical, and historical interest.

And, from a pecimiary point of view, worth more than

their weight in gold. Sometimes they turn up in after-

years to confound the reputation of their writer

;

" Whatever record leaps to light

He never can be shamed"

is not always true. In the MusSe Carnavalet, at Paris,

I came upon a signature by Robespierre, to what at

Westminster we should call an " order for the Strangers'

Gallery." Written in the early days of the Revolution,

it was a hon for a public seat in the auditorium of the

National Convention. Well, the significant thing is

that it is signed " de Robespierre." The snob that

the " sea-green Incorruptible," as Carlyle called him,

must have been ! He lived to hound to death anybody

whose name contained the particle " de." He had no
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right to that aristocratic prefix ; he did not belong to

the noblesse, whom he fawned upon as a youth and

brought to the guillotine as a man. Had that bit of

paper turned up against him two instead of twenty

years after it was endorsed, it might have brought

himself to the guillotine betimes.

Such interesting sidelights can

autographs cast.

Some Samples, with Prices.—
" The Duchess continues perfectly

well, as does our little Victoria,

who has this day been vaccinated,

and under such excellent auspices,

that I trust there cannot be a

doubt of her doing well." That

is from an A.L.S., by the Duke of

Kent, father of Queen Victoria,

who then (August 2nd, 1819) was

about two months old. The letter,

3} octavo pages long, is priced at

£2 2s. For £1 i8s. one can buy

an A.L.S. by the great Duke of

Wellington under dale December

I2th, 1842, in which he says :
" I

had not an idea that I was in-

debted to Sir Francis Chantrey. He never mentioned

the matter to me. I do not possess a bust of myself

by Sir Francis Chantrey, and I conclude that I must

have given it to King George IV."

On August 14th, 1845, in his house at Devonshire

17
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Tm«e Ch.rtoDicken.»t writing: "KateW
IrTjoin. down to-morrow by the Ram-.t. boat,

T , T„ Brito athaU-pastnine: tn, .mgtoour

'ZZT. fortfUt »n^o« .rom Broad^tab./-
good lorivm

^, dropping down into a

^Xtrorth:^atepac.»t.and>.ingla„^

near Bleak House on the Point, ine pn

letter is £t i8«-

A HOBBY FOR NEARJMOHTED PEOPLE

Among a colkction o. early Byron MSSJs a bo^h

noem so bad as to deserve qootmg m part, to show

Cg^at writers^ made as wen a, bom:

TtoMh the F.tt. « !««' '^ ottwjever.

Ko foreer o« Byron MSS. would ever dream of trying

to pLf083. B^^n-s. verse so weak and faulty as that

"^"^«t authoritative French writer on autographs

th^te rhat an good judges o. autograpl« are n«»sarfy

near-^ighted; it takes tbe most excene^ d- «y^.

he thinks, to detect a counterfeit MS. Of late, ex

!^ evidence on handwriting has fanen mto <l.screi

rcourts cf law, and one does not wonder. But

IZZ in the detection of fraudulent autographs B
"tC e"he same thing as that. Such experts have

"lltt^n few and natur.ny gifted, and there are

^retails of the paper, the colour of the mk. the
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creases, the water-marks, etc., to aid them. Certain

autograph frauds are famous-Chatterton's RowUy

poems, for instance, and Macpherson's alleged transla-

tions from " Ossian." Curious to state, W. H. Ireland,

the wholesale counterfeiter of Shakespeare's signature

and MS., once dwelt in the buUdinglatdy occupied by

Sotheby's, the place where the best autograph auctions

are held.

A Good New Book.—Autograph collectors are many,

but good books in English on their hobby have been

strangely few. Now. however, an authoritative, handy

guide has been published at a handy price
:

I mean

the "Chats on Autographs." by A. M. Broadley

(Unwin. 5s. net). With this, and the " Guide to the

MSS.. Autographs, etc., exhibited in the Department

of MSS. and in the Granville Library of the Bnh-n

Museum " (published and sold at the Museum for 6d.)

a beginner at autograph-coUecting will find himself

well equipped.

Some QuoUtioM.-" The publishers of autogiaph

catalogues invariably adopt the following convenient

abbreviations : A.L.S. (autograph letter signed). A.L.

(autograph letter unsigned), A.N.S. (autograph note

signed). D.S. (document signed). In France L.A.S.

indicates an autograph letter signed, and P.S. {piice

signie) a signed document."

J ask for a classification of autographs, which should

be logical and scientific. Mr. Broadley cites the one

adopted by M. Charavay. Omitting the purely French

references, it is as foUows : (i) Heads of Governments,
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/ X Qtatesmen and PoUtical Personages. (3)
Warriors

(2) Statesmen

^ ^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^d

k' tre^s 6 ~^ (7) Painters. Sculptors, En-
Actresses. ^"' ,g. ^^^^^n. But one cannot

'""^;Sat an^^^^^^^^^
Why set " War-

^!^"'tLw of
" Writers " and " Painters." etc. ?

w? nu^ "Tcto^ and Actresses " in front of Writers

I^AHistsT^d Why should ••women" be a

"Cll^'Forgerie..-Forgers used to counterfeit

.u^o^prby th! aid of Uthography ;
now the camera

autographs oy
fraudulent use of the

is brought m. to help .

^^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^
inkon old paper, still

goes on. Tracings,

done over genuine

letters and docu-

ments, are sometimes

fobbed off upon the

unwary. Facsimiles

of letters, published

in hooks of biography, are taken out. folded, creased.

L^tdth^soSiL originals. But th.e are t^s

Tthe difference between printers' mk and mk

* thr^en If the "manuscript" be done m

U^^g^hic^^'^
"

by the aid of Pl^otogr^phy^^^,

Zy^L the letters by the tip of a tiny brush dipped

TLuriatic acid and water, and withou causm,

^
ink to lose colour ; " in a genume lett^ the wr^mg

so touched would grow faint or disappear. A mere

NUff-BOX. <.-*\i

'
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matter of chemistry, that, you see. "I once dis-

covered a letter of WiUiam Pitt the elder to be a

forgery by the mere accident of the snn faUmg on it

and showing a narrow rim round each letter. In th^

case the basis was a photograph, touched up with

black paint."

CARICATURE COLLECTING

Is anybody laying by examples of the picture-posters

which enUvened the General Elections of 1910 ? Is

anybody making a portfoUo of the best t^gs by

Sir F C. Gould and other cartoonists ? Why not ?

Collecting mterest and value will attach to them m

the years to come, as weU as historical meanmg.

What Ues before me at this moment is not exactly a

caricature ; it is a printer's proof of Tenniel^ most

famous cartoon, the " Dropping the Pilot. You re-

member that great page in Punch ? It caused a

European sensation. Bismarck, in a pUot-jacket. was

shown descending the gangway from the liner, while

the crowned captain of the Geffnania wistfully watched

him retire.
, , ^ j

When Mr. Swain had cut the lines of that drawmg

in a block of boxwood he " pulled " a few proofs of it

to see it it looked all right, and one of those proofs is

now mine. Any " proof before letters " is more

valuable than the final print.

A Britith Art.—The political cartoon is not pecuhar

to these islands, but it is mainly a British product.

The poUtical cartoon has never flourished so well

it..

f
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r.riratnres are common to aU ages and

•t vtlIh!^t past names in that line, but many

^"?S Willett coUection of pottery and ^rc^m

mmtrative oJ British history, now m the Brighton

r::::^ntainsmanye^pJeso.mugM-^^^^^^

are cancatural. i»o
reference to the

r:;r:;i:trr:::o-ntryanaKa^i»n
i^SL.-"Themostpopnlarformo{cancatore
AQuotoUW.

^j ^j^^ eighteenth and

ITt ttTdl^is^^ the nineteenth centuries was

the tet two ae
^^^^ ^^^^^ „

'" * 1,^ atfcost on aT average one shilling

toge °7'«7' ^f 'Z,,e if Plain. When exhibited

fr":"po:;:is-d^th^at.esfor

-srrpi"r::;rLr:reofmany

rrr:^ivL. a. t,^ear . e.i^ an^^^^e

t^ron-po^lSS^irdrand the headings of

-°'««^-
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political songs ; to imitation banknotes and theatrical

rms; to Aet-handkerchiefs; to ^an. va^ntme^

jest-books, watch dials and papers and tobacco^

wrappers. It invaded the games, puzzles, and pnmei^

Tth^hUdren. figured on playing-car^.
^°":.^f^I?;

snuff-boxes, pipe-bowls, and walking-sticks and

afforded congenial occupation for the potters of

Worcester, Derby. Leeds. Bris-

tol, and Staffordshire."

That quotatior, which shows

how wide a field exists for a

gleaner of caricatures, is taken

from " Napoleon in Caricature.

1795-1821." written by Mr.

A. M. Broadley.

Some Examples and Price*.

—Few caricature-jugs or other

examples in pottery now re-

main on the market; break-

aees have lessened the stock.

B^Uhe print and paper caricatures «emorennmerom^

Zm. catalogue I take a few examples, and mention

*'"
'^^Tadotte-Hieroglyphic portrait on horseb^k

shield and spear, in the act of t«n.ptog on a s«.

pent. aUuding to the faUen state of Bonaparte^ Dra™

L etched by W. Heath. Sue 8i m. by I2i m.

""^hlHe^dottheTamilyinaGoodHumour.'-John

B»U s«ro»nded by representatives of the varrous

SNUFF-BOX.
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Powers. By Rowlandson. Size I2i in. by 9 in.

Circa 1808. 21s."

Here is a Gillray caricature :
"

' Tiddy-DoU, the great

French ginger-bread baker, drawing out a new batch of

Kings.' Napoleon as a baker, in front of a ' New

French Oven.' and Kings on a shovel. Size 10 J in. by

15 in. January 23rd, 1806. 25s."

The coloured caricatures are the more desirable to

collect, and they can be picked up for a shilling or two

yet.

AUTHOR'S MSS. AND PROOF-SHEETS

Are there many collectors of proof-sheets, I wonder ?

Now that typewriting is ahnost the rule for what is

called
" copy," the deUghtful hobby of collecting great

authors' MSS. is Ukely to die of inanition. But proof-

sheets still present a field. In " RecoUections," by

David Christie Murray, I find the following particularly

interesting paragraphs: "My name-father, David

Christie, was chief reader at Clowes' printing office

;

and month by month as the proofs of ' Our Mutual

Friend ' were printed, it was his habit to borrow the

Dickens manuscript anu take it home yr.th him for his

own delectation before it reached the hands of the

compositors. In his time Christie had been ' reader's

boy' at Ballantyne's, in Edinburgh, and in that

capacity he had laid hands witn a jackdaw's assiduity

on every scrap of Uterary interest which he could secure.

He had proof-sheets corrected by the hands of every

notable man of his time. He had been engaged for at

.*«^-" ,&rm^9T!t
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least fifty years in making his collection, and he kept

it all loosely tumbled together in a big chest, which he

used to tell me would become my property on the

occasion of his death. Amongst other treasures, I

remember the first uncorrected proofs of ' Marmion,'

and a manuscript copy of a play by Sheridan Knowles.

When Christie died, I was m Ireland, and on my return

to London I found that the whole had been sold to a

butterman, as waste paper, at a farthing a pound."

I wonder if any sheets m that collection missed the

grease and the crumpling of the purp^«5e for which the

butterman bought them ?

Two Thousand Pounds Lost.—But worse is to come.

" There was one literary relic, however, of inestimable

value ; it consisted of an impublished chapter in ' Our

Mutual Friend' in which the Golden Dustman was killed

by Silas Wegg. Dickens excised this chapter, had the

type broken up, and all the proofs, with the exception

of this unique survival, were destroyed." And that,

too, went to the butter-shop. " Inestimable value,"

indeed ! Collectors would offer £2,000 for that chapter

to-day. No wonder that David Christie Murray went

on : " I am not ashamed to confess that when I got back

to London and learned the fate which had befallen my

old friend's collection, I had a bitter cry over it, which

lasted me a good two hours."

What gives the monetary value to authors'

manuscripts and corrections on proof-sheets is, first,

the fame and eminence of the author, and, second,

the rarity of the thing itself. The extra chapter to

!!
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" Our Mutual Friend " would be unique ;
it would be

snapped up. and published all over the English-speaking

worid. But I fear it has gone the way of all butter-

wrappings, to a greasy grave.

Two Other MSS.—Twenty years ago a dUigent porer

over second-hand booksellers' catalogues came upon

an item in a catalogue which made him start and stare.

But. yes, there it undoubtedly was :
" Original Manu-

script of the Ingoldsby Legends, by Barham, thirty

shillings." The man who saw that earliest took cab

to the bookseller's, paid the thirty shillings, carried

the precious MS. into the cab, drove off to a well-

known collector of such things, and sold it to him

for £30. A few years later it realised £150, at the

sale of the Samuel Collection.

A bookseller purchased for £200 the MS. of one of

Dickens' best works. For a long time that interesting

manuscript had lain neglected. I am told that it

had been left on the mantelpiece of an empty house

formerly inhabited by a person connected with Charles

Dickens in business. The bookseller tried to sell it

for £500. and failed ; £400. and failed
; £300, and

failed. A few years later, having to meet a sudden

demand for cash, he parted with the MS. for the sum

he gave for it, £200. The purchaser at that price kept

the MS. for some years, until one morning a bookseller,

the agent of a now famous but at that time unknown

collector of rarities, came to the owner of the MS. and

offered to buy it. " My price is £2.000," said the ow;ier.

A cheque was written on the spot.

1 i
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"THE OWNER'S NAME"

A schoolboy's rhyme, " Steal not this book, for

fear of shame, for here you see the owner's name,"

suggests the origin of book-plates. It is a far cry from

that to some of the rare or splendid labels of the

kind.

A Royal Book-plate.—Queen Alexandra's is oblong

in shape, it has two divisions, and is bordered by oak-

leaves and roses. In the lower division you see " Thy

wUd and stormy steep, Elsinore," the first home of the

" Sea-king's daughter from over the sea "
; in the

apper panel you see pictured the towers of Royal Wind-

sor. On a row of books, at the base of the design, you

read the names of Shakespeare, Byron, Shelley, and
" John Inglesant " ; and, upon music-folios, the names

of Brahms, Schumann, Wagner, and Gade—^a Danish

composer. Across the top of the book-plate nms the

score of the opening bars of Gounod's Romeo and

Jidiet. Her Majesty's favourite dogs also figure in

the design—^Alix, a beautiful borzoi, and the spaniels

Billie and Punchie. The motto is " Faithful imto

death," and the name on the label is " Alexandra."

The Tenebrous Painter'* Plate.—Onecannotimagine

that ex-libris ever coming upon the . arket ; the few

to whom Queen Alexandra gives a copy of her d< ok-

plate will treasure it, of course. But there arc old

book-plates still more rare. In a capital historical

novel, written by Mr. A. N. Cotton, about " The Com-

pany of Death," or life in Naples circa the year 1647,

w
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the hero takes up a book for a moment, " while Salvator

Rosa continued to paint feverishly." Salvator Rosa

was, as you know, the artist of dramatic lights and

darks. The book belonged to him, and " pasted inside

the cover was a small copper-plate engraving," which

showed " a skeleton seated before an easel" On the

easel rested a portrait of Salvator, crowned with a

fool's-cap, and a palette-knife in hand. "Towering

above the easel is a gallows, from which, suspended

by a rope, there hangs a wreath of laurel." You see

the symbolic nature of the plate. The whole is

supported by two female figmres ; on the left. Comedy,

who holds in her hand the model of a dying gladiator ;

on the right, Tragedy, upon whose outstretched pakn a

Pulcinetto dances gaily. Leaning over the border of

the engraving are three winged amorini, the counte-

nance of each is in the semblance of a grinning death's-

head. Below is the simple inscription : " Ex-Libris

Salvatoris Rosa." If one could only come across a

copy of that

!

The Plates of Peeping Pepy*.—Very rare old book-

plates sell for much money, though at one time recently

it seemed as if collecting them was in a decline. Not

less than twelve guineas must be paid if you are to

own an example of Pepys' principal book-plate ; it

shows the egotist's portrait, of course. But he had

another, a large armorial ; and this may be bought for

four guineas or so. There is a demand in the United

States for a book-plate of that period belonging to

William Penn, and a copy will sell for ten pounds.

I
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Detigner-PUtet.—^Sometimes it is the designer's

name, not the owner's, which lends distinction to a

book-plate. Before me as I write lie three " states
"

of a book-plate designed by Aubrey Beardsley. A
winged pierrot, wearing a very smdl top-hat with

rolled brims, advances from an act-drop towards the

footlights ; he wears a large pen and a large stylus,

and exhibits the word ex-libris on a placard : a Cupid

couchant on the stage peeps up at him from the foot

of the curtain.

That is the first " state," the second bears on the

curtain the name " John Henry Ashworth," and the

third " state " reads " John Henry Ashworth, 1898."

Rarity comes into play in this case also, for only a

hundred copies of the third state, and fifty of the second

state exist. Designer-plates are always interesting,

and may be profitable to acquire.

The Frank* Collection.—There are several books

about book-plates, none very good. "The Journal

of the £x-Libris Society " contained much information,

but it is more helpful to the expert than to the

beginner. The place to study book-plates at is the

Print Room of the British Museum; Sir Augustus

Franks left nearly five-and-thirty thousand as a ^egacy

to the National Collections. Somewhere in the great

new wing of the Museum a memorial to Franks may
be erected, I hope, for whether you go there to study

English porcelain or enamels, stone axes or snuff-boxes,

civic rings or Rococo jewels, you will be studying, in

the main, the legacies of Sir Augustus Franks. His

ill!
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collection of book-plates is still the finest in quality

and the most considerable in quantity extant.

Forgery in this line has more than begun, ar i such

a thing as re-using a long-laid-by " Chippen<iale " or

" Festoon " copper-plate, with the name altered, is not

unknown. It is always worth while to buy cheaply a

second-hand book which contains a good book-plate.

CHAP BOOKS

Here are some advertisements of Chap Books, which

I quote from various second-hand booksellers' cata-

logues, to show the kind of small old volume which is

in demand.

I. Chap Books.—" True Fortune Teller," " Fortunes of Nigel,"

"Gipsy's Present," "Miller and His Men," "General Receipt

Book," "Copland's Picture Book." "Thumb's Alphabet," etc.,

bound in i vol., 8vo, curious plates, mostly coloured, half morocco

neat, 12s. m.d.

a. Histories of Sir R. Whittington, of the Valiant London Prentice,

of Don Bellianis of Greece, of the Noble Marquis of Salus, of Argalus

and Parthenia, of the Sleeping Beauty i ^ e Wood, of Tom Long,

a Wedding-Ring, Negro Servant, Shoe-maker's Gluiy, " History of

Jack of Newbury," bound ic i vol., sm. 8vo, numerous woodcuts

on text, half morocco neat, 105. London, etc. n.d.

3.
" Arabian Nights' Entertainments." Limerick, 1813.—" His-

tory of the Tales of the Fairies." Frontispiece. Dublin, 1814.—
" Death of AbeL" From the German of Gessner. Limerick, 1 8 14.

—Ribadineri (P.). " Life and Death of the most glorious Virgin

Mary." etc. Frontispiece. Limerick, 1814.—"Daily Devotions.

Or the most profitable manner of hearing Mass." Many cuts.

Limerick, 1819. The 5 in a vol., lamo, calf, extra gilt back. 241.

4.
" Arraigning and Indicting of Sir John Barleycorn."

—
" Mother

Bunch's Closet new bioke open."—" Death and Burial of Cock

Robin."—" Art of Courtship, or. The School of Love."—' Famous

and memorable History of Chevy-Chace."—" Art of Cookery made

ei«y/'_" Fairy Stories."-" New Riddle Book."—" History of

»i«N*<i W If m •WKf^^i^
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Tommy Potts." Together, 9 chap booki in • vol., un. 8vo, many
erode woodcuts, half calf, Lichfield, t guineas.

5. " History of Argalus and Parthenia," " History of the un-
fortunate lovers. Hero and Leander."—First (and Second) part of
•' The Merry Piper " (misbound).—" History of Dr. John Faustus."—

" Bluebeard, or Female Curiosity."—" History of Robinson
Crasoe."—" History of MonteUon."—" History of the Seven WUe
Masters of Rome."—" Simple Simon's Misfortunes."—" Diverting
Humours of John Ogle." Together, 1 1 chap books in a vol., many
erode woodcuts, half green morocco, Warrington, 37*. 6d.

Collected To-Day.—A good many of my readers, on

the wrong side of fifty, will remember little books of

that sort being current when they were very young.

The little books cost a penny, twopence, threepence, or

sixpence originally; to-day they may cost you four

or five shillings each, bought singly. The collections

mentioned above bound up together these paper-

backed tracts, toy-books, and fortune-telling books

which formed the bulk of the chap-book class. The
separate volumes, cloth or calf-bound, cost a shilling

apiece or so, originally. A few ' f them lie before me as

I write. Here is "The Little Grey Mouse, or the

History of Rosabelle and Paridel, illustrated with

numerous wood engravings. Wellington, printed and
sold by Houlston and Son. Sold also by all other

booksellers. 1815." Here, again, is " The Hermit, or

the Unparalleled sufferings and siuprising adventures

of Philip Quarll, an Englishman, who was lately

discovered upon an uninhabited Island in the South

Sea. With an elegant frontispiece. A new edition,

London. Anno 1796."

Some Famoiu Chap Books to Look for.—John

\ I
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Newbcry, of the Toy Book Manufactory, at the Bible
and Sun, E.C., was the most famous publisher of chap
books, and any that bear his name are particularly

well worth acquiring. " Goo<" Two Shoes" was
written by no less an author OUver Goldsmith
himself. Then there >v?> I/s. irimmer's " Fabulous
Histories, or the Robins." A' The Butterfly's Ball
and the Grasshopper's Feast," " Tommy Trip " (by
Goldsmith), the " Great A and Bouncing B Toy Book."
" The History of John Cheap the Chapman," " Parley
the Porter," and " Stephen of Salisbury Plain," were
all written by Hannah More. Then there are the
"Blind Beggar of Bethnal Green," "Guy, Earl of

Warwick," the " Wise Men of Gotham," the " Seven
Champions of Christendom," "Robin Hood's Gar-
land," "Mother Shipton's Life and Prophecies,"

"St. George and the Dragon," "Jack Homer,"
" Robin Hood and Little John," " Valentine's Gift,"

"Primrose Prettyface and her Scholars," "Tom
Hickathrift," and so forth. Fven an incomplete list

would more than fill this page.

Why They are Collected.—People collect chap books
because they are old, have become rare, and will never
be produced again, though some of them have been
facsimiled. Other people collect them for the sake of

the early woodcuts which they invariably contain-
rough woodcuts, some by such famous hands as those

of a Bewick, Blake, and Cruikshank, mind you. Some
of the early books were illustrated by blocks that dated
back to Caxton himself. Anything quainter than the
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usual woodcuts can hardly be imagined. If you wish

to see what the chap book was at the beginning and

at the height of its popularity, there are two public

collections that may be inspected. One is at the

British Museum, and the other is at the Bodleian. A
great number of the old wood-blocks remain extant,

and a collector of chap books usually contrives to

acquire a few of them also. In the year 1890 Mr.

Arthur Reader published a book about chap books

containing several hundred pictures reprinted from

the old wood-blocks themselves.

The Origin of the Name.—Cheap—chep—chap

—

chapman—chapman's book—chap book—^that is the

genesis of the title. A chapman was a cheap man

;

a chap book was a cheap book. The packmen of the

eighteenth century carried in their wallets cheap

calendars, fortune-telling books, weather almanacs,

and toy books. They bought their stock from printers

in London, Banbury, Newcastle, Edinburgh, and so

forth ; some collectors acquire only the books printed

in a certain town, or by a certain firm. " Rimning

stationers " and " flying stationers " were other names

for the chapmen. Last Speeches on the Scaffold,

and Dying Confessions in Prison, with ballads and

the like, were includeJ in their packs. Francis Power,

of St. Paul's Churchyard, London, produced a " Juve-

nile Trials for Robbing Orchards and Telling Fibs."

The chap book was usually a very moralising pro-

duction.

I fancy the price of these quaint little volumes will

18
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appreciate. There is one of them, an American

edition of
" Goody Two Shoes," which was published

by Isaiah Thomas, at Worcester, Mass., U.S.A.. for

which thirty-six shillings has been paid at a London

auction.

MADOX BROWN WOODCUTS

If you should find on a bookstall the numbers or a

bound volume of Dark Blue, a shilling monthly which

began in March 1871, and came to an end in March

1873. look into it, and if you find a woodcut

illustrating Rossetti's poem of " Down Stream," buy

the number or the volume, as the case may be. For

the design of the rower embracing the girl '. is drawn by

Ford Mp^ox Brown, and Rossetti piaised it: its

partic i .1 -IMe is " Last Year's First of June."

Foi
'^ dox Brown was intensely dramatic as ?.

oainte ^ud he inspired the whole Pre-Raphaelite

movement. His great picture of "Work" drew

greater crowds than any other at the Franco-Bntish

Exhibition, though the Gainsboroughs and Romneys

of that remarkable Exhibition hung in the same room.

I fear it is useless to counsel you to look out for

Madox Brown paintings. Madox Brown water-colours,

or Madox Brown drawings, but it is still open to the

man of modest purse to acquire Madox Brown wood-

cuts. There was a second such woodcut published m

Dark Blue, also to illustrate " Down Stream."

"The TraveUer."—On page 144 oi the volume of

Once a Week for 1869. volume IIL new series, there
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is a woodcut called " The Traveller." This was

almost the last flash of great art in that wonderful

repository of great woodcut art known as Once a

Week. The design illustrated a poem by Victor Hugo,

which Madox Brown translated as well as illustrated.

Followed by a dog, the traveller is riding past an inn ;

the inn is brightly lit, and the innfolk would welcome

the traveller for the night, but he claps his hand to

his hat to keep it on and strengthen his resolution, and

grimly rides past into the darkness.

Tiie Prisoner of Chillon.—^From the shelf where I

rank my precious woodcut books I take a perfect copy

of Wihnott's " The Poets of the Nineteenth Century,"

which I was once so fortunate as to buy for half a

crown. On page iii appears what is perhaps the most

wonderful piece of design and woodcutting in the

volume in which Madox Brown illustrates the lines

:

" He died—and they unlocked his chain,

And scooped for him a shallow grave

Even from the cold earth of our cave."

The better to draw this picture, Madox Brown spent

three days in a dissecting-room (or a mortuary, it is

not certain which), watching the gradual changes

caused by mortality, and making the most careful

studies, in colour as well as in bistre, all to enable him

to draw correctly a foreshortened figure on a wood-

block, five inches by three and three-quarters. This

thoroughness, this attention to minutiae, this con-

scientious, careful use of his powers, great as they were

and enabling him to have done rapid and impressionist

1
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work as well as anybody had he chosen, were character-

istic of Madox Brown, and characteristic also of the

Pre-Raphaelite School which he had influenced. I

was privileged to enter Holman Hunt's studio the year

before he died, and there I saw his large, elaborate, and

beautiful working drawing for the lantern carried in

Christ's hand in " The Light of the World." This

drawing was made for the use of the metal-worker

;

not imtil the lantern itself in very metal was before him

would the artist paint its representation mto his picture.

There is genius in the taking of pains.

"Lyra Germanica** lUuttralioni.—" Lyra Ger-

manica " (a fine anthology of hymns translated from

the German, and published in 1868 by Longmans) con-

tains three Madox Brown woodcuts. One is " At the

Sepulchre," another is " The Sower," and the third is

" Abraham," drawn in pen and ink from a cartoon of

the same subject which had been executed for stained

glass. Abraham has a nimbus, so has the boyish Isaac

at his side ; and these particular drawings are in style

almost Dureresque.

The Bible GaU^ry Drawingt.—In " Dalziel's Bible

Gallery," published about 1881, appear three wood-

cuts after Madox Brown. The subjects are "Ehud

and Eglon," " The Coat of Many Colours," and " Elijah

and the Widow's Son."

" The Coat of Many Colours " is a wonderful piece of

work as a design, though it was not well cut by the

craftsmen Messrs. Dalziel employed for the purpose.

But everything in connection with the " Elijah and
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the Widow's Son " picture is superb—^the design, the

drawing, and the woodcutting are all excellent. The

prophet is descending the outside stairs from the upper

chamber, with the revived lad, still swathed in cere-

ments, carried under his right arm ; the widow kneels

and rejoices below.

OTHER VICTORIAN WOODCUTS

Woodcuts have ceased to be published. The photo-

graphic block, a direct transcript from the artist's

drawing, has ousted the wood-block. And here is a

hint to the collector ; pick up books containing fine

woodcuts while you cheaply can. Woodcut printing

is possible to-day, but new woodcuts have become a

luxury. It is only the Victorian woodcuts which still

are cheap. That is because collectors have not yet

taken them up seriously.

Some Famous Woodcuts, and Where to Find Fhem.
—^In the Cornhill Magazine, volume II, for July to

December i860, appeared on page 84 " The Great

God Pan," an illustration of Mrs. Browning's poem
by a young artist called Frederick Leighton. I bought

the first nine volumes of the Cornhill, in the original

red binder's cloth, for nine shillings, with at least

ninety first-class page woodcuts in them, to say

nothing of the vignettes which were done by Thackeray

himself. In the 1862 volume there are two by Frederick

Sandys ; Millais did a whole series for the Cornhill.

So did Frederick Walker. So did Lord Leighton ; you

zr
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can buy the 1862-4 volumes, containing George

EUofs " Romola," iUustrated by Leighton, for two or

three shillings as yet.

I bought the first seventeen volumes of Once a

Week, original binder's cloth, for 30s. There are six

Whistler woodcuts in the issues for 1862. You

can find in these volumes Charles Keene's illustrations

to the original short form in whJ Ji Charles Reade wrote

" The Cloister and the Hearth." then called " A Good

Good Words was another serial publication of the

same date—woodcuts of that period are known among

booksellers as " Woodcuts of the Sixties "-and the

earUer volumes of Good Words are full of admirable

pictures. For less than a shilling apiece you can buy

volumes containing such exquisite things as Sandys'

•• Unta Her Death," Bume-Jones' " Summer Snow."

Keene's
" Old Man and Child." and SmaU's " After the

Play." The Sunday Magazine also had many fine

woodcuts.

The Separate Bookt.-For five shillings I bought the

fine quarto edition of " Poems by AMred Tennyson,"

published by Moxon in i860 ; the original gUt binding

was cracked, but I had it skiMully repaired. In this

book on fine
" toned " paper there are eighteen pictures

by "
J. E. Millais, A.R.A." ; there are seven by

" W H. Hunt," better known as " Hohnan Hunt " ;

and at page 67 there is his finest drawing. " The Lady

of Shalott." from which, forty years after, ahnost, he

did his latest great picture ; there are also five by
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Dante Gabriel Rossetti, six by Clarkson Stanfield, and

two by Maclise.

This book is usually procurable for fifteen shillings,

but the 1857 edition of it costs twenty-five. Less than

that would have to be paid to a bookseller for Dalziel's

two-volume illustrated "Arabian Nights." published

by Ward, Lock, and Tyler in 1865, and containing

200 woodcuts, 90 of them by A. Boyd Houghton

;

a copy was recently advertised for nine shillings. In

some respects A. Boyd Houghton was the prince among

all the artists who drew for woodcutting. The same

firm published " Don Quixote " in 1866, a-.d he drew

for that also. Also for Routledge's " Ballad Stories

of the Affections." Ward, Lock, and Tyler published

an illustrated " Goldsmith's Works " in 1865, and it

contains 100 fine woodcuts after G. S. Pinwell.

For half a crown I bought a perfectly conditioned

copy of Wilhnott's " Poets of the Nineteenth Century
"

(1857), profusely illustrated by Millais, Gilbert, Birket

Foster, Harrison Weir, Tenniel, Harding, etc. The

Birket Foster landscape pictures are exquisite in every

way.

The Binding*.—Do not remove the bindings of any

such books as these when you have bought them.

The custom of the " sixties " was to publish the wood-

cut blocks in binder's cloth, gilt edged, and often

stamped with gilt and embossed. If the original

binding is broken, have it repaired ; repair will cost

less than a new binding, and leave the book more

valuable.
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MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTING

PEWTER SPOONS

OF a feUow student. Heine wrote that " when

Grabbe left home for the University, his mother

put into his hands a packet which, so he told me.

contained sUver spoons-half a dozen tea-spoons, six

Uttle coffee-spoons, and a big soup-ladle-domestic

treasures from which women of the people sadly part,

for they think that sUver spoons as a possession dis-

tinguish a housewife from folkwho own none but spoons

of pewter. When I first met Grabbe he had akeady

pawned the soup-ladls--Goliath. as he called it-and

later, if I asked him how things went with him, he

would gloomily answer. ' I am at my third spoon.' or

'I am at my fourth spoon.' Once he said with a sigh

that the big ones were going, and it would be very

short commons for him when he came to the Uttle

coffee-spoons, and when they were gone, there would be

no commons at all."

But silver has cheapened, and old pewter spoons are

worth more than new sUver spoons to-day. The

280
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authority on old pewter writes that " spoons are now
too valuable to be allowed to lie about in an unpro-

tected condition." By the authority I mean Mr.

Mass^, whose "Chats on Old Pewter" (Unwin, 5s.

net) is the handiest and

best cheap book on the

subject which a collec-

tor can possess.

Chasten Your ZeaL
—But let no enthusiast

beginner exclaim to

himself, "Why, I saw

a pewter spoon in a

little shop the other

day I
" and rush off to

buy it. Because the

odds are that it will be

a spoon or ladle made
of Britannia metal or

lead, and not antique

at all. I am not here

referring to fakes (there

are plenty of them

about), but to material,

and space forbids dis-

sertation upon the differences between true pewter,

lead, German metal und Britannia metal, and other

amalgams. Metallurgy is a more difficult guide than

the shape.

Bowk and Stems.—The old pewterers copied the

COPPER URN.
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Aane, which the old «lverMniths o«d
;
though old^ Zn. w«e not hall.marl«d andbm no^^!W m.y drfin. their dates roughly by th«r

^^"^0 no' expect to iindf^«'^^^„
earlVperiod.. J-t « Tudor and Jacobean «^w

^™7early A oJ it melted down, to be corned. »

!^.S'o« earlier date than the «teenth c«>t»y

S^beTwon. out. to pewter is very I-ns"*"*J
»^w, att know William and Mary. Q*"^;:
3 Georgian sttver by its shape, when ««««*•

^t toST^me Idnd of guide «h«. you go huntmg

'"^d KC"-; thereissomething^uaint^d

,„;^t^oal about most of them. Often tlje outtn»

rrSowl resembles that of a *«"-'»:»''«»L"^
times it resembles that of an elm-leaf n"-."^*^

^times it is ahnost circular ; sometnnes .t has tte

^Xrofaplover-segg. ^^^-^""^'"fZ
to shape, more like the ladle-bowls m use oday but

ZT^ a rule, and set at an acuter angle wath *e

^ which joins the bowl more awkwardly. The old

IZJ^ were more in the plane of the stem ^d

IXwer. than is the case with the sUver or plated

'T:o'^s:::^'ihey are nsuaUy "«».. their

,„odem successors, and look disproportionately so. and

ZrZlur Ui nor rouni. because pewter-ware was

tois^ by l^mmering. as. though the stem n^h

tove been cast round enough, hammenng squared .t

futtle. The stems of spoons made t^y are ftet

.
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the section of a seventeenth-century pewter spoon will

be square or rhomboidal ; there is something a little

angular as well as solid about the stem of an old pewter

spoon.

Knops.—We have all seen old or modem " apostle-

spoons/' of base metal or silver ; the " apostle

"

figure is the knop of the spoon—^the knob at the top

of the stem. Rat-tailed silver spoons are greatly

hunted for ; so are rat-tailed pewter spoons. A true

rat-tailed spoon hasno knop, its stem tails off to a blunt

point ; but spoons with a tapering ridge running under

the stem are also called rat-tailed, so that a " rat-

tailed " spoon may have a flat knop, large, and rounded

oblong in outline.

The knops most often found on pewter spoons are

the ball, the seal, the acorn ; there are also the rat-

tail, the diamond-point, the lion, the melon, the

hexagonal, the strawberry, and the deer-foot. The

"apostle" and the "maiden-headed" or " double-

hom-headed " knops are excessively rare ; the two

latter figure a woman's head and head-dress, with

single or double raised coif, in the fashion of the early

fifteenth century. Sometimes the knop of a ladle

will have a short, sharp bend away from the plane

of the stem.

As a rule, pewter spoons are clumsily large, almost

wooden-spoon-like in dimensions. Do not expect to

find them of coffee-spoon or even tea-spoon size. And

do not expect to find many in any size. A dozen is

quite a collection.
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The Uttie curio-shops arc full ol forged pewter spoons,

that seem all right in metal and colours, but the

shape of the' handle or stem, the finish, the ham-

mering, and the aged appearance are ^Jl defective or

wanting.

OF CEFTAW OLD PENDAhTTS

From time to time I have picked up certain smaU

ornaments in the form of pendants intended to hang

from fine chains upon a lady's breast or bodice The

material is sUver ; the sUver has been gilded Adhere it

shows, and where it does not show, the cause of that is

a covering in enamels. These ornaments are fuU oi

interest, and. to me at any i te. mvstery. too Thev

are small, from an inch to an inch and a halt in hei zht

;

they are slung by fine chainwork. which some^ mes

includes smaU or seed pearls ; the> are set v .th ,vhat

are precious stones, or seem to be. but stones that are

not very valuable, and with pearls of the less .
hapely

and costly sort. The points of mystery are what were

they made for? why in certain unva.iable d'-signs .^

and for whose wear? You may see son-th n, l^ke

them in jeweUers' odds.& 1-ends trays cases;

but as they are couiiterfeiteu and forged, what y x may

see. though it gives an idea of the jewels I am v ntmg

of . may not be the real thing in itself

.

They used to seem to me to have been made for the

necks of ladies ho were the wives or daughters of

members of knightly o iers. Thus the met frequently
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seen shape is that of the " George " and the " Lesser

George " worn by Knights of the Garter—I mean the

central part of the Garter jewel, the figure oi St. George

on horseback spearing the dragon ; or that of the

Order of St. Michael and St. George, which has a

similar centre piece. Another form is that of the white

elephant, wh»< h is the centre-piece of the jewels worn

by Knights of the Danish Order of the Elephant.

Another is the dove oi the " Order of the Holy Ghost
"

Another form is that of u slimg hunting-horn, which

perhaps represents the Bavarian Order of St. Hubert.

The Bavarian Ord'^r of St. George also includes the

figure of a knight attacking a dragon, however ; so

does the Russian Order of St. Andrew, and the Sacred

Order of Siam has for centre the figure of a white

elephant. And as there are quite a score of European

orders of chivalry which have badges which I have

never seen reproduced in the ?dnd of jewel I am now

writing of, 1 must perhaps give up the idea that the

object was for wear by la^

or daughters of membei

for another reason al

which, so far as I ''an 1

such orders ; for exair

and " the mermaid."

So were \v" -s or sisters

'3US* ,

1 de^m t

'isenta ol

ts piety
"

...oer having

read of Knights of the Pe ican exisiui^ m th* past.

At ?ny rate, there is a m5rstery abou this tyoe of

ornament, and I have searched several books iikeiy to

contain information, but to ' vail. But wh<^n 1

turned to " Chats on Old J'^we^ery an< Trinkets,"
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by Maciver Percival (Fisher Unwin, 5S- net.). I found

quite a store ol information, some of which I had

already discovered or conjectured for myself, and

some which I had not. For instance, the book gives

a picture of a parrot pendant—I have seen one of the

real things ; of a ship pendant, a lizard pendant, and of

a " pendant in form of a peUcan with her young."

The bird is enamelled white, with portions of the

metal showing through as feather marks. Now I once

acquired a pendant Uke that, and it was washed m-

cautiously ; the result was that the enamel disappeared

from the feathers, leavmg the gUt sUver that was

under the enamel visible as a whole. " The peUcan

in her piety
" was a favourite subject with bygone

jewellers, by the by ; it represents the old beUef that

the peUcan feeds her young with flesh and blood torn

from her own breast.

Put aside the cheap modem imitations of these

things, done upon a very thin and flimsy foundation ;

if you find one :»f better mass and quality, the enamel

brilliant in colour, and a little translucent, and the

" bed-rock " material sUver-gUt, it was probably made

in the seventeenth century in imitation of what was

then the real thing—viz. a Renaissance jewel of the

sixteenth century. But a Renaissance jewel of the

sixteenth century of the kind is the rarest and least

findable of objects ; it was made m gold, set with really

precious stones, and enamelled translucently ;
if you

wish to see the original real thmg, you can do so in

the Waddesdon Bequest room at the British Museum,

>^>^>-^«--^&.»^i^aai
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a wonderful pendant indeed, that only a Rothschild

could afford to buy.

So that now your best hope is to come across a

seventeenth-century imitation of a sixteenth-century

pendant. " Still." the book says, " a coUector should

never despair." He seldom does, I fancy ; hope springs

eternal in him. " There is always a possibility of finding

treasures where least expected, if the knowledge of what

to look for has been gained. But there are baits cast

for the bargain-hunter ; these beautiful thingshave been

copied, and also the general style has been imitated.

These inferior copies are often of small specimens, as

these have a better chance of sale as personal orna-

ments than there would be for pieces of greater size."

And yet " even the cheapest copies of these things are

far prettier than most of the jewellery which can be

bought in the ordinary way, and are much more

suited for artistic people to wear."

THE HORSES OF SOMA

A netsuke, a tsuba, a colour-printed woodcut, and a

bowl rest on the writing-table near me, and each repre^

sents a horse.

Consider the bowl ; it is Soma ware ; it was made in

Soma; Soma was a Principality of the old feudal

Japan. The Princes of Soma were great hereditary

Daimos ; Daimos were the territorial noblemen of the

bygone Japan. The Prince of Soma's crest, device, or

blazon—one cannot call it a coat of arms—^was a
n

'i!
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horse. And therefore Soma porcelain and pottery

display, in relief or painted, upon their rough, indented,

outer surface, a horse as a mark. Sometimes the horse

grazes, sometimes it bucks; sometimes, tied to one

short post or between two posts, it kicks up its hind

legs viciously.

Should you come across a bit of " Oriental " marked

with the Soma horse, better purchase it cheaply, while

you can. While you can, I say, for good old Japanese

ware is being more and more collected.

The NeUuke.—I take up the netsuke ; notice the

two holes in it ; they are short channels or, rather,

•tunnels, through which a string was passed ; in use,

the netsuke a little resembled the block upon the

cordage of a pulley. This particular netsuke is of

wood, and was carved into the shape of a grazing horse

by some artistic serf at Soma at least a hundred and

fifty years ago. The patina or polish shows that it was

long in use ; and because of that, the fine carving of it,

and the material being hard old wood, it belongs to the

class of netsukes most desirable to collect. Pray do not

suppose, beginner, that the brand-new elaborate things

seen by the dozen in pawnbrokers' windows or " imita-

tion shops " are the proper kind ; or even the small,

dirty-brown bone things, wtich seem to have been used

by dirty people. Beware, too, of imitation netsukes,

neither wood, nor ivory, nor bone, but moulded cellu-

loid; these are too light-weight for ivory, and you

may also detect them by the line down the sides which

marks a joining, due to the use of the back and front
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parts of the mould. New Japan is forging counterfeits

of old Japanese works of art, so beware I

The Soma man who carved the horse netsuke took a

root of boxwood, or wood like box, cut off four thin

shoots just above the root or stem, and utilised the four

stumps for the legs, just where they joined the bit of

root, which he shaped into the head, tail, and body of

the horse. A Japanese visitor picked this out as the

best of my small collection
; yet it cost me only five

shillings in the Fulham Road.

The Tsuba.—I picked the sword-guard out of a score,

at a shop in the City, price nine-and-sixpence ; it is

plain iron. But the art in it ! The Soma craftsman

cut it out of hard iron—^you can see the marks of the

knife in it, so to speak. A horse and its halter-rope,

'lat is the subject; the horse is bucking, much as

Luffalo Bill's bronchos used to do at Olympia ; the

four hoofs are all in the air together, and the rope,

curling round and under them, completes the circular

shape of the sword-guard.

Note that fine, antique, carved iron tsubas are more

sought for by Japanese connoisseurs than the later and

more ornate sword-guards, inlaid with gold, silver, or

copper. But again beware ! Collecting is more than

ever becoming a science of skilled detection. In an
" art shop " the other day I spied some scores of what

purported to be iron tsubas, turned into paper-weights,

clips, and so forth, on sale at eighteenpence each. For

eighteenpence you are offered an iron tsuba, smeared

over with gilt or silver-bronze paint, and decorated by

19
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a filed-out flower ornament embossed, and riveted on.

And " Aren't they selling, though !
" the shopman said,

when I questioned their origin. " Six dozen, at least,

I've sold this very day."

I examined what were left ; they were not even the

common cast-iron tsubas used in the degenerate days of

fifty years ago, just before the Japanese ceased to wear

side-arms. They were rough imitations, stamped out of

soft iron by machinery—thin, fragile, and never filed,

chiselled, and finished in the ancient craftsmanlike

Wiiy. They are worthless and offensive counterfeits

;

but people are buying them; I don't believe they ever

even saw Japan. But presently, with the embossed

ornament taken off, when the bronze paint has worn

dull, they will be selling in curio-shops to the imwary

—^no manner of doubt about that.

The Print—And so are modem reprints of Japanese

woodcuts, as foul in colour as photographic copies of

Morland and Bartolozzi prints. In the real thmg now

before me the Soma horse appears. It was drawn by

Tsukioka Tange, an artist who lived during 1717-

1786 ; the wood-engraver was Yoshimi Nyeimon, and

the print was published in 1762. The Japanese letter-

ing tells that, and the prancing horse—a rare feature

in Japanese prints—suggests that the artist belonged

to the suzerainty of Soma. What an artist he was 1

The horse prances, the Prince leans out from the saddle

with lifted whip, and the serf shrinks and scuttles

away from the blow. It is all in motion, it is all alive.
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THE CLINCH OF THE BLADE

The finest ornamental metal-work ever done in the

world was the tsubas, or sword-guards, made in Japan
between the years 1586 and 1868. The word " tsuba

"

is short for " tsumiba," which meant " the thing which
clinches the blade." And " tsuhamono " is a deriva-

tive, which came to mean a " man-at-arms."

The sword-guards made during the warlike period in

Japan (from the date of the Norman Conquest here to

the time of Drake) were simple, and Jittle decorated.

The blade was then the important thing. In the icy

steel bom of fire the Samurai beheld the mystery of life

coming out of death. The sword was the symbol of

honour and manliness. In its unclouded sheen they

recognised the purity and chastity of the loyaL The
most precious dowry a bride could bring was the

honouredsword of her ancestors, andsome old Japanese
dramas had their plot in the quest and recovery of such
a blade.

A Samurai's sword was part of his personality;

Taiko-Hideyoshi, the Japanese Napoleon, saw the

swords of his generals lying on a table in the ante-

chamber of his room, and so expressed was the in-

dividuality that he could recognise to whom each
sword belonged. Next in importance to the blade itself

came the tsuba.

The Choice to Collect—^I began to pick up Japanese
sword-guards years before I could know anything about
them scientificaUy, by distinguishing periods and

w
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styles It is difficult even now for one who is no

Orienialist to do that. Books on the subject axe so

few and poor that one has to study them intuitively,

and divine more than they tell. The sword-guards one

sees for sale over here ahnost aU belong to the modem

period—that is between the years 1586 and 1868. In

the latter year Japan began to Europeanise herself,

and soon after that came an Imperial edict prohibitmg

swords from being worn. The tsuba then became a

thing of the past, and tsuba-making is a dead axt now.

You can take your choice between collectmg the

sixteenth and early seventeenth^^entury tsubas steel,

perforated, and Uttle decorated in reUef. or collectmg

kte seventeenth, eighteenth, and nmeteenth-century

tsubas, the ornaments which clinched the blades of

swords for dress and parade. Or you can pick up

examples of each sort, which is what I do myself. You

will avoid the clumsy, common things detached from

Japanese
" Tommies' " swords that were worn m the

sixties of last century-cast-iron things, simll or

smallish, not hammered into strength or wrought mto

beauty, but at the best embossed a Uttle with vague

and rusty designs.
x * i,« i„

These, or imitations of them, too flimsy to take m

anybody, surely, are the sort that are being sold m
" Japanese art " shops in London to-day for a shdhng

or o^teenpence apiece ; but these futUe counterfeits

are ahnost the only forgeries yet performed.

The EwUer Sort-They are steel, the earUer sort

and perforated ; they are not heavy ;
a heavy, sohd
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tsuba concentrated the concussion of a blow near

itself, and the blade was likely to snap at the hilt.

Although they are all perforated, more or less—^that is,

the ornament and the design of the ornament largely

consist in omission—the designs were free, they gradu-

ally became more elaborate, and they show on the im-

perforated portions of the tsuba some ornament in

relief or inlay. Undercutting, and carving of the

edges of the perforations, began late during this period

;

never cast aside a tsuba which suggests that the iron

has been carved by a pocket-knife as if it were wood.

The Later Sort.^These date from 1688 onward.

War no longer raged, steel was no longer essential,

soft iron could be used, and also copper, brass, and

amalgams, as the material of a tsuba ; so that the

metal and colour of a tsuba help you to assign it a

date. Colour became an important element in the

workmanship, and all possible alloys were used to give

hues. " Picture-style " and " colour-painting," names

given by the Japanese to tsuba styles of this period,

suggest the striving after pictorial effect. Inlaying

and chasing imitated brush-strokes, and even land-

scape ; never neglect a tsuba which shows Fusiyama,

the sacred volcano, in the background—to collect

" Fusiyama " tsubas would be a capital short " line."

About the middle of the eighteenth century they

began to inlay tsubas with precious stones, and coral

even ; until then the inlay had been gold, silver, copper,

and brass. From the late eighteenth century until the

end in 1868, there was artistic decadence, though still
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wonderful workmanship ; effect was too much striven

after, the material became unimportant, and all grew

to be over-loaded and biiarre. unsuitable for clinching

a blade.

ON CERTAIN BRASS FIGURE ORNAMETirS

Brass figure ornaments for the mantelpiece are a

hobby of mine, and I have coUected about seventy,

each different. Better in colour than gold, as well

as quainter and cheaper, warmer-looking than sUver,

and brighter than bronie, under the magical chiaroscuro

of firelight they gleam and gloom and glow delight-

fully. And they are eminently companionable to live

with, whether they dwell on the mantel in one's study,

shine between the porcelain in the drawing-room, or still

rest on the high shelves of the farmhouse and cottage

chimney-breasts which were, I think, their first homes.

The illustrations show the kind of brass figures I

mean ; they are not statuettes, but reUefs
;

I wiU

refer to some of them individually presently. But

first let me trace them to their origin, for. next to the

find and the acquisition, nothing is so interesting to a

collector as research. How did these particular small

" ornaments for mantelpieces " evolve ? And about

what date did they come into beuig ? After a good

deal of inquiry, in which the Rev. A. H. Gikuth of

Douglas Water has greatly helped me. I have come to

the conclusion that brass figure ornaments derive from

the brass firedogs of mediaeval times, and in the shape

and size here shown came into existence towards the

tmaa MUM
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end of the eighteenth century. There is, perhaps, a

second line of descent for them, however—through the

tall brass door-stops that kept doors ajar in Georgian

days. Some of the most artistic figures seem like copies

in brass of eighteenth-century French ormolu, and I

own one that is copied from a Wedgwood cameo.

At what date did hearths, fenders, and fireirons made
of brass come into use ? Let us go to New England

for evidence as to that. In 1720, when Judith,

daughter of Judge Sewell of New York, was to be

married, her father sent to England for furniture.

Among the items in the order was the following : "A
brass Hearth for a Chamber, with Dogs, Shovel, Tongs,

and Fender of the newest Fashion (the Fire is to ly upon

Iron)." I imagine these " Dogs " would not be fire-

dogs for supporting logs, but firedogs transformed into

rests for fireirons, and necessarily reduced in size for

the purpose. But firedogs and fireiron-stands alike

have common features, the bar on which the logs or

the fireirons rested and the upright piece at the front

end of the bar. This upright piece stood on the hearth

by legs, or a bow sometimes, and you can note the

slight survival of the bow in the supports of the

figures of the Musicians ; sometimes the upright

piece stood on a plinth, which is perceptible in the

other examples. The upright pieces were orna-

mented, as a rule. In the King's Robing Room at

the House of Lords there are a couple of elaborate

brass frontispieces to firedogs, copied from originals at

Knole. Now if one took a small angle-bar, and sol-
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dercd the free end ^f it to the back and middle of any

of the brass figures pictured here, one would get a

miniature fireiron-stand or firedog. Mr. Gilruth tells

me that fireiron-rests with brass ripures for the upright

pieces are actually in use on hearths in Scotlmd still,

and I saw a pair of brass-fronted firtirou-scands of

Queen Anne date the other day.

But now let us consider how the uprights or frontis-

pieces caiiie to be detached from the angle-bar, or

made without reference to angle-ba'^ at all ; and how,

again reduced in size, they became elevated to the

rank and position of mantel ornaments. It is here

where the well-attested theory of the " 'prentice-

piece " fits in. Your Georgian apprentice brassworker,

when near the end of his indentures, had to produce a

special bit of handicraft—a " masterpiece "—in brass,

to prove himself worthy to become a journeyman or

" little master," as they say in Hallamshire to this

day. Collectors of old brasswork recognise some of

these " 'pre itice-pieces " when they see them in the

form of brass toys, flowers in flower-pot >, tiny hearths,

fenders, and fireirons, miniature sets of weights and

measures, and so forth ; sometimes you find them still

in the very glass case which enshrined them as they

stood on the mantel or chest of drawers in the ap-

prentice's home, a proud possession and proof of his

skill. What more natural than for a 'prentice to turn

out a miniature copy of a fireiron-stand or firedog ?

Then the prettiness of the thing would strike the eye,

and further copies would be taken from the mould,

mt IK riMgl iMaai 1
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and the figures thus produced would come to rank as

ornaments worthy to neighbour with the Staffordshire

earthenware figures on cottage mantels. Next, the

ornaments would become a branch of the brass trade.

Et voild, the derivation, the evolution, is complete.

These small brass figures are wonderfully attractive,

homely, quaint, and not without artistic merit ; and

of course they are an3rtliing but modem. Something

about the dates of them can be learnt from costume.

" Dr. Johnson," as the sleepy old toper spilling his

liquor is slanderously called by curiosity dealers, wears

the wig and habit ^f the last decade of the eighteenth

century. The hats of the Fisherman and Shooter are

perhaps a little later than that, though the Shooter's

gunstock is earlier. The Boy with the Dog and the Girl

voith the Pet Rabbit are quite Bewickian in style ; I

fancy, indeed, that a good many of these ornaments

were copied from old woodcuts. Of the Musicians

one is " Chippendale Chinese " and the other is " Ger-

man Romantic "
; which dates them at about 1770.

The Napoleon is slim and young, and wears the tricolour

cockade, so I date him about 1797. I have never seen a

brass figure ornament which bore any numerical indi-

cation of date or any maker's name or mark, so that

all is necessarily conjectural.

But something as to relative age can be learnt from

the material. Brass, an alloy of copper and zinc, can

contain varying proportions of those metals ; the usual

ratio is 6 oz. copper to 4 oz. of zinc, and the greater

the proportion of copper the earlier and also the softer

i
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the brass. Something like the tests for " soft "or

"hard "porcelain can be appUed to these figures. The

more the proportion of zinc the more brittle the bra^

and the less its .apacity for smoothness and high pohsh.

The more brittle the brass the less perfect the castmg.

also U follows, therefore, that the allegorical Europe

(sitting on such a very small horse) and Ammca (the

spear touching a tobacco-plant) are pretty late, for

they are rough, hard, brittle, and imperfectly cast

Then, again, weight is some test of age ;
the earliest of

the figures I possess is probably a Chanticleer ;
that is

small, but weighs 6^ oz.

Next there is the evidence of the plinth or pedestal.

In the case of the Chanticleer, the bird, the base, and

the stand or plinth were all cast in one piece, but that

would be an early method, soon departed from
;
m

every other case but one that I know, the plinth was cast

separately, and fastened to the base of the figure by

brazing, or screws, or copper rivets. The plinths of

the Musicians. Uke those of Robinson Crusoe and Man

Friday, are chased and cut ; the Peacock has a showy

plinth and Napoleon's is ahnost a pedestal.

Of course I can only mention and picture a few

of the figures. There are Cupids very graceful and

Frenchy. there are Dancers who might have been

native at Pompeu, there are Horses. Lions, a Boy mth

a Lamb, and there is a Pheasant, which is much counter-

feited, by the by. I possess a large Vigil of a Young

Knight, probably dating back to the days of the " Lay

of the Last Minstrel." In Scotland there is a Bobbte
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Burns at the Plough, Mr. Gilruth tells me, and a Boy
and Girl Fishing, and a Boy and Girl Birdnesting, a
Jigging Irishman, a Man and Wife Fighting, and a
Death of the Goose. I own a George /V in his Coronation
garb. New portrait figures have appeared from time
to time, devised in Birmingham ; a Sir Garnet Wolseley
and a Lord Roberts seem to be the latest.

The figures I collect are all rather small, only two of

them more than 5J in. high, the plinth and base in-

cluded
; but there are other such figures of larger size

which were used as door-stops, or are ornaments de-

rived from door-stops. Brass figiure ornaments usually

go in pairs or sets, but I have not collected pairs unless

each member of the "pair" is different. For the
figures of Europe and America I gave 6s. ; for an Asia
4s. 6d.

; for the Africa (which seems to be exceedingly
rare) I was once asked 17s. 6d., but I have bought one
lately for 6s. For Dr. Johnson I paid 6s. ; for Napoleon,
4s.; for the Peacock, 3s.; for the Fisherman and the
Shooter 2s. 6d. each; and for Crusoe and Friday,
as for the Boy and Girl, 6s. the " pair." I have a
little armorial figure of a Stag (the only armorial brass
figure I have ever seen) which cost me 5s. It is still

quite possible to acquire a fairly exhaustive collection

of fifty or so for about ten guineas ; but it is necessary

to utter Caveat emptor, for counterfeiting has begun.
Nothing is more easy than to take a mould from a
genuine old figure and cast copies by the score. But
the copies are usually made of cheap " white-metal,"

dipped in brass or lacquered, and a scratch in the
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base will reveal the white-metal showing through;

besides, the counterfeits are unduly thin, fragile, and

devoid of patina.

I can remember seeing brass figure ornaments stand

on the high mantels of farmhouses in Worcestershire

forty years ago, and I have seen them in situ in Sussex

within the last ten years. Five years ago I saw one

in a miner's cottage in Nottinghamshire. From

emptied farmsteads and cottages they have gone into

dealers' shops in towns ; to carry them back and let

them rest in country houses, week-end cottages, and

suburban villas is almost a charity, for to the last they

will be rural and simple old English things, witnesses to

a wholesome and native art, as far removed from the

Rococo or the Oriental as from the horrible art nouveau.

Among greenery and healthy rusticity they should

dwell.

ABOUT BATTERSEA ENAMELS

I am examining two bits of " Battersea " recently

returned to me by an artist in repairs. The wounds of

time, where the vitreous surface had flown off, leaving

the basal metal visible, have been skilfully doctored

;

the broader cracks are filled in. Fine hair-cracks

remain, but those are almost a guarantee of " Batter-

sea." Now those two beautiful old wine-labels—

" tickets " was the contemporaneous term—an-

nouncing " Claret " and " Madeira " in unmistakable

English, generous in size, curved to the decanter,

quaint in shape, artistic in the design, and lovely in
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the colour of the ornamentation, transfer-printed, too,

seem perfect again, and, though I picked them up for

only seven shillings apiece, there is no dealer or collector

who would not acclaim them as fine specimens. They

were lying about loose in a shop in Hanmiersmith

Broadway.

Dainty Waret—Let us be grateful to the memory

of Alderman Sir Stephen Theodore Janssen, of the

City of London, for what he caused to be done in York

House, Battersea, when the first half of the Georgian

century was coming to its close. Never elsewhere,

I vow, were enamels distilled and fired so graciously

frivolous and dainty as these. Limoges had produced

Gothic pictures and altar-ware in enamels that are

splendid and costly beyond compare; Genevan

enamels had been gorgeous in hue. Germany l^d

produced enamels bad in design and colour—bad with

the special unfitness of Germany for true art. But

the Battersea enamels were graceful, gentle, courtly

—like sonnets and Elizabethan lyrics—the Herrick's

"Hesperides" and the Gautier's "Emaux" in that

kind. Copper, and then a coat of liquid glass and tin,

and then the transfer-printing or bmshwork, the

colours, and the gold. Colours of turquoise, purple,

orange, grey, grassy green, and rose, upon bonbon

boxes, watch cases and dials, needle-cases, thimble

and nutmeg holders, patch-boxes, snuff-boxes, de-

canter-tickets, brooches, toothpick-cases, coat-buttons,

sleeve-links, crosses, medallions, salt-cellars, candle-

sticks, inkstands ; such were the dajr.ties and (Ulica-

?
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tessen which an Alderman, rotund with City banquetuig,

from York House. Battersea, sent forth. Study the

fine collections in the National Museums at South

Kensington and Bloomsbury. You will then recognise

the ware whenever you see it waiting for a collector.

The Schreiber collection at South Kensington and the

Franks collection at Bloomsbury taught me to know

those two forlorn little treasures in the Hammersmith

Broadway shop. „ .. , a
** Battenea " Chitf*ctemtic«—The candlesticks and

the salt-cellars are particularly individual Usually

the candlesticks are white or cream-colour in ground,

dotted over with flowers, and in shape resemble Queen

Anne sUver candlesticks. The flower-painting re-

sembles "Chelsea." The salt-cellars are round m

shape, raised upon small claw-feet of gUt metal, painted

with flowers or figure-pieces in panels or " reserv^."

and adorned with S6vres-like gilt wreathing. But

the most mdicative thing on pieces of " Battersea
"

of flat or nearly flat shape—box-tops, watch-faces,

brooches, medaUions, etc.~is the transfer-printing.

One of the valuable life-lessons you get from collect-

ing is never to be cocksure, so I v/iU not go so far as

to say that transfer-printing was never done on enamels

except at Battersea ;
perhaps, to a small extent, it

was done at Bilston. where also, a little later on.

enamels were made. But Bilston enamels were inferior

in every way. I know, of course, that a large propor-

tion of Battersea enamel-work was hand-painted. But,

since it would puzzle anybody to name a Continental
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enamel-works where transfer-printing was done, I say

that transfer-printing decoration does, as a rule,

guarantee an enamel as being " Battersea."

**Triuiifer».**—You will remember that transfer-

printing was done from paper impressions, which had

been taken from engraved copper-plates, the still-wet

ink of the impression being carefully pressed and set off

upon the enamel, porcelain, or earthenware surface of

the object. This was from the first, and always, a

characteristically English method. M. Roquet, who

had painted enamels at Geneva, coming to London,

and writing in French a book on " The State of the

Arts in England," in 1755 wrote in his chapter on

English porcelain that three or four china-works

existed in the London subiurbs, the chief being at

Chelsea, and added that at another establishment near,

"some of the objects are painted in cameo (' au

camayeu ') by a species of impression." Au camaUu

would be the proper art term in French to describe the

effect produced by transfer-printing, a process of

decoration which was seldom successfully imitated

abroad.

Te«tt.—If you come across an enamel transfer-

printed in black, puce, or rose-pink, which suggests an

engraving printed in monochrome, whether afterwards

coloured up or not, the odds are great that you have

found a bit of " Battersea," unless it be a modem

forgery from Paris. But the forgeries (there are plenty

of them) lack the daintiness and grace of the originals

;

the colouring is too crude and vivid, the whole ap-
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- «« fr^h and the absence of cracks and

fo^ of
" Battersea

" quite p rtect B now extant.

M^v« the ^.graving done by the forgers B poor

;

^Z'ot RobeTHancock's burin at Battersea, bl=e

T. t^R^venefs, was sure, clear, and masterly.

T^S-^tterseaenan^ls are now rare; buy
•me iUfwr.

.„Ue5t-dated pieoe is oi t753-

whenever you can. The
f*™«f^

°
v, to 17S6 and a

A business crisis occurred at the works m 1750. "

^^:^r.^^tT^. - -.dated

owe of EngUsh-made enamel extant seem, o be a

cam,ot have been enamelled at Battersea.

TOE EKamat ENAMEIS

Ahout three hundr^ye^;«;^\7t«
Perricaud, the de^dant .t^ «

^^^

rvered^he«withacoat<.^-^^.^^^^
them, P-t"'rrlttS^t'«"'»«>^y
painted on this surface

mmiature-uK
il^ ,-ain cotour

Lou... • ««a"^e C'l^tTrentrfir the

Soi^:::^"brtrwith -- v^-r
destroying the outlines, tints, or shadmgs and
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produced a masterpiece of the enameller's art. Decora-

tion in vitreous enamel is perhaps the most difficult

of all the artistic crafts.

The eighteen small plaques of decorated copper,

the largest not twelve inches high and the rest only

three or four inches in diameter, were then fitted

together, balanced one against another, framed into

a harmonious whole, and set up over an altar, when

it became evident that what Jean Perricaud had

produced was a series of little pictures of scenes in the

life of Christ. For two centuries this glorious altar-

piece adorned some church in central France. Then

came the Great Revolution, and the altar-piece dis>

appeared.

The Job Lot—About eighty years ago an old

gentleman of a collecting turn of mind foxmd a job

lot of eighteen queerly shaped bits of vividly coloured

enamelled copper lying about in a London auction-

room. Renaissance enamels were then of little note,

there was no market for them, and the old gentleman,

blessed with a taste and an insight finer and longer

than was current at his period, was able to secure the

job lot at about the price of so much old copper. He

took them away to a remote spot, in his native land

of Wales ; there, after some years he died, and there

a sale of hb accumulated treasures took place.

The Knock-out—Meanwhile, a knowledge of six-

teenth-century Limoges work had begun to permeate

the collecting world, and a few London dealers, finding

" Limoges enamels " mentioned in the advance copies

30
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of the sale catalogue, went down *» *he 'en»te ^pot

in Wales The country auctioneer did not the teast

tooTwLt Limoges enameU might be, so he put up

toorelottheeighteenpiecesoJpaintedcopper.wrapped

r^wn paper, just as they had ^-'"^^jj^
M gentleman's collection ;

his very des^"?*"" °«

them L •• Limoges enamels." he had taken from the

Tge'tlei^^ n--^P»^ »« -^'""C
Sed. The Wish farmers present at the aucU^

did not miderstend the situation. «tt.er. Now,

gllemen-what shaU I say? A shJhng apiece

xtTwas no response from the farmers, and he

]ZL dealers kept silence. At length one of the

"Z^on gentlemen
" went so far as to say that he

.- wouldn't mfad giving ninepence apiece for the lot

TlTeauctioneer effusively thankedhim. and
heham^r

Z about to descend, when some patriotic local person

^rto bid. and the associated dealer were com-

X to go as high as f.5 before one of them could

"'^^irofi'^ot village inn. the deakrs auctioned

the eighteen pieces of copper among themseh^. and

Z Shest bfdder got them for f450. The d^er«-«

(arismg in less than an hour) between £25 and £450

^ dtided among the trade -spirat^^ a„d *

eighteen pieces, in their brown paper wrappmgs. came

up by coach to London. „«„»„,

At Ae M««am.-Soon after that - P"vate coUec or

bought them for £600. and. a Uttle later, the South

Sigton Museum was given the opportunity of

L L
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acquiring them for £800. There at South Kensington

the eighteen enamels now rest, in peace and glory,

for ever secure from vicissitudes such as they have

experienced in the past. There at South Kensington

they rest, honoured above aU, amidst the master-

pieces of other Limoges craftsmen, the triptych by

Nardon Perricaud (another of the family), the portrait

of Cardinal Guise by Leonard Limousin, the Valois

casket, and the beautiful black and milky-white

grisaille work by Pierre Raymond and others.

The Moral.—Such is the story, fished out and first

told by Mr. Soden-Smith, one of the band of English

collectors and connoisseurs who changed the whole

aspect of English collecting half a century ago. You

and I, reader, may never come across eighteen pieces,

or even one piece, signed " Jean Perricaud," or even

"
J. P.," in a back-street London auction-room or

broker's shop, unless they be fakes and frauds painted

there to lie in wait for us. There is a " Perricaud
"

enamel in the Louvre, valued now at £4,000 ; a piece

out of the Soltikoff collection was bought, many years

ago, and brought to London, at the price of £1,200.

But none of these quite equal the splendid harmony

of colour and the durable brilliancy of the eighteen

bits of enamel for which ninepence apiece was the

first bid eighty years ago. The moral is that collectors

should be alert to recognise beauty and rarity and

potential money value in things not at present much

thought of ; the moral is that we should not collect

in herds so much, sheeplike, following the bell-wethers

4.
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rf collecting ; the moral is that treasures-though not

Tndfte thinking brain to discover, no. and agam.

MAINLY A WOMANB HOBBY

Chaucer mentions
" ensample«," but no fourt^th

.Alteentb-century ^^^^^^^:^:^^JZ
n:rr::Se's& interesting study

v,AT7 rpveal much more than one wouiu ^^^'v

SXaysthechance^U^-aint^o..^-
instance, the 0- now^^« - ^ ^„ ^^ -^^
been seen by John R^^m '"

^^^^^^^^

father's hou«aOj^St^«*;^
-teemed it. A ^om-

:^Ctudy oT^Tdtnplers sho^s that it belong

r^™^;fnth century, though it menHons no ^a^^

It Msseies a feature which makes it unique Atove

ir^s Ark trees o. the (very, formal

f^^
f^ve the Noah's Ark house, and » among *h^^^^

birds butterflies, and lig^ag ornaments is rBuig

batten very weU imitated in markmg-stitch. I thmk

thrsampleT celebrated the first baUoon ascent from

wonder of the aeroplane. The usual v
__

missing in this case, and the only lettermg B Mary

Ann Jane y-^^-..^^J ^^^f.^ udy, searching

Trace* of Locahly and Date, a w y,
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for old samplers to collect, frame, and hang in her

" own room," should keep in mind the fact that York-

shire and Lancashire samplers done

in the eighteenth century were small-

sized as a rule, and were worked in

coarse wools upon a browny-white

background.

The letters of alphabets worked

into samplers done in Scotland are

usually large and highly ornamented.

If a sampler is decorated with sacred

monograms and symbols of the older

faith, it was probably done in Ire-

,land, at a convent school.

If the needleworked parts of the

sampler are enclosed in a worked

border, the date is subsequent to

the year 1740, most likely. The

oldest samplers extant are border-

less. If the border be simple in

design and narrow, the date is prior

to 1770 probably, for about that

time the sampler borders began to

be broad, sprawling, and ornate.

Samplers containing alphabets and

lettering were intended to show that

the girl knev both how to sew and
j^ce-hakino

read. Samplers containing maps, bobbin.

intended to encourage the study of geography and

needlework simultaneously, seem to have come into

n\
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popularity about the date of the great French Revo-

lution That sudden upheaval, and the Napoleonic

wars which foUowed it. would give a zest to geogra-

phical study at the time, just as the Boer War did to

the study of maps of Africa.

The material worked upon conveys indications of

date in those cases where the sampler does not mention

the Anno Domini. Early eighteenth-century sampl'

were worked upon yellow linen ; white linen mdic ^s

seventeenth-century work : sampler-cloth, or canvas

did not come into use untU about 1750. but. after that

was used aUnost invariably, so long as samplers were

worked at all.
n h^

The style of ornament indicates somethmg. Careiui

study of a sampler will sometimes detect an ItaUan

mfluence on the omameut. or a Louis
""' influence

or a "Chippendale" influence, or an "..uam" and

" Empire " feeling, as the case may be.

The kind of stitch is sometimes indicative. Satm-

stitch and bird's-eye stitch bespeak the seventeenth

century ;
marking-stitch began early in the eighteenth

century ;
darning-stitch seems to have been m vogue

between 1780 and 1820. or thereabouts.

The Earlier Samplert.—
' The older the better, and

the more worth collecting." is almost a maxim for

sampler collectors ; H.e seventeenth-century samplers

excel their successors both in needlecraft and design.

The original purpose of the sampler, done at boarding-

school or elsewhere, was to prove the girl's mastery of

the needle ; but in the end the sampler became a kind
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of formal picture, in which the things represented

assumed more importance than the skiU and beauty

of the stitching.

Most seventeenth-century samplers are narrow and

long-strap-Uke. in fact ; one at South Kensington

now is nearly six feet long. Most late samplers are

broader and oblong, nearly square; these began

to be the fashion late in the eighteenth century. The

earUest samplers *5xtant consist of embroidery done m

several kinds of stitches; sometimes they show

"insertions" of lace done by the girl's own hand.

Drawn-work ar.d cut-work also adorned some

seventeenth-centvry samplers. Early in the eighteenth

century these features disappeared. A sampler con-

taining lace is specially valuable.

The earliest-dated sampler excant seems to be one

whioh shows the year 1643 ; a few bear the date 1648.

But these were not the earUest of all. A book of songs

pullished in the year 1612 mentions " a short and

sweet sonnet made by one of the Maides of Honour

upon the death of Queen Elizabeth, which she sewed

upon a sampler in red sUk." So far, no sampler of such

date has been found.

I suppose this kind of work has practically ceased

to be done. Rarity will ensue, and prices will enhance,

but at present even the most desirable examples are

not dear ; one daijd 1648 uas been sold for about £7.

Dirty samplers can be cleaned ; decayed ones can

be repaired. Samplers are daintUy ornamental when

framed and hung. When 1 see one, I think of Becky

\^
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Sharp, at Miss Pinkerton's Academy for Young Ladies,

in Chiswick Mall.

"CRUELL NEEDLEWORKE"

It was about the year 1622 that Dame Anne Sherley

made her wiU. and bequeathed " my Turkey carpet ol

cowcumhers. a chaire of needleworke of apples, my

carpet of needleworke of gilly flores and v^oodbynes

^' five of my chaires of cruell needleworke to her

heirs and assigns. Crewels were used even then, it

*^?hrfull list of the ingenious labours which Dame

Sherley and her sewing-maids performed with

utedle. may be studied in " English Secular Em-

oide- '." by M. A. Jourdain.

wl is the range of " lines " and collections of this

kind • embroidered bed-hangings. appUed work, patch-

work.' fassemenUrie. upholstery, emblems. book-cove«.

gloves cushions, pictures, bead work, carpet work,

rmes. daming.'samplers.
<^^^^l'

^^^^' ^'^^
work, and what not. In my " A B C About ^oliect-

L" I have written on " Acupictura." or pictures m

needlework, a fascinating subject, more one for

women coUectors than for men.

Needlework Mim«t«re..-Yet there are ^me

branches of interest to all. In how many collections

of old miniatures do you see a needlework mmiature ?

Invervfew. Yet needlework miniatures are charmmg

old thmgs. They are none of them so old as some

other kinds of miniature ; the earhest needlework

I.— i.
.
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pictures hardly date back much before the reign of

Charles I. Perhaps tapestries suggested them; at

any rate, the earUest needlework pictures were doae

in tent stitch—^rfi^^wwi—a stitch which imitates

the work of a tapestry loom. Needlework miniatures

are very rare. You may see one in the Bodleian

Library, a head of the Duke of Buckingham, em-

broidered on the cover of an edition of "Bacon's

Essays," published in the year 1625. In the Wallace

Collection there is a needlework miniature of Charles I,

and there are several of the same subject extant, done

in that unhappy king's " .«.. --ir." At the Victoria

and Albert Museum you may see a hair-embroidered

portrait of Peter Paul Rubens. But you will be lucky

if you find a miniature of the kind in a decade's search.

Costumes.—Much more numerous, but also more

sought for, are seventeenth and eighteenth century

costumes for women and for men ; the most valued

are those which were embroidered by hand. A large

collection of these was recently dispersed from a small

village in Nottinghamshire. The collection belonged

to an elderly gentleman wh< lived at a Hall, and was

a collector indeed 1 He had furnished the upper

rooms of his fine old mansion with Elizabethan and

Jacobean beds, chests, coffers, and furniture to maf.ch,

and had taken down all the doors, so that the rooms

stood en suite. The better to show off his large collec-

tion of old costumes, he had, at some time or other,

bought up the whole stock of a travelling waxworks

show, and he dressed the figures, put them to bed, or
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.ct them beside the beds as if in attendance on the sick

or dying ; so that ghastly effigies-the wax had not

beenVepaired or repainted-^,! cekbrated cnminals.

such as Weare and Mrs. Manning, all clad in costly

costumes of the olden times, stood about those upper

rooms, and even by daylight made a night-maieish

nerve-shaking show. I was to have been his guest, and

slept among them, but I fled. AU that is over now ;

I wonder whither thor« beautiful costumes are gone ?

Fine examples of embroidered coats, long-sleeved

vests, bodices, and petticoats, may be seen m the

cap'-
' Uttie local museum at Peterborough, and the

Victc ^ and Albert Museum at South Kensington is

rich in treasures of the kmd. In the latter collection

there is an eighteenth-century petticoat, made for a

Duchess, which is covered with needlework repre-

senting branches, leaves, flowers, and fruits tjrowmg

out of fanciful rockwork. and bridges amidst houses,

winding roads, and trees ; the rococo and Chmese

Chippendale st^^es at their worst.

Sometimes you come across a beautifuUy needle-

worked cover for the i leath of a dress-sword. For the

men of those days deUghted in embroideries, and had

their coats and waistcoats adorned in this wise, upon

the pockets, and along the edges of the lapels, the front,

the tails, and the sleeves. In the eighteenth century

the fashion for English noblemen and gentry was to

get their silken costumes made and decorated m P-xris,

just as it is the fashion in France to get taUored from

London to-day.
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There are not many collectors of old keys—in this

country. In France there are a considerable number

of old-key collectors ; it is true, no doubt, that the

best keys made in the fifteenth, s' -teenth, and seven-

teenth centuries were French. There is at least one

extensive collector of old watch-keys in England;

and old watch-keys in gold, silver, or pinchbeck, cut,

chased, set with stones more or less precious and

quaintly formed, are quite an interesting " line." I

possess two bulbous ones, oval seab of onyx set in

pinchbeck, with a swivel above and the key below,

-aat hun^ at ^^me dandy's fob-chain a century or

more ago. B wat h-keys are rather a class apart.

It is of the larger varieties of keys that I now wish to

write.

A Chief Di «i'on.—Generally speaking, no key of

wrought or h. ^fcd iron can be of earlie date than

the fourteenth atury ; generally speak g, no key

made of bronze c be cf later date than the fourteenth

century. Note i ^ v/Yten I say " made of bronze,"

I mean made of brc - entirely—the handle or " bow,"

the stem or " pipe, ^ ^ *he wards all being of bronze.

It is the case that k< de f bronze in part or of

ormolu which has l 1. mble bronze, or of

brass, or of other yellow. re produced in the

eighteenth century, and fm ^ I know, are being

produced to-day, the p irt.-^ 0+ ,h m which projected

from the key-hole bei n de <rf metal to suit the
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metal decorations on the piece of furn are as a whole-

contemporary keys to old French furniture, to wit. I

own a fine Georgian tea-caddy, for instance, the co-

temporary key beu i bronze in its " bow " and " pipe.''

But in aU these cases the wards, and at least a part of

the
" pipe," were of iron or some form of iron. Of

course, if aiiy part of a key be steel that rather modern-

ises its date.

The Kind, to Collect.—I suppose we have aU of us

seen old keys lying in dealers' shops, and metal-brokers'

and marine-stores shops are fertUe hunting-grounds

for this purpose. But a key u -ot collec Mt simply

because it looks old. It must have d-stinct- of shape,

or it must show proof of artistic ^vorkmanship. or it

must possess some uncomn n qualiv of size, or it must

be wholly of bronre or br - or othei coloured metal,

or it must bear evidence of antiquity, or it must be

associated with some particular kind of old lock, if it

is to be worth your while collecting.

Romui Key*.—That " there is nothing new under

the sun
" receives some proof from the fact that " Yale

"

latch-keys rather resemble the bronze latch-keys used

in the Rome of
" great JuUus " and of Catiline. Old

Roman keys sometimes are found xo be of iron, but iron

being the more perishable material, it is the bronze

keys which have most remained. You can see some

of them in the Guildhall Museum. A Roman key had

a handle in the form of a loop or ring, the ring being

sometimes joined to the stem at a right-angle, so that

the ring might be worn on the finger ;
this appUes to
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the smaller sizes of keys only, of course. Solidity and

simplicity were the rule in the Roman keys. Some-

times the " bow " or handle had .he form of a hand

;

often the wards resembled a rake or a claw; the

workmanship was rough, and (even aLowing for the

effects of time) polish and finish were lackL 3.

Mediaval Keys.—The heavy mediaeval key links

the Roman key with the artistic Renaissance key. A

typical medijEval bronze key can be seen in the very

remarkable, rich, and well-arranged museum and art

gallery at Nottingham Castle. Mediaeval key? were

\ ^ually bronze. Mediaeval keys have an ecclesiastical

and churchy look—the symbol of the cross, or the

trefoil (for the Trinity) will be seen in the bow
;

the

wards are complicated, and suggest the Gothic. You

will find such keys as these depicted in missals, and

on tapestry, or carved as emblems on the tombs of

bishops and crusaders. 1 think it may be said that

mediaeval keys, being rai are r re valuable ih» -

the highly-ornamented and finely-sculptured keys of

the Renaissance.

A General View.—In my "Chateau Royal " novel

I describe the keys belonging to a collector, M. de

Grandemaison :
" Keys by the hundred ; simple keys,

intricate keyt', master-keys, skeleton-keys, small keys,

big keys, keys plain, keys lavishly ornamented, keys

with two chimerae back to back for the handle "—these

are Renaissance—" cathedral keys of the thirteenth

century, Gothic keys of the fifteenth, keys of the Re-

naissance with handles shaped like salamanders, keys
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with the hedgehog device of Louis XII, seventeenth-

century keys shaped like dolphins, sham Gothic keys

under Louis XV, keys with trapezoid handles con-

temporary with Henry II, and cross-shaped keys of

the time when Henry IV came riding through the

gateway of Chateau Royal to the arms of his mignonne.

Upon the surface of many of these keys appear spidery

lines of gold or silver, inserted to damascene and orna-

ment the iron, but—«ign of age—the gold has dulled

to a coppery hue and the silver has the look of pewter."

English eighteenth-century keys were finely made

and are worth acquiring, but they are not particularly

rare.

EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY KNICK-KNACKS

The wise collector is like Autolycus, " a snapper-up

of unconsidered trifles," and does not confine himself to

lines already well-known and pursued; in fact, he

cannot unless he be very wealthy indeed, and it is not

for the wealthy alone that I write my chapters here.

Where twenty years ago there were a hundred collectors

at work on a " line " there are now at least a thousand,

and a collector is wise in every way who strikes out

a path for himself. And there is hardly any possible

line which may not become remunerative, sooner or

later. I do not say that, for instance, the enthusiast

who never rests till he possesses an example of every

regimental button every issued to the British Army

will find his buttons a Golconda when he comes to sell

them, but he all the delight of collecting—the hunt,

J I
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the find, and the acquisition—has cheaply known.

In this chapter let me talk about some of the " orna-

mental trifles " (which is a dictionary definition of

" knick-knacks ") that are lying about and seldom

sought after just now.

Dainty Rages and their Relic*.—The eighteenth

century was for lashionable women in England and in

France a period of indoor life, as a rule ; there were

many sedentary hours to pass and to cheat of their

weariness somehow. Fancy needlework has at all

times been the great resource for otherwise unoccupied

women of fashion, but in the eighteenth century they

were apt to discover other methods of sedentary pas-

time also. Fashions in such occupations spread from

France to England or from England to France,

and the fine lady in Mayfair trifled with knick-knacks

resembling those which occupied the fingers of the

fine lady in the Marais at Paris. Early in the eigh-

teenth century the rage for cutting out prints began,

and it spread like an epidemic. Much of the present

rarity of the prints issued at the time is due to the fact

that fine ladies cut the figures out of them (par-

ticularly the coloured ones) and then gununed the

cut figures upon cardboard boxes, hand-screens, and

so forth. Boxes and hand-screens thus ornamented

still remain in existence ; I saw one in a shop-window

the other day; and on some of them there are pieces cut

out of prints which cost fifty livres at the time they

were issued, and, if complete, would be worth five

hundred livres to-day. Then came the rage for hand-

ii
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colouring prints. You wiU find in old portfolios stipple-

prints and mezzotints, very carefully tinted in water-
colour—the handiwork of fashionable dames a century
ago

;
and some of them have puzzled print-collectors

terribly, seeming to be modem forgeries, and yet old.

After that arrived the rage for making " pantines "

and "pantins," little figures cut out of cardboard,

painted and jointed, with threads to make the lunbs
move

; and also the toy theatres in which they were
to play the marionette. Harlequins, Scaramouches,
Shepherds, and Shepherdesses, dancing cardboard
figures of all sizes and values, from one that cost a
shilling to one that Boucher designed and painted
for Madame la Duchesse de Chartres at a cost of £60,
decked the consoles in Belgravia, Russell Square, the
Marais, and the Faubourg Saint-Germain. Examples
of these quaint old figures still remain extant. Doll-

dressing belonged to the same category, and the tiny
old dolls in their robes and furbelows of contemporary
brocades and laces make a capital "line" for a
woman who is a collector to-day.

Imitative "Art"—" George Paston " tells us that
" so terrified were the women who lived under the third
and fourth Georges of seeming to execute anything
with professional skill, that they deliberately invented
a kind of ' mock art,' for which England has been
unique among the nations. For example, to model
well in clay would have been considered strong-minded,
but to model badly in wax or bread was quite a feminine
occupation. Filigree and mosaic work was imitated
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in colovired paper, ' medals ' were made of cardboard

and gold leaf, ' Dresden china ' of rice paper, cottages

of pasteboard, flowers of lambswool, coral o* black-

thorn twigs painted vermiUon, and ' Grecian lintoes*

<so called) were painted—or plastered—^in black lead

mixed with pomatum the high lights being scratched

out with a pen-knife." (By the by, in Gaudy's " The

Arti«it," one of the earliest Baxter books, there are full

instructions for making " Grecian Fainting," " Japan

Painting," and others of the things mentioned above.)

And just as they copied line-engravings in human hair

stitched into white satin, so the Georgian ladies

imitated prints in lead pencil ; I possess three wonder-

ful examples of their skill in that way.

FMhionable Oakum-picking.—Then came the rage

for impicking gold and silver lace, unravelling old

shoulder-knots, brandebourgs, and epaulets. Madame

4e Genlis, in her " Memoirs," showed how a diligent

lady might unravel enough old gold and silver lace to

sell for as much as £80 in one year. To this day you

will find in odd comers of bric-i-brac shops olu epaulets,

edgings, and so forth, consisting of tarnished gold or

silver lace. In the year 1772 Christmas-boxes to ladies

largely consisted of fans, tiny jhairs and tables, coffee-

cups, birds, windmills and " pantins," all specially

made-up of gold or silver iace in order that the ladies

might have the pleasure of imravelling it, thread by

thread. V/hen unravelled, it must be wrapped around

bobbins, and old bobbins still full of the old thread

may be picked up to-day. Gold lace was gold lace in

21
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those times ; Dutch metal had hardly been invented.

And this mention of bobbins brings me to another

class of eighteenth-century knick-knacks, more easy

than the above to come across now.

Workbox Fitlinf*.—I mean the dainty trifles which

occupied the drawers, tiny recesses, and speciaUy made

receptacles which are to be found in the old work-

boxes which still remai. Bobbins of ivory, bobbms

of horn, bobbins made of a metal shank between a

beautifully pierced and carved mother-of-pearl disk

(the top of the bobbin) and a round of bone (the

bottom of the bobbin), may now be picked up for

sixpence or a shilling apiece. Then there were the

thimble-cases, made of carved ivory or bone, and if you

find one with a bone thimble still inside it you have

acquired an ancient krack-knack indeed. Next, there

were the tape-measures. The Georgian tape-measure

was usually made of pink silk, marked off into nine

inches and multiples of nine inches, not iiito twelve

inches and into feet, as the severely practical tape-

measures are to-day. The carved and pierced bone,

ivory, or sUver cases of these old tape-measures are

pretty and interesting trifles, and take the most ex-

traordinary forms. I have one which looks like a

cathedral spire ; I have seen one that worked like a

windmill.

Needlecases of pierced and carved bone or ivory,

long ones, to hold darning-needles and tapestry-

needles, are still to be found. Then there were the

pincushions, some of them large and ordinary, but

' I
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aome of them small and dainty, consisting of a pad

of pink velvet, mowited on the top «f a short pillar

of bone or ivory. And, of com^, no eighteenth-cen-

tury workbox was complete without its pcwder-puff,

powder-box, or its stiletto to use as a bodkin, its steel

instruments to use in " pinking," and its spools for

silk. I saw an Early Victorian workbox complete

with all its dainty fittings selling for thirty' shillings

the other day.

EndleM Variety to he Looked For.—In fact, the

range for the collector of eighteenth-century knick-

knacks is almost endless, and I have by no means

touched upon all the articles which this line offers to

the quick and recognising eye. Nearly all the knick-

knacks are small, dealers do not make a feature of

them, they are not exposed in shop-windows, and you

have to hunt for them, as a rule. But when you find

them you can usually buy them cheaply—^at present,

that is.

BRASS AMUUEJS FOR HARNESS

In my novel, " Smalilou," I wrote ef " a pony

dizened with gypsy symbols, the egg and snake

and new moon in brass." Here are some pictmres of

such symbols, chosen from a collection of himdreds.

ANew Line.—^Harness ornaments in brass are almost

an unworked vein for collectors. I know of a small

show of them at the Pitt Rivers Museum, Oxford;

and Miss Lina Eokenstein, Dr. Plowright, and a few

Oxford and Cambridge dons and professors have made
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collections of the kind. Two articles on horse brasses

and amubts appeared in the Reliquary (October 1906

and April 1906). But beyond that the subject, so

far as I am aware, has not been vvritten on ; it is virgin

soil " There is nothing on brasses in books," Miss

Eckenstein wrote in one of the articlf cited ;
" even

the words commonly applied to them—such as horse

brasses, medals, and metals—do not figure in this

connection in the dictionary."

The use of such harness ornaments is dying out,

partly because of kindness to animals—a complete set

of nineteen brasses weighing more than six pounds—

and partly because motors are so numerously dis-

placing draught-horses. Brass harness ornaments will

soon cease to be made, and will then have passed into

that delightful limbo from which collectors rescue

treasures after a generation or two of oblivion. Now,

therefore, is the time to acquire these interesting bits

of old brass. You can find them in marine stores,

old-metal stalls, horse markets, and country saddlers'

shops, fer threepence or sixpence each. A few already

are to be seen in curio-dealers' shops, priced at three

to five shillings each. Forty did not cost more than

twelve shillings in all; they hang against the rich

red end of an old mahogany bookcase, and over my

sanctum door ; and if there be luck and safeguard in

them, then am I plentifully amuleted indeed.

The Number Collcclable.—I have counted up to

180 different patterns of the kind shown in the illustra-

tions, not reckoning the boss and the two "flyers"

rth
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which appear in one of the top rows. A collector need

not despair of picking up an example of each pattern,

therefore, and it is always a pleasure to have a collec-

tion (of anything) that is quite complete. On draught-

horses in the streets or country lanes you may observe

these oinaments in plenty ; a complete set ccmsists

of a face brass hanging on the animal's forehead, two

ear brasses hanging behind its ears, ten martingale

brasses hanging on its breast, and three brasses on

each of its side-nmners down its shoulders. These

"metals," as carters and horsekeepers call them,

usually belong to the carter or horsekeeper, and not

to his employer ; bought as additions to the harness,

not as an original part of it, for ornament at May Day

parades.

The Meaning of Them.—I don't suppose a London

carter or horsekeeper has much idea of what the brasses

signify, but once, as a boy in Worcestershire, I asked

a gypsy driver what they meant, and he told me they

" kept off the duwel." To the same question put in

Italy a carter will reply, " To keep off the e^a eye,

signore." For the Italian populace still believe, as

all the ancients believed, that the eyes of certain

naturally malignant persons dart noxious re.ys at

human beings and beasts. Virgil, in his Third Eclogue,

sang of the evil eye as making cattle lean. But the

superstition goes a good deal further back than Virgil

;

it goes back to the very beginnings of the recorded

existence of mankind, and it has been observed in every

land. In one short chapter I could not discuss a hun-
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dredth part of the myths and folk-lore involved ; I

can only here say that the earliest horse ornaments

were worn as amulets, safeguards against sorcery, and

votive decoration ; custom and tradition have kept up

the practice of wearing the same designs even to our

own day. The earliest horse ornaments consisted of

symbolic representations of the earliest worshipped

gods, the sun and stars and crescent moon. Among

all the horse brasses I have ever seen, only one Christian

symbol, the cross, was found—you observe it in the

illustration; it is quite recent—new, in point of

fact—and has a pagan form of hanger at the top of

it; I have seen that same hanger on a pilgrim's

badge of the eleventh century. All the other horse

brasses reproduce symbols that are Buddhist, Egyptian,

li-orish. or Gypsy. Let us study them awhile.

The Eye and the Heart—Look at the illustration

which shows a boss or bridle ornament at the top

left-hand comer. It represents a human eye ;
the

pupU is brass, the iris is blue enamel. This came from

Italy, where such an " eye " is valued as a preservative

against the evil eye. Around the iris you note a sun-

like brass rim, and outside that a ring of tiny crescents.

The next brass is a crescent—the moon. The crescent

is reproduced in the fourt: s , a " flyer" (which

rises from the horse's head c- .oilar). The brass with

a Royal crown in it is worn by Army draught-horses,

but even the crown itself is topped by two c «'s:ents,

one crossing the other, and the fleurs-de-lis, which

edge the crown, are nothing but the lotus of the East

;
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outside the crown in the brasi is a circle—the sun—

and outside that a ring of crescents. The horse-shoe

brass is a crescent also ; a horse-shoe was first tiiought

' because it was a crescent inverted. The brass

aich begins the third row shows nuiny crescents, solid

or open, and the horse inside it b the horse of the

Saxon standard, and the one cut in the chalk of the

Downs. The brass next to that is crescental in shape,

and contauis the lotus, which itself contains a star.

The lotus or fleur-de-lis appears in the next to that.

In the last brass of the third row the lotus has developed

into shield-shape; in the next into something li'e

h'^art-shape. In the next the bull's head appears,

with horns ; and to this day in Italy the superstitious

put up two fingers, as horns, against a stranger's gaze.

In the last brass but one the centre-piece is more heart-

shaped. Notice how all the four brasses just mentioned

contain circles representing the sun. In the last brass

on this sheet the heart is fully developed ; it stands

inside a sun-like rim, which is itself surrounded by

hearts.

The Other Illuttration.—In the first brass the heart

of the i«ist has become a diamond ; hearts and diamonds

and clubs and spades on cards contain the same mytho-

logical idea. Then come seven brasses representing

the sun, the seventh especially. The inverted crescent

is pierced by two suns and a star. Ir *'e next brao3

the centre represents a lotus-seed, c • > ned or de-

generated, through endless copying, - .. somet' ag

more like an acorn. In the next brasa che petals of
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the lotus are seen. In the next the lotus petals merge

into star and sun surrounded by the crescent moon.

In the first ol the last row the star and crescents are

more plainly evident. In the next are stars within

stars and crescents. The last but one shows the star

very notably. And in the last the star is associated

with the crescent, as in the Turkish standard itself.

HinU to CoUeclow.—The oldest brasses are the

most desirable to acquire. They are the heaviest

;

they are of cast or wrought brass ;
sometimes they

weigh as much as six ounces ; at the back of them

you can see the grain of the metal. The more recent

brasses are thin and brittle ; they were stamped, not

cast ;
you can detect the stamping by the edge or burr

which is left at the back edge of each perforation.

Brasses representing Lord Beaconsfield within a wreath

of primroses, or cannon under captured Boer flags, or

King Edward VII, are, of course, quite recent. But

the thing for a collector to do is to obtain one example

of every known design, either old or newer. If dirty,

a brass should be steeped in ammonia a while, then

polished with one of the many soaps for metal, and then

thinly coated with vaseline to preserve it from oxidisa-

tion.

THE CX)LLECT1NG OF WATCH-CXXaCS

You may have seen necklaces made out of parts of

old verge watches-out of watch-cocks, or, as the

French call them, coqs de montre. Apart from the

decorative use of watch-cocks as strung together mta
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necklaces or bra ' .ts, or made into brooches and other

fastenings, there is quite a world of knowledge and

research in connection with these lovely things. The

art that was expended on them was in itself very

marvellous; as much as thirty shillings apiece was

paid to the workmen who made them in the days when

they were fixed into watches—our grandfathers' and

great-grandfathers' and great-great-grandfathers' days.

And the art of them is so individual ; hardly ever will

you come across two that in curves and details of the

ornament are at all identical. Nobody now can know

who were the designers, but the ornamental lines of

watch-cocks are supremely good as bits of design.

Hirtorical.—The history of watch-cocks goes back

for three centuries, and the dates of them can best be

assigned by the study of dated watches, or watches

bearing the names of makers whose dates are known

from the records of the Clockmakers' Company or of

the Paris Clockmakers' Guild; sometimes the hall-

mark indicates an otherwise missing date. French

collectors classify their coqs de tnontre into Louis

Quatorze, R6gence, Louis Quinze, and Louis Seize di-

visions. I do not know of any such clear-cut divisions

as those for English watch-cocks. But the English-

made are the firmest, and, strange to say, the most

beautifully ornamented, as well as the best. In the

days when each part of each watch was hand-made,

when there was no standardisation of parts, and those

who purchased watches were people with plenty of

money, cost was " little object " but inevitable, and
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.„a»»t was '^'Vi^ »Xr^roH'^wa^
nillars which connected the two piaies ui

"^ZZ. and other part, ot a »atch
;

the hands

r: oftek cost fx. in X793 a

-^f-'^^/^^
T«>iah Emery told a Select Committee o« the House

Jr^nShat he had made thirty-two or ttar^

tL^Ter watches, and his price lor them v^ fijo

^ About that date the lever movementb^ to

Z^rsX the verge movement, and the makmg ol

watch-cocks declined. j ^i.

It Verg. M»«m«.l^ the N«n..-I need not.

aJTould go into the technical
f---^'^"^

the verge movement-the
earHest of rll-and the kver

movement but. broadly, the balauc^sprmg. or han-

rrLTta he verge was open to the watch-case, and

He'wer watch it is closed. The first toct^n »

The watch-cock was to hold in place one end of the

^^*afi, and a slight piece ol metal sufficed

^Z B;t the si« of the piece of metal wa. soon

^ r^d to perform the function "^ ^ --"^^f
for the circular balance-spring, ^-.-i

*f
*' ' ^"^

:r:=.!irri:^r{rir.
Z the circular protection of the balance-sprmg

X'sheU or co^ to it, and c^ is <lo""f""^
tion of coqm. There is another theory as to the name,

Ttaow by watchmenders the circular piece u caUed

thf" bidy
" of the watch-cock, and the arc-shaped

^^o»^iIed part is called the "taa-; bu' m ttet

Tase where is the head of chanticleer ? Never tJl the
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late eighteenth cenhiry did French watchmakers give

a tail to the coq, and I think the second theory as to

the name cannot hold good.

French and English.—The great distinction between

the French-made and the English-made is that the

^ioq de montrtf had no " tail," which the watch-cock

invariably had. Another distinction is the material.

Until the middle of the eighteenth centmy the material

in France was nearly always silver ; in England it was

always brass. Only the British mechanics of the time

appear to have been equal to forging a brass—^watch-

brass it is called—^as hard or almost as hard and durable

as fine steel, or to drilling and piercing, sawing, and

then engraving that hard metal into the beautiful

and individual designs which rejoices a collector's

eye.

In English watch-cocks the " tail " was nearly always

open-work till about 1770, though the solid " tail

"

began to be made about 1720. Something about that

date can be judged from the design at the neck, or

that part where the "body" and the "tail" are

joined. The early watch-cocks show a basket there,

and the idea seems to have been that the lovely floral

lines represented flowers in a basket. The " ears

"

or bits of floral design left and right of the basket and

apart from the " body " survived even when the basket

had given place to a mask or face. The oldest English

watch-cocks have open feet of irregular shape and

" ears."

The Prices Now.—Nowadays the whole "works"
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of a verge watch can be bought
for a shillmg. the watch-

cock included. I have picked up ^atch-c-l^;^^

penny each. You wiU find them in watchmake^

^dows. ready gUded. for is. W. or ^s. e^^^^

bracelets of them can be bought for 155.. and ne^ces

for £2 or £3 ; they are also ma^e mto brooches,

clasps, hat-pins, and scarf-pms.

COLLECTING SMALL THINGS

•• Collecting small thmgs in a smaU way " appears

on the title-page of a book by the Rev A W. Oxfoid,

M.D., and the title is
" Notes from a CoUector s Cata-

logue, with a Bibliography of English Cookery Books.

I have seen Mr. Oxford's intensely interestmg collec-

tion. Were it but for th bibUography of works on

cookery alone it wo^Ud I Suable, yet it is valuab..

also in other ways.

QuoUtion. of W:.dom.-This is how the book

begins
: "

I must keep three rules if I wish to collect

wisely-d) Collect only what is beautiful or of great

human interest. (2) Collect only thing, which are

scarce ; let there be a clear Umit to whatever is bemg

collected. (3) Give special attention to th^gs which

.useums would be glad to possess." And this wise

counsellor Hds that "I must never let myself be

carried away by love of freaks, such as coins wrongly

stamped, or books with mistakes in their title-pages,

which were withdrawn from circulation as soon as the

mistake was discovered." And " I have ofteu found

things common which at first sight seemed very rare.
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Now, before I go far in collecting a new thing, I ask

myself, ' Can a millio-iaire overta/ce me in a week ?
'

If it is probable he can, I send the collection to a sale-

room and start on something

else. Moreover, I must not

start on any branch which is

too vast for my modest means."

As to " things which museums

v.'ould be glad to possess," Mr.

Oxford says that " every vil-

lage ought to have a museum

in which such things as smock-

frocks, flails, scieeves, and local

engravings should be preserved.

If no proper building can be

erected, why should not a part

nf the school, or even of the

church, be used ?
"

Collectable Small Things.—
Let me catalogue a few of the

delectable and collectable small

things which Mr. Oxford has

got together. Cards and their

accessories—counters, for in-

stance. There are the counters

and their boxes to be found, in great variety, made of

gold, silver, ivory, bone, tortoiseshell, mother-of-pearl,

porcelain, pinchbeck, wood. There ure counters con-

sisting of George III shillings and threepenny-bits

Porcelain counters were usually of foreign make. 1 licn

PEASANT-MADE WOODEN
NUTCRACKERS.
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there were trays or receptacles for counters wl^eat

pky ; some in Battersea enamel, some m sa^t-gla^.

Lme in cardboard lined with silk, some oi paf^er

^U. Gaming tickets, of wood. torto^^eU -d

ivory, are to be fomid. some of them marked Whites.

There are dice-boxes also, and domino-boxes, and sa

^''ihen what about a series of London hall-marked

sUver vinaigrettes ? And nutmeg-boxes, that used

to be carried in the pocket in days when every gentle^

NUTMBG-BOX IN WOOD.

manthoughthimselfadabatbrewingaWofp^ch?

These nutmeg-boxes contain a grater under one hd and

a receptacle for the nutmeg itself under another. Mr.

Oxford has more than 150 of them in silver not o

mention some in Battersea enamel, wood. Sheffield

plate, iron, brass, and ivory. These boxes go back

to the Stuart period, and ceased to be made m the

early period of Queen Victoria's reign

Mr. Oxford has also a number of old stay-busKS

about the quaintest things I have ever seen. Most

1*1
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of these now extant were made for women of humble

station, carved in wood or whalebone—the latter by

sailors, it wcUd appear. But there are also ivory ones,

long, for the long Elizabethan stomacher. The wooden

ones are marvellously carved as a rule. Some of them

are triangular and positively bulky. But I warn my
readers that old stay-busks are very rare.

Knitting-needle holders, again, are in great request.

They are wooden, as a rule,

but some are silver, some iron,

and some of bead-work.

Travelling ink-holders are

raother "line" ; and so are

pounce-boxes, used before the

introduction of blotting-paper.

Seals and scarabs, circular

metal calendars (those per-

petual almanacks) for the pock-

et ; tokens in mp+ Inscribed

with ser*:iments, which were

used in days when few people

could write a letter ; diaries

and commonplace-books ; and

so on—the range of small

things to collect and store in

small cabinets in small houses, or in fiats or apart-

ments, is really quite remarkable. And to this range

there is no other guide to be compared with Mr.

Oxford's book.

Snuff-boxes Mr. Oxford rules out, as being numberless

SNUFF-HORM.
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and limitless. Patchboxes have the same defect as a

" line." But. really, I do not know that it is at all

•essential to have a complete set of whatever you are

bent on collecting. My own rule has been to pick up

anything I come across that I like, and know to be

antique and genuine, if I can obtain it for a low price.
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